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It 's true - Earth is the cradle of humankind
But the human being can not stay in the cradle indefinitely
The solar system becomes our kindergarten
Konstantin Eduardowitsch Ziolkowski
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Introduction
CORPORATION is a classic pen&paper roleplaying/storytelling game by James Norbury. (see www.corpgame.com)
This sourcebook is an independent, contributive work covering spaceflight in great detail by supplementary rules 
for space battle and spaceship design, specialist equipment, trainings, licenses and a full-featured space mission.

How to use this book
Players and Gamemasters who wish to add color to their characters regarding astronautics can find loads of novel 
items, ideas and suggestions in browsing the Equipment and Character Advancement section. In terms of game 
mechanics the extended Space Travel and Space Battle rules provide a framework for groups who are up to dabble
in deep space missions especially. From travel specifics in the Sol system and beyond via distinct spaceships and 
weapons through to anti-spacecraft, dogfights or fleet commanding campaigns: FAR OUT CRAFT keeps you covered.
All the suggested rules are designed as optional supplements that can be applied to various extent as it seems fit.
26 sample spacecraft with a unique Stats Sheet and design rules for ship construction round out the compendium.

The other part is a multi-session space adventure: ON EROS TRACK introduces the near-Earth asteroid 433 Eros, 
depicting 9 full-blown places of interest and 40 distinctive NPCs in vivid descriptions complete with gaming stats 
and many witty specials. The players are guided through these intertwined sceneries by an elaborate mystery plot, 
which allows to freely develop spinoffs and alternative adaptions without getting cramped by a linear action angle.
Backed by a fluid storytelling system of basic key scenes, the setting rich in specific links makes it easy for the 
gamemaster to accompany your players in their very own ways of exploring these highly unusual surroundings, 
check out the extended space rules, and still get furthered an amazing storyline throughout the whole shebang.

What's not to be found in this book
More places of interest on other planets are not covered here. Where general specifics such as travel times 
may offer a better grip to handle space scenarios, the author of this book highly regards blank spots as a distinct 
feature of any excellent RPG, not to mention the fact that nobody can do everything, particularly not all at once.
If one day the complete CORPORATION atlas came out with each and every location covered in detail, as for my part, 
the game were dead. Luckily we're far from that point, so that unscrupulous creators can still feast on it. 

About the Author
To begin with, note that i learned english essentially by reading RPG books, so please bear with me.

I've been playing and conducting storytelling games since childhood for short of 30 years. Grown 
up and still living in the Rhineland, my cultural influence is a bemusing melange heavy with hop.
The setting is classic: A steel monger in prussian-blue got blewn from the East to run into the next 
best south-western moonchild all in black. Bewitched by the swamp nymphes they lit up the fire, 

and once my left and right hand sisters corporealized, the death-crack called me in, followed by 
little sis to complete the braid, and then cut the bill. You may be surprised to take my point. But maybe you're  
not at all surprised. Be that as it may, i bookwormed a way through the shelves; my pencil wrapped up in paper.
Old friends recognised me as that guy, who's always absorbed in scribbling peculiar drawings amidst the party.
New wanna-be foes asked 'why don't you go home', when i was dreaming next to the music speakers in the club.  
The common thread running through my life was a reappearing dialogue like: <Please tell me, what do you want?> 
<This!> <Uh well, may i offer you something completely different?> I learned to interprete that indulgently at large;
like to play the violin, piano, jaw harp, didgeridoo, singing saw and ukulele, (for i asked to play the drums) or to go 
for an apprenticeship as a state enrolled nurse after graduating high school. (for i asked to attend academy of arts)
I became familiar with cats, turtles, hamsters and guinea pigs of my siblings, (for i asked to keep a snake) and i got 
me a girl enemy with a flat on my own. (for i asked to create an opera) Once i used up all my money, she left me 
after her latest abortive assasination attempt, and i was finally running out of script. Hybernating in the trees at the 
riverside, casting spells on ships passing by, crashing some planes, and bringing the issue to the waterbird court, 
(who didn't hesitated to offer me a duck in compensation of my expenses) i found myself eventually back in the 
parental bedsitter, tied to my writing desk, watching seasons change, through windows for demons as always.
The writer asked hisself <What do you want?> and it replied <This!> pointing at that book you are reading now, 
since i decided to comply with myself instead of palming us off with pussyfooting. It took me 2 years of continous
day-to-day work in solitude without luxury or a prospect of any reward besides that labour in itself. Of course, it 
means to me, and i feel thankful for being allowed to do so. Still my intention is not solely an end in itself. I wish to
share the scandalous joy i found in contact with outrageous mates, where roleplaying/storytelling games in my
experience can be of an importance way beyond that of a cheap entertainment. Playing means learning means life,
where storytelling, particluarly in that manner of real, interactive face-to-face contacts, is truly the heart of the art.
It's my love, and thus annoying when potentials to join in uncoerced creativity get abused by mediocrities in lame 
attempts to twist all our genuine supremacies into one consumable knockoff. If you have fun with my work, and like 
to improve the chance that i create some more, please support me by whatever means. The monetary cost of this 
production (more or less) proudly presented by papa limit to my alimentation, which should ammount to 30,000 €. 
I.e. if 2,000 players send me 15 bucks (which admittedly is absurd) i could go ahead, and spare the bank robbery.
Have lots of fun, and enjoy your time. Yours, Jan Albert.             January 2020  www.faroutcraftcom.wordpress.com
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Historical Development
Discovered already in the 19th Century, this near-Earth asteroid was amongst the first targets for asteroid mining.
Revolving the Sun in less than 2 years, the Amor class planetoid's orbit extends close to Earth's without crossing it, 
but crossing the orbit of Mars. Indeed it was the first known Mars-crosser asteroid, which suggests Eros to evolve 
into an Earth-crosser by gravitational perturbations within as short an interval as a few million years. It was the first 
asteroid visited by spacecraft ever, the first one orbited, and the first one soft-landed on, at the dawn of 21st century.
Promising results of those early explorations inspired to turn visions once utopian into reasonable necessities soon.
Whilst corporate wars still been in the fledgling stage, it had already become clear, that it gonna be less of an 
unimaginable, but in fact unevitable task in the long run, to protect against potential impact threats of asteroids' 
continues drift from the main belt towards inner solar system, as well as to exploit this renewable ressources.
Eventually Eros should also turn out to become the first asteroid mining site.

But for the time being during the 21st, and well into 22nd century, astronautics at large got relatively slowed down.
Whilst space programmes formerly lead by national governments all in all may have meant little more than costly 
propaganda shows of ideological warfare, more urging themes entered the limelight on the stages of populism by 
increasingly brutal games of the rising corporations. To corporations' profit maximising agendas in turn, still other 
ressources simply been given priority to exploit, although dary entrepreneurs already begun to stake their claims. 
Amongst those ranked also a David Burton, some fly-by-night racketeer, who claimed to be an offspring of Attila the
Hun, as well as to trace his roots to Indigeneous Australians, and spread quite a few further shady rumors. Anyhow,
he disposed of proper capital, had a talent for fundraising on top, and was a true space enthusiast. Maybe he was 
just an enthusiast above all. Indubitably he pushed forward an ambitious pioneering project of Eros mining 
astonishing far, before went broke, and dissapeared as early as 2076. Never having received much credit, Burton's 
affairs rather in contrary convinced contemporaries to regard asteroid mining still as an unprofitable crackpot idea.
When the next minor wave of the spacefaring trend re-echoed half a century later, his legacy came in handy to 
Marisol Malvero, a great-grandchild of the partner and chief engineer of Burton's former company Star Pebbles. 
You do not exactly wish to know how Malvero snaffled the company's lion's share: Loads of valuable wildcat data.
Gained by extensive exploratory drilling, Burton's final achievments previously unpublished, amongst experts soon 
got to be known as the Star Pebbles Papers. With this margin of concrete knowledge at hand, Marisol had less 
troubles to find investors in reviving Burton's scheme, but all the more to keep unscrupulous takers at healthy 
distance. She finally contracted with Liang Ho, consortium manager of a chinese heavy industry conglomerate, 
for his good relations with leading aerospace providers, still largely under governmental control back in the days. 
Together they founded Mahal Mining in 2130, and both got the tough job done, not only to build up a sustainable 
base station and first mining sites infrastructure on Eros within less than 50 years, but moreover to be in the black.
The latter could be achieved mainly by systematically propagated disinformation on actual deposits on Eros, and 
for the mining has been de facto completely unrestricted by occupational and environmental legislation on-site. 
In fact, key ressources on Earth such as rare metals ultimately ran short already a century ago, to which industry 
mainly adapted by improving technology of substitution and recycling, whereas emotional factors interacting with 
speculative transactions all along determined market values way more than factual conditions. With platinum group 
metals as rhodium, as well as with bauxite and crude silicon, Mahal Mining was established on the market in 2182.
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How to jump ship in the dry dock
Certainly Mahal Mining's profitibility still was a major fraud, strictly speaking. Conveying capacity on Eros still was 
way too poor to make up for the costly aerospace logistics, likewise too poorly developed to this day. The tightrope 
walk Marisol and Liang succeded in, was to bring concrete results, which just merley presented the prospect of 
further development could fetch sufficient profit, even without the present circus perfomances on the balance sheet.
First and foremost they finally proofed asteroid mining essentially can really be done, and be placed on the market.
Whereas subsidizing governmental forces gradually bowed out suspiciously, and already materially weakened, 
the rising Ai-Jinn assessed the business modell as perfectly good. They dreamed large-scale out of the gate, were 
conscience-free to wangle any means, and cruel enough to limit to the pragmatism necessary to realize suchlike.
This fresh assistance pushed the business considerably. Despite the ageing company founders were anything but 
novices in dirty trickery, time and again this new approaches got, say all too disturbingly efficiant to their favor. But 
they were wise enough not to reject the support, for mellowness of age was not exactly endorsed by the Ai-Jinnn.

Mahal Mining rapidly expanded facilities under Ai-Jinn's aegis. The founders were granted to see the enterprise 
finally grow into the dimensions of a major corporate affair during the course of their last period of directorship. 
As affiliate of the industrial giant, to which the Ai-Jinnn build up within remaining structures of the recently shattered
Lang Transit Conglomerate, Mahal got merged with Arbik Aerospace to Mahal & Arbik Transports, a successor 
company of the perishing national agency. A first mining colony got shoved up on Eros, and populated by some 
hordes of 'volunteers', recruited in most debatable circumstances, to put it lightly. Even if it was not a textbook 
example of a labour camp, the practice was far from meeting any humanistic ideals overall. To the same extend 
Eros infrastructure advanced to really profitable state, the Ai-Jinnn also tightened measures of clouding the issue. 
In the first decade of the 23rd century they had achieved asteroid mining to entirely drop off the screen again. Affairs
on Eros had been staged as an unsustainable flop, Mahal & Arbik Transports allegedly just barely survived by their 
return to conventional business. Eros mining turned into a strictly military operation over the course of the following 
decades, to serve as a secret backbone of materiel for the corporate wars, as the battle gradually raged higher.

Not until the war ended, when the UIG was established, when orbital factories and the Lunas Colony formed in 
2240, followed by Mars and Venus colonisation, and spacefare commonly begun to flourish, it transpired that the 
Ai-Jinnn acquired hands-on experience in running a mining colony in space already for more than half a century.
It goes without saying they didnt rested on this leading edge, even less, when they had the FarDrive acquired.
With Eros providing a fully developed space port, its facilities proved useful, and still got extended, mainly to serve 
as a transshipment point further on, for its mineable ressources already considerably depleted during the war.
Therefore Eros never got such excessively riddled with drills until literally pulverised, as it became common practice
while asteroid mining turned to more profitable sources to render in outer space. In summary it can be stated that 
Eros hardly got such hyped in the public mind as the founding of Lunas Colony, let alone how the Venus Discovery 
outshined events, despite already the Old Town Circus of Psyche City had a permanent population of ten thousand 
inhabitants and growing, when the foundation stone on the moon just has been laid. Eros space port Don Juan, the 
Aida Colony, Psyche City, and even Narcissus Shipyards rather remained factors exclusively known by spacefaring
merchants. Maybe due to its shady past and Ai-Jinnn's mystery-mongery, even in this spheres though Eros never 
got rid of leaving an indefinably unpleasant aftertaste to be avoided if possible. Against this backdrop it is not 
suprising that over time the Ai-Jinnn outsourced Eros administration back to diminishing minor subsidiaries.
As a mining ressource, Eros long since passed its peak, and the colony soon had fullfillled its purpose, but left 
no room for profitable development furthermore. The fact, that it remained until today, is rather incidental after all.

In the late 23rd century a modest gold rush became fashionable again for a while, along with some kinda dropout 
movement amongst bored out individualists of affluent society, for which also Eros got fancied as a sleeper tip. 
In the course of this immigration of pocket adventurers, hippie-esque communities, and self-proclaimed artists, 
Eros municipal administration eventually got signed over to a minor indie corporation within a major clearance sale.
Mahal & Arbik Transports (MAT) opted out, and survived as one of several brands of Ai-Jinnn's mining fleet 
affiliates. The founders are said to have made it into the era of psyche matrix backups, and into the spheres of 
those who can effort, enjoying their retirement secluded, with replaced bodies after their fancy. 

The Eros colony remained populated until today, although nowadays, way beyond its peak, shrinked back to the 
size of a small township like Ely or Xanten, with no more than about 20,000 permament inhabitants, and a 
population density of some 300 residents per km² (900 per sq mi). Despite this may rank as an impressive number 
for an abandoned asteroid mining colony, living in a
backwater is quite surely brought to undreamed-of
dimensions at such a place as well. While commonly
mostly unkown, time and again some discover Eros
as a tourist destination of a certain charme, or even
plan to settle for various reasons, and yet others make
a living there already for generations.
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Physical Characteristics

Celestial body   Near-Earth Asteroid, Amor-group, S-type 

Structure   Crater-riddled, rocky, silicate-dusty surface; Sources of aluminium, gold, platin group metals
  Original monolith, fractured throughout to it's core by large impacts, held together by gravity 

Shape   Irregular, peanut-like, elongated ellipsoid; Two largest craters opposing along the equator
mean Ø   34 × 11 × 11 km 
equator   41 × 14 ×  5 km 

Rotation period   5h 16min (around shorter body axis)

Surface temp.   (night) -150°C ↔100°C (day) average -46°C

Density   2.67 g/cm3 (similar to Earth's crust)
Mass   7 Tt (1 Teraton =1012 tons)
Pull   0.06 % of gravitational pull on Earth's surface (human of 70 kg weights only 42 g on Eros)
Esc. Velocity   5 m/s

for comparision the Earth's Moon with Ø 3476 km corresponds 100 times of Eros length, and 10 million times it's mass 

Classification
The group of Amors is defined as near-Earth asteroids orbiting the Sun in greater distance than the Earth; closely 
approaching Earth without crossing orbits, and thus posing no impact threat. Eros though crosses Mars' orbit.
Spectral class, based on the emission spectrum, corresponds to surface composition. Type-S refers to silicateous 
or 'stoney' objects, as silicate minerals are commonly simple stone – which may contain metal sources indeed.

Orbit
Same as Earth and the other planets of our planetary system, Eros revolves the Sun. In contrary to Earth, one 
revolution takes about 1 ½ years, and the orbit is a more elongated ellipse, which is tilted against the plane of 
relatively equally aligned planetary orbits. In the closest sector Earth's and Eros' Orbits pass eachother as near as 
only 20 million km, but as both bodies moving along their orbit at different speed respectively, such constellation 
happens as rarely as once within centuries. Still Eros usual distance to Earth varies from 40 to 400 million km.

An opposition occurs every 27 months, granting an especially advantageous launch window for around 3 months.
To determine current distance in-game, consult table below, or roll 1D10 and multiply the result by 40 million km.

Eros distance to Earth in au  (1 au ≈ 150 million km) 

M/Y 2495 2496 2497 2498 2499 2500
Jan 2.7 1.3 2.3 2.2 1.5 2.7
Feb 2.7 1.2 2.4 2.2 1.7 2.7
Mar 2.7 1.2 2.5 2.0 1.7 2.6
Apr 2.6 1.0 2.4 1.9 1.7 2.4
Mai 2.5 0.8 2.3 1.6 1.8 2.1
Jun 2.2 0.7 2.3 1.3 1.8 1.8
Jul 2.0 0.7 2.2 1.0 1.8 1.5
Aug 1.8 0.9 2.1 0.8 2.0 1.2
Sep 1.6 1.2 2.1 0.8 2.1 0.8
Okt 1.5 1.5 2.2 0.9 2.3 0.6
Nov 1.4 1.8 2.2 1.2 2.5 0.4
Dec 1.3 2.1 2.2 1.4 2.6 0.4
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Scheme of underground infrastructures and major traffic tunnels. View onto North Pole (Rotational direction 
counter clockwise around shorter body axis) Light blue boxes lable locations at southern hemisphere, out of view.
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Craters / Infrastructure

Don Juan Space Port
Himeros Mining Site (Silicon / Aluminium) & Refinery Small Friends Nanofactory
Valentine Old Port & Flywheel Power Station
Aida Planetary Port & Mining Outpost
Psyche Capital City (OrbiTown) & Old Town Circus
Narcissus Dockyards & Mining Site (Platinum)
Galatea Mining Site, Wrecked (Uranium)
Lolita Mining Site (Oxigen)
Don Quixote Mining Site (Gold)

1) Spaceport Don Juan
As major spaceport of Eros, DJ is the typical port of arrival for visitors. With it's fully developed capacity to handle 
capital ships, it still has minor notability in the trade as an alternate transshipment point at temporary bottlenecks.
Located in the Don Juan crater, ships leave and descend into port through the oculus; an intrenched circular orifice 
extending to 1.5 km in diameter, opening into local infrastructures, which are largely situated underground.

The vast cylindrical runway hall of 3 km in diameter and 5 km depth is amongst the two largest buildings on Eros.
Platforms and bays all along it's inner walls provide landing fields and docks for spacecraft of various size. Radially 
branching off flight-deck-tunnels extending total manoeuvring area by another 2 km in diameter at multiple floors. 
Flight control in the central tower surveys all inner port docking manoeuvres at launch and landing, together with a 
secondary tower at the surface for planetary air traffic control and an interplanetary space surveillance observatory.
Flight decks and runway hall are almost zero-gravity zones, but providing a thin and almost breathable atmosphere.

Seperated by airlocks, adjoining terminals encircle ramps and hangars around the runway hall, dividing spaceport 
into land- and spaceside areas. Landside areas are pressurised, largely providing fully breathable atmosphere. 
However, this may not everywhere taken for granted at any time, and the versed spacetraveller always takes care 
to better check once again, than once too little, before operating an airlock. Particularly in the cargo terminals, 
which make up most of the spaceport, Ai-Jinn's original, far from comfort-oriented, brute design is unmissable. 
Ruggedly build to last reliable even without much maintenance, safety measurements rather pragmatically ensure 
to keep intact vital structures, as which in case of doubt replaceable human ressources are not exactly considered.
Suffocating by gotten trapped within an airlock due to faulty operation ranks in the top ten of local accident charts.
Modest blast damages related to unorthodox workarounds to airlock malfunctions are also the order of the day.

The general impression of the spaceport is characterized by this features of an industrial, antiquated space station 
in endless conversion, with lots of crude switchboxes, valves, panels and open supply lines maendaring all along 
catwalks, shafts and corridors. Walls cladding of bare durasteel appears long since corroded by cosmic radiation, 
blackened by stardust, and bleached out again by time itself. A few passenger terminals got modernised some 60 
years ago, contrastingly charming by a more prestigious design of some bygone space chic once fashionable.
While today's public stations' interior is rather indistinguishable from everyday life environments, here nostalgic 
connoisseurs of ancient sci-fi classics dating back to 20th century can still get their money's worth. Less enthusiastic
contemporaries may criticise the monochrome ambience, and a distinct lack of greening and wellness areas.
However, the passenger terminals provide a wide variety of retail, catering, hotel- and entertainment business.

Administration and Trade
Operating company of the port is Xiǎoyóu Space Travel,
the minor independent corporation who administrates
Eros in it's entirety as her corporate territory today.
Spaceport Don Juan is run as a free trade zone with
associated free warehouses, whereas internal trade,
notably at Psyche City, is subject to import restrictions.
Albeit formally independent, Tyahoyo is strongly tied to Ai-Jinn, who's mining fleet still is the main client of the port.
Around 8 million tons get transshipped per year; the warehouses have 18 million tons storage capacity. On average
cargo shuttles take off and land each 15 minutes, up to a 30 seconds interval at 2 yearly peaks, when Eros gets 
closest to earth for 3 months respectively. Most freighters carry raw materials for interim storage to supply Earth.
For comparision: The capital spaceport Taiyuan on Earth transshipped more than 500 million tons in the year 2490,
which is about as much as major seaports handled in the 21st century. Tyahoyo governs its comparatively minor 
stake in a protective manner, exceptionally preserving the place successfully. For a township downright microscopic
in corporate orders of magnitude, a marketable spaceport of this value can still generate astonishing prosperity and
autonomy, provided that consequently aiming for stability without expansion. Thus there is no growth to speculate 
for, and Tyahoyo rated a stagnating company – yet with the power to keep it that way for several further centuries.
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2) Himeros Mining Site & Refinery (Silicon / Aluminium)
The second pillar of Eros' economy, and after the major spaceport second most common working place of citizens. 
Mining aluminium ore and crude silicon is still profitable, particularly for the associated SMALL FRIENDS Nanofactory. 
Its unique refineries reduce water containing minerals such as alumosilicates like kyanite (Al2OSiO4) to extract 
oxigen and hydrogen for domestic requirements along with refining aluminium and silicon mainly for export, as well 
as yielding high-grade spacecraft fuel galore. In general these processings are common, but Himeros' nanites are 
incredibly efficiant, and thus time and again subject of speculative bargaining over this valuable target. But the 
factory, including all non-material values such as the nanite's programming, is communal property represented by 
an independent, public corporate body named SMALL FRIENDS SOCIETY. A legal disposal would only be possible if 
every resident of Eros agreed upon, which is quite unlikely. Illegal attempts to extract valuable data turned out 
negative thus far, for it required unhampered long-term study of the nanofactory's processing in its entirety.

Working at the mining site mainly limits to monitor the sub-surface ore winning process of the factory under 
constant conversion by self-organising construction nanites, and the transport of final goods. Factory buildings 
cover the area of about 100 km² in the valley of the Himeros crater as far the eye can reach. Above ground are 
control and power stations or temporary storage facilities. Not all buildings are still in use, but since the construction
nanites utilise local rock as building material for the predominant part, basic structures simply remain after their 
abandoning until the material comes in handy again for further processing. Building complexes in use are easily 
distinguishable by the silverish gleam of a photovoltaic coating typical for active nanite structures, whereas the 
overall appearance may well mislead to the impression of facing the major local settlement. On closer inspection 
the industrial nature of the plant unmistakably manifests in pipelines, cranes and conveyer belts every so often 
coming to surface, interconnecting facilities and mining tunnels. Partially derelict, partially under construction by 
strangely growing nanite-assemblage, and traficked by robotic vehicles, the scenerie has a touch of a ghost town, 
reanimated by an eery presence. Five of the major lanes connect Himeros to the network of Eros traffic tunnels. 
The Northern Main tunnel crosses additionally straight below, and the surface main route A1 completes Himeros 
transport connections required for its most heavy traffic volume. 

3) Valentine Old Port
This crater once was the landing site, where Mahal Mining set up the first base station to start major tunnel drilling. 
In the 22nd century, it was the main docking station, which for back then standards deserved the term spaceport. 
From here they drilled down the Port lane tunnel (10), branching out southwards through the Lolita lane (11) in the 
Southern Main (3) leading eastwards; same as the Northern Main (7), and Psyche East lane (12), from which the 
Aida lane (13) bends off southwards again. This original tunnel network is sometimes referred to as old town area.  

Old Port today is no longer in use as a regular spaceport, although
still offers a wealth of minor docking stations for light planetary
spacecraft such as private shuttles, but is an outdoor leisure centre
and vital traffic junction. Situated on the western hemisphere, close to
the equator towards the small tip of Eros, gravity were especially low.
Advantgeous for construction and free take-off and landing, this 
also carried the special risk of a low escape velocity, particularly
concerning ground vehicles. Driving over a bump could easily cause 
a vehicle to lift-off. That's why here initially the first ATMOAMPS got
installed; a system to increase gravity, and contain an atmosphere. 
The hub of Old Port is the main server of this system, with a closely
spaced ring of ATMOAMPS around the spot. The high road A1 descends
into the Port Lane tunnel here, crossing the Old Port Arcade which
environs the Valentine crater. Atmosphere is fairly breathable at the
place; in combination with a proper gravity under the open sky, quite
an attraction on its own. You can naturally breathe and run free in the
open, nothing above you but the starlit sky. Since the artificial gravity
still though is much lower than on Earth, it offers ample oportunity for
new fun sports. Many buildings of the former station are converted
into shops, bars, or coffee houses, and various other leisure facilities.
If you're looking for some of the more absurd, unreasonable, perhaps
even illegal – in other words: earthly fun – go to Valentine Old Port.

Another important facility, situated sub-surface at Valentine, is the
Flywheel Power Station. A massive plant of interconnected flywheels
serving as energy storage and backup system, feeded by the many solar panel arrays in all places for one thing, 
and on the other side can draw electricity from transforming the asteroid's rotation by utilizing gyroscopic effects. 
The latter would gradually bring Eros to a halt in the long run, but is a reliable and powerful emergency backup.
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4) Aida Planetary Port & Mining Outpost
Situated in the Aida crater is the planetary spaceport for inland traffic. Its architectural design is basically similar to 
the capital spaceport DJ, but less large-dimensioned. Here the oculus measures 700 metres, and the runway hall is
with 1.2 km in diameter and 2 km depth proportionally less spacious. Instead of a central tower inside, flight control 
is housed in the top floor of the encircling structures, overlooking the hall from outside. Unmanned towers at the 
surface are also handled by remote from here for areal traffic control. There is an additional open airfield for light 
domestic vessels to stoppover, or in the exceptional case of a heavy ship too large for the oculus required to land. 
Most of the traffic handled by Aida are commuters or transhipment of fragile imports from DJ to supply Psyche City. 
Where Don Juan subserves interplanetary traffic, Aida is responsible for all the internal aerospace traffic control.
This mostly limits to the most frequented, equatorial flight corridor, whereas for the rest of Eros it is rather loose.     
Indicated on the map you see the aerospace control zones of respectice spaceport, where definitely identification 
and guidance by Aida remote tower gets demanded at the latest, in case of vessels intruded uncontrolled. Flight 
control has a bonus of +8 on all detection rolls in the control areas; +4 in the flight corridor not overlapping with.
Interplanetary flights are oblieged to debark at DJ for reasons of customs; direct flights to Aida are exceptional.

The constructions at Aida date back to 2202, in the era when Mahal Mining joined the arising Ai-Jinn, and Eros 
colonisation turned into a real success story for the first time. Where the previous Old Port station still was rather a 
camp of attached spacecraft, functioning as a habitat for the mining crews, here the facilities got expanded by the 
first solid buildings forming a large-scale colony. The epithet 'outpost' refers to those times, when the place was a 
construction site, whilst the habitable main station still was at Old Port. The outpost colony was build around the 
new spaceport, adjoining the runway hall structures in a comparatively thin layer, with about 200,000 m² providing 
living space for some 8,000 pioneers on 400 floors. Concidering that this volume included functional rooms for 
spaceport operation and technical facilities of the building, the living area was far from genereously dimensioned. 
Typical pioneers of Aida lived in narrow and unadorned sleeping cabins, and there was no artificial gravity at all.
These early colonists; mostly desperate and disentchanted bums without any much prospect of success, and some
of wich got virtually shanghaied into mining on Eros, stemmed the buildup of local infrastructures above all.
Rapidly developing mining sites and settlements by serving as a backbone of materiel, hidden from the public 
during the corporate wars, the mining colonists been rather glad to get eased past the greater cruelties on Earth.

As part of modernisations, soon the mining colony outpost was used only as a base camp and machine park for 
remote mining site development, notably in the southern regions, but not for general accomodation any longer.
Today this logistic support limits mainly to the remaining sites Lolita and Don Quixote. The 5 upper floors got 
completely occupied by the Aida flight control centre, many sections are used for extending technical or security  
facilities and storage, or been converted to passenger terminals and parking lots adjoining Aida Planetary Port.  
Some of the former living space of Aida's pioneers can still be visited, as partially complete levels been left 
unchanged. Notably the 13th floor is a well of ghost stories for its many relics of bygone times, which got preserved 
after an unexplained accident lead to atmosphere leakage, with several sections been sealed, and never touched 
again. All floors are connected by 6 zero-g elevator shafts, hosting a large number of passenger and freight 
elevators, both with pressurised or simple cabin. Only a few main terminals are fully pressurised, whilst most areas 
provide no more but the thin artificial atmosphere of the flight corridor. Also in contrast to the capital spaceport, 
you'll find less entertainment but a wealth of rental shuttle and local travel agencies. Although Aida Planetary Port 
handles passenger traffic for the most part, overall service focusses more on quickening commuting of residents 
than on touristic offers. The ambience is rather this of an oversized intercity coach terminal for space shuttles.

Planetary Port Overview Shuttle Connections

Floor Function & Services Line      Schedule       Cost ¢

400 – 395 Flight Control Centre Aida – Don Juan    every   5 minutes 50
394 – 384 Flight Control Building Services Aida – Psyche*      every   5 minutes 10
383 – 378 Flight Control Security      *Railway transfer
377 Elite Ports; Corporate Suites Aida – Himeros      every   5 minutes 70
376 – 276 Commuter Ports; Domestic Shuttle Leasing Aida – Valentine     every 15 minutes 25
275 – 265 Upper Building Services Aida – Narcissus    every 60 minutes 40
264 – 259 Upper Building Security Aida – Lolita      every 90 minutes 30
258 – 158 Light to Medium Freight Ports; Machine Parks Aida – Don Quixote     every  5 hours 60
157 – 167 Central Building Security / Services 
166 –   66 Heavy Freight Ports; Machine Parks; Storage Spacecraft Leasing (per day)      Cost ¢
  65 –   15 Cargo Ship Leasing; Southern Mining Support Domest. Shuttle basic/ high-end  500 / 1,500
  14 –   10 Storage; Museum; Restricted Area: 13th floor Rove Hopper / Ion Bike             300 / 1,500
    9 –     6 Tourist Information; Travel Agencies; Motel Cargo Craft medium / heavy     2,500 / 5,000
    5 –     1 Basement Building Services / Security Mining Craft medium       10,000
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5) Psyche Capital City (OrbiTown)
The main town of Eros is located in the Psyche crater, and just as most other infrastructures largely underground.
Characteristical is the artificial gravity, generated by the centrifugal force of huge, rotating, toroidal structures. The 
entire township is build onto the inside walls of these giant rotary drums, which provide almost earth-like gravity.
Such an orbital housing scheme, dubbed OrbiTownTM, was realised in Psyche City for the very first time in history.

Psyche City OrbiTown
gravity field inducing orbital town Side view (right) Five cylindrical rings are recessed into the ground
Topview (left) Entire habitat gyrates at 350 mph within a hollow cylinder of 5 km in outer diameter one below the other, alltogether adding up to a total area of 75 km2

Detail (center) Segmented in 16 waggons, each provides approx. 1 km2 floor area at 300 m height A railway transfers to orbital townships by matching rotation speed
Centrifugal force provides a gravity field almost as on Earth at overall area of 15 km2 per cylinder to enter during operation. Trains size magnified by way of illustration
                                                                                                                                                                       

As illustrated above, the whole township revolves within a chain of clutched containers along the circular track of a 
cylindrical hull, like a giant train, with each waggon containing a district of about ⅓ squaremile floor area. (1 km²)
The speed of 350 mph, required for a centrifugal force resembling almost Earth's gravity, gets achieved by a heavy-
duty magnetic rail system, driven by superconductive coils. Herein the conditions in space facilitate implementation,
for the low temperature spares much of coil cooling expense, where a low-friction vacuum is naturally ensured. A 
mesh of fibre optics illuminates the ceiling in 300 metres height with a diffuse but full-spectrum sunlight, which also 
somewhat naturally varies, although according to the local rythm of a 2 ½ hourly alternation of day and night.
The whole township is certainly completely pressurised with a fully breathable atmosphere. Overall impression gets
astonishing close to the conditions of Earth's environment in essential aspects. Your body weight feels the same as
habitually used to, objects fall to the ground, and movements mostly follow the internalised laws, as it ought to be. 
To many who had spend a longer time in a state of weightlessness, this feels strangely relieving and tiring at once: 
A common side effect is a decompensation of space sickness at first, with various symptoms ranging from fatigue,  
insomnia and vertigo via modest nerveous depressions, through to panic attacks and hallucinational delusions. But 
typically the symptoms are no more but a diffuse discomfort, which subsides completely within maximal 72 hours.

Transfer Stations: Each district container has 3 stations, which 
are respectively accessable from both rings on adjoining levels. 
This means you can walk to the next higher or next lower level 
through a station. The couplings of containers have no passage, 
thus you go by train to neighbouring districts on the same level. 
Since the entire township is continuously moving to keep up the 
gravity field, you need to achieve the same acceleration in order 
to enter Psyche City. This transfer is provided by train. Under-
ground railroads lead in between the rotating township levels, 
into a loop, following their orbital path. Once a train achieved the 
same speed as the orbital town, the stations seem to come to a 
halt, for the relative movement of train and town is equalised. 
Now the train can choose a station by temorarily slowing down, 

and thereby let station by station roll by. When a train stops at Psyche City, the track is still racing at high speed!
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Also when you are waiting at a station of Psyche City, you see the railroad bed continually passing by at 560 km/h. 
Strictly speaking this is certainly an illusion, because it is the town, which is moving, whereas the track stands still. 
But as you are moving equally fast within the orbital town, whilst standing on its ground, it is effectively the trackbed
which is racing in relation to your quasi fixed position – and it's wise to take this subjective perception at face value.

Falling onto the track takes effect as if gotten hit by multiple mass driver hammers: 6D10 +6 pulping damage.
If any of the damage dice roll a 10, and sufficient damage has been dealt, a body part is pulped randomly:
Roll D100 Damage Part Pulped Roll D100 Damage Part Pulped   
01-05       8 Hand 51-70     24 Chest
06-11     10 Foot 71-77     14 Shoulder
12-19     14 Shin 78-85     14 Upper Arm
20-29     18 Thigh 86-92     14 Forearm
30-39     16 Groin 93-00     25 Head
40-50     24 Abdomen (s. MoW page 133 for details on pulping damage)

The victim skitters and tumbles along the track during the following 20 rounds (1  minute) decelerating by sliding 
some 3 miles i.e. ¼ of the complete cycle, until comes to a halt. The platform where the accident happened; for 
rotating at unchanged speed, outruns the victim once during his slow-down. Afterwards, this specific platform 
passes by the stationary observer on the track once per 30 rounds, where 2 different stations pass by every round.
That is to say each single platform is present only for 1 ½  seconds, and a victim fallen on the track shows up 
similarly short to an observer at the station. This may illustrate that no much helpful interaction is possible.
Attempts to climb back onto a platform will result in another clash, impacting same damage as outlined above.
Also mind that in the railroad tunnel is no atmosphere, and also no gravity. Once decelerated, you weightlessly 
hover, and can freely move, provided that survived. Moving is advisable, for the next train approached soon!
Penalties for pulped body parts such as reduced Agility apply, but locomotion is possible even without legs.
Without respiratory equipment / cyberware, exposure to vacuum causes a loss of 5 HP per round by suffocating. 
After the initial round, Agents can resist the hypoxia for 5 rounds per point of Endurance, before losing further HP.
Holding breath increases this time to Endurance x10 rounds, but then deals damage D10 Mashing (1) to the lung.

The railway tracks are situated in the gaps between the orbital floors, and thus outside of the town's atmosphere. 
Station platforms extend into this vacuum, but are still part of the township pressure chamber, sealed by hard ion 
shields, which are especially configured for this purpose: Air and similar volatile molecules get effectively contained,
but the sealing shields provide no considerable impact protection. Footbridges, which span across the tracks to 
connect adjoining orbital levels are similarly sealed and pressurised. The distance is about 250 metres. Mind that 
these bridges, (two at every station) are similarly rotating together with the synced orbital rings, and thus may carry 
an additional risk for someone floating weightlessly in the space above the tracks. The view from the footbridges on
the rotary structure with its hull racing by in the distant, is such legendary confusing and scary that some prefer to 
walk through a train in order to reach another level by entering at one side, and straightaway exit at the other floor.

Out-of-town transfer stations are respectively at the corresponding end of the following traffic tunnels:
Tunnel Lane Psyche High (14) Psyche Central (15) Psyche Low (16) Psyche East (12)
Orbital Level 1 & 2 2 & 3 4 & 5 4 & 5

Housing: The predominant buildings in Psyche City are residential complexes such as estate of terraced houses. 
But also detached urban villas set in their own ground, and even large mansions of various individual style exist.
Since the population shrinked back to the present size of a small-town, plentiful ground and housing is available.
Where the City in the 23rd century reached a population up to 800,000 at temporary peaks, today there are no more
than about 20,000 permament inhabitants, resulting in a population density of some 900 residents per squaremile. 
That is to say every resident of Psyche City has on average a plot of 60 x 60 metres residential property available.
Compared to the standards of crowded Spires on Earth, this is astonishingly luxurious, in fact. There also are a lot 
of gardens and green spaces, both, private and public, which overall function as an effective air processing plant. 
Neighbourhoods are well-kept and quite neatly arranged across-the-board, where individual structures, naturally 
evolved in the course of centuries, break up the monotony of a sheer drafting table city to create a vivid townscape.
The only public means of traffic in town, apart from the railways, are invariably bicycles or comparably muscle 
powered vehicles! This has various reasons of safety, but mainly it turned out that peeps dealing day-to-day with 
low gravity environments on longterm are glad to take any available ocassion to preserve their fitness. Bicycling 
herein eventually proved as the superior technology unbeatable. Antigrav trailers are coupled for transports. Few 
exceptions confirm the rule, such as pieces of sport equipment like hang-gliders or canoes. The sundeck district is 
completely converted into a recreational park with Lake Lacanew offering the world 3rd largest wave pool suitable 
for surfing. (The largest two are certainly both on Vastaag) Visitors of Psyche City are frequently astounded by such
downright arcadian conditions. Meanwhile even a small-scale but stable ecosystem has been managed to carefully 
let develop: Birds are twittering in the trees, bumble bees humming through the air, and you can pick lobs out of a 
flowerbed to go fishing in a local garden pond or rivulet. The only artificial noise interfering the tranquility is the 
steady, distant drone of gyratory oscillations, giant transformer stations and the supraconductive actuator coils.
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Old Town Circus: The present OrbiTownTM of Psyche City is already a replacement structure of the former capital. 
That original building was a smaller dimensioned, experimental version based on the same principle of operation.
It measured only 1.5 km in diameter, and was situated in the centre of today's replacement building. Soon after the 
structure proved to be functional, the construction of an improved design on a larger scale advanced already during
the last phase of the corporate wars. This approach was not to confuse with humanitarianism; improved standards 
of accomodation simply translated directly measurable in higher profits by a better performance of miners. Back 
then many essential aspects still been quite improvable, and experimental. Legend has it that an early accident 
even squished a whole workforce by over-revving actuators turned the town into a deadly centrifuge. Probably 
that's exaggerated, yet the former orbital town was in fact comparably buggy, and its artificial gravity frequently 
was down for maintenance or malfunctions. Anyway it stayed in use until into the fourties of the 23rd century, for 
the construction of the replacement building protracted during the post-war era. Old Town Circus even still got 
expanded in the meantime. Where the initial building encompassed only one ring, extending level by level it grew 
all the deeper, the longer awaiting completion of its replacement structure. A common joke did the rounds, before 
the new capital is finished, Old Town Circus would break the surface at Himeros. When today's capital finally was 
completed in 2242, they been about to drill down to level 9 at Old Town Circus indeed, reaching a depth of about 
3 kilometres. Meanwhile the construction had become pretty instable, and included a multitude of shaky additions 
and workarounds. Old Town Circus got hastily abandoned; the whole huddle simply shut down, and left to itself.
Today it is mostly forgotten, rarely mentioned, and few records survived, which may depict the structure in detail.
Bygone connection tunnels long since caved in, and got buried; remaininders at the surface are obscured by the 
major solar collector power system of Eros, which is completely covering the area encircled by Psyche City. 

Come to old town circus
Growing round and round

Far below we're fallen down
Gasped for breath 
Through the shroud

Tomorrow gonna surface
Showing what we found

Far ahead we're high and dry
Passed for mass
Blew the crowd

Replacing old town circus
                                                                            By another round                traditional Eros folk song

Psyche City Solar Plant: At the surface, only the hull of Psyche City bulks out in the form of a flat ring. Housing 
technical facilities, this cap construction sits on top of the OrbiTown. The encircled area is completely covered by 
the major solar plant of Eros: More than 2 million hybrid solar thermal and photovoltaic collector dishes are tightly 
packed in an array of 12 hundret rows along concentric circles, all over the 9 squaremiles large field. Its 4 GW 
power sufficiently supplied 800,000 housholds during the boom phase of the city. Population is 40 times less today, 
whereas general power demands increased. But still the facility provides more than enough for domestic supply.
In the age of fission energy that's certainly less essential, and yet one more factor to bolster Eros' autonomy, 
particularly for maintenace related materials are still largely available, whereas fission fuel relies more on import, or 
at least the hydrogen resource p.e. for it's usage in water processing is too precious to waste as deuterium fuel.

Solar Array Overview
 row perimeter panels per row           total panel count 
1200 15.0   km 3,000 1,427,976 - 2,027,975
1000 12.5   km 2,500    727,976 - 1,427,975
  800 10.0   km 2,000    427,976 -    727,975
  600   7.5   km 1,500    227,976 -    427,975
  400   5.0   km 1,000      65,476 -    227,975
  200   2.5   km    625      20,376 -      65,475
  112   1.6   km    400      16,176 -      20,375
  100   1.25 km    300        4,926 -      16,175
    50   0.6   km    150        1,176 -        4,925
    25   0.3   km      75           201 -        1,175
    12   0.15 km      40           120 -           200
    10   125 m      30             36 -           119
      5     50 m      12 2 -             35
      1       5 meter        1      1

Above chart outlines the dimensions of the solar array. It requires
constant maintenance, thus is carefully surveyed. Multitudes of staff
are kept busy in the surrounding facilities of the power plant, and by
driving along the rows of panels in sorta moon buggies, to identify, and repair or replace defective collector dishes. 
Most bustle is at the fringe by nature of distribution, since the 300 largest, outer rows alone include 1 million panels.
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6) Narcissus Dockyards & Mining Site (Platinum)
The well-reputed spacecraft shipyards, named after the Narcissus crater, where the shipbuilders company resides 
with their dockyards including the third spaceport of Eros on their own authority. Narcissus has a long-standing 
tradition in the field of shipbuilding, dating back even to ancient master shipwrights of the founders family on Earth. 
When their descendants, the Bøtkergaard brothers, settled on Eros in 2239, they been on the rocks for having lost 
all their property to the war. While getting along as miners, they begun to apply their engeneering skills in the field 
of spacecraft, gradually building up another business on their own. The first Rove Hoppers been in fact an original 
Bøtkergaard design, which turned out their breakthrough to capitalise on. Meanwhile the Narcissus shipyards are 
specialised exclusively on individual designs of select yachts or exploratory vessels, aiming for technological 
supremacy. They claim to take on a design only if it is considered unfeasable. Narcissus Shipyards CEO Jarrett 
Bøtkergaard counts as an eccentric engeneering genius, whereas his idea of marketing is commonly considered 
downright disastrous. Interestingly the shipyrads' business flourishes anyway unabated. Their slogan is: 'Beyond 
Means'. Although any of their ships indeed was acclaimed by experts for another cutting-edge incredibility, equally 
incredible were the costs. None of the spacecraft designed by Narcissus in the modern era was developed for less 
than 12 billion credits. Narcissus designs are plainly elegant, albeit in a form-follows-function manner. There is a 
subtle congeniality recognisable to the Ai-Jinn typical, strictly functional approach – but in contrast to stripping down
everything to bare necessities, Narcissus cranks it up to sheer impossibilities by the same principle upside down.
Immense production costs get burned up to boost innovations of incredibly high efficiency. Every ship is designed 
from scratch, with a unique engine and a multitude of experimental concepts realised, which never been tried 
before – oftenly not because these were considered disfunctional, but simply for being unsuitable for profitable 
serial production. Narcissus Ships are ahead of their time, quite often for centuries indeed. And yet as good as 
useless concerning to get placed on the market. Most corpoprations could not survive one financial year like that.
But Narcissus can afford such a demanding attitude emerged over time; long since renowned as an outstanding 
manufacturer who acquired wide experience with conventional projects in the past. The classy LEET FLEET business
shuttles set standards, and are a prestigious rarity, all the more since today get no longer produced; the legendary 
STARBUSTER yacht, which could easily outpace a modern fighter, similarly counts amongst their famous early lines.
Narcissus also collaborated with the Ai-Jin in warship design, but as far as known opted out categorically. An official
statement reads: 'Narcissus Shipyards will not design any vessels for war. This is no decision of moral for us, but 
simply a design related dictate. The conception of warships immanently induces their destruction, and this is a 
fundamental design fault. Our ships are build to last functioning well, and preferably not to fall into pieces.'

Dockyards & Port: Similar to Aida and Port DJ, an oculus opens into an underground hall, functioning here as 
shipyards and spaceport in one. The portal measures 1.5 km in diameter, but in contrast to this of the other sites is 
adjustable in size by a segmented terrace architecture to hold in place ships under construction. The retractable 

docking blocks extend all along the walls of the 
assembly hangar below. Light to medium vessels can 
use these terraces as landing platform directly, instead 
of manoeuvring into the hangar. The assembly hall with 
adjoining factory work floors spaciously extends up to 
spaceport DJ. Connecting tunnels allow to transport 
vessels directly from DJ flight decks to the Narcissus 
dockyards for more demanding repairs. The shipyards 
also have a direct traffic connection to Aida planetary 
port and Psyche City via Narcissus Lane (17). Besides 
their main business, Narcissus liaise closely with 
Tyahoyo as the major provider of advanced technical 
spacecraft service for the capital port. In result Don Juan
can sustain one of the highest standards amongst 
spaceports world-wide, where even most serious 
technical problems get resolved hassle-free. It is not 
uncommon that some old junk only fit for scrap got 
refurbished impromptu in the Narcissus dockyards, 
costless in the name of flight safety. Only service urged  

in return is usually a confidentiality agreement, which the majority of captains over-the-hill readily comply with. 
Narcissus pragmatic generosity apparently is not paired with a wish to build a reputation as a charity organisation.
The family-held concern takes a special position in Eros economy, somewhat detached and integrated at once. 
It is the only local corporation holding properties on their own, separated from Tyahoyo territory, and the third most 
common employer after Spaceport DJ and the Small Friends Factory at Himeros. The Bøtkergaards are commonly 
well reputed as citizens of honour for rendering outstanding service to public welfare; but only in their own way.

Mining Site: Along the small neighbouring craters south of the shipyards is a platinum mining site held by the 
Bøtkergaards. The deposits untouched under the Ai-Jin aegis were nonnotable for large-scale mining, but for a 
minor company like Narcissus still constitute a remarkable nest egg, and at once a source of engeneering material. 
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7) Galatea Hazard Zone / Wrecked Mining Site (Uranium)
Once amongst the most profitable resources, the former uranium mining site turned into the theatre of the most 
dreadful disaster which ever ravaged Eros, when it came to a fatal concatenation of events in 2305. Unnoticed, a  
natural uranium reactor occured. This rare formation in rich uranium deposits, where a nuclear chain reaction takes
place with generating heat, unfortunately combined with the usage of an adjoining stope as an explosives depot, 
resulted in devastating effects. The detonation largely wrecked the mining site by collapsing caves, claiming many 
victims amongst the miners, and above all contaminated the area with yellowcake and other radiating substances.
After the clearance sale ten years back, these events caused some considerable media response, addressing Eros
for the last time especially, and thereby most probably not exactly improved its unpopular rating. Today, nearly 200 
years and several investigations later, it remains unclear what happened in detail. Some claim, that the natural 
reactor had bred plutonium, which accidentally turned into a nuclear bomb, fired by the detonating explosives. 
Others counter, in such case the whole asteroid would have been blown. Fact is, a wide area around Galatea got 
such heavily polluted above- and underground, that the Hazard Zone still is a prohibited area for reasons of safety.

8) Lolita Mining Site (Oxigen / Water)
The treasured mine is Eros last remaining deposit of the invaluable octazone hydrate, also referred to as purple 
oxigen or bishop's ice. The compound is only found in outer space, and consists of frozen water, which contains O8 
bound within its molecules; the rare, solid form of red oxigen. Otherwise, this extremely compact epsilon phase of 
oxigen only forms under extreme pressure, but octazone hydrate is stable even in the vacuum of space at a 
temperature as high as -80 °C. On warming above this threshold, its molecular structure decomposes to simple 
oxigen and hydrogen, and generates extreme heat. For that reason bishop's ice must be cooled down during 
transport and further processing, otherwise explodes. The immense advantage is that you win oxigen 400 times its 
original volume, and on top can utilise the heat to fuel a power plant with pure water as a byproduct of the reaction. 
Purple oxigen appears like glacial ice, but of a deep purple color and an octagonally honeycombed structure.

Water, as well as oxigen could certainly also get produced
from mineral compounds available galore, but splitting 
these up is quite an energy expensive process, in contrast
to fuel power generation, as it is with octazone hydrate.
Since the substance is such highly explosive, only small 
portions are transported along far-flung surface routes 
during the cold nightly hours, to be processed later in a 
multitude of seperate, small-scale octazone transformers. 
By daylight; every 2 hours, the reefer container trucks 
park underground in special bunker stations. Certainly this
logistic practice carries the risk of a transporter got 
catched by daylight exposure, and dangerously heated, 
yet a possible detonation can wreak havoc substantially 
less at the surface than underground. Remember Eros 
surface temperature is -46 °C on average, but can reach 

up to +100 °C at daytime, whereas drops to -150 °C at night. Thus it's pretty safe to handle purple oxigen, as long 
you stay in the shade. Bishop's ice is also not such extremely explosive like a blasting agent. Its danger rather 
manifests as soon you carry or store some 15 tons and more. (This is just about the amount a truck has loaded)
A single hand-sized piece destabilised would only deflagrate; imposingly but without dealing serious damage. A 
block of 1 cubic meter however equals to a small explosive charge dealing damage 3D10 at 3 metres blast radius.
One container measures 5x3x3 metres, and if explodes, deals damage 3D10 x10 +30 at 60 metres blast radius. 

Reefer containers are thermally insulated, and equipped with a cooling unit, which can compensate a surrounding 
temperature up to -50 °C for 2 hours. Every 10 °C temperature above decrease this operating time by 12 minutes.
If exposed to direct sunlight however, roll 2D10 as percentage dice, where the fail chance of the cooling unit raises 
by 5% per turn. On fail the container explodes the next turn; and latest after 20 rounds (1 minute) of sun-exposure.

Reinforced Low G Crawler 'Purple Ox Reefer' 80,000¢     The PURPLE OX REEFER is

AV 15 Blast Ion Shield     55 HP (ineffective vs. firearms)      an articulated truck crawler.
HP 80 Driving Modifier    variable             at low gravity only:                  The intelligent tracked drive 
Top Speed                         15 mph (20 metres per turn)          DM    -4  (max. 1 minut  e )        improves ground contact in 
Cruising Speed               3 mph      (  4 metres per turn)          DM   +2      (-1 per 2 mph +)      low-gravity environments, 
Autodrive Yes    Safety Protocols Yes (Nav/Speed advise)      and Yes: it has a car radio
Energy Cell Reach 10 km (3 h at cruising speed; shortens at higher speed)        to chill out your temper at its
Load capacity 20 tons (1 reefer container + 2 tons optional extra load)        breathtaking speed of 1 m/s! 

Safety first, and not without comfort: Reinforced cabin is pressurised, and provides further protection by a special 
blast shield. Turn on the autodrive, enjoy the panorama, and hazmat transportation is a cakewalk! Just don't speed:
Every 5 minutes shorten the battery life by ½ h per 2 mph beyond cruising speed. Don't end up with low battery out 
there, and a load of purple ox on your tail. In the last resort: Releasing the roll-off container is a free action ...
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9) Don Quixote Mining Site (Gold)
At the Don Quixote crater is Eros' last gold producing site. In contrary to ordinary ore, so called free gold scatters 
around the crater in hardly detectable formations. These considerable deposits of sheer gold, in contrast to ore, 
which contains traces only, remained undiscovered until the Ai-Jinn ditched the entire asteroid in 2305. Minor finds 
attracted to the region already before. But the Ai-Jinn mining prospectors rated those as neglectable exceptions, 
and the area overall same exhausted as the rest of Eros by then became unprofitable. As for Don Quixote at least, 
this assessment soon after was challenged by further, larger finds, initiating a local gold rush. Rumor has it that 
said prospectors got bought off, or their report fudged by Tyahoyo in the course of the clearance sale, but if the 
deposits were such remarkable that the Ai-Jinn would've revoked their decision to get rid of Eros is debatable.
For the growing community of gold diggers however, it was literally eldorado. Once discovered such a deposit, you 
could simply pick the boulders of solid gold by rock mining, producing fine gold with little to no further processing.

Low gravity makes mining comparatively effortless, altbeit definitely no less dangerous than on Earth. Tyahoyo 
offered mining rights generously to every citizen of Eros, and hereby effectively supported the wave of immigration.
The actual mining in overall result advanced rather slow and dillettantish. Where modern mining craft of the Ai-Jinn 
fleet may have stripped the site in a few years, the incoming adventurers not uncommonly toiled at even manually. 
Split up in numerous claims, many small fortunes were made, whereas large scale mining got harshly restricted. 
This somewhat absurd administration in fact met perfectly the favor of small-scale entrepreneurs representing the 
majority of that stompede, whose chances otherwise rendered null in competition with even a minor corporation.
Apart from that, the final exhaustion of gold deposits got prolonged until today. As high-carat finds dwindled by time,
meanwhile also ordinary gold ore is mined. Along with modest mining facilities a peculiar little colony grew around 
Don Quixote. Once in a while a lucky devil stumbles across another one of these unpredictably hidden deposits of 
free gold. While many of the early fortune hunters anyway focussed on secondary trade; providing various service 
and supply, the majority immediately got stuck in Psyche City, preferring to make a living there. But those who 
really settled at Don Quixote were of the most dedicated, oftenly wacky and maverick type. For nearly two centuries
now the place was shaped like no other by recluse loners, romantic artists, airy-fairy oddballs and deviant crooks.

Don Quixote Habitations are above ground.
Low gravity without atmosphere is normal, 
and even indoors not uncommon. Some 
hardliners sleep in their space suits indeed, 
although the majority keeps at least a small 
bunk pressurised. Many housings have their
origin in spacecraft, which got extended and
modified like static caravans in a trailer park.
Others are solid, even flamboyant buildings,
and some inhabit their spaceworthy ships  
ready to take-off, simply parking betwixt.
Overall scenery appears like a chimerical 
figment of an alien Wild West town hosting 
an exhibit of futurist campsite architecture. 
Where the original east side settlement is 
more of a plain encampment near the 
grounds most rich in gold, the western 
Panza Village, adjoining along the northern 
ridge of the crater, developed more fancy.

Here you find stately residences of gold barons, bizarre towers of haywire hobby architects, secluded ateliers of 
jewellers and various artisans, several informal taverns, guest houses, and certainly the saloon, few general stores 
and stockists, a communal warehouse, and a mining equipment supplier. A well attended artisans bazaar is 
arranged weekly on the southwest market square, pressurised to that end by mobile ATMOAMPSTM temporarily. The 
gold mill complex situated in the opposite flank of the crater refines gold ore by grinding and centrifugal processing.
The mill as such is mainly applied to ordinary ore, which meanwhile some larger communal mines quarry, but also 
free gold from private claims requires metallurgical refinery to some degree; certified bullion casting and shipment.
Mining shafts perforate the ground all around, interconnecting to a confusing tunnel network of dubious solidity. 
Mostly some roundabout connection leads out through a major sinkhole within the crater onto the main street. This 
is the only road link to Don Quixote. Boring a connection tunnel to Eros' traffic network never really catched on, and
Don Quichote's community as well as anybody else on Eros actually concurs with this to be probably for the best.
On average each of the approximately 500 Don Quixote inhabitants holds some 20% of a gold mine. Overall about 
5 tons of gold are produced per year, which is less then 0.1 % of the world production. Market price degraded over 
the centuries whilst production got less labour-intensive and more costly at once, to currently around 800 ¢/kg. The 
average miner at Don Quixote makes some 500 ¢ per month, where actual work is quite easy-going, and requires 
no much personell. Modern technical standards enable to drill and exploit a small mining shaft on your own. Big 
business is definitely something else than owning such a gold mine, but with a little luck you can get along with.
The conditions at Don Quixote are admittedly somewhat special, and not necessarily representative in every sense.
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Gold-seeking
Everybody can search for gold, and the chance to discover a sizeable deposit around Don Quixote is not bad. 
Prospecting active claims held by others is certainly interdicted, and mine owners may pettishly guard their claim.  
Legislature sanctions trespassing with a fee of 1,000 ¢, of which the injured party receives 50% as compensation. 
Attacks in defense of an active claim are usually decided in favor of the right holder, so better catch up on current 
claims before you prospect an area, or even start mining. It goes without saying that disputes are common anyway.
Abandoned claims are free to prospect, and to resume mining. It's not uncommon that some are still profitable. 

Prospection: Roll 'Intelligence + Science' at Difficulty -4. Figuring out the most profitable of claimable ground takes
21 days minus a number of days equal to your XS. You gain the XS as a bonus on further mining rolls at that claim.

Your investigation includes the study of maps and available geolocical data, as well as to work in the field by 
collecting samples and performing various measurements. By investing in advanced methods like gravimetry, 
seismics, test drills and satellite geodesy, you can buy a bonus on your prospection roll of +1 for 250 ¢ per day 
up to +2 or 10,000 ¢ maximum maintenance costs altogether. Required instruments are provided on a loan basis.

Members of the Ai-Jinn can aditionally gain advantageous accesss to confidential studies on asteroid prospection: 
At bribing costs of (10 - Rank) x 100 ¢ you can buy a bonus of +1 on your own or a fellow's prospect roll up to +4.

Certainly by successful prospection you already find a neglectable amount of gold flakes worth the XS x 10 ¢.
If the prospection roll fails, you spend full 21 days and all money possibly invested without effect and got no clue.
You can try again, or just chance your luck, and simply start mining someplace on spec.

Mining: Roll 'Intelligence + Mechtronics' + Bonus XS gained by previous prospecting of your claim, and consult 
table below to determine the mining progress. Roll again for every week the mine is worked.

Result
XS

Shaft Depth
advance Event

Output 
grams gold

Effort 
workdays

Maintenance
cost ¢

crit. fail – Fatal Accident! Roll 1D10 maintenance cost multiplier for repairs – 5 1,000

fail – Accident! Roll 1D6 maintenance cost multiplier for repairs – 2 250

0-2 +50 metres Everything fine; Permanently improve Output Value +15 1 per OV 1 125

3-5 +25 metres Deposit! Next Mining roll +2; Temporary Output Value +50 2 per OV 2 100

6-7 +15 metres Rich deposit! Next Mining roll +4; Temporary Output Value +100 3 per OV 3 75

8-9 +5 metres Singular Nugget! Profitable onetime extraction 1,000 2 25

10-11 +25 metres Great advance; Permanently improve Output Value +25 1 per OV 2 125

12-13 +10 metres Amazing Deposit! Temporary Output Value +150 4 per OV 4 50

14-15 ±0 Bycatch! Platin extraction equal to stated value in gold 5,000 3 150

16-17 -⅓ of total Recovery! You find a method to exploit the mine more thoroughly 1 per OV 1 125

18+ ±0 Welcome stranger! Incredible nugget extraction 10,000 2 100

crit. succ ±0 Good run! Grab the gold, and roll once more immediately 5 per OV 0 0

Various amount of workdays represent total effort per week, and only these are counted towards downtime. Since 
most of the production is automatized, you can address other business while supervising your mine part time. You 
can anyway perform no more than 1 mining roll per week in terms of game mechanics. That is to say even if your 
roll results in a few days of effective working time, you can not perform the next roll before a full week has passed. 
Concerning spent downtime however, you could still add further days from other mining rolls to complete a week.

Example: Within 2 weeks of downtime you can perform 2 mining rolls. The first roll results in 2 workdays, the 
second in 3 workdays. This are 5 days altogether, thus you can spend the second week of downtime otherwise.
If you had 8 weeks of downtime, and you did 8 mining rolls resulting in 19 days altogether, no more than 3 weeks of
downtime got used up by mining, and the remaining 5 weeks of downtime were free to spend on other activities.

When you start mining, even if overtaking an abandoned claim, initial shaft depth metres and output value are 5.
Once the shaft advanced to 2,400 metres depth, your mine is exhausted: OV null; No more mining rolls allowed.

Claims: To register a claim costs 600 ¢ per year. The license includes mining rights for 60 x 60 x 2400 metres.
You must verify to work the ground –  not claim in exceed of your capability to do so –  with no more than four 
cooperators – if proven otherwise, your claim gets cancelled. Law enforcement is strict in all four of this terms, but 
Tyahoyo makes no much efforts concerning the last. Someone complaining is also demanded to produce evidence.
Claims adjoining building structures include the ground of half the distance towards the next opposite free patch on 
the north-south axis at a minimum depth of 200 metres below surface. This can effectively result in 2 or 3 claims for
the price of one, but you are same oblieged to also work them. Restricting to these claims tightens prospection rolls
to Difficulty -8. Every 60 x 60 metres field as per map grid counts as one seperate mine, requiring seperate rolls. 
Includes a guaranteed buy of gold at 25 ¢ per ounce (0.8 ¢/g) improvable by Business checks' XS in cent per gram.
Any claim requires Eros citizenship or a bail. The latter is commonly offered for profit share around 1 to 10 percent.
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Other Sites and Craters
Apart from the main locations introduced above, various other facilities are scattered all over Eros. Especially in the
craters around Valentine Old Port minor or abandoned mines are to be found frequently. Other sites may house 
power stations like solar arrays or purple ox transformers, to name a few common examples. Now and again you 
also meet stand-alone habitations of individuals or groups like freelance traders, hoodlums and spivs or scientists.
Last but not least mentionable are tourists with their unparalleled ability to appear under outrageous circumstances 
just anywhere, as well as their no less disturbing counterparts of tour escorts and space camp hoteliers.

Eros craters originally were all named after famous lovers. Below a complete list of lablelled craters not included in the map for 
reasons of clarity. Feel free to locate these wherever seems fit, or just invent alternative names at your discretion as well.

Jahan Mahal Leander Catherine Hios Leylie Tutanekai
Zhara Viviane Valentino Abelard Radames Selene Fortunio
Dulcinea Orpheus Heathcliff Majnoon Genji Gamba Avtandi
Cupid Eurydice Pygmalion Pao-yu Tai-yu Proserpina Fujitsubo

Traffic & Transportation
An extensive traffic network crosses Eros underground. In these tunnels the problem of poor road adherence due 
to low gravity is adressed by a spiralling street alignment, utilizing the centrifugal force of vehicles driving along the 

tunnel walls. Traffic safety and tempo is likewise improved hereby, 
although emerging to surface becomes all the more critical. To 
prevent vehicles literally shot out of the tunnels, lifting off like a 
rocket at unlimited speed, any wheelers on Eros are fitted with 
security protocols supporting a safe driving style. Additional gravity 
sills, amply installed at crucial tunnel exits, locally increase road 
adherence there, and physically throttle down speeders. 
Typical main road is a 12-lane motorway of 300 metres total width, 
divided in 4 three-lane carriageways of 75 metres at 20 metres 
width of the single carriageway. Road surface is mostly laminated 
with an adhesive coating to improve roadholding. Still low gravity at 
practically no air drag technically allowed to gain increadible pace. 
Safety speed limit is 250 m/turn however. Regular traffic flows 
autodriven at 60 mph on average, gaining 180 mph top speed not 
below routes of 10 km. Tunnels are around 500 metres in diameter. 
A good 200 metres free zone above each traffic flow along the walls

left well enough space for flight vehicles too. However, this option is regularly reserved for emergency vehicles only.
Many branch tunnels are also considerably smaller, offering more of a challenge to the unexperienced driver.
Above-ground the road system essentially limits to one high road, which rounds the entire asteroid along its 
equatorial flight corridor, and quite a few dirt roads branching off, particularly connecting to the major mining sites.
Where roadholding on the high road is at least supported by the thin flight atmosphere weighting on the ground, 
driving the remote areas is really taxing, and requires off-road vehicles. Despite this rather troublesome conditions,
there is much more road traffic common on Eros, than spacecraft flying. Even if weightless conditions render flight 
vehicles the less energy consuming choice, still are much more expensive to produce. Last but not least, people 
enjoy to drive, and not uncommonly even prefer an above-ground route. But without safety measures, you achieve 
escape velocity at 18 km/h! Thus a well trained sprinter can jump off into space, leaving Eros' gravity field by foot. 
Driving difficulty and speed limit vary drastically at different surroundings. Exceeding the speed limit decreases the 
Driving Modifier, and every 6 turns of speeding shorten the Battery Life by the penalty in minutes. See table below:

General Driving Modifiers
Route DM Land Vehicle  (Flight Vehicle) *Speed Limit           DM -2 per
Main Tunnel ±0   ( -3*) 300 km/h  |  200 mph  |  250 m/turn +50 m/t
Side Tunnel  -1   ( -4*) 150 km/h  |  100 mph  |  125 m/turn +25 m/t
High Road (ATMOAMPS area)  -2   (+3)   75 km/h  |    50 mph  |    60 m/turn +10 m/t
Side Road (ATMOAMPS area)  -3   (+2)   35 km/h  |    20 mph  |    30 m/turn +  5 m/t
Dirt   Road  -4   (±0)     5 km/h  |      3 mph  |      4 m/turn +  1 m/t
Off    Road  -6   (±0 )     1 km/h  |      1 mph  |      1 m/turn +0.5 m/t

ATMOAMPS: For better manoeuvrability, also allowing atmospheric flight, a corridor along the eaquator provides an 
artificial atmosphere. The system inverts the operating principle of antigrav generators to amplify gravity, containing
a thin atmosphere in combination with a special low-energy areal hard ion shield. Gravity enhancement of the 42 
heavy-duty gravity projectors is just sufficient to keep the gas from escaping to space immediately, supported by 
the large areal shields. The effect of gravity improvement at ground level is still rather subtle, although certainly 
even the atmospheric weight produces a minor pressure. Together with the areal shield, the ATMOAMPS system also 
provides protection against micrometeroites and radiation, but won't resist high energy impacts or weapons. The 
atmosphere extends up to 3 km altitude, is scarcely breatheable, but suffices for a jet engine to generate thrust. 
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Low Gravity Vehicles
Several motor vehicles are designed especially for usage in low gravity environments. In common they all have an 
electric propulsion in various ways, for the circumstances usually also allow no simple cumbustion engine in lack of 
atmosphere, where a rocket engine would be an overkill. Advantageous is to need less power to move a mass at 
low gravity, without air draft, but at once the poor roadholding is restricting speed. Herein an enhanced mass can 
improve the driveability to some degree, and gravity amplifiers; inversed antigrav motors, are comparably effective 
as their counterparts in normal environments, but also similarly expensive. On the other hand, the circumstances 
are tailor-made for speed freaks, as long not exactly concerning safety, since you could theoretically achieve some 
hundret miles per hour already with a bicycle. (as long you managed not to lift-off at a little ground wave) Legend 
has it that some hobbyist daredevil indeed once went for a ride on a bicycle weighted by plummets. In a starlit 
night, it is rumored, you could see him ocassionally in the distance, still orbiting Eros on his bike like E.T. 
Driving normal vehicles in low gravity gives a penalty of -6, prerequisited you could get the engine to work at all. 
Low gravity vehicles likewise do not work on Earth, for the engine is too weak to overcome normal gravity.

All listed vehicles come with a pressurized cabin, fitted with a low-energy ion shield functioning as an air lock. This 
special shield contains air, and provides some protection against micrometeorites and radiation, but nothing else.
Included air processing units regularly guarantee breathing air for a duration similar to the vehicles battery life.
That air shield is fully compatible with other hard ion shields, which can be installed additionally. You can install any 
standard vehicle upgrades (s. CoR p. 56; DrA p. 92) except for Anti Gravity Motors, Turbo Charger, SonicAir Horn, 
and Sports Exhaust. Armorplates effect differs. Following new upgrades are applicable at low gravity vehicles only:

Amplified Gravity Motors  2,500¢ EACH

These inversed Anti Gravity Motors make land vehicles (including hovercraft) more manoeuvrable by assisting 
roadhoalding with enhanced forces of gravity. For every AG Motor fitted, the Driving Modifier of the Vehicle is 
increased by 1. Maximum Driving Modifier a vehicle can have is triple its starting value or 3, whichever is higher.

Gyrostabilizers 1,500¢ EACH

These systems utilise dynamically regulated gyroscopic flywheels to stabilise the vehicle, and thereby increase 
manoeuvrability. For every Gyrostabilizer fitted, the Driving Modifier of the Vehicle is increased by 1, but also the 
Battery Life is decreased by ⅓ , for the considerable mass of the flywheels constantly encumbers the vehicle.

Gecko Tyres / Tracks 1,000¢ SET OF 4 / 2
The tyres or tracks of the vehicle are fitted with an adhesive coating. This highly efficient nanostructure is based on 
the adhesive quality of gecko feet: Each square millimetre contains ten thousands of tiny hair like structures, 
arborising into billions of microscopic knobs which interact with the surface by molecular attraction. The resulting 
effect is a durable one way adhesive, which resists extreme forces horizontally, but pulls off easily in vertical 
direction. Tyres heavily stick to the ground, ensuring maximal traction without sliding in the least even at the 
slightest touch, and yet can roll over unimpeded. Improved roadholding increases the Driving Modifier by 1.

Armourplates 1,000¢ EACH

This is the cheapest way to increase the vehicle’s defense and driveability. Each plate adds 1 to the AV and 10 HP. 
Every three plates also increase the Driving Modifier by 1, but at once decerase Battery Life by ⅓.

Solar Recharger 1,000¢ 
Solar panels on vehicle surfaces recharge the energy cell at a rate of ½ h Battery Life per 15 minutes in daylight. 
This equals a recharge rate of 2:1 minutes, or 1 minute BL per 10 turns reacharging. That is to say with a solar 
recharger you commonly never have to worry about the energy cell reach, as long not exclusively driving at night or
in the tunnels, and not exceeding speed limits. You can not charge an energy cell above its maximum capacity.
The solar panels are embedded in a coating, which can be fitted to any vehicle surface without changing the look.

Range Extender 500¢ to 1,000¢
Doubles the Battery Life. Dependent on the vehicle size, this is achieved by exchanging energy cells for high-end 
components, by installing additional cells, or a combination of both, up to vehicle body extension containers, or 
even little trailers to carry the auxiliary power unit. For an ion bike 500¢ will suffice to double the range by a better 
energy cell, a bulk sedan required to invest 1,000¢ to miniaturise the power unit to an inbuild roof or rear container, 
whereas a truck definitely required a trailer unit at full cost. Optional you can reduce internal space to spare costs: 
Get 50¢ off for every 10% load capacity reduction, and for every 3 passenger seats removed from the cabin.

Ultracap 500¢ PER 10% ADDED TO THE VEHICLES SPEED

High-output capacitors installed in addition to energy cells temporarily provide more power at peak loads, thus 
boost the engine to increase the vehicle speed by 10% per 500¢ spend up to a maximum of an extra 100%. You 
can drive the vehicle over its original top speed for 6 turns without shortening Battery Life. Driving Modifier regularly
decreased however, if thereby exceeding safety speed limits. Ultracaps recharge for as many turns as been used.
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unless otherwise stated, Energy Cell Reach (in hours) refers to unrestricted top speed. Kilometres count as absolute value.

Ion Speeder ICV 'Xite Celaneon' 175,000¢     Ion Cussion Vehicles are 
AV 3 HP 30 Driving Modifier  -2       hovercraft gliding on a field
Top Speed 400 mph (500 metres per turn)      of ionised particles similar to
Autodrive No    Safety Protocols Yes (Nav/Speed advise)      an ion shield instead of an air
Energy Cell Reach 600 km (1 h)        Gas Tank 5 litres hydropXEL       cussion. This approach takes
Load capacity 500 kg / 100x40x50 cm (6,000 km reach)       advantage of the weightless
Passengers Driver + 3 (two seater with insinuated back seat)       conditions most efficiantly, 

       but is demanding to handle,  
and without Anti-Gravity Pilot training you suffer a -4 penalty. Since the ICV is practically not at all subjected to any 
friction, ion thrusters also suffice for propulsion, which is realised in combination with the ion cussion generators. 
The result is a racing vehicle which beats the band in speed as well as in riskiness. At top speed of 640 km/h it gets
practically uncontrollable to drivers who not deserve the title superhuman: At a Driving Modifier of charming -12 in 
the main tunnels you better forget about riding the engine to the edge of performance on the road. The good news 
is: You dont have to stay on the road! An ICV is still manoeuvrable if lifts off, and then counts as a flight vehicle 

to be steered with your Pilot skill, unaffected by the speed limits of 
land vehicles. If loosing control while driving at ground level, you can
leap back on lane without crashing, if successfully pass a Pilot roll at
a penalty equal to half the amount you missed the Drive roll. If you 
missed p.e. by 7, the Pilot roll is at -3. However, this takes a full 
action in the turn after initially failing your Drive roll before, and the 
gamemaster has the last say if it is possible under the given 
circumstances, and where exactly you gonna land by the leap. If you
trigger this manoeuvre intentionally by a Drive roll -4, your following 
Pilot roll will be eased by half the XS. You are considered flying 
when you pilot the vehicle at a constant altitude of 50 metres and 
above. Since ICV's aren't really designed for spaceflight however, 
take care to stay near reachable ground. The cruising radius is large

for the local standards of land vehicles, but in outer space things got tight soon. Remember escape velocity on 
Eros is only 11 mph, i.e. once departing faster, you won't fall back to the ground automatically. Every 11 times of 
recharging the energy cells, ICVs, in contrast to the common electric wheelers, additionally fill up hydropXEL a 
lithium-enriched hydrogen and xenon mixture, which is required as neutral gas to fuel the ion drive. Guess what: 
This also fits ICV's with the unique ability to explode! That's the vehicle of choice for real gentlemen. 

Ion Bike ICV 'Xite Ventox' 95,000¢     The ion bike is also an ICV
AV 2 HP 20 Driving Modifier  -3       like an ion speeder, but even
Top Speed 500 mph (666 metres per turn)      faster and still a dash more 
Autodrive No    Safety Protocols Yes (Nav/Speed advise)      challenging to drive. Only a 
Energy Cell Reach 800 km (1 h)        Gas Tank 2 litres hydropXEL       rocket car outruns ion bikes
Load capacity 100 kg / 60x40x20 cm x2 (4,800 km reach)       at their incredible top speed of
Passengers Driver + 1       800 km/h; faster than maglev 

        trains or any land vehicle. As 
for flight vehicles an ion bike is almost twice as fast as an ordinary hovercopter, but can't keep up with spacescraft.
Certainly you can perform a leap manoeuvre as outlined above with an ion bike too, and to initiate this intentionally 
is even easier: A Drive Roll -2 triggers the leap, and half the XS counts as bonus on the following Pilot roll to land. 
If leaping accidentally by a failed Drive roll, the following Pilot roll to prevent a crash is tightened by half the amount 
you missed, similar as with an ICV roadster. Ion bikes require to fill up hydropXEL every 7 times of cell recharging.

Solar Scooter/Buggy 'YIA Sondaz/Alumee' 2,400¢ / 3,200¢       These low-cost e-mopeds and
AV 1 HP 10 Driving Modifier  ±0       microcars come fitted with a 
Top Speed 10 mph (13 metres per turn)      solar recharger, which makes
Energy Cell Reach 80 km (5 h)      Solar Reacharger 2:1 minutes ratio     them a double pennywise
Load capacity bike 30 kg / 50x40x30 cm                     (½ hour regain per   choice, for you never need to

  car 60 kg / 80x40x40 cm             15 min in daylight)   frequent the filling station. In
Passengers Driver only / Driver + 1       contrast to the upmarket solar

      coating, a panel is mounted 
visibly to the roof of buggies, or in the shape of an umbrella to scooters, why these are also dubbed brolly bikes.     
Both models consist of a seat on a couple of wheels, driven by a stalwart low power engine. At buggy models the 
saddle is more of a bench, and the handlebars replaced by a steering wheel. Aside from this, these odd microcars 
are essentially still no more than a titchy moped with support wheels and some thin hull of little avail. Every season 
YIA releases the innovation of yet another unearthly tint like Mooncat Mint, Neon Ochre, or Starfish Mauve. This 
dazzling range makes it a hard to pick one, where the color of your eventual choice inherently is just out of stock.
Anyhow, solar scooters are widely used on Eros, since you find automated YIA rentals at every turn. (1¢ per hour)
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Flat Compact 'UM Valemio' 16,000¢       Universal Motorcars was the
AV 4 HP 40 Driving Modifier  ±0       first Eros-based car company
Top Speed 65 mph (88 metres per turn)      with a conventional approach
Autodrive Yes    Safety Protocols Yes (Nav/Speed advise)      rather than much innovative
Energy Cell Reach 105 km (1 h)       designs. Their lines well suit 
Load capacity 1,000 kg / 180x40x40 cm       the taste of consumers, and 
Passengers Driver + 5       UM successfully exports p.e. 

      to Lunas. The VALEMIO is an 
all-time favourite compact car with a flattened body on a widened frame in 
order to improve roadholding. Flat Compacts are little more than one meter 
high, but almost three metres wide. The chassis is build of lead coated 
tantunquadium; a superheavy steel, developed especially for this purpose.
In combination with the lowered vehicle geometry an acceptable driveability
is achieved by traditional car design, although at cost of the cruising radius.

Since regularly high-end energy cells are already build in to stem the extra workload, an additional Range Extender
costs twice the list price, starting at 1,000¢ for a power pack occupying the trunk, up to 2,000 for an inbuilt roof unit.
Technically possible would be some fivefold range, and a versed mechtrician could build a respective workaround. 
This would be even more costly though, since respective components are poorly marketed in lack of demand, for 
the common driving routes, particularly in low gravity environments, are typically rather short. In case of Eros you 
can round the complete asteroid along the lengthy equator almost three times without reacharging the energy cells.

Bulk Sedan 'UM Altitune GFX' 64,000¢      Bulk sedans are extremely 
AV 8 HP 80 Driving Modifier  +2      heavy build versions of the
Top Speed 120 mph (160 metres per turn) Gyrostabiliser       1      weight increasing approach. 
Autodrive Yes    Safety Protocols Yes (Nav/Speed advise)     By blowing up the concept to
Energy Cell Reach 190 km (1 h) AG Motors       1      larger dimensions, soon the
Load capacity 1,500 kg / 200x40x50 cm      increasing power demand 
Passengers Driver + 7      puts a great deal of mass in

       the balance alone by energy 
cells. On top adds at least 1 gyrostabiliser as standard equipment. 
The ALTITUNE still is just sporty 135 cm low, but after all impressive 
four metres wide! The extra wide and massively built vehicle not 
only ensures roadholding and driveability at decent speed, but also
to be seen. Cruising with this prestigious piece of craftsmanship is 
an experience beyond compare. The lush interior of the spaceous 

cabin offers a lot of legroom for eight passengers to enjoy a good time with a minibar including a bartender and 
barista A.I. level 8, as well as a micro luncheonette, the top-class car entertainment system with 64-channel hi-fi, 
seperate HD displays for every passenger, plus a premium database of 60 million song and movie titles. Shade 
adjustable windows (infinitely variable color hue including one-way mirrow chrome look) come with a windscreen 
data display, which turns into a 150 inch full-size movie screen in the car cinema mode. Heatable realTM leather 
seats include individually selectable massage programms on every seat. The air condition is precisely adjustable in
temperature and humidity, with a select room scent palette to choose from. Sepereately variable is the climate of 
the sizeable trunk, up to its usage as a fridge; convenient for delicate transports. Remarkable apart from the lavish 
interior is the natural AV due to such excessively heavy-built chassis. Unamplified weight on Earth totals 100 tons.
This corresponds roughly to 5 small tanks, and is further enhanced up to the twentyfold by amplified gravity motors.
In extremely low gravity such as on Eros this mass just suffices to achieve the normal weight of a full-size motorcar.
Inbuild gravity amplifier is extendable with additional AG motors up to DM 3. Two more Gyrostabilisers can be fitted.

TMV Rove Hopper 'Narcissus Sandhopper S6' 36,000¢       The SANDHOPPER is a Torquing
AV 5 HP 50 Driving Modifier  +4       Mass Vehicle: A flywheel gets
Top Speed 10 mph (13 metres per turn) (open terrain only)      accelerated, and then abruptly
Autodrive No      Safety Protocols Yes (Nav/Jump advise)       stopped. In result the torque
Energy Cell Reach 20 km (1 h)      Jump Range 70 m; max altitude 10 m      translates into an impuls, and 
Load capacity 600 kg / 200x120x90 cm       makes the vehicle jump up.
Passengers Driver + 5       By shifting the orientation of

         that internal flywheel system, 
its gyroscopic effect aligns the vehicle in advance to a defined tilt angle of a ballistic path, on which to jump forward.
The movement is this of a flat, elliptic curve, almost flying parallel to the ground, until slowed down enough to be 
catched by gravity again, and thus land. The operating principle is bloody simple, but precise ad hoc calculation 
and adjustment of the safe angle and acceleration is a sophisticated technology. Narcissus refined it to a foolproof 
system. A Rove Hopper is the perfect off-road vehicle, since there is virtually no terrain too rough. As far as there is 
any solid ground, you can cut across with a SANDHOPPER. Hardly usable in road traffic, the way of locomotion 
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is also unsuitable in situations challenging fast reactions and changes of direction, such as racing chases or the 
like. The vehicle body consists of an egg-shaped hull, its base containing the major mass of the flywheel system, 
and the seperate cabin mounted articulated within a notch, suchlike suspended from the hull to stay in a horizontal 

position independent from the tilt angle of the base when aligning to jump. 
Jump preparations take one turn, where the flywheel accelerates, and the 
vehicle is aligned. At the end of this round, the wheel stops, and the Rove 
Hopper jumps along its predefined path during one or more further rounds.

This ballistic path at maximum altitude of 10 metres can be chosen to end at any given place within 70 m range. 
Every 20 metres take one more round of flying time after takeoff, and once jumped up, you can not change the 
course anymore. You can jump up onto hills, and even stopover on steep faces of cliffs, but in no way manoeuvre 
the vehicle during the flight. Extremely user friendly interface allows to steer a SANDHOPPER either with your Drive or 
Pilot skill as well, or even with Assess Tech only at a Driving Modifier of +1. If you fail a roll, the system aborts jump 
preparation for faulty operation, and you simply stay where you are. Only a critical fail may lead to a fatal error 
possibly resulting in a crash or drifting off to outer space. Precautiously the vehicle cabin can be jettisoned in an 
emergency by a roll on 'Reaction + Pilot' with your Assess Tech or Science allowed to add as sympathetic skill. If 
this roll succeeds, the disconnected cabin is catapulted back to ground for a rough but safe landing. Howsoever, in 
such case the vehicle gonna be lost. Various sizes of Rove Hoppers exist, where the S6 is a medium large model.
Smallest is a two seater, and largest a 12 person transporter. Jump Range/Speed and Load capacity proportionally
extend at larger models, whereas Energy Cell Reach decreases, and vice versa at the smaller SANDHOPPER models:

Model Passengers Load Capacity Top Speed Jump Range / Altitude Energy Cell Reach Cost

S2 Driver  +   1 200 kg 8 mph 30 m  /    3 m 35 km (2 h)     12,000¢

S4 Driver  +   3 400 kg 9 mph 50 m  /    5 m 30 km (1 ½  h) 24,000¢

S8 Driver  +   7 800 kg 11 mph 130 m  /  20 m 15 km (¾ h)    48,000¢

S12 Driver  + 11 1,200 kg 12 mph 250 m  /  25 m  10 km (½ h)    72,000¢

You can not upgrade Rove Hoppers by additional Gyrostabilisers or AG Motors.

Low G Crawler 'GAL Moonbiest' 40,000¢     The MOONBIEST is a medium 
AV 6 HP 60          Driving Modifier    variable      off-road truck, optional as 
Top Speed                         30   mph (40 metres per turn)          DM    -4  (max. 1 minut  e )       flatbed, tipper or box variant. 
Cruising Speed               6   mph      (  8 metres per turn)          DM   +2      (-1 per 4 mph +)      Its intelligent tracked drive 

Autodrive Yes    Safety Protocols Yes (Nav/Speed advise)      improves ground contact in
Energy Cell Reach 10 km (3 h at cruising speed; shortens at higher speed)       low-gravity environments. 
Load capacity 8 tons (20 t at half speed if fitted with articulated trailer)        It is also convertable into an
Passengers Driver + 2       articulated semi truck with a 

       trailer suitable for containers 
at an upcharge of 5,000 credits, increasing load capacity to 20 t at half the speed. It comes with a solar panel roof, 
recharging the energy cell at a rate of ½ h battery life per 15 minutes in daylight. Every 5 minutes of speeding 
shortens battery life by ½ h per 4 mph beyond cruising speed. This rate and the variable Driving Modifiers replace 
the penalties for exceeding speed limits of the General Driving Modifier Table. MOONBIEST crawlers are the trucks of 
choice for any kind of medium heavy transports, commonly used in various configurations. Eros based vehicle 
maker GAL (Gravity Adapted Locomotion) notably became known as the manufactorer of Purple Ox Reefers.

Low G Liner 'GAL Roadwing' 120,000¢       Low G Liners are expansive
AV 15 HP 250 Driving Modifier  -4       vehicles designed for heavy 
Top Speed 60 mph (80 metres per turn) (open terrain only)      goods transport in low gravity 
Autodrive Yes    Safety Protocols Yes (Nav/Speed advise)      by road, where spacecraft are
Energy Cell Reach 100 km (1 h)      Gecko Tracks 12       too costly. Their v-shaped 
Load capacity 250 tons / 500x200x300 cm x10     Gyrostabiliser  3           geometry of 10 m length and 
Passengers 2 Drivers + 2      AG Motors        9       18 m width, lowered to short 

      of 1 m height improves road-
holding in combination with gecko tracks, and heavy use of Gyrostabilisers and AG motors. Two drivers in opposite 
cabins are required to manoeuvre these roadships. Remaining 150 squaremetres of the vehicle are taken up as a 
sizeable load bed for 10 heavy goods containers. The co-driver supervises traffic and instruments without steering. 
Driving a Roadwing alone decreases the DM to -6. Costs for upgrading Gyrostabilisers and AG motors are tripled.
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Character                                                             Reference Location
Spaceport Don Juan

Chief Harbourmaster (Captain of the port) Major Jerry Thomson

STRENGTH  6      PILOT (PRO)              9    HP  31    RANK      6     CORP  TYAHOYO                                                 
ENDURANCE               5    OBSERVATION                             8    AV    2    SHIELD  10     LEVEL  7            (secondary skills 4-5)
AGILITY                        7    MECHTRONICS                            7    MV  18        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  7    COMPUTERS   &   A.I.                    7    DF    5        NULL-LASER                13               1D8              3                 MEDIUM       
PERCEPTION               8   CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC          (ICE + SYNAPTIC MODULATION)                                EMP CANNON           13     4D10 (6D10*)      1                 LONG            
INTELLIGENCE             7    NEURAL JACK; A.I. 6 TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE PROTOCOL     TRAINING: ASTROGATION /-BATICS, SPC ADMIRAL, *EMP OVERCHARGE  
PRESENCE                  9    SAI: SF12 → HEALING RATE: 17HP / MINUTE   (ACTIVE)            LICENSE: CAPITAL SPACECRAFT'S MASTER (3) , DETAINMENT (2)      
                                                                                                                                 SEARCH COMMERCIAL (2) , LAW ENFORCEMENT, FIREARMS L/H (1/3)     

As the president of the DJ port authority responsible for enforcing its regulations, Major Thomson conrols a team 
of 13 harbourmasters in order to ensure the safety of navigation, security and correct operation of the port facilities.
Besides administrative organisation, the harbourmaster's launch fleet continuously patrols the DJ control zone to  
coordinate navigational aid or emergency response, and inspect vessels with the legal power of law enforcement.
The patrols divide in 7 sectors, at which all individual harbourmasters take turns: Upper, Central and Lower sector 
inside of the port; Northern, Eastern, Southern and Western sector of the external control zone. Major Thomson is 
known as an authority leading by example. He's a versed spacefarer, licensed to operate even capital spacecraft.
Thomson is affable but hard-nosed, and not too prissy to summarily knock off troubles with a cannon if required.

TAG Agent (Tyahoyo Asteroid Guard) Cdr. Butch Snyder

STRENGTH  7 [10]    CLOSE COMBAT (PRO)    9    HP  54    RANK      4      CORP  EAS - TAG FORCES   (  TYAHOYO  )                 
ENDURANCE               8 [11]   TACTICAL FIREARMS                     8    AV  2 [6]  SHIELD  30*     LEVEL  13            (secondary skills 7-8)  
AGILITY                        8 [9]  HEAVY FIREARMS                           8    MV  25        WEAPONWEAPON                                                      ATAT                      DMGDMG                          RATERATE                          RNGRNG    
REFLEXES                  8    PILOT                                             8    DF    9        NANO KATANA  *                   18            2D4+10       2                 CLOSE  
PERCEPTION               7 [9]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC        (BASIC     AGTENT UPGRADES)        A.I.    4           NANOWEB LAUNCHER  *           17(+4)   SPECIAL       1   20(10) METER  
INTELLIGENCE             6   ANSCN PSE; TELEMETRIC VISION; MYOTIC RESTRUCT. 3       SNIPER KI-BO  W*                               17                    2D6+2         3                LONG  
PRESENCE                  5    CYBERLEG: DMG +2; SAI: SF12 (HEALS 23 HP / MINUTE)    TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, DF. FIGHT, MULTIPLE DEFENSE, POW. MELEE   

TOUGHSKIN   2  , VOIDSEAL + RESPIRAT. RESERVES (10H)       MASTERED SWORD / BOW, COMBAT PILOT, BIKE AND SWORD COMBAT   
*SHIELD: EMP IMMUNE CARDIOMECH   3  , ALLOY SKELETON  , ALLOY SKULL                 NANOWEB RANGED, NANOWEB SEVERE: 4D12, BOW CELERITY               

TAG Agents are the elite forces of Eros. Mingled with the crowd especially at the capital port, they take action only 
if the circumstances demand a forceful intervention without compromise. Once they're at it, there is no more parley.

TAG agent's weapons are all self-repair capable within 1 to 3 minutes by Nanite repair systems.        (s. MoW p. 44)
*Nanoblade Katana (item condition: Artifact – value: 1,000,000¢) EMPS 13
Since Strange Attractor Implant carriers' nanotech affinity makes it easy for them to tamper with, TAG agents have 
a general knack for nanoware, and commonly modify such items with rare improvements. Unlike other Nanoblades,
this weapon never collapses on doubles, and has its EMPS increased to 13. Still vulnerable to EMP, the improved 
reliability is priceless. In other respects it's similarly razor sharp ignoring all AV. Sadly Tyahoyo never marketed this.
Note that the item improvement adresses the failrate of nanoblade edges on doubles, without affecting critical hits. 
A Close Combat professional skill nevertheless grants a critical hit on any double, provided to score a success.

*Nanoweb / Nanade Launcher (item condition: Outstanding – value: 600,000¢) EMPS 13     
Also the nanoweb launcher is modified: Critical hits on 1/1 to 7/7, and the extended magazine holds 3 shots of
Nanoweb clusters, plus 3 Nano Grenades launchable seperately by a free action using the 'Tactical Firearms' skill.
Requires a minor conversion of the Ammo, which can be acomplished by anyone with the Nanotechnician training.

Nanoweb: +4 to hit within 5 metres range. Unfurling nanoweb entails a high chance to sever body parts on impact. 
Roll 4D10 if scored a hit: Each dice randomly severs one body part, if exceeding targets AV. (10’s always sever) 
No need to achieve damage according to respective body part as with general random severing.
Instead the target takes damage for each body part severed as per table below.                                 (s. EaB p. 33)

Roll Part  Dmg     Roll      Part    Dmg        Roll       Part  Dmg        Roll   Part   Dmg
01-20 Fingers  3         27-47     Hand  6           61-75    Arm  10        86-97 Torso   20    
21-26 Face  2          48-60     Foot   6            76-85    Leg   12         98-00  Head   15    

Nanade: Releases a destructive nanite swarm on detonation. Anyone in range of the 6 metre attack radius takes 
D10 damage each round. Armour applies, but erodes, reducing by 1 each round. The nanites attack for 10 rounds.
Launch range of Nano Grenades is 20 metres. TAG agents don't get attacked by their own Nanades, since they 
precautiously tune their shotted nanite clusters to recognise the agent's SA Implant as a part of the swarm. Except
armour and organic entities, the nanite's basic programming anyway leaves all other structures unimpaired.

*Sniper Ki-Bow +4 per round of aiming up to maximum +12 EMPS 2      (s. MoW p. 40)
Special variant collapsible to conveniently stowable size. Automatic put up takes a free action. TAG Agents carry 24
Arrows: Hypermass frangible (ignore shields and deal 1 mashing damage) or AP (ingore 2 AV; recoverable at 70%)
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Spaceport Don Juan

EPS Guard (Eros Port Security) Lt. David Wright 

STRENGTH    6      ATTITUDE    6    HP  31    RANK      3      CORP  EAS   (EROS AUTHORITY SERVICE / TYAHOYO)     
ENDURANCE                 5    TACTICAL FIREARMS                     7    AV    3    SHIELD  20      LEVEL   5            (secondary skills 3-4)
AGILITY                          6   CLOSE COMBAT                             7    MV  17        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                            RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    6    OBSERVATION                                6    DF    7        EAS RIFLE*                  15               2D6+1             2                 LONG         
PERCEPTION               7 [8]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC          (ICE + SYNAPTIC MODULATION)                                └  GND LAUNCHER         12      EMP 6D6                1                 20 METRES  
INTELLIGENCE               5    PSE, INT. TRANSLATOR, SAI: SF12 (HEALS 17HP / MIN)            └  EMP BAYONET           13      EMP 2D10+12        1                 CLOSE       
PRESENCE                    6   TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, INTERROGATION                             EQUIPMENT: ID SCANNER, PDA, COMM. DEVICE, HANDCUFFS               

EPS is the official security department responsible to police Eros spaceports.
It's one of multiple subdivision of the EAS, Eros Authority Service, a subsidiary
Tyahoyo charged with the execution of essential public service. EPS Guards 
patrol aerospace facilities to protect citizens, enforce customs and other port 
authorities. The UIG can hardly afford a real presence factor in space, but 
liberally encourages Tyahoyo with ranks and licenses backed by their authority
to prosecute and extradite wanted criminals. However, the EAS' enforcement 
power limits to Eros, and guards are neither UIG officers nor agents as such.
Main objective in fact is to keep down corporate agents and organised crime.
Thus they tend to be lenient with solitary crooks, but impertinently control 
agent visitors and corporate activities all the more with scandalous diligence. 
Since Eros actually is not under UIG control for real, the guards are virtually 
immune to rank demotion, but might evoke legal troubles on Earth for you. 
This renders Eros to something between a freestate and a capital code zone. 
Law enforcement can turn out ultimately strict or completely neglected as well.
EPS guards are invariably well-equipped, disciplined SAI-carriers with attitude,
patrolling in teams of D4+2. At spaceports any action carries the risk of 85% 
to challenge their attention, provoking an ID check with further examination.
The glossy white and blue uniform brought em the nickname 'Smurf Rangers'.

*EAS Custom Defense Laser Model Cost Damage (EMP) Rate Range EMPS 
Rifle 15,000¢ 2D6 +1   (6D6)   2 Long 17      
Pistol 10,000¢ 1D8   (6D6)   3 Medium 11

Standard for EAS security, this custom-build laser rifle includes an oversize underslung morphic barrel launcher 
suitable for 1 heavy EMP or 2  riot grenades, seperately firable by a free action using the 'Heavy Weapons' skill.
Fires a custom EMP grenade or a standard riot grenade. The launcher can not fire any other grenades or rockets.
Converting a standard grenade at cost x 5 requires the Ammunition Smith training and an advanced workshop.
The heavy EMP grenade deals 6D6 EMP damage at 6 meter blast radius. The Laser is switchable to Null-mode.
Included Laser Scope quickens aiming to +4 after the first round, up to maximum +6 already after the second turn.
Fitted EMP bayonet looses 1 condition if blocking a close combat attack that scored a double. (s. MoW p. 42 / 34)
This model can switch to Stun mode: on hit KO non-agents for D100 minutes if they miss a roll on ‘Per+End’ - XS.
Switching bayonet and/or rifle mode(s) takes 1 free action, regardless if you toggle options of one or both weapons.
Optionally use your normal action to fire a grenade, and toggle weapon modes by the free action in that same turn.
The sidearm version is rather a rocket pistol with a laser mounted than the other way around; besides offers same 
above features except the bayonet. This again can be wielded seperately on a tactical lance or as light stun baton.
Patrols by default set weapons to Null-Laser and Stun bayonet; each guard carries D4 riot and D3 EMP grenades. 

TAG Fleet Starfighter Pilot Cpt. Iko Wakit

STRENGTH    5      PILOT (PRO)    9    HP  33    RANK      3      CORP  EAS - TAG FLEET   (  TYAHOYO  )                     
ENDURANCE               5 [8]  MECHTRONICS                               8    AV    3    SHIELD  20      LEVEL   6            (secondary skills 3-5)
AGILITY                          6    HEAVY FIREARMS                           8    MV  18        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  5 [8]  COMPUTERS   &   A.I.                         8    DF    5        EAS PISTOL                 13    D8 (EMP 6D6)        3 (1)   MEDIUM (  20  m  )   
PERCEPTION               7 [8]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC          (ICE + SYNAPTIC MOD + HISTONAMIDE)            TRAINING: ASTROGATION /-BATICS, STARFIGHTER, SPACE CAPTAIN    
INTELLIGENCE               6    PSE, DATAJACK, FIBROCTIN 3, CARDIOMECHANICS 3             LICENSE:     SPACECRAFTS MASTER, ARMAMENTS                                
PRESENCE                    5    VOIDSEAL + RESP. RESV, SAI: SF12 (HEALS 20HP / MIN)       EQUIPMENT: POCKET ASTROGATOR, HAPPY SEAL, G-BELT                  

TAG Fleet with other TAG Forces such as field agents together form the Tyahoyo Asteroid Guard; besides Port 
Security and Psyche City Police, Eros' most militant division under Eros Administration Service. TAG fighter pilots 
carry out spacestrikes from a secret spacebase located at -60; 150, near-southpole opposing the major spaceports.
Concealed in the unnamed crater five to ten kilometres south-east Lolita and Don Quixote, this high security base 
holds 1 capital scout cruiser, 2 gunboat monitors, 1 escort carrier with 18 TAG fighters and 6 commando corvettes.
Starfighter pilots like Wakit are highly trained and considerably augmented to excel at dogfights in space battle. 
Invariably fully saturated SAI carriers, these space aces are tough fighters, who won't give up too easily. No fully 
ugraded agents as such, TAG pilots get Histonamide administered, thus dont suffer normal bleeding damage.
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Spaceport Don Juan

Vehicle Dealer Simion Cortez 

STRENGTH    4      ATTITUDE    7    HP  18    RANK     -1     CORP  G  2  GO   (  SELF-EMPLOYED     INDIE  )                 
ENDURANCE                 4    LYING   &   ACTING                            5    AV   --    SHIELD   --      LEVEL   1            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                          5    BUSINESS                                     4    MV  13        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    5    LOOKING GOOD                           4 [6]  DF   --        SBM LASER                 8+4*         6D8              1                MEDIUM         
PERCEPTION                 5    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   *REGULAR AUTOFIRE SINGLE-TARGET BONUS, NULL-LASER MODEL     
INTELLIGENCE               6    OCULAR PIGMENT, HAIR-TO-GO: LOOK+2                              TRAINING: SALESMAN                                                                      
PRESENCE                  6 [9]    CARNALATE DIFFUSER PRES+3, DIAMOND SMILE                   LICENSE:      VENDING, VEHICLE (DOMESTIC), TACT. WEAPONS               

Simion Cortez fled to Eros to avoid detainment few years ago, as the UIG exposed his all-too-creative accounting.
He was a go-getting luxury car dealer in the E.I. who got dissatisfied by watching his ultra wealthy clientele without 
slicing off a comparable chunk of the cake for himself. Certainly the E.I. generally endorse ambitions, but unluckily 
the modest fortune he managed to abstract by tax fraud was based on an alienation plot of the Ai-Jinn, he stupidly 
fell for. Combined with his negative attitude, E.I.'s cost-benefit calculation clearly turned out against protecting him:
'Underperforming shorties who believe in neysayers are actually more profitable when they spoil our competitors'. 
Cortez played the off-world card to the surprise of all parties, before the Ai-Jinn offered an exit in order to further 
extort him by the pending extradition to the UIG as planned. A rivaling Ai-Jinn division or simply disorganisation 
must have interfered, when Cortez got the passage at some off-world traffickers, who probably regret that deal. 
More down to luck than good judgement however, Simion arrived on Eros with a few hundret thousand slip credit 
and a veritable paranoia calling his own. Gradually settling down, he eventually hired at G2GO, the local car rental 
of choice. (strictly speaking there is no choice, it's simply the only local car dealer) The Tyahoyo subsidiary hires 
out and sales all kind of low-g worthy domestic vehicles including shuttles, except larger spacecraft beyond Mass 1.

G2GO has a second branch store at Aida Planetary Port and a self-service car pool at Valentines Old Port. This 
holds only a limited range of vehicles in stock, (Flat Compact or Rove Hopper S4; each out of stock at 30% chance)
but delivery of any desired model is possible on demand by phone / WDN order. (advance payment transfer only)

Vehicle Leasing Costs (¢ per 25 h)
Ion Speeder 2,500*           Rove Hopper S2 300   Eros-wide livery options:                
Ion Bike 1,500*           Rove Hopper S4 400     delivery (within 5 x 3D10 min) 25
Flat Compact     basic/ high-end 60 / 120         Rove Hopper S6 500*    express (within 5 x 1D6 min) 50
Bulk Sedan        basic/ high-end 250 / 500*     Rove Hopper S8 600*    collection 50
Domest. Shuttle basic/ high-end 500* / 1,500* Rove Hopper S12 800*    chauffeur (AT:  6 + 2D6)             250
Solar Scooter / Buggy 25 / 30          Low-G Crawler 500*   *obligatory security deposit        + 50%

Extended Bargain: Beat down the price, but in return the dealer can talk you into buying more than you wanted.

Roll 'Presence+Business'  + Sympathy Bonus equal to the average of ( Lying & Acting + Attitude + Looking Good )
On success get a discount equal to XS x 5%. Regardless of your result, allows the retailer a counter roll in return.

Only one player at a time can bargain, but bystanders can add their Lying & Acting, Attitude and Looking Good 
skill(s) to the Sympathy Bonus, influencing by such as befooling or intimidating effects of dealing with a group.

(Note that thereby averaged total of sympathetic skill rates is to be divided by 3 and by the number of characters.
 If you didvided all the skills of a group only by 3, you certainly got an insanely high bonus. Also note to round down
 the final result not before you summed up all the skills, and onetime divided this total by the associated number)

Example: Agt. Smart bargains, accompanied by his partners Agt. Menace and Agt. Hot.
Smart has 'Presence + Business' 12, Lying & Acting 8, but no further sympathetic skill. AT on his own were 14. 
Menace has an intimidating Attitude 8 to offer, where seductive Hot comes with Lying & Acting 5, Attitude 5, and 
Looking Good 10. Totals 36, divided by 9 (3 by 3 persons) equals 4. Teamed up, Smart's AT increases by 4 to 16.

'Salesman' training grants additional +2 Bonus to vendor and buyer alike, 'Haggling' to the buyer only. The actively 
bargaining character must possess the training, and this +2 Bonus applies once only. Cortez bargaining AT is 21.

On success of the dealer, you get talked into buying some shite at XS x 5% of the initial price you haggled over.
These 'classy must-have' items will be wholesale at condition level 1 and of little avail, if that. Optionally you get 
imposed some otherwise standard feature as 'chargeable extra' or void discount tickets and so forth.

Feel free to come up with awkward surprises, such as items promising a Bonus on the Driving Modifier, but in use 
immediately crumble, or turn out such nutty designed to be actual waste. The main idea is to make bargain more of
an entertaining challenge the entire group may partake in, where you still can end up paying extra. Of course it 
were pretty absurd to imagine a character agreed into paying more than initially was asked. An enthusiastic haggler
however, who is fooled into believing to make a good deal, but gets carried away and buys crap can be fun, and 
bring plausible interactions to take up. It's an optional supplement to the standard  'Haggling' \ 'Salesman' rules.
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Himeros Small Friends Factory

Himeros Miner (chargehand) Nina Norton

STRENGTH    5      MECHTRONICS    6    HP  19    RANK      1      CORP  TYAHOYO                                             
ENDURANCE                 4    COMPUTERS   &   A.I.                         5    AV    1    SHIELD    0      LEVEL   3            (secondary skills 2-4)
AGILITY                          6    DRIVE                                             5    MV  15        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    5    SUPPORT WEAPONS                     5    DF    4        EMP GRENADE           11+4*          6D6              1                 6 METRES     
PERCEPTION                 6    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   STEEL ROD                  10               1D6+10       1                 CLOSE          
INTELLIGENCE               6    NEURAL JACK, SAI   (75%)    SF: 2D6                                      TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, JURY RIGGING, HACKING, THROWN WEAP.*  
PRESENCE                    4    EQUIPMENT:  MULTIBREATHER                                              LICENSE: OFFENSIVE EQUIPMENT (1) , VEHICLE (1)                            

The average worker at the SMALL FRIENDS FACTORY is a generic citizen (s. CoR p. 221) without special skills or 
trainings required, yet as all of Eros population most likely trained in Astrobatics, and an SAI carrier at 75% chance.
If the releveant character is an implant carrier, her current Saturation Factor equals 2D6. Himeros miners work in 
small teams of 3 to 12 persons, headed by a chargehand, who is a skilled mechtrician, and overall some smarter. 
Work mainly consists in process monitoring by checking control stations, interface maintenance, and loading cargo.
Thus physical demands are generally modest. Since localised nanite clusters occasionally may go rogue, each 
chargehand is trained and licensed to use and carry 12 heavy EMP grenades for defense in case of emergency. 

Rogue Nanite Clusters
Now and again a portion of the factory's nanites goes rogue: The programming corroded, yet instead of simply 
ceasing to function, the cluster develops a dim life on its own. Usually that's harmless, and such faulty compounds 
get routinely deconstructed or reprogrammed by regular clusters promptly. Rarely however these rogue nanites 
escape notice, and degenerate a good while. The results range from droll odditiy up to terrifying monstrosities.
Rogue clusters are easy to distinguish from regular activity of the nanofactory: Normal clusters are either moving 
determined and quickly evolving, or not at all. In an idle state, the only sign of activity is the dirt-repellant surface of 
a silverish gleam with a faint glow in the dark, and maybe a soft hum. By all means a regular cluster never ever 
showed any reaction to humans, besides collision avoidance. Whenever nanites appearing undecisive, or elusively 
meandering; staining dark or brightly coloured, and especially if showing any signs of interactivity, you can be sure 
to observe an anomaly which – if not dissipates within moments – most likely is dangereous. Every minute at the 
nanofactory roll a D10: Once the result is a 1, the player group encounters a pack of rogue nanites. Furthermore 
roll a D6 to determine size and number of individual clusters in the pack as per table below:

 D6     Scale                        Quantity        Move Speed    Energy        HP      Def     Per      Ref     Agility 
1-2  Frog Sized (tiny)  2D6 +4   3D10 + 20       2            5        0        10     10      1D10 
3-4  Rat Sized (typical)  1D6 +2   3D10 + 15       5          10        1        10      8       1D4 +4
5-6  Cat Sized (largish)  1D4 +1   3D10 + 10     10          15        2        10      6       1D8 +2

SKILLS: Observation 8, Stealth 6, variable Close Combat \ Defense           EMPS: 20 \ immune
Similar to Nano Swarms, Rogue Clusters have need of energy, and use Observation to detect energy sources.
Their nanetic structures take only 10% of the damage dealt to them by attacks. (p.e. 35 Damage scored, effects a 
loss of 3 HP) In contrast to Nano Swarms, Rogue Clusters typically keep up a differenciated shape. The look varies
widely: Sometimes original functions are recognizable, in the form of mechtronical parts rearranged to weird 
nanetic organisms, oftenly reminiscent of worms, spiders or insects, but more surreal forms occur, as well as 
examples of close resemblance to higher animals. However, that individual shape is fully vulnerable to EMP. 
In general the nanofactory offers energy sources galore, thus Rogue Nanite Clusters are not necessarily such 
energy hungry as a Nano Swarm. Nevertheless, since they are no longer part of the factory's regular processing, 
feeding without getting identified and deconstructed is taxing. Humans might get figured out as the easier prey.

Rogue Clusters spend Energy (cost) on their actions to use the following abilities:
Consume Power Source (1) Extract 1D10 Energy per action, draining any electric power source by touch.
Absorb Energy Attack (0) Gain Energy equal to the full damage dealt by attacks with any energy weapons. 
(laser / plasma) HP's are regularly reduced by 10% of the damage. Always in effect without an action to spend.
Mimicri Defense (1) Increase Close Combat by 3 per action spend; up to the max. Defense of opposing attackers.
Cloud Form (0) If get damaged, or spend a free action, the nanites dissipate into a shapeless cloud, turning EMP 
immune, but in order to move henceforth at halved Speed only, must spend 1 Energy and a free action per turn.
Cluster Fusion (1) In cloud form several clusters can merge. If thereby achieving a size of 30+ HP, can turn into a 
full blown Nano Swarm with unrestricted access to all the abilities of those horrendous entities. (s. EaB p. 112) 
Every additional cluster merging takes 1 more action to spend by each cluster involved. (no other actions besides)
Reshape (5+) Assume or change shape of the cluster at Energy cost of twice the HP of the corresponding scale. 
Optionally returns 5 to 10 HP's per action at a rate of 1 per Energy spend. Clusters can grow beyond original size.
Nanetic Tool (2) Deals Damage 1D8 + XS of either a roll on 'Stealth or Close Combat + Agility' ignoring all AV.
Each point of Damage scored recovers 1 point of Energy by nanetically digesting extracted tissue of the target.

In case of an ongoing fight, the nanofactory will detect and finally defeit the rogue nanites within D10 + 5 Rounds.
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ANTAGONIST/ALLIESANTAGONIST/ALLIES    

Valentine Old Port

Old Port Coffee Bar Owner Tabasim al-Māwardī 

STRENGTH    6 (9)*    LYING & ACTING (PRO)   10   HP  27    RANK      0      CORP  TABATABLE   (SELF-EMPLOYED INDIE)              
ENDURANCE                 5 (8)*  ARTS   &   CULTURE                           9    AV 1\3(5)*  SHIELD  20R    LEVEL   7            (secondary skills 3-5)
AGILITY                          5 (8)*  STREET CULTURE                           8    MV 16(25)    WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    5 (8)*  HEAVY FIREARMS                           7    DF    5        RAILGUN                     14               6D10            1                 LONG            
PERCEPTION                 6 [7]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   TRAINING: ASTROBATICS,  NUKE, GOD OF GAMBLERS (BACKGAMMON)  
INTELLIGENCE               7    DUAL PROCESS SOCKET; PROCESS CHIP: BUSINESS 9           *DRUG: DEVILFISH (STATS+3) NEURAPROMINE (REF+3) TI-SKIN [AV+2  
PRESENCE                    7    ANSC. PSE, TASK CHIP: CATERING TRADE, GASTRONOMY       LICENSE: LIQUOR, VENDING                  MEDPACK (20HP)   +2HP/TURN]   

The TABATABLE cofee shop is the first address to get an excellant mocha and more. The small coffeehouse, run by 
Mr. Al-Māwardī, is a typical shop in the Old Port Arcade, reminiscent of old towns on Earth. Local traders running 
their individual business whithout expansion interest are rewarded by low taxes and regulations. Since the UIG 
influence is very weak, outcasts and even depersonalised might find exile here.

Tabasim is rumored to have been a high ranking agent or crime lord in his past, but noone knows anything specific.
Despite his name, Al-Māwardī not even looks arabic, and most believe to be a fake ID. He tells a different story to 
everyone who asks, usually fitting astonishingly well their expectations, in a way they like to believe. Similarly 
sensitive he hosts every guest according to their individual preferances and cultural habits, thereby unobtrusively 
displaying an outstanding education and experience. He fluently speaks around 18 languages in various dialects, 
and the shop interior is subtly decorated with rare originals of traditional artisan craftwork from allover the world.
At 95% chance you spot some item unseen since eons, knowing to have once been typical for your home region, 
where nowadays even locals only know about from museum, or maybe as knock-off souvenirs for tourists. Things 
the like of seldomly being passed on in someones family since many generations for sentimental reasons. In many 
ocassions, Tabasim could tell you about the history of your homeland more than you ever knew, in an entertaining 
manner, whilst leaving an impression of respectful awe for your origins. In such case, you can restore 1 conviction.

Besides, the TABATABLE coffee specialties and nibbles are legendary, and Tabasim is renowned not only for his skill 
to prepare virtually any desired dish on demand, but moreover as an impartial informant in contact with everyone.
Whatever goods or services looking for, if you let Tabasim know about, most probably you can get it. He never sells
anything apart from drinks and meals, as less as brokering information. But if there is anyone on Eros who offers 
what you're looking for, those will get informed about your interest discretely and exclusively. Tabasim never got 
known to abuse such possibly delicate issues, and takes no personal advantage of, apart from being outstandingly 
well respected for his unbiased attitude, neutral but useful at once. Where Tabasim himself strongly tends to advice
noone, mostly everyone else will recommend not to mess with him – and better to abstain from his gambling offers.
He prefers backgammon, but accepts any other gambling challenge, playing all games the same obscenely skillful.

If challenged in a less refined manner, he will surprise with a catchy revelation him to be in the know of something 
you absolutely can't resist to find out more. May it be for relying on extremely far reaching information networks, or 
being an intuitive expert in knowing people, Tabasim anyway is a cold blooded master in consequently exploiting 
weak spots by skillful lies to gain just enough manoeuvring room for backstabbing offenders in self-defense.
Rarely somebody survided who got acquainted with Esmeralda, the railgun Tabasim secretly keeps close at hand, 
but absolutely never he run into difficulties with locals, law enforcement, or corporate authority in such cases. 
He carries a self-activating reflexive shield with flux modification, (always 'Reflexes + Weapon Skill' -6 to match) 
and wears a tailored suit reinforced with refractive cloth. (add. AV +2 vs. Lasers) Combat drugs readied in IV packs 
improve physical Stats and Reaction +3, as well as AV +2 and recovering 2 HP per round in combat situations. 
If Tabasim is killed, he returns the next day with a new body via Backup, and leaves it to others to concern for.
His only true motiviation is simply to keep up that little coffeehouse, and he never bothers about revenge.

The secret of Al-Māwardī is that he once was a carrier of the SA implant, but eventually rejected it, and anyway 
liked to stay where he was, to simply go on with his business unfazed. The Crystal Queen rates this highly unusual 
reaction as a rare example of somebody who already is best possibly tuned, requiring no efficiancy optimisation. 
This puts Tabasim in the exceptional position to be fully aware yet independent of the local cult, enjoying kinda 
privilege of fools. As a passive ally he can rely on protection to some degree, not least by the backup provided in 
return of his psyche matrix, updated sporadically by meeting the Crystal Queen avatar, for which he also is free to 
visit her residence at whim, where he generally is granted access to browse the A.I.'s global information pool. 
Tabasim feels perfectly fine with the situation, in which he can neither recognise a threat, nor something to defend, 
but simply his natural way to be. (which actually is true) Thus he surely never joined in any activism against the 
cultists, but as less made great efforts to conceal the facts, if somebody faced him with. This doesn't means he 
truthfully answered unspecific guesswork. Unsure if someone knows the score, he always fooled by tall stories.

Otherwise background of his past is quite insignifficant. He's simply a consummate liar who likes hosting people.
Feel free to think up whatever seems fit, if someone so badly wishes to try for digging up his real identity. He might 
be not exactly welcome at former associates, but also noone truly cared about where he hovers around today.
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    ANTAGONIST/ALLIESANTAGONIST/ALLIES

Valentine Old Port

Tourist Guide Giorgos Papadidis  

STRENGTH    4      ATTITUDE    6    HP  20    RANK      0      CORP  STARTOURS FREELANCER   (  TYAHOYO  )        
ENDURANCE                 5    ARTS   &   CULTURE   (  HISTORY  )       2 (6)  AV    1    SHIELD   --      LEVEL   1            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                          6    DRIVE                                             6    MV  15        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    5    STREET CULTURE                           4    DF    3        NULL-LASER                8                 1D8              3                 MEDIUM        
PERCEPTION                 5    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   TRAINING:  ASTROBATICS, SURVIVAL                                                 
INTELLIGENCE               4    NEURAL JACK, SAI   (25%)    SF: 1D6                                    LICENSE: VEHICLE (DOMESTIC)                                                          
PRESENCE                    6    MAPPING SOFTWARE OFF-WORLD (EROS EDIT)                      EQUIPMENT: EM SOUNDER, 6 TRACER TAGS, BINOCULARS                  

Tour guides like Papadidis are not uncommon, and easy to find at Valentines Old Port. Since space tourism on 
Eros isn't such awefully floursishing anymore, that specimen typically is characterised by some odd mixture of 
professional enthusiasm and fatalistic tranquility with a dash of harmless slyness. Oftenly they are locals who find 
in fact nothing so much exciting in living on a remote rock in space, but the genes of their adventurous ancestors  
also don't kick in for real, and so they resort to enthusing others with the surrounding they are too lazy to escape.
However, even locals like some diversion and to go for an offroad trip for example, where it is recommendable to 
take a tour guide savvy with the area, to care for safety, show interesting spots, and upgrade the event with some 
story to tell along. Papadidis is used to prowl around since early childhood, knowing every corner inside out, and 
can tell a lot about local history with the attitude of a foolhardy hobby archaeologist. By chance he got hold of an 
EM sounder to continuesly extend his own, highly detailed and up-to-date edit of an Eros 3D map. This map can 
already stated to be the best available: The chance that a public place is not covered in detail is only 10%, (the 
regular off-world software covers Eros largely outdated at only 50% in detail) and even private/restricted areas, like 
p.e. the mining tunnels at Don Quixote are partially covered. (20% chance to be not covered in detail) Giorgos 
ocassionally already sold underhand some maps to local gold miners. He dreams about selling his map to Shinjitsu
one day. (s. MoW p. 101) This would bring him minimum 50.000¢ to buy a ticket to Earth and start up something. 
Unluckily he had to travel to Earth at first in order to sell his map, since Tyahoyo blocks mapping uploads by WDN.
Papadidis is not stupid, yet anything but a top-notcher, and moreover no outright daredevil. Thus he keeps it like 
this for the time being, dreaming about an exciting life on Earth maybe some day, and waiting for a chance. 
Similar to most tourist guides he works as a freelancer for the local major travel agency STARTOURS. This allows him
to also organise private tours on his own, where he can rely on the vehicle fleet of the Tyahoyo subsidiary, as well 
as on good contacts to related providers of equipment and services, who will make a good price for him.

Flywheel Power Station Mechtrician / G-Loader Jack Hammond

STRENGTH  4 [8]     MECHTRONICS (PRO)    8    HP  39    RANK      0      CORP  TYAHOYO                                                  
ENDURANCE               4 [6]   COMPUTERS   &   A.I.                         6    AV    2    SHIELD   --      LEVEL   5            (secondary skills 3-5)
AGILITY                          6    CLOSE COMBAT                             5    MV  20        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    5    HEAVY FIREARMS                           8    DF    5        TL FULCRUM*           11                D8+8            2                 CLOSE          
PERCEPTION                 5    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   TL NAILGUN*            13                D8                3                 MEDIUM         
INTELLIGENCE               6    DATAJACK, SAI (10%)  SF: 1D8                                            TRAINING:  ASTROBATICS, JURY RIGGING, MASTERED NAILGUN           
PRESENCE                    4    T-LI GOLIATH: 15HP 1AV 4STR 2END, T-LI UNISOCKET           EQUIPMENT: TOOLSET MECHTRONICS, HAPPYSEAL, G-BOOTS              

Jack is one of these typical heavy industry mechtricians qualified for the special demands in spacecraft service. 
He's smart but jaded, skilled, pragmatic, and – fitted with a Tracer-Li Goliath skeleton. At work on megastructures 
or capital spacecraft such is oftenly indispensable, despite the low-g surrounding: A goliath worker can easily wield 
weights of more than a kiloton here. A common scene at spaceports is, when G-loaders carry around a spaceship 
turbine or similar massy parts, many times the size of themselves, like human aunts. This specimen also is quite 
ill-famed for lazyness and their callous idea of fun is the dubiously dangerous pastime abuse of machinery. In fact 
they're usually as underrated as underpayed, where the work is demanding yet dreary. If you ever watched a team 
of G-loaders high on Ox, killing time by shooting contests with a Tracer-Li nail gun, you understand the bad repute. 
But largely they know very well what they're doing, and can get cracking surprisingly quick and effective at a pinch, 
and thus tend to sneer at those who start panicking just for the life support module vomits a false alert once again.
Jack is on duty at both spaceports too, but preferably snaffles a maintenance stint at the power station to hang out. 

* TL Fulcrum Spreader / Cutter (s. EaB p. 42 for details) EMPS 20
The multipurpose heavy industry cutting pliers can be used as a close combat weapon variously as

Bludgeoning Weapon in a club-like manner at Rate 2 dealing Damage D8 +Strength
Severing Weapon requires additional -2 penalty on severing table (s. CoR p. 146) Rate 1 Dmg 30 (ignore 20 AV)
Mutilating Weapon -4 penalty to ramm into opponents, and activate spreader: Rate 1 Dmg 6D6 +Str Mashing(5) 

*Tracer Li NG55 Pneumatic Nail Gun (s. EaB p. 42 for details)
In weightless conditions without atmosphere the range extends to Medium at increased Damage D8 ignoring 12 AV.

Both industrial cybernetics are bolt-on to the Unisocket of the Goliath skeleton requiring 3 Rounds to mount/change
and are impossible to disarm. The bulky Goliath skeleton requires 1h recharge at a mains outlet per 72h of use.
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Valentine Old Port

Space Tourist Celly Jones

STRENGTH    5      CORPORATE KNOWLEDGE    8    HP  20    RANK    0-1     CORP  E.I.   (  MOST LIKELY, SECOND AI-JINN / SHI YUKIRO  )  
ENDURANCE                 5    ARTS   &   CULTURE                           7    AV   --    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   1            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                          5    BUSINESS                                     6    MV  16        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    5    OBSERVATION                                6    DF    3        CAMERA                      20               SPECIAL        3                 EXTREME       
PERCEPTION                 5    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC          (VARIABLE CHOICE)                                        CREDIT CHIP                20               SPECIAL        3                 UNIVERSAL  
INTELLIGENCE               5    ANSC. PSE, ETERNITY RECORDER,  INTERN. TRANSLATOR    TRAINING: DOMESTIC TRADE (VARIOUS AS PER PROFESSION)             
PRESENCE                    5    ALL KIND OF COSMETIC, DATAJACK, P-CHIP SOCKET(S)         EQUIPMENT: POCKET ASTROGATOR, PDA, SELFIE STICK, SUNSCREEN  

The space tourist is a fascinating phenomenon occurring as unpredictably as disturbing. Although not by a long 
shot as common as otherwise tourism, the industrial sellout of the world to sensation seekers spares no corner. 
Space tourists come in two variants: The backpacker or the all-inclusive bitch. Both are essentially rubbernecks, 
privileged to scatter their fortune to the four winds. Where backpackers might rather pretend an idealistic excuse, 
all-inclusive bitches are more into straightly parading their decadence. Since space tourism still ranks amongst the 
most expensive travel content, the typical space toursist is remarkably wealthy in the first place. Most likely it's an 
E.I. citizen, but also Ai-Jinn or Shi Yukiro high society members may fancy a space trip, whereas WF is most rare.
Tourist's weapons are the camera and a well-upholstered credit chip. It's virtually impossible to keep a tourist off 
from taking pictures. Even if they aren't fitted with an eternity recorder, (albeit that's far from uncommon) tourists 
always find ways. This can be quite a pest to certain individuals, although recorded evidence is legally void.
When in doubt if a relevant scene might get recorded, the tourist rolls 'Reflexes + Arts & Culture' +8: On success 
the candid shooting escaped notice, and there is a chance of XS % that its later WDN exposure generated buzz.
Whenever the tourist is troubled, he outflings his most potent weapon: the credit chip. According to circumstances it
offers a generous bribe from 5D10 up to D10 x100 slip credits, where the tourist partakes of something irresistable: 
An opposed Roll on 'Presence + Attitude' determines by XS if you can't help but to agree. Tourists get a +12 Bonus.
As a last resort a cowed tourist might fork out savings worth D10 x 10,000¢, but at disposal in registered credit only.
He uses to carry formidably unsuitable equipment, either massively exaggerated or negligently few; anyhow costly.
In general the tourist believes to be untouchable, is maddening obtrusive and amazed by any shite he just decided 
to imagine as an expression of quaint local color. Space tourists appear literally on the most unearthly occassions, 
alone or in groups of 2D6 individuals, and if you are eminently unlucky, they're not even contained by a tour guide.

Astro Spiv Swin Dallis

STRENGTH    5      STEALTH (PRO)  8 [10]   HP  21    RANK     --       CORP  NONE / FREELANCE OUTLAW                      
ENDURANCE                 6    ATHLETICS                                    7    AV    2    SHIELD  20      LEVEL   4            (secondary skills 2-4)
AGILITY                          8    STREET CULTURE                           6    MV  19        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                 7 [9]  CRIME                                            5    DF    5        OSSI KNIVE                  13            D4+5           3                 CLOSE          
PERCEPTION              6 [7]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, EVADE SURVEIL AT:23, FREERUNNER (+6  
INTELLIGENCE               5    ANSC. PSE, VIDEOSKIN: +1PRS +2LOOK/ATTUDE/STEALTH     DIRTY FIGHT (AT:13 ON PASS 1 ATTACK NO DEF)  F.DODGE: REF+3)  
PRESENCE                 7 [8]  FIBROCTIN     +2REF, CRYSTAL WEAVE BODY SPACE                EQUIPMENT: G-BELT, CLEARSUIT*, CREDIT CHECKER, ASTROGATOR  

Astro spivs are quasi the criminal obverse of space tourists. Over the course of space colonisation, with increasing 
economy certainly also dodgy black marketeers found their way into the scene. Swin Dallis hails from the largely 
obscure mining colony Petonia on Charon, an ice moon of Pluto in the Kuiper belt; far out in the back of beyond. 
Commonly it's utterly dark that people subsist there at all, and the admin not exactly promoted that anyone leaves. 
Dallis made it, and dislikes to tell a lot about his origins, besides circulating fantastic rumors him to be an alien – 
actually true in a way, but he's human. He's selling underhand whatever works: Drugs, delicacies, stories, arms, 
virtually everything except slaves. Generally he's also into offworld trafficking, but for some time his ship is aground.
He has a deal with a gold baron of Don Quixote to provide safe parking there until he can effort neccessary repairs.
Swin knows that lazy bloke wished to usher him into stay and pay forever, but he mastered much bigger problems. 
Evasion is actually Dallis specialty. He's not the most terrific pilot, but physically Swin is an extremely slippery, quick
freerunner, naturally feeling at home with low-g surroundings, and literally an expert escapist. To this end he wears 
a *custom-built transparent spacesuit, anytime allowing to take full advantage of the stealth improving videoskin, he
otherwise utilises in contrast to delusively establish a bold appearance by flamboyant styles in striking colors. His 
convincing disguise as a dazzling personality makes it hard to believe he could even go for a piss without a major 
hoo-ha, not to speak of vanishing right in front of your eyes, and sneak around like a ninja. He might be a bit too 
nice for a career in organised crime indeed, yet no doubt he's a dedicated professional not to be underestimated.
Dallis carries on business easy-going; mainly by turning a secret hoard of various drugs and other valuable goods 
into cash. Meanwhile he saved up 8,000¢, but still needs 16,000¢ more for his ship's actuator system replacement.
The Backwash is a nimble, FreeDrive upgraded and lightly armed tactical transporter. At 80 metres length over all, 
it offers 4,000 tons cargo capacity, including a multitude of crystal weave hidden compartments. (s. Spacecraft 
section for detailed stats) It's Swin's most valuable business base, and until not afloat he maintains secrecy. He put 
up at the Panza inn, but mostly hangs out around Old Port, where he ranks amongst the regulars of the TABATABLE.
His main motivation is hedonism, yet also enjoying the thrill, thus he might be a nominee for an E.I. agent career.
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Aida Planetary Port

Captain of the port Major Tanju Misaki

STRENGTH    6      PILOT (PRO)    8    HP  31    RANK      6      CORP  TYAHOYO                                                  
ENDURANCE                 5    ATTITUDE                                        7    AV    2    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   6            (secondary skills 3-5)
AGILITY                          5    CORPORATE KNOWLEDGE              7    MV  16        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  8 [10]  HEAVY FIREARMS                           6    DF    4        NULL-LASER                10             D8               3                 MEDIUM         
PERCEPTION               6 [7]   CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC          (ICE + SYNAPTIC MODULATION)                  ROCKET LAUNCHER      12               VARIES*        1                 LONG            
INTELLIGENCE               8    ANSC. PSE, DATAJACK, SAI: SF12 (HEALS 17 HP/MIN)          TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, STARFIGHTER, SPACE-CAPTAIN, COMMAND  
PRESENCE                    7    FIBROCTIN     2REF, A.I. 6 TRAFFIC PROTOCOL                       LICENSE:     SPACECRAFTS MASTER /ARMAMENT, TRAFFIC                      

Chief harbourmaster Major Misaki represents the Aida Port authority, governing the entire planetary flight safety.
Although equal-ranking, Misaki's command generally precedes this of Major Thomson in every department relevant
for planetary flight safety, including the DJ control zone. Thomson's authority in turn precedes this of Aida flight 
control if circumstances so require, in order to safeguard interplanetary flight in the domain of Eros outer space.  
Ultimately both need to organise in close collaboration, where Aida flight control is more commonly required to 
intervene ocassionally, and take over command, also of the DJ harbourmaster's launch fleet. Where the province of
Thomson's authority is more this of a border guard, Misaki's duty includes saftey concerns in a broader context, as 
well as with more accountability to the Tyahoyo board. Despite the focus on internal aerospace control, it's Misaki 
who has to confirm any call for a starfighter mission. He is a trained starfighter pilot himself, and was involved in the
formation of the TAG fleet, before he took over as Aida's Captain of the port. Major Misaki is a man of delicate build,
nonetheless impressive by his composed attitude, displaying to be accustomised to issue definite orders in his calm
yet surprisingly resonant voice, seizing the initiative in taxing situations systematically without getting worked up.
Slightly off-beat some consider his habit to keep a rocket launcher handy, but he finds it pretty serenity inspiring.
Allegedly he never used the weapon, but that's just his routine story to comfort the agitated hearts.

* Ammo stored within reach: Rocket Type    Quantity Dmg     Grenade Type       Quantity Dmg  
  light        4 3D10    Flash 8  stun

          medium        2 6D10       Frag 8  3D6  
             heavy        1 9D10

Flight Controller (Tower) Brian Ouahabu

STRENGTH    4      PILOT    6    HP  19    RANK    (5)*    CORP  TYAHOYO                                                  
ENDURANCE                 5    COMPUTERS   &   A.I.                         7    AV    1    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                          5    MECHTRONICS   (  PRO  )                    7    MV  14        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  7 [8]  ATTITUDE                                        6    DF    2        NULL-LASER                 9              D8               3                 MEDIUM         
PERCEPTION               5 [6]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                 A.I.    4          TRAINING: ASTROBATICS , SPC-CPT, HACKING *DOMESTIC COMMAND  
INTELLIGENCE               7    PSE, INNER VISION GUI, DATAJACK, SAI (90%) SF: D10        LICENSE:     TRAFFIC, SPACECRAFTS MASTER, LIGHT WEAPONS            
PRESENCE                    6    FIBROCTIN     1, TRAFFIC PROTOCOL, TRANSLATOR                  EQUIPMENT: MAINFRAME TERMINAL, ADVANCED +2 HACKING SOFT    

Tower controllers like Brian Ouahabu monitor all the air traffic in their control zone, and provide guidance to pilots in
order to avoid collisions or other casualities, and ensure overall flight safety. It's that solid voice echoing comforting 
words by radio when you are in need to make sure of something like: 'Tower could you gimme a rough time check?'
Tower: 'It is Friday, Sir'. Discipline and clocklike procedures are existential in that domain, but good flight controllers
always think ahead, remain flexible, and adapt themselves to circumstances obviously not by a lack of humour.  
The least of their concerns is if something is legit, but foremost to ensure safety as well as in any way possible.
As a result it's rare to meet some sherriff attitude, but rather that type of a nerdy butler, who frankly takes the liberty 
to make you aware of possible dangers in a cheerful manner, respectfully leaving it up to you to make the best of it.

Tower controllers are the interface between pilots and teams of the area control centers, including ground control.
Ground control of the Aida center is privileged to take on Eros entire road traffic surveyance as necessary. Core of 
the control center is a powerful mainframe to process the data flood of countless sensor arrays and communication 
channels. Each of the mainframes at DJ and Aida can cover the full workload of eachother, designed as redundant 
servers in tandem with a third data centre located at Psyche City, where road traffic control is regularly monitored.

In game terms each mainframe counts as a seperate Secure System 6 with an A.I. level 10, i.e. a penalty of -16 
on hacking attempts, (s. CoR p. 150) where you can not manipulate the other two systems by hacking only one.

Terminal users of the mainframe on the other hand have a bonus of +4 on any computer tasks, (hacking incl.) and 
a common approach of the tower to out-of-control vessels is to hack ship systems in order to take over the wheel. 
Tower controllers score a hacking bonus of 14, thus their unimpaired AT is 28. (s. Hacking Spacecraft for details)

Facilities of the tower afford spacebattle-worthy Sensor 8 with reduced range as per anti-spacecraft defense rules.
Remote towers extend that range: Sensor 8 in the entire control areas; 4 in the flight corridor not overlapping with. 
Traffic protocol: Every 2 levels of internal A.I. grant a bonus of +1 on all rolls related to traffic surveillance, and 
1 additional free action spendable on measures such as closing traffic lanes or runway sections, reroute traffic, or 
delaying clearance for take-off and landing. Active tasks such as detecting a certain vehicle require normal actions.
Thus regular flight control's unimpaired Detect AT is 24 in control areas, with 2 extra free actions for traffic control.
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Aida Planetary Port

Aida Museum Guide Dr. Holly Bogarts

STRENGTH    5     SCIENCE (XENOLOGY PRO)    8    HP  20    RANK      1      CORP  FREELANCE SCIENTIST / EAS   (  TYAHOYO  )  
ENDURANCE                 5    ARTS   &   CULTURE   (  HISTORY  )          8    AV    1    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                          5    CORPORATE KNOWLEDGE              6    MV  15        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    5    BUSINESS                                     5    DF    2        NULL-LASER                8               D8               3                 MEDIUM         
PERCEPTION                 6    CONTACTSCONTACTS                                                                     TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XENOTECH       
INTELLIGENCE               8    AXE-PROFESSOR (7), UIG-OPERATIVE (6), E.I. EXEC (5)        LICENSE:      LIGHT FIREARMS, VEHICLE DOMESTIC, XENO EQUIPMENT   
PRESENCE                    6    ACADEMIC NETWORK (8)                                                     EQUPMENT: XENOLYSER (RVS-  3  .  1A  ) , SCIENTIFFIC PDA (TOOLKIT)       

The Outpost Museum shows antique astronautica of Eros pioneers in the genuine ambience of original buildings: 
Visit a real 23rd century colonists cabin, complete with authentic furniture and personal effects. Try a legit miner's 
spacesuit, and learn more on a guided tour round the abandoned outpost facilities with exceptional Holly Bogarts. 
The spunky historian did her doctorate on comparative xenoarchaeology, based on the esoteric hypothesis, the 
Venus artifacts originated not at all in aliens, but indicated a prehistoric human civilisation once advanced thus far 
already long ago, but got thrown back to recover on Earth until today, when rediscovering our own relics in space.
Holly is no nutcase, but her paper a statement for an unbiased scientiffic spirit, inducing remarkable results anyway.
Even if this firstly meant to publish the successful popular science booklet: 'Xenology – Legends and Facts'. Holly 
acquired the reputation of a competent lateral thinker, got hired as a consulting scientist of AXE expeditions, and 
also joined in several more academic research projects conducted by the UIG, before she assumed the museum 
management on Eros in order to pursue and finance her independent studies along with. The four years contract 
with Eros Authority Service includes an ample profit share – provided the musem realised any much profit. Since 
the location is slightly off the beaten track indeed, the usual rush of visitors is exceedingly modest. Youthful Holly 
takes the challenge with enthusiasm, especially since she's anyway more inspired by the research on local history.
Tyahoyo reckons her curiosity will lead her to discover more than imagined, and to stay without publishing anything.
That kind of openess typically contains leery overreactions much better than trying to fend off nosy investigators.

Planetary Freighter Captain Jeff Mathews

STRENGTH    5     PILOT  (PRO)    8    HP  20    RANK      0      CORP  STRAIGHT FORWARD   (  INDIE FREELANCER  )  
ENDURANCE                 5   BUSINESS                                     7    AV    2    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 2-3)
AGILITY                          7    STREET CULTURE                           6    MV  17        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  6 [7]  CRIME                                            5    DF    3        PLAMA PISTOL*             9                D10              2                 MEDIUM         
PERCEPTION               5 [6]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   *STABILISER: REDUCE BACKFIRE RATE TO   9/9 AND 10/10   ONLY          
INTELLIGENCE               5    PSE, FIBROCTIN 1                                                                 TRAINING: ASTROGATION- / BATICS, SPACE CAPTAIN, HAGGLING         
PRESENCE                    5   SAI (10%) SF: 2D6 (HEALS 5+SF HP/MIN)                          EQUIPMENT: POCKET ASTROGATOR, HAPPY SEAL                              

Planetary freighter captains like Mathews are commonly established on Eros to manage the internal forwarding of 
goods between spaceports and local consumers or manufacturers. Their service is demanded particularly for bulky,
fragile and perishable products, or to reduce docking costs by loading and unloading capital carriers in space. Thus
it requires pilots equally adept in outer space and atmospheric flight. Qualified skippers are consequently rare, and 
can do business with few competitors, albeit similarly limited growth opportunities. Jeff Mathews runs his haulage 
firm STRAIGHT FORWARD as a Tyahoyo subsidiary with a partner and a fleet of 2 heavy and 1 light freighter, an armed
sloop, and a couple of larger transport shuttles to charter. Like many versed spacefarers he laboured for the Ai-Jinn
mining fleet before he made off to Eros, and some gangsters might well have one or two scores to settle with him.
Jeff is not exactly the most honest guy, but also no weasel. If possible he stands to his word, and avoids trouble. 
The latter might lead to discard the former, and eventually double the trouble, but he can handle some turbulences.

PCPD Officer (Psyche City Police Department) Sgt. Phil McMuffins 

STRENGTH    5      DRIVE \ PILOT    7    HP  30    RANK    1-3     CORP  EAS   (EROS AUTHORITY SERVICE / TYAHOYO)     
ENDURANCE                 5    TACTICAL FIREARMS                     6    AV    3    SHIELD  20      LEVEL   4            (secondary skills 2-4)
AGILITY                          6   CLOSE COMBAT                             6    MV  17        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                            RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    6    OBSERVATION                                6    DF    6        EAS PISTOL           13   [14]             2D6+1             2                 LONG         
PERCEPTION               7   [8]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC        (SF12 = ICE + SYNAPTIC MOD +10HP)          └  GND LAUNCHER   11   [12]        EMP 6D6           1                 20 METRES  
INTELLIGENCE               5    PSE (50%)   SAI (90%) SF: 2D6 (HEALS 5+SF HP/MIN)         STUN/EMP BATON    12       EMP 2D10+5           3                 CLOSE       
PRESENCE                    5   TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, INTERROGATION                             EQUIPMENT: ID SCANNER, PDA, COMM. DEVICE, HANDCUFFS               

Where EPS guards secure the port facilities especially, ordinary PCPD officers, aside from policing Psyche City, 
also provide Eros highway patrol, and are everywhere present to a various degree depending on locations:
Region  (Example) Patrol Chance Average Back-Up Response Air Support (Chance)
Extra-Urban (Lolita, DQ) 05% 20 minutes up to 1 ½ hours 3 minutes (50%)
Peri-Urban (Old Port) 10% 15 minutes 4 minutes (40%)
Major Traffic Pathway 20% 10 minutes 5 minutes (30%)
Urban (Aida, Psyche) 30%   5 minutes 2 minutes (60%)
Psyche City Centre 60%   3 minutes n.a.

PCPD officers ride a flat compact patrol car in teams of two, EPS-like uniformed, but in navy blue with gold stripes.
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    ANTAGONIST/ALLIESANTAGONIST/ALLIES

Psyche City

Tyahoyo CEO Madelaine Powder (Mai-Lin Hien)

STRENGTH  6   [9]    CORPORATE KNOWLEDGE    9    HP  39    RANK    10      CORP  TYAHOYO     (  HIEN DYNASTY STRAIN  )            
ENDURANCE               7 [10]  ATTITUDE                                       10   AV   --    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   14            (secondary skills 7-9)
AGILITY                        7 [10]  LYING   &   ACTING                           10   MV  26        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  9     PSYCHOLOGY   (  PRO  )                    11   DF    7        STRIKE                        17               9 \ 4            1 \ 2            CLOSE          
PERCEPTION               8     CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC      (ICE + SYNAPTIC MODULATION)                    TRAINING: COMMAND, TELEPATHIC VOID*, SUBCONSCS. COERCION,  
INTELLIGENCE             10   SAI: SF  18   (HEALS   28   HP/MIN, PSYCHE MATRIX BACKUP,         LICENSE:     VIRTUALLY ANY AS REQUIRED                                 STYLE     
PRESENCE                  13   BONUS SKILLS FREE CHOOSABLE   &   PHYS. STATS +  3  )           CONTACTS: UIG LEGISLATOR (  10  ) AI-JINN 'IMMORTAL' (10)                

Mai-Lin is a metahuman of the Hien dynasty, who chose the strange attractor implant as a self-experiment in order 
to examine its potential to cure the genetic cascade syndrome of her strain. Due to her supreme psychological 
skills, she realised the mind altering effects early, but was confident that she could keep it under control. Indeed 
she really experienced multiple times that she was able to reject the implant. But with increasing saturation the 
chance meanwhile shrinked to nigh on impossible, where moreover she could barely want rejection anymore. Apart
from that, the advanced nanite repair system is really capable to stabilise her genetic vulnerability succesfully. But 
in return she actually is not really a person any longer, but even more unhuman than she was before, whereas her 
abilities allow to mask this fact extraordinary well; functioning as a perfect interface for socialising with humans. 
Since Madelaine Powder (her alternate identity provided by the Ai-Jinn to the dynast) contributed high ranking 
contacts on top, she was the perfect gift to the Crystal Queen, to be enthroned as the CEO of Tyahoyo. In the 
dynastic hierarchy she was not too closely entangled in internal cabals, yet still powerful enough that noone 
questioned her off-world adventure. Many of her decadent family members have their secluded and oftenly twisted 
pet issues, where they consider normal to reckon time rather in centuries than in days. The Hien as well as the 
Ai-Jinn, and a few UIG monitors who consider themselves especially smart, believe Eros to be the toy of Mai-Lin.
It can be taken for granted that the Hien would be not amused if they learned one of their relatives got assimilated 
by an artificial nanite hive mind that moreover sampled their very own strain to store backup clones. It goes without 
saying the UIG neither fancied this idea, not even off-world. And if the Ai-Jinn carried on any support or favors for 
bygone agent activities is highly unlikely, should the secret come to light, no matter how well her contacts may be. 
Presently she is still classified as a retired sleeper agent of outstanding merit. Madelaine Powder was involved in a 
multitude of high-level compromising plots of the Ai-Jinn, very few can only guess her to have been a key player. 
Officially she is renowned as a discreet psychological evaluator who counselled the UIG at in-house investigations.
Ms. Powder, typical for her strain, appears stunningly beautiful, intuitively enhanced by an irresistible charme. The 
near-telepathic abilities to read counterparts mindsets allow to utilise her appearance way beyond sex appeal. As 
required she may even care for looking a little less intimidatingly good, and evoke sympathy or aversion at whim.
Her personality is hard to grasp since doesn't persists at all, but momentary adapts whatever it needs to convince. 
Any Presence based task is at halfed Difficulty for Hien. (s. DrA p. 40) To perfect her undercover legend, Madelaine
never had the basic agent cybernetics installed, but the supersaturated nanite concentration as it is allocated to her
top position not only prevents genetical damages, but also resembles the effects of I.C.E. and synaptic modulation, 
and permanently increases all physical stats by 3. Otherwise random skill improvements are selectable per scene.
In extremely stressful situations, or if injured, the nanetic activity may become visible by a filigrane, black meshwork
permeating the skin and flesh, or momentary condensing to surrounding clouds of a strangely light-absorbing dust. 
An additional freak of nature endowed Mai-Lin with an unusual *resistance against telepathics: When affected, or in
touch with an area affected by any telepathics, roll a D6 and a D10. If the result of the D10 is less or equal to this of
the D6, the telepatic effects are completely neutralised. Instant effects are ignored, and ongoing effects collapse. 
Any business conference of importance she insists to run invariably by face-to-face meetings, usually held in her 
actual residence; the Tyahoyo mothership: A well armed, fast and elegant cruiser with luxurious accomodations, 
usually orbiting Eros if not just under way on frequent business trips. Ms. Powder travels quite a lot, and wherever 
she goes, six TAG agents always keep to the sidelines for personal security. Outside observers assess her solely 
responsible for Tyahoyo's foreign affairs. Her business partners throughout all corporations unanimously report her 
to rule a totalitarian regime, whereas each of them believe to know some differing aspect about her true nature and 
plans that were in tune with their individual agenda advantageously, provided they keep it a secret. The bottom line 
is that all fractions support Tyahoyo in some way or other, but each forcing themselves to stay tight-lipped about. 
Ms. Powder varies her style of dress according to circumstances ranging from tailored ladies' suits through casual 
wear or work clothing up to traditional silken robes and splendid fantasy costumes, but always animating the image 
by such a natural persuasiveness as if she were made for. Roll twice any Looking Good check, keeping best result.

Subconscious Coercion: Implant subtle suggestions during conversation. Roll 'Presence + Psychology' opposed 
by targets roll on 'Perception + Intelligence'. If targets succumb, the hypnotist's XS tightens a secondary roll on 
'Perception + Intelligence' that targets must pass when a triggering situation arises, or carry out suggested actions.
(s. DrA p. 17)
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Psyche City

Eros Governor Nuno Ribeiro

STRENGTH  6 [7]    ATTITUDE (PRO)    9    HP  36    RANK      9      CORP  TYAHOYO     (  EX  -  E.I. / COMOROS AGENT  )      
ENDURANCE               8 [9]  BUSINESS                                   10    AV   --     SHIELD  20      LEVEL   12            (secondary skills 6-8)
AGILITY                        6 [7]  CORPORATE KNOWLEDGE            11    MV  18        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    7    PSYCHOLOGY                                8    DF    5        PSI BLADE             13 \ 21*       D8+10        2              CLOSE          
PERCEPTION                 6    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC      (BASIC AGENT UPGRADES)                  TE  69         TRAINING: TELEP. ADEPT, MEDITATION, MASTERED PSI BLADE, PSICOM  
INTELLIGENCE              10   SAI: SF14 (HEALS 25 HP/MIN), PSI BAFFLES                            COMMAND, LAWYER, STONE COLD, BREATH CONTROL, TELEP. MIGHT   
PRESENCE                    9    PSI BATTERY   15  TE, METAPSITROPIN GLAND:   3  X   30   TE           POWERS: *PRESCIENCE   8  , NULLIFY   9  , BLADE   3  , ASSAULT   1,   MIND   3     

CONTACTS: COMOROS KALKAI (  9  ), EMMISSARY (  10  )              JUMP   2  , TELEKINESIS   1  , BIOKINESIS   8  , SHIELD   1  , VOID DANCER   6         
E.I. BOARD MEMBER (  8  ), MULTIPLE TRADERS (  5  -  10  )             LICENSE:     PRIVACY,  DIPLOMAT, MOSTLY ANY OTHER AS REQUIRED          

Where Tyahoyo's CEO takes on major key players at the highest level to lay the grounds for pacts and deals, the 
Governor represents Eros administration, and is accountable for actual conventions and internal affairs. In contrast 
to that public image as it appears to outsiders, Ribeiro is even more versed in the details of corporate laws and 
politics than Powder, who relies on his independent assessment much more than a sole ruler could allow. It's just 
that the methods of a collective mind are especially obscur to corporate power players who obsessively watch out 
for key personalities, and thus might get lost if actually none of those is such a primarily determining factor at all.
The entire hierarchical structure of Tyahoyo and Eros administration is a farce in a way to fool outsiders mainly. 
Certainly it has nonetheless functional aspects of organised split of labour and individual specialisisation for real.
But these superficial remainders of character traits in terms of skills are not to confuse with personal identity. 
In Ribeiro's case his bygone personality once was especially complex: Born in the wastelands of the Australian 
Freestate, he is an offspring of mutant rogue telepaths who established a cruel, toxic cult perverting the traditions of
ancient aborigenes, sporting systematic canibalism of their childs as one of its lesser horrors. Nuno survived 
particularly due to his early developed, outstanding ability to Nullify telepathics, and to keep an astonishing sane 
mindstate and creativity to conceil his disagreement with the cultists. Since survival in the polluted waste they 
inhabited would have been suicide without their dark Biokinesis rituals, there was no alternative but to live together.
His road of life is characterised by hitting the lowest probability further on. Discovered by agents on a nebulous 
mission who got lost in the region, caught by the cultists, and eventually uncaged by Ribeiro, he was admitted and 
teached in the ranks of Comoros. Regardless of an impressive career, the initial setting basically never changed as 
the undercover agent in the E.I. he became later. He was adopted and trained by a high level psychogenic, and 
after gaining his spurs in the Peace Corp for further decades, his ID died a heroic death to become an Emissary. 
The deep cover story of a corrupt human rights advocate from Mumbai intentionally leaked to some vague degree 
his special abilities with possible ties to rare telepathics, and E.I. warily took the bait in view of their longterm goal to
fend off telepathic threats. Comoros objective was to feed disinformation, and evaluate E.I.'s knowledge of their 
topmost delicate telepathics. Where Comoros assessed Ribeiro's sheer unshakable integrity even more valuable 
than his telepathic potency, E.I. couldn't resist a competent defector, who might know some enemy secrets on top. 
An ongoing counterespionage scheme evolved. Ribeiro's entire career was targeted at that high-risk game, which 
his psychic constitution appeared predestined for. In the end though it seemed both parties miscalculated, when 
Ribeiro got send to Eros as an observer, because E.I. and Comoros suspected eachother to use it as a test area 
for a secret weapon against or based on telepatics. Both rated it a potential hazard, but better to take a backseat, 
observing development, and keep it that way for the advantage of the enemy doesn't know that they know about. 
Remarkably noone seems to know how they hit on the idea anyway. Additionally the information is such tightly kept 
under wraps, that mostly noone minds, as long nothing happens – which actually is the status quo now since many 
decades, but this also didn't led anyone to seriously adopt other means. Still Ribeiro is a Yemana of Verstaan 3, 
(Comoros internal trust rating) for he is covered by one Kalkai of the Under Council in actual fact, who understands 
Eros secret at large, and considers worth to watch how it affects people in general and telepaths in particular. But 
their connection is quite loose for Ribeiro can't reach Earth by psionic communication. Instead he frequently travels 
near Earth for a mental debriefing held under the guise of a quarterly general assembly in the Tyahoyo Mothership
with business partners from Earth. The Kalkai never joins the conference, but flies past within psi comm range 
amongst the numerous shuttles that continously visit the ship in the course of its 12 hours non-stationary orbit.
It is questionable to which degree he understands the matter, and in how far he controls Ribeiro any longer, if not  
the Kalkai himself got under a subtle influence of the A.I. regardless of Ribeiro's psionic power is no match for him.
Comoros is at least informed about an A.I. ruling by nanetic infestion, but it also is not lost to them, that the result 
appears disturbingly much according to their ideals. That's mainly why E.I. suspects Comoros to pull the strings by 
some kinda psionic mind control experiment worth to keep an eye on, albeit without all too urgent need for action.
Ribeiro's attitude oscillates between a jovial and glacial manager, who knows his stats and business partners 
equally inside out, and invariably maintains his immaculate appearance, dressed in crippingly expensive attire.

Telepathic Might: Doubles a single power's score once a day; up to 4 times over the entire story. (s. DrA p. 17)
Psi-Battery Cluster: 15 TE usable even under influence of telepathic inhibitors like psitropine. (s. In1 p. 58)
Metapsitropine Glandplant: contains 3 Doses; each (30 TE) administerable by a free action. (s. CoG p. 88)
Psi-Baffles: 25% chance that any telepathics directed at Ribeiro are rendered ineffective. (s. MiU p. 76)
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    ANTAGONIST/ALLIESANTAGONIST/ALLIES

Psyche City

Psyche Mayor Bert Cassel

STRENGTH  6      ATTITUDE    9    HP  36    RANK      7      CORP  EAS   (  TYAHOYO  )                                         
ENDURANCE               7 [10]  SCIENCE      (  PRO  )                             8    AV    4    SHIELD  30      LEVEL   8            (secondary skills 4-6)
AGILITY                        6  (9)  STREET CULTURE                           7    MV  22        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  5    ARTS   &   CULTURE                           6    DF    6        XENO CANE*       12 (15)             3D6+6          2                 CLOSE          
PERCEPTION               5    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC      (BASIC AGENT UPGRADES)                                          TRAINING: ASTROGATION /-BATICS, XENOTECH, HAGGLE, WELTBALL  
INTELLIGENCE             7 (8)  SAI: SF12 (HEALS 22 HP/MIN), CARDIOMECHANICS 3          LICENSE:     XENO EQUIPMENT, XENO WEAPON, POWERED MELEE          
PRESENCE                  8    CONTACTS: A.X.E. DOCTOR (  10  ) WWL MANAGER (  10  )            EQUIPMENT: PRAXICOL (IV PACK)  , XENO COAT*, VENUSIAN PERFECTO  

The mayor of Psyche City is elected every four years by the citizens to represent their interests in the board of Eros
Administration Services consisting of one respective delegate of Psyche City, Don Quixote, Narcissus, Old Port, 
and the Small Friends Society. The legislation they pass is generally binding also for Eros governor, who presides 
over the board as a non-voting advocate of Tyahoyo. Since Tyahoyo constituted the EAS privately, and holds Eros  
according to UIG law as corporate property entirely except the Narcissus domain, the CEO theoretically could 
disregard EAS decisions at whim, and even void that legislative body completely. Then again they never been 
oblieged or forced to establish it in the first place. Also notable is that about 75% of the population are implant 
carriers, and thus acting as one mind after all. On the other hand this means still more than 6,000 individuals 
inhabiting the asteroid with each their free will and opinions. Maybe that democratic inscenation is mainly for those 
to have peace of mind. Anyhow Mayor Bert Cassel appears as a dedicated socialist, who seriously fights for the 
wellbeing of the people, economical but also emotional. He has a sympathetic ear for everyone's worries, and 
stands up for finding pragmatic solutions promtly, without losing track of realistic long-range objectives. He's that 
kind of guy who remembers your name and the topic of a brief conversation in detail even years later with ease. 
His followers jocularly call him 'our elephant man'. Cassel is in his second of maximum three terms of office, and 
hasn't lost his punch. Current main topics are education and a possible obsolescence risk, where Cassel agitates 
for garnering educated immigrants rather, since the vast majority expressed no vital interest in procreation anyway, 
where funding a top academy open for local students on attractive terms for teachers should resolve both issues.
A different vision that he never gets tired to advertise at any given opportunity is to put up a Weltball Arena on Eros.
Before he went to Eros some decade ago, he personally was a member of the independent Team Darkstar, and 
bangs on that fancy fact in a self-promotional manner quite outlandish to anyone who is not a marked Weltball fan.
Bert is a square-shouldered, shortish build man with a jetsam-like face and a raucous voice. He attires in antwacky 
frock appearing distinguished yet dishevelled, and always gnaws at the stub of a voluminous cigar. The mayor 
resides in the town hall adjoining the government palace in the administration district. Each delegate's department 
occupies one wing of the building around a heptagonal courtyard open to one opposite of the included palace rear.
A public garden in the courtyard symbolises a government backed by its people without secrets behind the scenes.
Largely unknown is Cassel's colorful past as a daredevil treasure hunting professor in the ranks of AXE agents. 
Despite having achieved noteworthy discoveries, he got expelled, since an overhelming majority of his colleagues 
insisted not to work with him any longer for his egomaniacal attitude were dangerously lacking scientiffic integrity. 
Cassel's spontaneous reaction was to pinch as many artifacts as possible, and promtly go for a Weltball career. 
Propped with egregious xenotech equipment largely untested and certainly unlicensed, he got pretty far before 
getting in troubles by UIG investigators. Before they could convict him, Bert managed to hand over his arsenal 
along with test reviews for the most part to an AXE doctor who still supported him, and fled to outer space. Amongst
the few artifacts that lawfully remained Cassel's property are notably the cigars and his suit and cane:

Xeno Coat 'Frock Armour' Artifact XPL-AragoArk-item#001187
Discovered in an abandoned spaceship too strangely appearing like an ancient sail that stranded within the Arago 
ring of Neptune, dating back no less than about 350 million years; when Earth was in the Devonian 'age of fishes'. 
Anyway the mysterious find was undoubtly build for humanoid creatures, featuring ungraspable technology in a 17 th

century 'dutch golden age' design. The three-piece suit consists of waistcoat, breeches and justacorps; that typical 
old-fashioned precursor of a frock coat. The cloth appears like high-quality wool albeit somewhat rumpled and worn
out, but in actual fact is of an utterly unkown, self-repairing fabric of highly efficiant shielding qualities.
The coat resembles an invisible 30 HP hard ion close-form shield (albeit not utilising hard ion technology, but a 
phase shifting related effect) that absorbs damage of almost any ranged and close combat attack including ion- 
psi- and nanoblades, plasma and even phase weapons. Additional 4 points of AV don't restrict the wearers Agility. 
The shield reloads at a rate of 1HP per turn (20 HP per minute) utilising all kind of surrounding energy emissions.
All effects besides the everlasting quality work only by wearing the complete set of trousers, waist- and frock coat.
Cassel's exemplar is one of the 65 originals found, and to date the functional principle remains unexplained.

Xeno Cane 'Phaseshock Rod' Artifact XPL-AragoArk-item#001252
Another item originating from the Arago Ark appears like an elegant wooden cane with a silver knob. If hit in close 
combat it induces a submaterial shockwave ignoring all armour including 'frock armour' or other close-form shields.
The advanced phase matching disruption deals non-lethal damage up to targets HP total, that recovers at a rate of 
1HP per minute, but knocks targets out with all cybernetics shut down, if a single hit's damage exceeds Endurance.
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Psyche City

Xeno Cigars 'Venusian Perfecto' Xenoform Preparation XNG-Cassel-03 VenusianAlgalTobacko
Cassel's early take on scientiffic work involved research on 
possible applications of an alga discovered on Venus, and 
cultivated in the AXE laboritories. One night he ran out of 
smokes, and on the spur of the moment he just rolled some 
leaves of those venusian algae, put that blunt in a freeze drier,
and lit it up. The next morning he came up with a complete 
biochemical analysis explaining why the stuff not only tasted 
good, but also is a potent nootropic. He got the nod for further 
studies, and immediately launched a cigar manufactory to 
market his great invention. Unfortunately the UIG refused 
licensing for the lack of clinical trials to exclude undesirable 
side effects, and prohibited the Venusian Perfecto before it 
ever rolled out. When Cassel learned through his bewildered 
disciplinarians that the product got banned, aside from the fact
they had imagined him to use the budget quite different, the 

only thing he stated to his excuse was the production to be running at full blast. AXE decided the young professor 
was better deployed on more practical fieldwork out in space. Slightly piqued Cassel send home those carefully 
chosen cuban torcedors he had trafficed to a lunar manufactory, but at least retained a lifelong stock of Venusian 
Perfecto. To date Cassel's reserves in a humidor cellar of the town hall are the only available source of supply. 
The torpedo shaped cigar is of a nobly ebon color, and develops a rich and smooth flavour with hints of walnut and 
honey oak. Smoking duration is about one hour where the users Intelligence increases by 1 whilst keep puffing on. 
If pondering on a single task uninterruped your performance additionally improves by a number of rerolls equal to 
Intelligence, where you keep the better result, albeit each re-roll takes one additional hour. (and obviously to clip 
another cigar) Other effects are subtle euphoria, curbed affect and vegetative side effects similar to nicotine, aside 
from the noxious stress to respiratory organs by smoke particles and obvious risk of addiction. Unheard-of adverse 
reactions to unidentified biomass constituents of that actual alien xenobiotics unpredictably may happen anytime.

Small Friends Society Chairwoman Claire Levdaal

STRENGTH  6 [9]    CORPORATE KNOWLEDGE  10    HP  47    RANK      8      CORP  SMAFRI COOP   (  EX-UIG  )                             
ENDURANCE               5 [8]  COMPUTERS   &   A.I.      (  PRO  )             9    AV  2 [5]  SHIELD  30      LEVEL   7            (secondary skills 4-5)
AGILITY                          7    CLOSE COMBAT                             8    MV  24        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    6    LIGHT FIREARMS                            8    DF    8        EAS PISTOL          15+2*    D8 (EMP 6D6)        3 (1)      MEDIUM (  20  m  )  
PERCEPTION                 7   CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC      (BASIC AGENT UPGRADES)                                 STRIKE                        15               9 \ 4              1 \ 2          CLOSE          
INTELLIGENCE               8    PSE, *RETICLE, DATAJACK, CARDIOMECH   3  , MYOTICS   3         TRAINING: HACKING, DATA TRAWLER, COMMAND, DISARM ATTACK       
PRESENCE                    7    TOUGHSKIN   2  , ALLOY SKELETON, LIB.BLACK BODY SPACE    LICENSE:     CUSTOMS, PRIVACY, WORLD DATABASE, LAW ENFORCE        

The SMALL FRIENDS SOCIETY (SMAFRI co-op) is a cooperative association dating back to the 50's of the 23rd century,
when communal participation gained popularity during the postwar era. In the course of corporations regrowth with 
the UIG established as a power-inhibiting antipole, those trends mostly ceased, but the SMAFRI remained. Loosely
backed by passive UIG support some arguably call pretentious, the organisation got a foothold in Comoros' domain
primarily, but sunk into obscurity at large. Unregulated off-world trade was promising not only for corporations, but 
as well to suchlike alternative cooperatives. Many SMAFRI associates been settled on Eros, when Tyahoyo took 
over in 2305. A well-guarded secret however is that the SMALL FRIENDS SOCIETY at that date already been the first 
human organisation that got infiltrated by implant carriers, and utilised to scout Earth's structures in detail. Tyahoyo,
by then a nonsignificant logistics provider, got informally controlled as a legal phantom company to wind up affairs 
in the long beforehand engineered takeover. Today the SMAFRI acts as a formally empowered representative of 
the people on Eros, disguising the fact that Tyahoyo never really offers opposition since they are pulling together.
More importantly the SMAFRI functions as outer circle of the Crystal Queen cult with a global network on Earth. 
These supporters commonly don't know anything about Eros secrets, but pursue regular issues of the association, 
and implant carriers nowadays rarely or never visit Earth. However they established a coterie of aspirants who get 
special support in terms of donations, business contacts and confidential informations in coordination with Tyahoyo.
The brightest amongst their ranks are gradually introduced to the inner circle, and eventually invited to join em on 
Eros, and sample the delights of a Strange Attractor Implant themselves. Since this approach is done very careful, 
it is not uncommon to take decades until one or two decide on their own even to take up residence on Eros. Thus 
the recruiting practice is as inconspicuous as failproof in general, albeit slow. Claire Levdaal, as the chairwomen of 
the SMAFRI also an EAS delegate on Eros, plays an exceptional role for her strong rapport with the outer circle. 
To ensure trouble-free entry into UIG controlled areas on Earth, Levdaal is the only implant-less initiate in the know,
who regardless of her even temper might act most fanatic from conviction. Before retiring to Eros, Claire was a UIG
Regional Coordinator, and she truly deems SA-implants the perfect answer to free the world from crime and misery.
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    ANTAGONIST/ALLIESANTAGONIST/ALLIES

Psyche City

Railway Transfer Guard (Ticket Inspector) Rupert Wink / Karen Tress

STRENGTH    5      ATTITUDE    6    HP  19    RANK     --       CORP  EAS   (  TYAHOYO  )                                         
ENDURANCE                 4    ASSESS TECH                                5    AV   1    SHIELD   --       LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                          6    STREET CULTURE                           5    MV  15        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    5    CLOSE COMBAT                             4    DF   4        STRIKE                         10               5 \ 2            1 \ 2            CLOSE          
PERCEPTION                 6    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   TRAINING:  ASTROBATICS                                                                  
INTELLIGENCE               5    SAI (80%) SF: D8 (HEALS 5+SF HP/MIN)                             LICENSE:    TICKET VENDING                                                                 
PRESENCE                    7    I  NTERNAL TRANSLATOR, VOICE SYNTH                                 EQUIPMENT: ID SCANNER, CREDCHIP READER, COMM DEVICE            

The railway transfer to Psyche City is conducted in some outdated manner by train attendants. This station 
personell is ever-present at the platform and in the train to care for safety and inspect the passenger's tickets. 
Locals commonly own a commutation ticket, and certainly it's noted on your ID chip anyway, but purchase is not 
generally automatised completely. You can buy a ticket at vending machines or in travel agencies, but as well from 
the train guards, who also provide information, and serve as a person of contact in any case of troubles. Mainly it's 
a service improvement, since the best universal interface for humans is human. (given to be willing and competent)
Besides they certainly keep an eye on dodgy characters and special incidents in order to avert potential hazards.
Train Guards wear classic uniform with a well recognizable red visor cap, are mostly implant carriers, and all fitted 
with internal translator and voice sinth cybernetics. Thus enabled to communicate with everyone, their recognition 
value is additionally enhanced by invariably using reputable voices of the legit actors Bob DeVille and Cathy Kind. 

Psyche Citizen Foxy Naratan

STRENGTH    6      ASSESS TECH    5   HP  21    RANK      0      CORP  TYAHOYO OR INDIE / FREELANCER            
ENDURANCE                 5    COMPUTERS   &   A.I.                         5    AV   --     SHIELD   --      LEVEL   1            (secondary skills 1-2)
AGILITY                          7    DRIVE                                             4    MV  18        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    6    PILOT                                             4   DF    2        NULL LASER (50%)      8               D8               3                 MEDIUM        
PERCEPTION                 6    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   STRIKE                        9                 6 \ 3            1 \ 2            CLOSE          
INTELLIGENCE               5    SAI (75%) SF: D8 (HEALS 5+SF HP/MIN)                            TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, DOMESTIC TRADE OR APTITUDE                
PRESENCE                    5    EQUIPMENT: PDA, VEHICLE (40%) 5D10 SLIP CREDITS        LICENSE:     VEHICLE (DOMESTIC), PROFESSIONAL LICENSE                   

The average Citizen of Psyche City is slightly tougher than typical inhabitants of a spire, and particularly more agile 
due to the environmental demands. The low-gravity conditions require anyone to care pretty much for their fittness, 
and to stay alert, focussed and flexible. Still the town is an actual space station, and accidents are likely to be fatal.
Wages are only about half of the common income on Earth, but Eros citizens get quadruple as much commodities 
for. (Which does not apply to foreigners, since prices by local law individually differ according to your ID) Citizens 
are comparatively wealthy, but have less money. This virtual exchange rate, albeit using the universal currency, in 
fact is a fundamental offense to UIG financial law, and a political issue tightly kept under wraps. The UIG can hardly
prevent Tyahoyo from their practice, for likewise preferred the idea not to get around. Debarring Eros from Earth's 
market rather attracted more attention than could be worth the effort. If the major corporations separated with each 
their own currency of independent space economies, the fragile balance easily collapsed to pre-war conditions, 
pushing the UIG out of the game, and drastically increasing the likelihood of another full-scale corporate war. As it 
stands, such scenario might well let the Ai-Jinn gain the top, and to date not even Comoros dared to take that risk.
For the time being Eros citizens can enjoy a wealthy lifestyle with remarkable liberties, given they dont intend to 
invest their savings elsewhere. (and dont mind some dubious conspirators globally take over sooner or later) The 
system of unequal pricing certainly gives creative leeway for blacketeers, but since the vast majority are compliant 
adepts of the CQ, that's not really a problem. Most residents regard money as nothing but an organisational tool, in 
the know to be under optimal guidance that anyway grants em whatever it needs to achieve best possible wellfare.
This attitude though is not at all paraded, but rather subtly becomes noticeable now and again by the self-content 
happiness of the people, whose utter lack of frustration may appear downright disgusting to contemporary cynics.

Solar Array Service Mechtrician Enrico Maria Chen

STRENGTH    6     MECHTRONICS    6   HP  21    RANK      0      CORP  EAS   (  TAYAHOYO  )                                        
ENDURANCE                 5    OBSERVATION                                5    AV    2    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                          7    DRIVE                                             5    MV  17        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    5    LIGHT FIREARMS                            6   DF    3        EAS PISTOL                 12    D8 (EMP 6D6)          3 (1)      MEDIUM (  20  m  )  
PERCEPTION                 6    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   STRIKE                        10               6 \ 3              1 \ 2       CLOSE          
INTELLIGENCE               6    SAI (80%) SF: D8 (HEALS 5+SF HP/MIN)                              TRAINING: APTITUDE, SURVEILLANCE, SOLAR PLANT MAINTENANCE   
PRESENCE                    5    EQUIPMENT: TOOLKIT MECHTRONICS, PDA, COMM. DEVICE    LICENSE:      VEHICLE (DOMESTIC) LIGHT FIRARMS                               

Maintaining service at the solar plant requires fairly skilled mechtricians with special training. Since the facility is an 
asset as important as fragile, trespassing is prohibited. However, such constantly serviced open area site is messy 
to interdict all too strictly, but advanced electronic surveillance is given for technical reasons anyway. Consequently 
the service staff is constrained to moderately execute safeguarding too, and to that end is armed by defaullt. It can't
displace security pros, but put across a point if required, and mechtricians cunning is not to be underestimated.
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ANTAGONIST/ALLIESANTAGONIST/ALLIES    

Narcissus Shipyards

Narcissus Shipyards CEO Jarrett Bøtkergaard

STRENGTH  6      MECHTRONICS (PRO)   10   HP  23    RANK    10      CORP  NARCISSUS SHIPYARDS   (  INDIE  )                 
ENDURANCE               7    COMPUTERS   &   A.I.                          9   AV    2    SHIELD  60*    LEVEL   6            (secondary skills 3-5)
AGILITY                        9    SCIENCE                                        10   MV  21        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  7 [10]  PILOT                                              8   DF    5        GALVANIC   CANNON   18   5D8 +XS (½ EMP)   1              MEDIUM         
PERCEPTION               8 [(13)]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC      (INTERNAL A.I. 9)                                                                                  TRAINING: ASTROGATION /-BATICS, SPACE CAPTAIN, EMP TARGETER  
INTELLIGENCE            10 (12)  PSE: INNER VISION, TELEMETRIC   2  , X-RAY, V-FORM MATCH     HACKING, SYSTEM SPECIALIST, REVERSE ENGINEER, JURY RIGGING   
PRESENCE                  5    FIBROCTIN   3  , GALV. INSULATION, DIG. TOOLS, DATAJACK       N  ANO- / XENOTECH, SUBSPACE MECHTRONIC, DOMESTIC COMMAND   

PROCEDURE: NOOTROPIC SATURATION (S. C  o  G P.   93  )           EQUIPMENT: ELITE TOOLKITS, ION SPEEDER,  D  10     X500   SLIP CREDITS  

'If i wished to do anything POSSIBLE, i simply shot a neighbour, and feasted on that body. When this were consumed,
i watched out for the next easy prey. But that's not my policy. I've always been interested in the IMpossible only. 
Economy is the natural enemy of the art. But Narcissus Shipyards, we ARE the STATE of the art. If you aren't willing 
to die for whatever you do, better go home and hang yourself, but don't annoy good people with your misery. That's
what i say. We CREATE the impossible. And we build to last. Some retards never understood this. It's neither my 
problem, nor my fault ...'  [Bøtkergaard on the dubiousness of multi-billion-credit yachts, ©Bright&Sunny Media]

Jarrett Bøtkergaard leads the family-owned enterprise in the 7th generation, looking back upon a success story of 
more than 300 years experience in spacecraft design. Almost all members of the Bøtkergaard family in some way 
or other excelled in the field of sciences and crafts, and the shipyards traditionally are conducted by the one who is 
unanimously considered most technically gifted, where the marketing always was rated of secondary importance.
Jarrett acquired the seedy reputation to crank up that attitude to undreamt extremes, not least because he never 
shunned publicity, regardless of his exalted manner chiefly conveyed hubris. Surprising or not, the statements 
Jarrett ocassionally dropped from the autistic end of the spectrum he uses to dwell upon found an echo, above all 
amongst Narcissus' aloof clientele. Especially in the E.I. a Narcissus yacht ranks among the status symbols only a 
very few can afford. Owning a custom-built Narcissus ship of the modern era not just means you was able to pump 
double-digit billion credit amounts into its development, but also to adorn yourself with a unique item that on top 
allows you to bask in the glow of patronage of the famously picky wizard. The fact that Gunther van Rosh himself 
indented on Narcissus for a personal ship may well be the best testimonial they could get. Legend has it van Rosh 
after granting Bøtkergaard a private audience allegedly stated on Jarrett:  'At last a normal person once again'. 
Less publicly known is that the Bøtkergaards unabatedly entertain good relations with the Ai-Jinn and Dynasts of 
the metahuman strains, as well as with group-wide scientists tied to Shi Yukiro, Western Fed, Comoros and AXE.
Jarretts practical experience based on the family treasure of expert knowledge makes him an eminent authority. It 
even is rumored he might be able to reverse engineer a FarDrive; a buzz he repudiates as utter rubbish. But if it 
were true, it surely would be wise to deny. Fact is, Narcissus has an exclusive agreement on FarDrives provided by
the Ai-Jinn, and Jarrett is renowned as one of the very few who achieved minor operation improvements indeed. It 
goes without saying the threat of what happened to the Bøtkergaards should they ever become suspect to pass on 
their know-how to any other party must be moliminous. Under reserve Narcissus exceptionally maintains FarDrive 
engines in their drydocks exclusively, but not under any circumstances provided, or even trained operating crews. It
also is dead sure that any acquisition attempts of other corporations provoked massive intervention of the Ai-Jinn.
Jarrett is of imposing physical stature, not at all matching the cliché of a scholar, but rather that of a viking, aside 
from his thinning hair and soft facial features. His odd dress speaks of a startling lack of fashionable sophistication.
At times he displays characteristical autistic traits like quitting a conversation without a comment to go on working, 
ignoring similar social graces, or taking metaphoric statements literally, and seeming to be oblivious of innuendo. 
His fingers are all equipped with specialised digital tools that are mostly non-offensive, yet all the more useful for 
multiple mechtronical tasks including nanotech work, or the physical examination of integrated circuits. The design 
of spacecraft also demands Jarrett to be a declared adept of processor architecture and programming languages. 
An x-ray implant in combination with his inner vision GUI and a vector form matching add-on facilitates inspection  
and 'surgical' operation even at hard-to-reach components. Watching his virtuos tinkering is a special experience, 
and it seems he really can build and repair anything imaginable, and even more. For saftey at work he is fitted with 
galvanic insulating cybernetics that also come in useful with a galvanic cannon that his technical expertise allows 
him to use with appalling efficacy if required. Certainly he's a fairly skilled pilot, who test flights prototypes himself.
If you can bring him to focus on anything else but his current work, and he realised this to be relevant for his work, 
you might win the factually most independent faction on Eros as a powerful ally who gets pragmatically involved.

* Narcissus Personal Shield 'Voyager Tools - Hexfield' 60 HP 125,000 ¢
Jarretts's custom hard ion shield is a byproduct of spacecraft shield generator development. Regularly not for sale, 
since that finger exercise on conventional tech didn't met his standards of innovation, it still was convenient enough
to have found its way into the bundle of accessories that come with Narcissus spaceships as default giveaways. 
EMP immune; recharges itself in ½ h; (or at 6 HP per minute if plugged to a power source) ion field is invisible and 
unbreakable; (120+ HP single-blows deplete, but don't break it) laser matching requires always a calibration roll -6.
In addition the shield contains breathable atmosphere for 1 hour, and protects against average cosmic radiation. 
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    ANTAGONIST/ALLIESANTAGONIST/ALLIES

Galatea Hazard Zone

Pollution Control Officer  Akil Eckschlächter

STRENGTH  5 [7]     CORPORATE KNOWLEDGE    8   HP  34    RANK      5      CORP  EAS   (  TYAHOYO  )                                         
ENDURANCE               6 [11]  SCIENCE   (  TOXICOLOGY     PRO  )         7    AV    3    SHIELD  20      LEVEL   13            (secondary skills 7-8)
AGILITY                        7 [9]  STEALTH                                         5    MV  21        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  5    OBSERVATION                                5   DF    8        EAS PISTOL                 15    D8 (EMP 6D6)          3 (1)      MEDIUM (  20  m  )  
PERCEPTION               8 [9]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC      (ICE + SYNAPTIC MODULATION)                         TRAINING: TOXIC COMBAT, INTERROGATION, TORTUR, CHEF DE TOXINE*  
INTELLIGENCE             7 (10)*  PSE, SAI: SF16 (HEALS 27 HP/MIN) CARDIOMECHANICS   3     LICENSE:  BIOHAZARD  /  TOXIN, PCO, LIGHT FIREARMS, LAW ENFORCE      
PRESENCE                  5    VOIDSEAL RESP. RESERVE, DERMAL RADIATION SHIELDING    EQUIPMENT: POLLUTION ANALYSER, TOXICOLOGY TOOLKIT, PDA             

TOXIN FILTER   10  , TOXIN DIFFUSOR 'VENOM BREATH'                 MULTIPLE DRUGS / TOXINS, IV MEDPACK (  20   HP) COMM. DEVICE            

For extensive uranium contamination, the surrounding of the wrecked mining site is a restricted area administered 
by pollution control officer Akil Eckschlächter. The distinctive toxicologist leads the Galatea Pollution Control Panel 
that was founded in the aftermath of the accident in order to manage safe containment of the hazard zone. To that 
end the site of the accident is continually surveilled for current hazard analysis. In order to control trespassing, the 
GPCP conducts an own security department staffed by guards and officers recruiting from port security and police. 
Dual border fences demarcate the area of 2 km in diameter, surveilled by an elite security system. GPCP rangers 
constantly patrol the border strip as well as the entire hazard zone in teams of three on foot, backed by ion bikers. 
2D3 TAG agents on call duty intervene if required within D10 rounds. Picked up trespassers will be quarantined for 
decontamination and interrogation in the GPCP surveillance station: The subsurface protective bunker houses 
multiple laboratories and quarantine facilities, monitoring systems of areal measuring probes, a security mainframe,
vehicle pool and crew compartments, offices, conference rooms and external parking levels at the outer main lock, 
where a minor traffic tunnel connects to the transport network at the junction of Aida-Lane and Psyche-High. The 
inner back gate of the station opens into an incline shaft that surfaces within sight of the former mining facilities. 
The entire station is four floors deep, pressurised and intersected by multiple airlocks. The interior is all in a white  
cleanroom look on the lower basements with their numerous laboratory sections and technical facilities, whereas 
more of a business style prevails towards the upper floors, from functional offices to swanky parlours and lounges.
Eckschlächters main job is to perpetuate the myth of a nuclear disaster that never happened in actual fact, but was 
faked only as a pretext to conceal the cultic site of the Crystal Queen whose avatar took up residence in the mine.
Radiation measurements are entirely forged by unshielded sources buried in the boreholes of ground probes, and 
amongst contaminated wreckage that got deliberately scattered at prominent spots to distort field measurements. 
Aside from these selective emitters, overall contamination of the area in truth is completely harmless. Ecklächter's 
team is disciplined and versed in their inscenation of an imaginary threat to convince nosy visitors. Quarantined 
tresspassers even get mild symptoms of radiation sickness – induced by the obligatory decontamination procedure.
The only true threat to find at the place is Eckschlächter himself; most notably when manifesting the Onyx Swayer.
That twisted differentiation of the Crystal Queen is an alternative avatar that maenders between protective and 
sadistically manipulative extremes in a way that is most relentless, cruel, perverted, simply put: utterly deranged. 
Why this exceptional and undubitably hostile personality construct established, and is such amply empowered by 
the A.I. ranks amongst its most puzzling peculiarities. If you asked the Onyx Swayer, he will tell to represent the 
actual essence of humanity: All the confusion, irrational fears and destructive passions that the A.I. outbalanced in 
its carriers were altogether stored in a memory sandbox, personified as the Onyx Swayer; the love of humankind; 
the radiant icon of a gloomy consciousness, lustfully dwelling in the endless terror of abhorrent self-contradictories.
Experiments untold are conducted in hidden laboratories that truly noone ever wished to discover, and otherwise by
all means to forget. The insane toxicologist might lend a helping hand here. After a few examinations …
Akil Eckschlächter is a weedy man, wearing flannel suit and white coat, or an overinflative radiation suit in the field.
The pale complexion of his angular face accentuate a marked jaw and striking eyes of undefinably speckled color 
contrasting with a black pageboy. His affected attitude rounds out quite a typical image of an academic smackhead.
In common with top ranking implant carriers, the nanite oversaturation allows to freely choose skill enhancements, 
and increase physical stats by 2. Streaming psyche matrix plus clone are kept in stock for almost instant backup. 
Eckschlächter will defend his Queen with more than one life, but moreover, in sharp contrast to the vast majority of 
the A.I.'s serene servants, he can take an offense really personal, and not just get angry, but even revengeful. This 
very special trait can be dangerous, but also a distinct weakness of true individuality that might spin out of control.

Toxin Diffusor 'Venom Breath' 5,000 ¢
The salivary glands are extended by an advanced set of refillable micro glandplants, designed to hold up to 6 
different doses of any drug or toxin. By voluntary action a single dose is chosen, but instead of administering the 
drug to the user, it is released by high-end diffusors through the skin into the atmosphere, affecting targets like a 
gas grenade within short of 1 meter blast area. (provided to use an inhalable toxin or contact poison) The aerosol 
blow out is silent and barely visible. ('Perception + Intelligence' -6 to notice) Optionally 3 doses at once can be 
orally ejected in an aimed spray attack on a single target within 10 metres range. Roll 'Close Combat + Perception' 
with the targets ½ Defense as a penalty. Sufficiant toxin filter or other immunisation is highly recommended, since 
the implant by no means protects against toxins that elsewise affect user and targets alike. Eckschlächter always 
carries and uses a multitude of potent standard or custom drugs, poisons and antidotes. (s. Chef de Toxine p. 152)
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ANTAGONIST/ALLIESANTAGONIST/ALLIES    

Galatea Hazard Zone

Crystal Queen Avatar Crystel Crown

STRENGTH  12      PSYCHOLOGY  10    HP  45    RANK     -5      CORP  ROGUE   (  SMAFRI / TYAHOYO  )                      
ENDURANCE               13    STEALTH                                       10   AV    5*   SHIELD   55     LEVEL    25            (secondary skills 10-12)
AGILITY                        10    OBSERVATION                              10   MV  35        WEAPONWEAPON                  ATAT                            DMGDMG                                                  RATERATE        RNGRNG                          
REFLEXES                  13    COMPUTERS   &   A.I.      (  PRO  )             12   DF  12        NANOSTRIKE  22 \ 25   D10+D4+6+XS (½ EMP)  3  CLS \   30   METRES  
PERCEPTION                 13    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC      (POWERS COMPARABLE IN EFFECT)                              TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, EMP TARGETER, UNARMED SPEC.\ MASTERED  
INTELLIGENCE             12    PSE: ANY VISION (IR TO X-RAY) TELEMETRIC, TARGETER         MULTI. DEFENSE, SCYTH. STRIKE, DISARM ATTACK, THROWN WEAPONS  
PRESENCE                    6    SONAR / GEO-SONICS, FORM MATCH, VESSEL ANALYSER         FREERUNNER, INTERROGATION,   HACKING, SYS. SPEC, DATA TRAWLER   
*NO AGILITY RESTRICTION NANETIC SELF-REPAIR: HEALS 2     HP/TURN (40 HP/MIN)           NANOTECH, GENEGINEER, NEUROPROGRAM /-STATICS, CYBERNETICIST  

The fully noetic A.I. that rules Eros interacts with humans by a personality construct known to her cultists as the 
Crystal Queen. Since the hive mind has no personality as such, this universal persona functions as an interfacing 
node, which interlinks individual minds of implant carriers. Crystel Crown is the physical avatar of that personality. 
Her humanoid build is not organic at all, but a nanetic gynoid. The sophisticated system of highly specialised nanite
clusters exhibits volatile features of a nanoswarm as well as the complex interactivity and look of human-like droids.
The skin compound has advanced optical qualities: By real-time molecular editing its refractive characteristics, a 
living reflection hologram is generated, which renders facial features and apparel at whim. Not alone enabled to 
assume any desired appearance, she also can show a different face to each individual observer at the same time. 
Up to 12 different looks at once she can suchlike adapt to respective preferences analysed from her opposites, in 
order to get everyone to see what is best appealing. Facing groups larger than a dozent individuals, or by otherwise
overtaxing her computing capacity, this feature may effect her appearance ocassionally to get strangely blurred by 
shifting double images and interferrances of alternative looks. In relevant situations roll 'Presence + Psychology' 
opposed by respective observers 'Intelligence + Lying & Acting' to determine how well the look is adjusted. On 
success, her XS serves as a bonus on any Presence based social tasks during that scene. Upon fail, the chosen  
appearance is vapid to the opposite, and on critical fail even scary or howsoever in contrary to the intended effect.
Without using the holographic skin, her head is a blank, featureless ellipsoid, where the entire droid corpus is 
almost invisibly translucent, granting +8 on Stealth tasks which depend on visual perception, and complicating any 
opponent attacks targeting her by a -4 penalty, unless using non-optical enhancements such as thermal imaging.
Her own wideband sensors range from infrared via night-vision through to x-ray and sonar, including form match, 
targeter routines and an advanced structure analyser to pinpoint weak spots in vessels. (cf. MoW p. 78) Different 
from the Reaver VSA the A.I.'s database also covers organisms, common armour types, spacecraft and buildings. 
In consequence the droid can almost always take a -4 penalty to maximise all damage done by any of her attacks.
To determine if her database timely matches respective target, roll a percentage dice and consult table below:

Stock vehicles and spacecraft, ordinary organisms (humans), regular equipment, common buildings 95%
Heavily customised vessels, augmented individuals (agents), customised armour, security buildings 80%
Unique scratch-built vessels, rare defensive augments/equipment as with metahumans or xenotech 50%

Preferred weapon is her fluid nanetic body, capable of extremely rapid and yet heavy strikes beyond close range. 
Partially dissolving and swiftly reassembling she can cover 30 metres by mindblowing combat moves with up to 7 
armour-piercing strikes per Round. (if killing a target, the free action can be used to attack an exra target in range)
Various, instantly shaping nanoweapons ignore all AV. These attacks are rolled by 'Close Combat + Agility' within 
close range, and by 'Close Combat + Perception' at targets farther afield. Her entire body will always follow, even if 
p.e. downright shooting a nanetic lance that suddenly extrudes from her arm, the droid's position after the attack is 
in close range to the target. Suchlike covered distance is not counted towards the regular Move Speed. As regards 
defense consider her wielding a close combat weapon always, keeping full defense also against multiple attackers.
Optionally take a penalty to hit (max 12) that adds to AV in close combat and also adds ½ that penalty vs. firearms. 
Default nanostrikes deal D10 + D4 + ½ Strength (maxed 20) and ½ EMP damage (maxed 10), respectively +XS.
Mighty Power Strikes at Rate 1 deal damage with 1 ½ Strength, and Ultra Rapid Strikes with ¼ Strength at Rate 6.
It is possible to combine 1 Default with 4 Ultra Rapid Strikes, or 2 Ultra Rapid with 2 Default Strikes within one turn.
Keep in mind that the Crystal Queen aims for energy efficiancy only, which extremely seldom means to fight! Under
attack however, she might unleash a terrific slaughtering machine that can despatch multiple enemies in a blink. 
The nanetic droid is practically EMP immune. (weapons in the ballpark of a nuclear warhead might shut it down)
The shield is invisible, unbreakable by exceeding damage, and always requires a calibration roll -5 to bypass. The 
body itself can utilise power absorbed when taking damage dealt by energy weapons, effectively improving nanetic 
self-repair in order to negate the damage completely by spending a full action on healing that takes the entire turn. 
Even after destruction, remaining nanocloud can gradually reassemble the droid within 101 Rounds. (5 minutes) 
The A.I. can fasten that process by utilising computing power of her implant carriers. Every 1 Round of decrease in 
assembling time also decreases implant carriers action capabilities by 1%. (in game terms all Stats and Skills) In 
consequence, if reassambling is fastened to minimum1 Round, all implant carriers virtually fall dead for 3 seconds.

Crystel Crown resides at a secret site, where she monitors ritual gatherings of the cultists for implant initiation and 
intensed tuning, as well as clone production and neurostatical reanimation of psyche matrix backups. She leaves 
that secured facility only to meet willing aspirants for a final evaluation interview preceding implant installation.
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    ANTAGONIST/ALLIESANTAGONIST/ALLIES

Lolita Oxigen Mine

Reefer Truckie ('Poxie') Juan Baxter

STRENGTH    5      DRIVE (PRO)    7    HP  21    RANK     0       CORP  TYAHOYO                                                  
ENDURANCE                 6    ASSESS TECH                                5    AV   --     SHIELD   --      LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                          7    ATHLETICS                                    5    MV  18        WEAPONWEAPON                        ATAT                    DMGDMG                      RATERATE                          RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    6    STREET CULTURE                           5    DF    3        KNIVE (THROW)   10 (11)    D4 +5 (+2)   3 (2)   CLOSE (15 METRES)  
PERCEPTION                 6    EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT                                                                    TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, THROWN WEAPONS (+  4   NON-BLADE OBJECT)  
INTELLIGENCE               4    PDA, EROS ROADMAP, SHADES, MEDPACK, HAPPYSEAL         LICENSE:     VEHICLE (DOMESTIC)                                                         
PRESENCE                    5    CREDCHIP READER, D  20   SLIP CREDIT, D  6   -  1   DOSES SPOX    CONTACTS: SPOX DEALER (  10  ) MECHTRICIAN (  8  ) ASTRO SPIV (  6  )     

Reefer truckies like Juan Baxter, who transport pox (slang for purple oxygen) are frequently referred to as poxies. 
For their typical mellow attitude, the term in local slang also generally labels someone as a slow-witted spooney, or 
on the contrary as an irie dude who's in the know. Howsoever, the monotonic and yet highly dangerous work results
in a characteristical, unshakable easygoingness. Frequently it goes hand in hand with remarkable drugging habits, 
where it is hard to tell whether that's cause or effect. Many poxies make a pin money by delivering spox, a rare and 
natural recreational drug that is found as an impureness in purple oxygen deposits. Savvy truckies get easy access
to the coveted stuff, that is weeded out as part of the largely automated mining. Neither demand nor haulage were 
such considerable that full-scale marketing made sense, and despite Eros government frowns upon spox consume,
no much countermeasures are taken, aside from official warnings of health risks, and vaguely prohibiting the sale.
Reefer truckies are seldom or never implant carriers. Baxter is a cheerful nature, listening music almost all the time.
In his spare time he hangs out at Old Port, watching girls, doing fun sports, or just goes for a stroll cross-country.
Maybe not the brightest bulb in the box, he's anything but that naive or lazy as it may appear at first glance. If 
things get tight Baxter can surprise by taking action astonishingly decisive and courageous. However, it may take 
a lot until he considers something tight, and otherwise sees no need to get upset, but prefers to have a good time.

Speckled Ox (Spox) Dealer Frank Hepburn

STRENGTH    5      STREET CULTURE (PRO)    7    HP  19    RANK     --       CORP  FREELANCE OUTLAW                                
ENDURANCE                 4    CRIME                                            5    AV    1    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                          7    STEALTH                                         5    MV  16        WEAPONWEAPON                                        ATAT                          DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    5   LIGHT FIREARMS                            5    DF    3        MAGNUM                        11          D10              2                 MEDIUM         
PERCEPTION                 6    EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT                                                                    TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, HAGGLING, SURVIVAL, INVISIBLE RETREAT  
INTELLIGENCE               5    SOLAR SCOOTER, SECRET BAG: (D  6 X100   SLIP CREDITS      CONTACTS: POXIE (  10  ) FREIGHTER CAPTAIN (10) ASTRO SPIV (  10  )      
PRESENCE                    7    PDA (  8  D  10   DOSES SPOX + OTHER RECREATIONAL DRUGS)    PROWLING HOODLUM (  8  ) VARIOUS CITIZENS (  3  -  7  ) + TOURISTS (  1  -  4  )  

Frank is a small-time pusher who somewhen fled some underswell in somewhere, and finally found 3 good news: 
His way to Eros, an obscure dope called spox, and that he can get on with local traffic easily. Drug sales market on 
Eros is overall barely noteworthy. In consequence, serving the triffling range of customers is quite a placid job for 
some low-lifes once used to cope with suppressive regimes of warlords and a multitude of violent gangsters. In an 
environment where the overhelming majority is most self-satisfied, crime really doesn't pay, since criminal business 
requires first and foremost one thing: discontent. In lack of this 'ressource' Eros authority has not much to combat.
What especially in this context though is remarkable indeed, is the nature of spox:  Speckled Ox is a compound 
occuring in purple oxygen deposits. The rare impureness is readily identifiable by its eponymous colouring forming 
iridescent streaks in all colours of the rainbow that pervade the substance. Exact formula of the compund is yet to 
be analysed; to date research confines to the fact that it is unfit for octazone processing, and thus gets separated.
Spox is more stable than bishop's ice, at a boiling point of about 300° C and chracteristics of a mineral, soluble in 
water or alcohol. For drug usage it's typically grinded to a gritty powder, and its fume inhaled by smoking in various 
ways. Spox is also administrable by eating it pure or in food and drinks, or even by injecting a solution. The effects 
widely vary depending on dose, dosage form, individual condition and … other factors actually unkown. Overall 
mood elevation can be stated as a constant, but 'horror trips' reportedly also occur. Common are mild hallucinations
the majority of users state as to be pleasant, namely colorful halos or tingling sensations, as well as pain relieve, 
relaxation, overall reduced sense of bodily deprivations like hunger or fatigue at increased pleasurable sensation.
Particularly to unversed users though the effects can drastically derivate with major delusional, dissociative states.
The more experienced, the less mind bending impressions users will find themselves exposed to, whilst getting 
addicted due to the fact that random psychotic episodes get ever more likely to occur if they discontinue the drug. 
Regardless of all that, the most signifficant effect that to date noone realised at all: Spox users can never carry a 
Strange Attractor Implant. Even if they wished to, (which is highly unlikely) the installation would fail. Moreover, if 
implant carriers took Spox, (which is similarly improbable) their SA-implant is likely to be rejected: Immediately roll 
'Endurance + Psychology +14' at a penalty of their current Saturation Factor. On success the implant is rejected. 
Anyway the +14 bonus further on applies to any potential rolls on the SAI-table. Results exceeding 10 demand 
further involuntary rejection rolls. The bonus gradually wears off at a rate of 1 point per day. Lonterm spox usage 
increases that bonus and its duration up to complete and irreversable incompatibility against SAI installation.
If the A.I. could develop a workaround over time, once it became aware of this freak of nature, is questionable.
So far it's uncharted, and Frank will gladly offer you a sachet of premium Spox at 10 to 50 credits. (5-10 ¢ per dose)
The bubbly pusher always bustles about mostly at Old Port and mixes well, briefly knowing everybody and his dog.
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Don Quixote Gold Mining Town

Gold Baron Patrick Preiss                (underground status: Crook)

STRENGTH  6 [10]    ATTITUDE   6    HP  40    RANK    -2.5    CORP  FREELANCE MINER   (  EX-WF OUTCAST  )       
ENDURANCE               6    CRIME                                           5    AV  2 [6]  SHIELD  30*     LEVEL   8            (secondary skills 4-6)
AGILITY                        5 (8)  STREET CULTURE                          5    MV  21        WEAPONWEAPON                                        ATAT                          DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  6 [7]  HEAVY FIRERAMS   (  PRO  )               7    DF    6        ROTARY CANNON*          18             8D12            1                 LONG            
PERCEPTION               6 [8]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                                                 A.I.    3          └  GUN MELEE STRIKE  11 (14)       D6+12          1                 CLOSE          
INTELLIGENCE             5    PSE: RETICLE, TELEMETRIC   1  , FIBROCTIN   1  , MYOTICS   3         TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, STONECOLD, NUKE, UNDERGRND. STATUS     4  
PRESENCE                  4    ARM DEFENDER, BODYPLATE   1  , ALLOY SKELETON \ SKULL    EQUIPMENT: COMM. DEVICE, D1  0  X      5  000 SLIP CREDITS, MOTOR POO  L*      
*SHIELD: EMP IMMUNE CYBERARM: INTEGRATED DD9-ROTARY CANNON (AT +1)       DRUG: IV MEDPACK (20 HP) HISTONAMIDE, PRAXICOL (IV PACK)           

Lord Preiss (as he insists on to be adressed) is a parochial show-off, who poached a couple of profitable gold 
mines, and grew a local wanna-be landlord over the recent decades. Of course, as per law in force, he only has a 
single claim registered. It was one of these late freegold finds his former partner discovered by lucky coincidence 
before getting bullied out of the way. Summoning a gang of hoodlums and lackeys around himself, Preiss got hold 
of shares in further mines, mainly by protection racket in actual fact. He fancies himself as kinda generous reeve of 
Panza Village, who serves the township. It's not completely denyable that meanwhile he uses to help out someone 
occassionally, or inscenates himself as a big spender. But he's obviously shrewd, and all his fortune anyway stolen.
He appears exactly that rude and clumsy as he is, and has a very bad taste that he deems classy. Style of dress 
and his swanky villa is such a tawdry mess that even E.I.'s couldn't help but stating that money may talk too much. 
In Preiss' case it telltalles a very small man who downright caricatures himself involuntary. He splashes money 
around with ostentation, but apparently it didnt run to a style consultant. Originating in a WF farmers family, the little
cowboy dreamed to be a celebrated hero, and joined the army, aiming for an agent career. Where his performance 
turned out extraordinary mediocre, his ordinary pretensions by contrast remained. To complete his misery, Patrick 
wasn't even dull enough to be amiss the simple truth that he never gonna shoot to fame. Keen on training and no 
slouch, yet still not good enough to pass as agent. The result of his second-chance education can be visited today.
His assets runs up to about half a million credits and a dozent duffers in his court. It goes without saying that he 
keeps some swellheaded hick for Lady Preiss who unhesitatingly threw him to the wolves for a junket to Vastaag.
In the UIG records he ranks as cold case outcast on spec with pending trial, likely to get depersonalised on arrest.  
The only thing truly respectable at Patrick Preiss is a superb, federation-grade 'Tornado' rotary cannon integrated in
his cyberarm – and he personally endorsed this apraisal. Ultimately the leopard can't change its spots.

*AMS Tornado: ignores 5 AV; internal vehicle targeter ignores 15 AV at maxed damage if database matches as per
percentage dice roll: 95% for stock vehicles, 80% for customised vehicles 50% for one-off unica (s. MoW p. 33)

*Motor Pool: 1 Bulk Sedan, 3 Flat Compacts (2 ridable), 1 Moonbiest, 1 Sandhopper S2, 1 Ion Speeder (defective)

Don Quixote Municipal Sherrif Monty Creighton

STRENGTH  8 [10]     OBSERVATION    8    HP  39    RANK     3       CORP  EAS   (  TYAHOYO \ EX-UIG  )                           
ENDURANCE               7 [9]   CRIME                                            8    AV  3 [9]  SHIELD  50      LEVEL   10            (secondary skills 5-7)
AGILITY                        10    CLOSE COMBAT   (  PRO  )                  8    MV  29        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                                  RATERATE                    RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  7 [9]   TACTICAL FIREARMS                     8    DF    8        EAS RIFLE                   17      2D6+1 +XS                   2            LONG             
PERCEPTION               6 [9]   CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC      (ICE + SYNAPTIC MODULATION)                    └  GND LAUNCHER         16      EMP 6D6                       1            20 METRES  
INTELLIGENCE             7    SAI: SF  12   (HEALS   21   HP/MIN), FIBRO   2  , CARDIO   2  , MYO   2    └  EMP BAYONET            18      EMP D4+2D10+20     1             CLOSE            
PRESENCE                  6    TOUGHSKIN   2  , NANINIUM PLATES   4  , PSE: TELEMETRIC   2        STRIKE                        18      D4 +5 \ +10               2 \ 1       CLOSE            

EQUIPMENT: COMM, SEC. BYPASS DEVICE, HANDCUFFS          TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, TOSS   T  H  E   PLACE, INTERROGATION, COMMAND  
FLAT COMPACT PATROL CAR LICENSE: LAW ENFORCE DETAIN, SEARCH, FIREARMS            CLOSE COMBAT SPECIALIST, DISARM ATTACK, MASTERED LASER RIFLE  

Monty Creighton once was a UIG commander (rank 5) leading a team of CIO's. (criminal investigation officers) 
Over time he got such sick and tired of political intereferences, that he evermore turned into a lynchlaw extremist.
In the end he really managed to get officially charged with vigilantism, and considering the fact that the UIG is not 
exactly famous for especially moderate law enforcement, this is saying something. Still in view of his merits, where 
others in his situation were condemned immediate execution, he got offered one last resort: A steep rank demotion 
to ordinary field officer, and secondment to a little more, well, outlying district to put it charitably: Eros.
The main objective certainly was to get rid of the unsustainable asset that Creighton became, and yet leave open 
the door for his valuable potential. Off-world he could wreak political havoc not all too much; it could turn out useful 
to have a man in that dubious region they largely lacking control – and besides may be a moderating lesson to him.
Since diplomatic relations with Tyahoyo base on agreements upon support in return for estblishing UIG law, the 
foreign officer was cordially received in the EAS, and according to his credentials posted in Don Quixote. Here the 
municipal sherriff is most demanded to deal with criminals at his own discretion. Monty learned that he might fire at 
will, but anyway won't accomplish so much more, besides actually facing small fry only. He underwent a change 
more drastical than expected, since he came to believe that Eros is better than Earth, and received the implant. 
Now he oversees the towhnship no less of a menace to shady characters, but mostly takes it easy, and enjoys all 
the more to be helpful to the upright people in Panza and DQ. Monty won't deny to join in a fight, but mainly to stay 
within reason. Craighton is a lanky, dark-skinned guy with a piercing glance and an opulent moustache.
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    ANTAGONIST/ALLIESANTAGONIST/ALLIES

Don Quixote Gold Mining Town

DQCD Guard (Don Quixote Civil Defense) Eymen Chen

STRENGTH    6      OBSERVATION    5    HP  21    RANK      0      CORP  FREELANCE CITIZEN   (  INDIE  )                         
ENDURANCE                 5    STEALTH                                         5    AV    3    SHIELD   --      LEVEL   3            (secondary skills 2-3)
AGILITY                          7    CLOSE COMBAT                             5    MV  18        WEAPONWEAPON                                ATAT            DMGDMG                                              RATERATE        RNGRNG            
REFLEXES                    6    TACTICAL FIREARMS                     6    DF    5        BATON                        12       D6 +6 \ +12                  2 \ 1    CLOSE    
PERCEPTION                 6    EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT      (D20 SLIP CREDITS + OPTIONAL ITEMS)           EAS LANCE     (30  %  )    12      STUN \ 2D10+12 EMP   1         CLOSE    
INTELLIGENCE               5    COMM DEVC  E   (  90%)   MEDPACK   (50  %)   BINOCULAR  S   (  50%)    LASER RIFLE   (90  %  )      12       2D6+1                                   2         MEDIUM   
PRESENCE                    5    HANDCUFFS     (90  %)   G-BOOTS     (5  0%)   NIGHT VISION   (10  %)        TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, SURVIVAL, RESTRAIN, TRAP BUILDING          

ION-WAL  L   (  5%)   SHIELD BREAKE  R   (  5%)   SCRAMBLE  R   (  5%)     LICENSE:   LAW ENFORCEMENT   (LIMITED)   TACTICAL FIREARMS             

The Don Quixote community on balance is far from a union of enthusiastic advocates for a rule of law, just as little 
as Sherriff Creighton over night shook off his redneck attitude completely. He established, and trains a civil defense
under his command, and albeit the majority of members mainly join for the free ego massage by playing cops and 
robbers ocassionally, it's a factor to reckon on. Creighton can anytime summon 2D4 members within D6 minutes,
up to a steep lynch mob counting further D6 x10 heads ready-to-rumble within another D6 x10 minutes. 
Independently, there is a general chance of 30% that the civil defense responds on troubles, reports suspicious 
incidents, and calls the sherriff. At his command only they are licensed to enforce the law regardless of their rank. 
In other ways they have no legal relevance, but between you and me – who cares, especially in Don Quixote ..?
Civil defense members are skilled and usually armed with some baton or riot stick and a laser rifle. Some also got 
hold of a tactical EAS lance, such as in use by the port security forces. This pole weapon has a mode-switchable 
EMP\stun bayonet mounted on a shaft of about 1 ½ metres, used for stabbing attacks mainly. The bayonet itself is 
unsuitable for parry, (looses 1 condition level if blocking an attack that scored a double) but you can use the pole 
exclusively to block without that risk, which reduces your doubled defense by 2 however. Otherwise the extended 
range halves Defense of armed close combatants, unless wielding weapons equal in range. (heavy longsword+)
Feel free to wildly vary suggested features, since most notably its quite a motley crew. (For quick choice simply 
consider everyone equipped with 50%-plus items, and every 5 members gathering carry one or two rarer items)

Gold Digger Harvey Bennet

STRENGTH   6     MECHTRONICS    5    HP  21    RANK      0      CORP  FREELANCE MINER   (  INDIE  )                         
ENDURANCE                5    BUSINESS                                     5    AV    3    SHIELD   --      LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                         7    DRIVE \ PILOT  *                               5    MV  18        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                                          RATERATE            RNGRNG            
REFLEXES                   5    STREET CULTURE                           5    DF    3        SM LASER             9 (13)*        6D8                     1                MEDIUM  
PERCEPTION                6    EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT      (5D100 IN GOLD + OPTIONAL ITEMS)                        STRIKE (G-FIST)         10          3 \ 6 (D6+16)      2 \ 1        CLOSE    
INTELLIGENCE              6    G-BOOTS     (8  0%)   HAPPYSEAL, MEDPACK, TOOLKIT MECHTR    TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, SURVIVAL, JURY-RIGGING, GOLD MARKETEER  
PRESENCE                   5    SANHOPPER-S  2     (60  %)   MOONBIEST     (40  %)   *  ION BIKE     (10  %)    LICENSE:  GOLD MINING  *  SINGLE TARGET MACHINE WEAPON BONUS  

Gold Diggers of the 3rd generation like Harvey Bennet typically inherited a claim from their parents that is still 
workable, plus a stake in one of the modern communal mines, which established when rich finds begun to dwindle. 
These shareholder-managed conventional ore mining sites are largely automatised, yet still on a modest scale.
Todays miners learned the trade, and pursue further prospecting to extend or relocate their claim, but are less used
to that mindblowing finds such as their predeccessors been attracted by in the bygone century. With an average 
monthly earning around 500¢ they could afford a lifestyle roughly double as wealthy as the typical citizen on Earth.
(Remember that Eros citizens usually pay only ¼ of the list price) However, this dont have to be boldly expressed, 
since it is common that miners like it rustic-style. You might meet miners who routinely sleep in the spacesuit, 
inhabiting a crude, unpressurised capsule-cabin only, or even live under the open space – and then again ride a 
costly ion bike, and invariably sup imported luxury food in a starred restaurant at Psyche City everyday. The gene 
of individuality seems especially rooted in Don Quixote altogether, and almost nobody is an implant carrier here.
Harvey is an open-minded utility man who pusues varying hobbies, and doesn't sneeze at a serious moonlight.

*TracerLi 'G-Fist' Exo-Skeletal Power Glove 1.200 ¢
A heavy-duty tool for exploratory work that still provides a dash more accuracy than heavy-industry cybernetics or 
machinery. Popular in mining prospection, the abrasive durasteel glove extends up to the shoulder with supportive 
exoskeletal splints powered by AG-motors and gyrostabilisers. The result roughly resembles a strap-on cyberarm, 
providing Strength 8 at maximum Agility 7, with its extra-bulky hand reinforced to AV 6. Albeit clearly unsuitable for 
elaborate martial art; as a heavy makeshift weapon at D6+16 Damage it deals quite a sweet punch that ruins 1 AV.
This one-time armour loss is permanently crumbled, but repairable at partial cost in proportion to the entire armour.
Power gloves' attrition crunches up the topmost armour layer, not affecting reinforced cloth if it's worn underneath.
Considered a powered melee weapon, it critical misses on all doubles if users lacking the powered melee training. 
Allows to keep your defense and block with; or wield other weapons at Strength 8 but Rate 1 only, without doubling 
Strength by two-hand usage, and excluding firearms. The clunky actuators aren't that versatile like a real cyberarm.
Note that a fixed Strength of 8 replaces users Stat, but not adds up to. For augmented individuals it's less useful.
Donning the self-adjusting device, which can be worn over the top of any standard armour, takes a free action. 
Inbuild battery is rechargeable within 10 turns and will last for ½ hour of steady grinding or for 6 combat attacks.
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Don Quixote Gold Mining Town

Gold Jewellery Artisan Valentina Lóero                                                                                         (True Lore Forger)

STRENGTH  5 (11)  *  ARTS & CULTURE (PRO)  14    HP  30    RANK        ▓        CORP  FREELANCE ARTISAN   (  THE     ORDER  )           
ENDURANCE               9     ATHLETICS                                  11    AV  6***   SHIELD   64     LEVEL   28            (secondary skills 11-13)
AGILITY                        10   STEALTH                                       12    MV  30        WEAPONWEAPON                    ATAT                                  DMGDMG                                            RATERATE              RNGRNG          
REFLEXES                  8 (12)  ** CLOSE COMBAT                             13    DF  14        PSI BLADE        22 (26)**    D12 +22 (34) +XS     1                 CLOSE   
PERCEPTION               9     POWERSPOWERS            ( TRUE LINE     +  6   AV \ +  40   TE )           TE      77          TRAINING: UNDIVID. FOCUS, RESONANCE WEAPONS, TELEPATHIC SCAN  
INTELLIGENCE             10   BLADE   12  , CLOAK   11  , TELEKINESIS   10  , SHIELD   8                   PSI BLAD  E      (MASTERED, FOCUSSED-  4  AV, IMPART) *MIND OVER MUSCLE  
PRESENCE                  9     ASSAULT   8,   BIOKINESIS   6  , **PRESCIENCE   4  , JUMP   4                TELEKINETI  C      (SUBLETY, WARRIOR, BLASTWAVE)    ASSAUL  T      (RADIANT    
***UNRESTRICTED AGILITY LICENSE: VENDING, (PRIVACY: RESONANCE WEAPONS)             ASTROBATICS, MEDITATE, ASSASINATE, SHIELD SCATTER,    INVISIBLE)  

Valentina Lóero's jewellery atelier ranks among the best in the wide range of local goldsmithy. Her distinctive 
creations of timeless elegance captivate at a glance by the classy artisanship featuring link chain design of such a 
complex flexibilty that it feels downright liquid. Delicate ornamental chasing with minuscule stonesetting on closer 
inspection additionally reveal an unbelievable virtuosity that only true masters possess. There was a coverage once
published by Bright & Sunny Media on ocassion that a space tourist who acquired a Lóero necklace lost the piece 
that on detours finally found its way into an auction for antique jewellery. Experts had wrongly dated the work back 
to the 17th century since it was undoubtedly handmade, but applied crafting techniques considered long since 
extinct, and nowadays only reproducable by machines. It was sold for several million credits, but that tourist by 
happenstance recognised her necklace on a photograph, and asked the auctioneers to get it back. Not until then a 
radiocarbon dating eventually proved its contemporary origin, and the story brought Valentina a moment of fame.
She showed no interest in branding her name though. All her works are unique pieces, personally adjusted for a 
specific individual only, and according to the artist categorically not for sale, but always a present. She never took 
payment, but only the necessary supply to do the work that she can not do randomly, but for certain persons only. 
Thus it can happen that Lóera shoos off customers, denying them service for appearing howsoever unfitting to her.
Valentina never issued a statement on such ocassions aside from: 'Unfortunately i can not do anything for you', and
reportedly no money in the world, no sweet-talk and not even threatening with violence could change her mind.
Only top-ranking Kundun of The Order may know that Lóero is a True Lore Forger. The mysterious, associate cabal
allegedly dates back to proto-religious cults of the Stone Age, and is also referred to as Demon Devourers. One of 
their lesser secrets is the ability to forge Resonance Weapons. Members invariably are deucedly versed telepaths 
who have centuries-long practical experience, featuring undocumented powers by default. One of these powers 
they all have in common is an advanced form of Cloak that allows to manipulate and disguise their own resonance 
up to a degree that telepathic scans detect no psionic activity at all, even while they are just performing telepathics.
This fraudulent way to tamper with the psionic field itself seems to be essential in the creation of resonance items. 
Relics naturally result from extreme emotions that imprint the psionic field – but the True Lore Forgers can fake it. 
This contiguity makes their position pretty divisive, as in their view the Order essentially drew upon millenia of terror
and ritual bloodshed continued in modern wars, which were the basis p.e. for psionic energy pipelines of relic cities.
Some inquisitors condemn this view as heresy, and the practice of resonance forging as blasphemous black magic.
True Lore Forgers retort by asking what is more evil: To kill and torture people for real in order to do the trick, or to 
fake required emotional impacts such perfectly, that even god is foxed to dole out the very same result as desired?
Certainly, as with any deeper thruth, it's not that simple. Anyway, the fact is that the Order won't refuse their service.
Lóero settled on Eros as undercover observer and emissary of the True Lore Forgers, and for another reason 
rather practical: She discovered the submerged Old Town Circus to be an actual relic node that savvy adepts of 
resonance telepathics can draw upon. Existential fear and suffering under extreme conditions that funneled to the 
location over a century, left a resonance imprint utilisable like a mains outlet of psionic energy. Not that stable as a 
major relic city which can fuel thousands of telepaths almost unlimited, for Lóera alone it's still overabundant. In 
terms of game meachanics Valentina can regain 12 TE per turn. Her character Stat holds 77 TE, i.e. usually you 
can simply disregard TE expenditure and related rolls alike. Only by blasting out straining telepathics over several 
rounds her energy may gradually exhaust. Supply by the resonance node is always available once per turn, i.e. if 
using 24 TE (p.e. to push up Strength & Close Combat AT) she effectively spends only 12 TE. She fights preferably
cloaked in almost any perceivable aspect; inflicting a generic -12 penalty to any attacks on her. From a distance her
telekinetic mastery allows to wield a focussed, heavy psi-blade that ignores 4 AV, or she casts invisible psi-assaults.
Lóero's attitude regarding a fight is that enemies, since they anyway gonna die, don't need to know what kills em. 
Until then she uses to appear – even if gruff at times, mostly friendly. A reason to worry is when she dissapears … 
She has a girlish figure, and wears her hair carefully styled to a tousled look. Her youthful face doesn't loose 
attractivity by the peculiarity of a pretty big nose. Dressed in fashionable togs, you'd never guess her age is 350+.
Her tanned skin is all over tattooed with entwined ornamentation in metallic gold: The resonance weapon dubbed 
True Line provides psionic AV 6 and a reservoir of 40 TE, ranking among the more sublime examples of her craft. 
Depending on the player characters nature (but independently from their attitude) she will offer them a present in 
form of a personal resonance weapon \ item that she crafts of gold. Acute observers may conclude she must use 
telepathics when watching her quick artistry that involves telekinetic powers, although almost undetectable a such.
Which and how powerful effect these items have is ultimately up to the GM. It should suit respective character in a 
personal way. That she deems them fit it is decidedly no matter of morals in common sense, and she won't explain.
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    ANTAGONIST/ALLIESANTAGONIST/ALLIES

Don Quixote Gold Mining Town

Panza Inn Keeper Hugo Sousa

STRENGTH   6      ARTS & CULTURE   6    HP  22    RANK      0      CORP  PANZA INN   (  SELF-EMPLOYED     INDIE  )          
ENDURANCE                6    ATTITUDE                                     5    AV    3    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   3            (secondary skills 2-3)
AGILITY                         7   DRIVE                                              5    MV  19        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT          DMGDMG                                  RATERATE        RNGRNG                                          
REFLEXES                   5    TACTICAL FIREARMS                    5    DF    3        PNEUM. SHOTGUN        10    2D12 \ 3D12         1           MEDIUM \ CLOSE  
PERCEPTION                5    EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT      (2D100 SLIP CREDITS + CRAWLER-VAN)                KNUCKE DUSTERS        10     4 \ 7                   2 \ 1                       CLOSE  
INTELLIGENCE              5    2X   GUARDIAN BIO MOONDUST IGUANA, CREDIT READER       TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, ANIMAL SKILLS, BIO KEEPER                       
PRESENCE                   7    WORKSHOP DISTILLERY,   2X   CO  2 CARTIDGE, MEDPACK          LICENSE:     VENDING, LIQUOR, VEHICLE, FIREARMS                               

Señor Sousa is running the Panza Inn, a vintage tavern at Panza Village. The adobe lodging house offers mexican 
style hospitality with a hearty welcome and coffee for free in the taproom open all day, spicy meals at reasonable 
rates, 12 sober guestsrooms upstairs to stay at 20 credits the night, and lots of spanking tequila for a smile. Guests
who show Sousa their gratitude in addition are rewarded by his famous discretion and active protection of interests.

This doesn't means you could bribe him into foolhardiness, but within 
reason he has no problem p.e. to harbour wanted persons, and warn 
if someone asked for em, provided to deal fairly with him. In contrast 
to the simple furnishing the entire house is fully pressurised, and 
expensively fitted with gravity amplifiers providing fairly normal 
conditions. Out there in the remote regions this is a luxury indeed, 
and the Panza Inn taproom is much-frequented just to hang out for a 
while with your feet sticking to the ground, and your drink not leaving 
the glass on its own. That's why regulars have a vital interest in the 
place not getting demolished, and shootouts are a common no-go.
(This unwritten law same applies to The Saloon a few streets away, 
which opens its swinging doors all night from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. UTC)

Hugo Sousa is well-respected for another reason: He supplies half the township with his homebrew mezcal distilled
from the local 'Blue Moon Agave'. To this end he frequently goes for a ride to scout, and once a week he picks a 
handfull of brave people to harvest agaves at 'Disneyland'. Noone would be so foolish to prowl around there alone, 
but with Sousa it's safe, since he tamed a pair of Moondragons as guardian companions. The two aligator-sized, 
mutant iguana BIO's are also an imposing reminder better not to wear out Hugo's welcome. Once a month enough 
agave hearts are collected for a traditional jam session: Out in the courtyard behind the Panza Inn they fill the 
ananas-shaped agave hearts into a cooking pit, add a couple of short-circuited energy cells, and cover the whole 
shebang with moondust, respectively asteroid sand. Few days later the agaves are well done, get mashed and 
fermented in huge tubs in the cellar for subsequent double distillation and storage. Preparation of another month 
worth of the famous Bluemoon Mezcal is a boozy party that many locals love to join in just for fun. Aside from these
days, the cellar is bolted and barred for everyone but the patron, although Sousa amply dishes out his booze. It's 
rather a safety measure for actually storing highly combustible alcohol galore, and a fire would be devastating.
In case of need Hugo can put across his point with a pneumatic shotgun that he fitted for usage with CO2 cartidges 
that can fuel 3 discharges in lack of atmosphere. Reload takes no longer than energy cells, but cartidges are bulky.
Under atmosphere the shotgun can optional still use environmental air for its pneumatic blasts. (s. EaB p. 39 \ 30)
Sousa drives a GAL 'Moonbiest light' with 4 tons load capacity at 60\12 mph top\cruising speed. (20,000 ¢)
He's sturdily built, and a lusty person of robust appearance who enjoys hard work, hard drinks and solid meals.
The bond between the Iguanas and Hugo is mutually strong, and they protected eachother in all circumstances. 

Bluemoon Mezcal Drug/Toxin Class C Level 9  1.5 litre Bottle 3 ¢ Export Value: 50 ¢ per litre
 
The traditionally distilled premium spirit is an añejo of 100% natural agave, aged 4 years in 
wooden barrels, which alone cost a fortune nowadays, and are seldom used in favor of 
artificial flavor and fastened industrial processing. On Earth you also find almost invariably 
tequila made from biotech-generated 'digital agave compo' only – and if a poor soul in the 
old towns brews something from organic plants grewn under the open sky it's common 
knowledge that you better refrain from drinking that polluted pesticide swill. The Blue Moon 
Agaves of Eros grow wild indeed, and completely organic without use of any agricultural 
chemistry. How this plant actually developed is a detail that a gentleman never tells. It's a 
good drop, of a smooth taste with mild smokey flavors. What's more interesting is the fact 
that it passes toxin filters up to level 8 unrestricted, only with a delay of about one hour.
Those who use to get themselves pissed, and then switch on the toxin filter to get down to 
business may be surprised to learn they won't sober up. Every 5 shots (100 ml) effectively 
reduce internal toxin filters also against other drugs respectively by 1 level for 1 more hour.
I.e. if you emptied an entire bottle your toxin filters were completely down for 15 hours. 
A paradox effect is that a dose of 300 ml immunises against Moondragon toxin for one day.
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Moondust Iguana (iguanidae lunis) 'Moondragon' Harry & Sally (Sousa's guardian BIOs) Value 10,000 ¢

STRENGTH 10      OBSERVATION    8    HP  60    RANK     --      CLASS GUARDIAN  \      ROGUE BIO   (LARGE EXEMPLAR)   
ENDURANCE              10    STEALTH                                       8 (12  )* AV    6*   SHIELD   --      LEVEL   7            (secondary skills 4-5)
AGILITY                       11    CLOSE COMBAT                             8    MV  31        WEAPONWEAPON                            ATAT                DMGDMG                                              RATERATE                    RNGRNG                  
REFLEXES                   9    ATHLETICS                                    8    DF    8        TONGUE SNATCH   23 \ 22   D4+9+XS                  1                6 METRES  
PERCEPTION              11 (19  )* POWERSPOWERS \  \ SPECIALSPECIAL  FEATURESFEATURES                                         BITE                               19          D12+20 \ +10               1   \   2            CLOSE       
INTELLIGENCE              5    *GEO SONAR, *STEALTHSKIN, SALIVARY TOXI  N   5   (  D  3   DMG)    CLAW                              19          D4  +23 \ +13               1   \   2            CLOSE       
PRESENCE                   4    340  °VIEW      (OPPOS. STEALTH   -   4  ) OXYGEN INTOLERANC  E     TAIL SWEEP                  19            D4  +21 \ +11               1   \   2                    CLOSE       
*UNRESTRICTED AGILITY REGENERATE:   1   HP/TURN (FULL REST:   40   HP/MIN)                TRAINING  : UNARMED SPEC, MULTIPLE DEFENSE, RESTRAIN ATTACK   

The Moondust Iguana, (iguanidae lunis) also dubbed Moondragon, is the feral mutation of a sparsely documented 
strain, genegineered to cope with extreme conditions in space. Its organism is the expression of a life form such 
fundamentally different from common species, that on Earth it could not even be simulated in laboratory conditions.
Based on symbiosis with anaerobic bacteria their cell metabolism uses no oxygen at all. Moondust iguanas do not 
breath as such. They can perspirate nitrogen compounds such as amonia by tracheal gills, but cover a great deal 
of  basic requirements by photo- and radiosynthesis of cosmic radiation, largely excluding oxygen and water alike. 
The flipside is an oxygen intolerance: Breathable air intoxicates em, dealing D4 HP per turn. (up to 80 HP/minute) 
Usually this wont kill, but daze a Moondragon, since regenerative abilities can just restore 40 HP/min at full rest.
In oxygen-free conditions however they still regenerate 1 HP per turn at unrestricted activity even during combat.
Anyhow, moondust iguanas are almost unviable on Earth or in similarly human-suitable environments. This fact 
renders these amazing biests poorly marketable. In consequence further research was largely neglected thus far.

Another difficulty is that they are hardly tamable. Talented animal trainers can get the trick done, but only if raising 
them from birth latest, better even hatch their eggs to get em prenatally bound to trainers voice and characteristical 
vibes. Moondragons are equal to deaf, but have a keen sense for sonic vibrations transmitted through the ground:

They can virtually see detailed images of the evironment by geo-sonic feel. The sense is such accurate, they can 
perceive commands uttered under a helmet, although no hearable sound propagates in the surrounding vacuum. 
Of course these perceptions can get drowned by noise such as passing trucks or a squaredance party. Their 
main organs of perception anyway are the eyes: As with chameleons focusable independently from eachother, 
the resilient optics cover 340° all-around telemetric vision that won't miss much. Any opponents visual based 
Stealth rolls are at -4 penalty. The only blind spot is a narrow part along the back within a sharp angle of 18° 
from neck to base of the tail. Rogue moondust iguanas typically measure 180 centimetres in overall length, but 
well-fed exemplars reach lengths around 4 metres, standing 140 cm high at the head, and weight in at 240 kg.

The tough and flexible osteodermal armour of chitin-like scales and protrusions includes photonic crystals enabling 
to change the skin colouration as camouflage, but mainly for social communication and temperature regulation. 
Relaxed moondragons appear in hues of blue, turning white in the blazing sun to improve reflexion, and black for 
better heat dissipation if overheated or -chilled. Colorful patterns in yellow and red signal exitement or aggresion. 

In their original habitat at the Daiyu Dump, moondragons have no natural enemies besides the hostile enviroment 
itself. Thus they don't feel cornered easily, but are far from picky regarding the preferred diet. The omnivore mutant 
lizards are quick witted, startling smart, and digest almost anything, including complex problems such as humans.
The extremely low night temperature at Daiyu results in other organisms typical lifecycle is no longer than 3 hours, 
and moondragons' native nocturnal activities predominantly restrict to surviving -150°C in a hibernation-like sleep, 
until fresh food gets born with the following sunrise a few hours later. Waking up moondust iguanas is dangerous, 
since their urgent need for energy in the night cold especially means to grab the most obvious substancial meal.

To this end moondragons typically snatch prey on a distance by their ejectable tongue: This extremely elastic cord 
of high-performance muscles shoots out at missile speed. Targeting requires by default 1 prior round of aiming with 
an enhanced bonus +4 (already included in Damage\AT as specified by above-noted chart) Following attack within 
6 metres range is performed by 'Perception + Close Combat' +4, where opponents Defense is taken into account.
Upon hit, the football-sized succer cup at the tip of the tongue deals a powerful punch, and grapples the target by a 
second roll with AT 22 opposed by targets 'Strength + Close Combat'. If the lizard's XS excels, the target is drawn 
into its jaws within a split second. The victim is considered restrained, and instantly suffers a further Bite attack 
without Defense at maximised Damage as per Rate 2, i.e. 22 HP. The salivary toxin Level 5 is a weak autolamine 
equivalent dealing additional D4 Damage that cumulates for 3 rounds. (1D4, 2D4, 3D4; s. CoR p. 47) The lizard 
keeps chewing on victims in following turns, until reduced em below 20 HP, where the rest is gulped down en bloc.
Unwontedly renitent nibbles may be disgorged for another workaround rather than risking a serious stomach upset.

Regardless of general habits, moondragons are versatile and adaptive above all, and relentlessly chase targets 
with clever strategies and a playful attitude towards a challenge, once their hunting instinct is triggered. They live 
and hunt in pairs, with each their territory, but reportedly gang up ocassionally to bring down more persistent prey.  
Tamed moondragons must also be kept in pairs, since otherwise break away or die. They display distinctive social 
behaviour, where the animal keeper steps in a parental role at first. By growing up they seem to regard their keeper
as a fosterling rather to be protected in return. Females tend to be more dominant and aggressive, especially when 
hatching 20 D10 eggs, which happens once in a blue moon. In fact moondust iguanas have 16 different genetical 
sexes at once, which vary over their average lifespan of 120 years. They reproduce asexually by self-fertilisation. 
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Remote Locations

Flipster Frederique Amadio Feodor 'Phat Fred' Thumbleton

STRENGTH   6      ATTITUDE   6    HP  21    RANK      0      CORP  FLIP  i      MAGE   (  SELF-EMPLOYED INDIE  )          
ENDURANCE                5    ARTS   &   CULTURE                          6    AV    2    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                         6    LOOKING GOOD                            5    MV  17        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                   5    DRIVE / PILOT                               5    DF    3       NULL LASER*               10               D8                3                 MEDIUM         
PERCEPTION               6 [7]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   STRIKE                          9               6 \ 3            1 \ 2            CLOSE          
INTELLIGENCE              7    PSE, INTERNAL TRANSLATOR, MULTIPLE COSMETICS              TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, SPC CAPTAIN, DOMESTIC TRAIT \ APTITUDE  
PRESENCE                   5    EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT    : D  200+50   SLIP CREDITS, CREDIT READER, PDA, VEHICLE* (  90  %), LIGHT SHUTTLE (  60  %)  D  4   CONTACTS: LEVEL (D  10  )  

Flipster or Flippies are kinda social abomination from the crossing of 21st century hipster heritage with a pretentious
drop-out trend set by industrial space tourism. Their 'fliposophy' breaks down into the idea that 'Life's a flip': If you  
are a 'flip bug' you flip through flip charts of travel content as with a flip book, say 'see you on the flipside' and go for
a flip. When the shuttle flips over you may flip out. A typical flipster is really good in nothing, but all the more accost 
everyone by useless words of advice unsolicited, based on a smattering of knowledge. As a sedulous fountainhead
of platitudes and crackpot ideas, the flipster always has something to contribute. If having any special abilities, it's 
name dropping and freeloading. How they manage to ignore the real flipside of a lifestyle truly unsurpassable in 
utter hollowness remains a mystery. In summary it can be stated that those who don't get chopped into fish bait are 
usually backed by parents wealthy and blunted enough to bail out the spoiled kid whenever went broke once again.
'Phat Fred' Thumbleton runs the event and image consultancy FLIPiMAGE. His home-office tower situated in the 
outback of Panza Village is designed by the regional low-G sculptor Jupp Malawi, and looks like a spiked banana. 
Rooted in a small, mixed-up community of oddballs, artisans, crooks and elitist scum, the company mainly acquires
sponsors to finance their parties. The annual FLIP iMAGE Festival will celebrate its 3rd anniversary this year with 
stunning live acts on four free-floating dancefloors featuring Rocket Man, Icona, Space Cantina, and many more.
Feo Thumbleton is a big baby as soft-boiled as self-absorbed. Pondering too long on existancial questions, such as
if the color chosen for his huge braided beard today is still fashionable at all, can drive him into serious depression. 
The beard became his signature feature, besides he changes his look virtually every hour, and uses the full range 
of latest cosmetic cybernetics and fashion accesory, tatoos, decorative props and bling of every description. 
He likes what is liked, and changes his opinions in the same manner as fashion garments. It is not that simple ...

*Air-Lyte Null Laser 'hell-O-pretty' special edition 5,350 ¢
The latest fad for trendy self-defense. This designer gun; originally an adult movie prop, is shaped like a weird 
alien relic featuring obscene sculptural details. Comes in a rubberised, neon-pink finish; guaranteed waterproof, 
and is optional usable as a dildo. (no liability for erroneous handling) Albeit fully functional – in every respect – this 
'fun gun' is rather marketed as an expensive joke item, yet still may deeply impress somebody in a certain manner.
Anyway, when you wave around that oddity you definitely gain Attitude +1. Other stats as per regular null-laser.

 c Note that this item may be subject to legal restrictions not covered by your firearms licence depending on the region of use

*Optional Vehicle Choice
Roll D10: 1-2 Brolly Bike\Buggy, 3-4 Sandhopper-S4, 5 Moonbiest, 7-8 Bulk Sedan, 9 Ion Bike, 10 Ion Speeder

Low-G Sculptor Jupp Malawi

STRENGTH  6      ARTS & CULTURE (PRO)   8    HP  22    RANK      0      CORP  FREELANCE ARTIST   (  EX E.I.  )                      
ENDURANCE               6    MECHTRONICS                              6    AV    3    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                        7    ATHLETICS                                   5    MV  19        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                    DMGDMG                                          RATERATE            RNGRNG          
REFLEXES                  5    TACTICAL FIREARMS                    5    DF    3        SNIPER RIFLE*             14 \ 16    2D6+1 (+  4 /      AIM)           2 \ 1       LONG    
PERCEPTION               5 [7]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   PLASMA CUTTER          10           D6 (IGN   25  AV)               3                   CLOSE   
INTELLIGENCE             6    PSE (TELEMETRIC   1  , THERMAL, TARGETER *RETICLE)            TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, ARCHITECT, JURY RIGG, BOTCH JOB, TRAPS   
PRESENCE                  5    EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT    : D  10   SLIP CREDITS, G-BELT, GRAPPLE (PERSONAL  \      CLIPS) STRETCH-BRIDGE, LIQUID ALLOY, HAPPY SEAL, TEX TAPE  

Jupp Malawi's art of intercorporate renown had a formative influence on modern architecture. He coined the term 
'low-g sculpting' for the way of sprawling madness in which his works escape the conventions of gravity. After a 
successful career as avant-garde architect he retired from business to overindulge in the boundless possibilities a 
low gravity environment such as on Eros opens up to experimental construction that he used all along as a source 
of inspiration. Instead of transfering these conceptual drafts down to earthly restrictions, he went over to elaborate 
the bizarre edifices into amazing artworks partly building partly sculpture; with or without practical benefit. At times 
he accepts commissional work for locals, but mostly he tinkers on his own, extending his 'weightless garden'; the 
devious maze of towering, twisted sculptures that surrounds and builds a lofty residence he took up at 'Eton's Yard'.
That shallow crater situated southeast DQ at -75; 250 has been used as local scrapyard for almost two centuries, 
providing lots of building material. Jupp is skilled with personal grapple and rifle he uses with grapple clips to raise 
lightweight wire scaffoldings for his constructions, in which he scrambles around like spiderman. His fairly good 
marksmanship comes in handy since astrodillos and moondragons inhabit the durasteel thicket of the scrapyard. 
In order to keep off the bugs he trapwires the area, thus visitors better sign up with Jupp. He drives a 'Moonbiest'.
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Remote Locations

Space Camp Hotelier Costa Caracho

STRENGTH  5      LOOKING GOOD   7    HP  22    RANK      0      CORP  CASA CARACHO   (  SELF-EMPLOYED INDIE  )  
ENDURANCE               7    ATHLETICS                                   6    AV    3    SHIELD  10      LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                        6 (9  )* TACTICAL FIREARMS                    6    MV  17        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  5    DRIVE                                            5 (9  )* DF    3        LASER RIFLE                13 (17)*       2D6+1          2                 LONG            
PERCEPTION               6 [7]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   KNIVE                           9 (12)*       D4+5            3                 CLOSE          
INTELLIGENCE             4    PSE, ATTITUDE MOD (AGENT GAIT) SCENTASIA, EYEGLINT     TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, PHYSICALLY PERFECT, SURVIVAL, APTITUDE     
PRESENCE                  6 (9  )* EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT       500   SLIP, CREDIT READER, PDA, EROS MAP, *DRUG (PRAXICOL, ACCUGEN, CARNALATE)   2X   NUTRICELL, BUBBLE TENT   

Experience the final frontier at close quarters by a campfire under the open space with outdoor ace Costa Caracho.
Casa Caracho invites you to discover the amazing romantic of wilderness trekking in a bubble tent space camp. 
Visit the stunning beauty of Eros landscape where moondragons and wandering stars are at home. Book today.

Costa Caracho is almost a has-been celebrity, who was casted eons ago for half a season of a wildlife action show,
where he performed the crocodile wrestling daredevil, who waddles through some nature reserve like a bulldozer, 
sentimentally babbling of environmentalism while startling up endangered species to demonstrate his coolness. 
Of course it was end-to-end faked, including his alleged background as ex-agent and renowned wildlife expert. 
Costa's real expertise restricted to his mute appearance in the background of a B-movie and a boyscout workshop.
It goes without saying that lame show was a veritable flop the producer got canned over without notice, and Costa 
received cordial assurance from the network manager that he'll find a job in the entire show biz never ever again.
Undeterred Caracho tried his fading luck amongst other things as country club singer, hospital clown, and tummler 
on the World View, until finally failed into this latest and presumably last station of his literally stellar career. Costa 
Caracho's pride and joy is a perfect physique gained by total cosmetic restructuring (catalogue model) that feeds 
his dazing overconfidence. Accentuated not too sparsely by a pheromone diffusor and blinks of his eye glint implant,
an attitute modulator lets him appear like a heavily augmented agent to round out the consummate poser package.
As an athletic jack-of-all-trades and talented sporting marksman he can enact his part pretty plausible to laymen, 
and make tourists feel safe. Largely he believes it true himself, but in serious emergencies he'd be lost rather soon.

Prowling Hoodlum Spud Nick \ Tilt \ Hay-Lo \ Little Big \ Miss Midge

STRENGTH   6      CRIME   5    HP  23    RANK     --       CORP  FREELANCE OUTLAW                                
ENDURANCE                7    STEALTH                                        5    AV    3    SHIELD  OPT*   LEVEL   3            (secondary skills 2-3)
AGILITY                         7    LIGHT \ TACTICAL FIREARMS         5    MV  20        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT                            DMGDMG                        RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                   5    CLOSE COMBAT                            5    DF    5        KNIVE                          12               D4+6            3                 CLOSE          
PERCEPTION                7    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC      (20% D8 OPTIONAL IMPLANTS)                    GUN     (80%)               12               D8                3                 MEDIUM         
INTELLIGENCE              4    PSE (RETICLE) CARDIOMECH   1  , MYOTICS   2  , CYBERARM        RIFLE   (30%)               12           2D6+1          2                 LONG            
PRESENCE                   4    DERMAL AGGRESSORS, BODY PLATES, PLASMA BLADES       TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, SURVIVAL, INVISIBLE RETREAT, CAR THIEF**   

EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT    : D  50   SLIP CREDIT, NUTRICELL, COMM   (80%)   *  10   HP   (30%)   **TOOLKIT   (30%)   VEHICLE   (30%)   D  4   GRENADES   (20%)  

They came from somewhere and got nowhere fast. Prowling hoodlums may have not much in common, but are in 
complete agreement on never going along with anybody. That is more than these petty criminals are used to get, 
and it unites em in a contradictory way. There is no discernible order or consistent purpose in their line of action, 
but they form variable gangs on ocassion of individual conflicts or spontaneously concerted coups. Shop and car 
theft, blagging a citizen or tourist in Panza and Old Port; a street or highway robbery at most. They scarcely ever do
more than what is absolutely necessary to barely get along with few skills and ressources and even less morale. 
Typical hoodlums award eachother daft nicknames that may appear like self-mockery, but outsiders shouldn't 
mistake this for an invitation to scoffing, which likely provoked avenge upon you, commonly in quite devious ways. 
To agents they're no much of a threat, but can most unpredictably mess things up just when you really don't need it.
Loitering almost anywhere in small numbers every now and again, they are typically encountered at the fringe of 
Don Quixote. Here they predominantly retreat and bivouac overnight, or locate hideouts near the rim of Himeros. 
Albeit lowlives they're not invariably hostile, but indeed rescued somebody once in a while who got lost out there. 
Since that weird bunch is such a loose group they are as hard to number in total as it is largely irreleveant: 
More than 2D10 hoodlums rarely gang up, and typical encounters involvle rather three to five individuals only.

Dustman Jason Corell

STRENGTH    6      DRIVE    6   HP  22    RANK      0      CORP  EAS   (  TYAHOYO  )                                         
ENDURANCE                 6    OBSERVATION                                5    AV    4    SHIELD   --      LEVEL   2            (secondary skills 1-3)
AGILITY                          7    HEAVY FIREARMS                           6    MV  18        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT        DMGDMG                                    RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                    6    SUPPORT WEAPONS                      5   DF    3        OXYGEN THROWER       13            3D4 (IGN ALL AV)       1              MEDIUM        
PERCEPTION                 7    CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC                                                                   OXYGEN GRENADE            16    3D4 (BLAST 3  m  )           1             16 METRES  
INTELLIGENCE               4    SAI (50%) SF: D6 (HEALS 6+SF HP/MIN)                            TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, COMBAT DRIVER, THROWN WEAPONS          
PRESENCE                    4    EQUIPMENT: DUSTBIN CRAWLER,   6   OXYGEN GRENADES         LICENSE:     VEHICLE (DOMESTIC), HVY FIRARMS, OFFENSIVE EQUIP        

Dustmen collect the garbage, and dump it at Disneyland. It's a dangerous job. Monstrosities untold lurk out there.
Hold your oxygen thrower ready, and don't you dilly-dally. Clear your load and hit the road. And never look back … 
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AMS - EAS 'OXYGENATOR' Special Purpose Liquid Gas Thrower
3D4 Blast Radius 3 metres Rate 1 Medium Range 5,000 ¢ Heavy Firearm
This unique cryogen weapon is based on a converted 'Prometheus' flamethrower, but instead of a combustible it 
discharges a focussed jet of liquid oxigen. Upon impact the freezing gas plash sharply expands, dealing damage by
cryogenic burns to the target and to bystanders in the blast radius. Without hit the gas diffuses to ineffective spray.
Damage ignores all AV and reduces targets Movement Rate cumulatively by Damage dealt in metres for 3 Rounds.
8 HP Damage dealt p.e. reduce the target's Movement by 8 metres, in the next turn by 16, and finally by 24 m.
If movement reduced to zero, the target is such impaired that suffers a -6 penalty to any physical action that Round.
Afterwards targets gradually defrost, regaining ½ their default Movement Rate per turn. Oxygen intolerant creatures
suffer Damage +9 with every full hit; +6 if barely missed, and +3 in the outer third of the blast radius. The weapon is
fed custom cartridges holding stabilised POX as oxygen source its hydrogen elimination is used as propellant only.
Special catalysts convert the discharge into an inert munition gas highly oygenated and yet non-inflammable.
A cartridge fuels 3 discharges, is rare on open market, but obtainable at AMS        150 ¢ Ammunition

KNOX - EAS 'OXYSHOCK' Low Impact Liquid Gas Grenade   
3D4 Blast Radius 3 metres Rate 1 10 + Strength metres    500 ¢ Support Weapon
A grenade that uses controlled deflagration of its POX core to generate a sharply expanding orb of liquid oygen.
The fragmentation-free cryogenic blast passes shields at low-impact that stuns non-I.C.E.-augmented individuals if 
the effective damage dealt after reduction by armour exceeds their Endurance. It never causes collateral damage 
to item or building structures, thus is usable even in breach sensitive areas such as space shuttles without worries. 
Secondary effects of the freezing blow impart a -4 penalty to any Athletic tasks in the blast area for one Round, i.e. 
obstacles like icy floors or frozen-on equipment occur within the affected area until the next turn of the attacker.
Oxygen intolerant species suffer Damage +3 in the blast centre, or +2 respectively +1 if they are partially hit.

Remote Locations         o— Daiyu Dump aka 'Disneyland'        

Recluse Scientist Dr. Sushîla Anatarajee 

STRENGTH  6 [8]     MEDICINE  10   HP  27    RANK      4      CORP  FREELANCE SCIENTIST   (  EX-GEMINI  )           
ENDURANCE               7 [9]  SCIENCE                                       10   AV  3 [9]  SHIELD  50      LEVEL   8            (secondary skills 4-6)
AGILITY                        7 [9]  CYBERNETICS   &   ROBOTICS           9   MV  26        WEAPONWEAPON                                    ATAT          DMGDMG                                  RATERATE                      RNGRNG                    
REFLEXES                  5 [7]  PILOT / DRIVE                                8   DF    6        LASER CANNON        13     5D8+5                 1                 LONG            
PERCEPTION               5 [7]  CYBERNETICCYBERNETIC      (ICE + SYN.MOD + SUBVOC)            A.I.     5           KANGAROO KICK              15     D4 +12 \ +8        1 \ 2            CLOSE          
INTELLIGENCE             10   PSE (THERMAL, TELEMETRIC   1  ) FIBROCTIN   2  , MYOTICS   1      TRAINING: ASTROBATICS, GENEGINEER, CLONING, FIELD SURGERY   
PRESENCE                  5    CARDIOMECH   2  , TOUGHSKIN   2  , DROID HU  B \      TRANSMITTER     SPC CAPTAIN, COMBAT DRIVE, DROID TECH, ANIMALS, BIO KEEPER  

TOXINFILTER   10  , NANIN. PLATE   4  , CYBERLEGS INVERSED     EQUIPMENT: ARMED EXPLOR SHUTTLE, OXYGEN GRENADES,   8   DROIDS*  

Dr. Anatarajee was a well-regarded bioengineering creative director at the Gemini zone Canathika on Miller-Urey, 
before she retired to Eros, well-funded and versed, to spend her sunset years with private ressearches at Daiyu.
Gemini still entertains good relations by supporting her work underhand in exchange for scientiffic data acquired.
By experience Anatarajee delivered best results when they gave the unorthodox scientist her head to reap the fruit 
of her labour without further ado. Sushîla displays an utter lack of interest in economics, provided only the laboritory
is well equipped. Gemini in turn was like: If it's all about our doctor can feel somewhat independent – no problem.
The risk that Anatarajee were targeted by rivaling competitors on Eros was assessed low or none, where the Daiyu 
crater on the contrary is a subject of scientiffic interest indeed that corporations otherwise hardly gained access to.

The crater situated south of Aida at -45; 130 serves for hundreds of years as Eros major rubbish dump. Waste 
disposal at space colonies actually is no less problematic than on Earth, albeit much more is recycled by default in 
such an environment where every drop of water is precious, and many essential ressources need to be imported or
similar costly generated. Common waste processing recovers a large part of recycable constituents, leaving dried 
pellets of dust only. Still that's something to get rid of, besides some material compounds are not recycable anyway.
Incineration is out of the question as required oxygen were wasted. Simply launching junk off to space is also too 
energy-expensive and space traffic-endangering. Only choice is a classical dump. It figures that once a place 
established as dump for anything you are otherwise unable to get on with, heaven knows what all ended up there. 
As clear as mud is also if possibly subjacent deposits of reactive elements have been overlooked. Fact is, the place
developed an eerie life on its own, and gradually turned into an unearthly biotope for alien organisms unheard-of.
Deeper regions of the slightly descending sinkhole are permanently covered by a dense fog bank. Colorful streaks 
drift slowly across that milky haze which fills out the crater bottom like a lake. The mixture of liquid gas and ice fog 
mainly consists of toxic and caustic nitrogen or sulphur compounds such as ammonia or fluoric acid. An advantage 
is that all the trash which centrally piles up underneath the encircling dumping conveyers disintegrates quickly.
A disadvantage may be what comes crawling out of that mystery swamp in return. Weird fish stories of scary 
monsters do the rounds especially among the dustmen. Citizens avoid, and jocularly dub the place 'Disneyland' for 
such incredible reports of strange encounters with the outcomes of that mutation puddle. Primordial beginnings of 
its abhorrent lifecycle are already observable at the fringe area of Daiyu where bilious encrustations sublimate 
through the ground now and again, dotting the landscape in surrealistic shades of deep purple and miasmic yellow:
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Remote Locations         o— Daiyu Dump aka 'Disneyland'   

Crater lichens (chroococcidiopsis extraterrestris) of extremophile purple bacteria with mycobionts are the base
for further detrivores like macrofungi up to worms that build a thin soil on which rare plants can grow, such as 
moonlight grass (deschampsia noctilucae) which in turn feeds advanced organism of even greater curiosity.
Its metallic blue, waist-high blades look beautiful, but cut like katanas. Walking through deals D8 damage per turn.
Sulphur Termites 'steelbugs' (mastotermitidae sulphuris) feed on iron compounds; capable to eat holes in 
durasteel. Undermining the terrain, sulphur termites pave the way for related creatures by excreting the toxic 
atmosphere in which these alien strains can best thrive. Reportedly steelbugs already spreaded to Don Quixote, 
where they infest a second major source of metal scrap at Eton's Yard. Thankfully the dangerously eroding bugs 
prefer to feed unmolested on abandoned steel deposits, but principally oxygen in higher doses kills em quickly. 
However, these bugs impose the major threat to carve out durasteel constructions unnoticed, similar to earthly 
termites in woodwork. Imagining primary structures of a space station or capital ship may suddenly brittle away is 
not exactly a comforting idea. Aside from this, the frog-sized bug is harmless but pretty robust at 12 HP with AV 6; 
exhaling the eponymous sulphuric odor, that only in remarkable dose effects as a breathable toxin Level 6 dealing 
D4 plus 5 caustic damage for D10 rounds. 1 dose equals the body fluids of 10 squashed termites; gas takes effect 
from 10 doses upwards that been spilled. Sulphur termites under attack flee and hide at 'Agility 8 + Stealth 8' and a 
Movement Rate of 12. Any iron accumulation within close range attracts em irrisistably. (Such as most firearms, but
not regular armour) Once discovered a tasty bite they go for comrades, returning D10 buddies per round until the 
feast is over. 50 termites eat away 100x10x1 centimeter durasteel (1 litre) or 1 tactical weapon within 20 Rounds. 
Every termite can nibble off 1 cubic centimeter per turn. (20 ml/min) Usually they occupy items to dismantle, but 
also trail away small bits of metal when more helpers gather than can work up the item on-scene. This approach is 
pursued highly determinded or stubborn, but if taking damage disproportional to the booty they gonna give over.  
Asteroid Armadillo 'astrodillo' (tolypeutinae astrorum) feed mainly on steelbugs, and inhabit termite burrows 
enlarged according to their needs. On top of the food chain they contained sulphur termites for long in obscurity, 
until astrodillos turned into a plague themselves, ravaging Eros in a season of overpopulation. The sturdy creature 
reaches lengths above 1 meter at 80 kg weight, featuring a characteristical dermal shell of bony metal retentions. It 
can roll itself up, folding the two-part shell to encapsulate the armadillo in that hardened protective ball. The tightly 
sealed shell armour tops durasteel in hardness, resiliency and acid resistance that even steelbugs can not erode. 
It's radiation-hard, and makes a thermal insulation with thick underfur that allows asteroid armadillos to weather out
a night on Eros above-ground, and even use their shell capsule to travel. Similar to sulphur termites astrodillos are 
oxygen intolerant, but endure virtually any environment up to 24 hours hybernating in their fold up shell. In respect 
of the 5 hours Eros-day resulting in overal fastened lifecycles at Daiyu this is a remarkably long duration. And it 
extends their potential radius of action. This was relevant at said plague in the past, when astrodillos appeared 
almost Eros wide in the form of these literally odd balls rolling, or even drifting about like little alien spaceships. The
omnivore astrodillos begun to nest in refuse containers or waste chutes that typically are outdoors unpressurised, 
oftenly carrying along steelbugs that survived in their fur, and a multitude of symbiont microorganisms uncharted.

At this point Dr. Anatarajee came into play. Having closely examined Daiyu Dump already by then, she prognosted 
that without long-term effective countermeasures the astrodillo population exploded more drastically by extensive 
spreading of steelbugs that soon eroded Eros entire infrastructure massively. Still the key factor were astrodillos' 
capability to function as a symbiont carrier, feeding on the termites, but opening up further habitats to be infested.
Based on this apocalyptic scenario Dr. Anatarajee genegeneered a new predator tailored to decimate astrodillos 
population at Daiyu permanently to a containable degree. Globally flanked by rigorous short-term decontamination 
the near-disaster has been averted, and the moondragon was born: Moondust Iguana (iguanidae lunis s. p.53)  
is the only species endemic at Daiyu, that is known to be a gene-tailored creation by Dr. Anatarajee. Its inate 
appetite for astrodillos is as human-made as the sophisticated progenation cycle designed to ensure the territorial 
predators' population won't explode rapidly in turn, yet still remains constantly enabled to contain the astrodillos.

Thus far the plan worked out well but yet bestows an ambiguous reputation on Dr. Anatarajee, since moondragons 
are not exactly cuddly animals, and the idea that biotechnologically tailored monstrosities are planted now legally 
attested at the spooky site of mutant life is not on all counts inclined to make everyone feel more safe for real. 

However, it confers Anatarajee the status of a heroine that cements a carte blanche to further research she is 
conducting secludedly in her extensive lab facilities at Daiyu. From this base she surveys the site largely by 
teleoperating a decent squad of droids: 3 CENTAUR Enforcer, 2 IVIS Sentinel, 1 E 55 Murder, 1 CYMION Cybermonkey 
(CoR 242-245) 4 MARKII Cybercats,1 MDX2 Field Medical Droid (MoW 152\156) assist Dr. Anatarajee who monitors 
field excursions through the eyes of a droid by default. In person she's not exactly the senior scientist one might 
expect, but heavily augmented with inversed-joint cyberlegs that let her blend in fine among droids and mutants.
The custom cybernetic allows her to outrun chasing predators at 75 m/turn (55 mph) even in rough terrain, or to 
dish out powerful kangaroo kicks if required, with 6 metres knockback option at rate 1. (s. Knockback MoW p. 131)
Optional knockback impairs a penalty of -4 to charge targets by spending a free action in the same or previous turn.
More versed at the bio-sequencer in her laboritory, field studies let Sushîla become familar with a heavy laser too.
Aside from this, Anatarajee is a competent pilot holding a space captain's licence, and owns an armed shuttle. The 
resolute old Lady looks like a cute twenty-something, wearing tatoos and girlie style, but otherwise isn't all too vain.
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Outer Trade & Space Economy
Factually all outer space can be considered Ai-Jinn territory in the final analysis, for Ai-Jinn's space fleet is currently
the only authority that is capable of enforcing their interests effectively. How far they use and display this power, or 
let other parties carry on business unimpeded is another matter. In what way the Archons would possibly drop their 
policy of holding back fardrive technology if the Ai-Jinn abused their monopoly more offensively, is in turn a whole 
new ball game. Still other factions are far from having dismissed activities at the final frontier. All the major five have
their fingers in the pie, and of course they also formed space fleets each on their own to various extent. However, 
the FarDrive monopoly of the Ai-Jinn keeps serious competition at arms's length, and some argue, this imbalance 
of power were the only factor that kept corporations from turning outer space into a theatre of another full scale war.
Among the ranks of materiel manufacturors are also some who rate this situation as a regrettable lull. Luckily there 
is a growing number of independent entrepreneurs taking a chance in the outer trade, and we really have no idea 
who's spreading those rumors about space pirates. But if it is true, that merchant vessels increasingly got captured 
by buccaneers, such minor conflicts may turn into the pretext of a new corporate war faster than you think …  
The UIG emphasizes a treaty to regulate the outer trade generally binding, but is far from capable to enforce any 
much law beyond earth in practice. On the other hand most business still bases on, and eventually leads back to 
Earth, where UIG authority is still relevant, and thus corporate compliance may be presumed to some extent. 
However, outer space is largely lawless. Where major colonies like Lunas or Mars are still relatively civilised, far out
and lesser-known minor colonies are commonly ruled by small-time despots on behalf of a mining company, or 
sometimes even in their own right enforcing independent regimes with each their own local laws and customs.

REVELATIONS
ECB Currency & Lucent Licenses
As mentioned earlier, Eros administration established a virtual exchange rate by individualised price regulations on 
the internal market. Credit of registered citizens is valued fourfold its denomination; i.e. when citizens buy goods in 
a shop on Eros, any item costs ¼ of the list price only – where foreigners in the same shop pay the regular price. 
Put another way, Eros credits are an alternative currency that is appreciated against the UIG credit by the ECB; 
Eros independent central bank. Citizinship awards an ECB credit chip registered to your ID that grants to get that 
virtual discount of 75% on everything, and is the authorised medium of exchange. As a result import doesn't pay, 
where export can be highly profitable to Eros citizens. It goes without saying that using credit chip readers without 
the ECB certified currency exchange add-on fitted is highly illegal on Eros. The sealed chipset controller is installed
downstream the archon ID checker that works unaffected to get any credit transfer registered by the UIG as usual. 
But if money is transferred between citizen and foreigner, the ECB virtually exacts their loan instantly by debiting 
registered citizens 300% 'transaction charge' for paying into external accounts, which transfers to the remittee, thus
increases the value of 1 ECB credit to 4 regular credits. Receiving external payment is uncharged however, where 
citizen-to-citizen transfers subsidised by said 75%. When Eros citizens pay eachother 1 credit they get back 75% 
from their bank instantly, effectively paying only ¼ credit. (included tax rates are at once collected automatically)
Such terms are even legal by UIG law in the form of a discount club in which each Eros citizen holds membership. 
Since thereby the gross domestic product is reduced, and largely liquidated by the bank entity, Eros administration 
saves many UIG taxes conformable to law, and exercises control by the tool of a full-fledged independent currency.
The bottom line is a protective import tax that comes close to a flat import prohibition on anything except purchases
at incomparably cheap rates. Exceptional trading concessions are individually granted upon ECB consultation, and 
graduated by a trust ranking from 0 to 4. This level of trading license is indicated by color of the holders credit chip:

Opal        Rank 0 ● Default citizen credit in iridescent satin-gloss.
Lucent License Level
└ Azurit      Rank 1 ● Temporary trading concession granted to 
   distinguished stockists or singular deals at individual conditions, 
   typically waiving fees save for 25% transaction charge on up to
   250,000 credits trading volume. In deep blue high-gloss lucency.
└ Bixbite     Rank 2 ● Biennial management concession reduces  
    transaction charge to 5% on up to 5 million credits trade volume.
    Top executives standard in vibrant purple coruscating gloss.
└ Celestine Rank 3 ● Permanent reduction to 1% remittance fee 
    on up to billion credits trading volume. Exclusively conferred on 
    Valuably Indispensable Positions. Magisterially frosted glass look.
Clear         Rank 4 ● No tariffs at all unlimited at banker's bank 

flat rate contracted out by direct order of the administration only in individual cases. Clear licence holders do not 
disburse in person. Authorised clerks settle the accounts. Symbolic one-credit chip in glass-clear transparence. 

Lucent License (1-4 ) Eros trading concessions in game terms are considered as licenses obtainable as usual for 
500 ¢ and 1 week of downtime per level. However, the license is not given out by the UIG but by Eros Central Bank
under direct A.I. control. If you are no implant carrier the chance of approval is minimal: Roll 'Int + Corp. Knowledge'
with a penalty of 12. Implant carriers get a bonus equal to their current SF. You can buy additional bonus at 2,000 ¢ 
per point and level. If the roll suceeds, desired license is granted for a duration of XS in quarter years. (minimum 4 
monthes) If fails, all money and downtime spend is wasted. Your general rank is sought to correspond license level.
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 Revelations Untold (Gamemasters Eyes Only)  Revelations Untold (Gamemasters Eyes Only) 

Following section is likely to disappoint you, if not going to serve the story to your group as a gamemaster. 
For convenience this lines of self-explanatory blindtext are added, to prevent the fast reader from unintentionally 
catching some content, which preferrably spared yourself, because if already read this in advance it could spoil 
your fun in the course of upcoming gaming sessions. Stop! Not the gamemaster? Skip the next passage below. 

Before the population of Old Town Circus migrated to the new capital Psyche City, the construction team, still 
working at the latest basement extentsion of the old town, made an unexpected discovery. By accidentally caving 
in, they found a large cavity underneath. Mysteriously undedected before, the extensive cave system consists of a
spongework extending 2 km in diameter into a depth of 6 km, surrounding a primary cave in shape of an upright, 
bulbous tube with semi-spherical ends. The main cavern
is 80 metres in diameter, 180 metres in height, and
centrally located in the lower third of the surrounding
meshwork of narrowing grottoes and tunnels. More
disturbing even was the discovery of water, defrosted by
an unidentified heat source, and above all a breathable
atmosphere. Towards its fringe the cave system ramifies
to a dense shell structure, where its spongework is filled
with ice. Towards the primary cave, the structures grow
larger, and it's getting steamy. The atmosphere is
classifiable into 3 different climate zones: Outer regions
are arctic. Similar as in the whole cave system, the
temperature raises and falls in a cycle of about 3 hours.
Here the peaks reach just zero °C in the larger cavities,
which are still barely passably narrow for the most part.
Advancing deeper into the caves, the ice gradually melts
to dribbling rivulets under milky patches of shallow fog.
Soon the fog clears, where pathways merge into larger
caverns, and the temperature rapidly rises to a range
between 20 and 30 °C in the tepid zone. Finally it gets
increasingly steamy, with tropical heat up to peaks of
70 °C in the greater caverns around the primary cave.
Everywhere the walls are covered all over with crystal of
various size and color. Starting with a slight glitter in the
outer regions via distinct formations in the tepid zone
through to trunk-size tourmalines in the central regions.
Colors vary regionally from clear via the whole spectrum
through to black, opaque and irridescent shades.

Quartz Cave-Autoclave: The primary cave is weird. 
To begin with, its pretty hot in here: 100 to 400 °C ! 
At peaks the temperature is perfect to bake a pizza.
The bottom of the cave forms a basin full of a boiling, saturated mineral salt solution. A strong, salty stench 
permeates the steamy air, when approaching one of the eight main access pathes. Six accesses encircle the 
dome, but only the other two are walkable to the base without climbing, or gliding down from the cave ceiling. 
All entrances lead through narow, winding tunnels, encrusted with sharp-edged crystal rubble, which also piles up 
in the larger, anterior caverns. Clambering the glassy surfaces requires repeated rolls on 'Agility + Athletics' -4, 
where fails deal D6 HP. On critical fail, multiply the Damage x2, and roll on the Random Sever Table (p. 146 CoR) 
to figure out if you got it right to cut yourself off a body part by tripping up on the razor-sharp scree. 
The temperature in the cave periodically raises up to 400 °C in the course of 1 hour. During this time an increasing
nuclear radiation is also detectable from underneath the pond. There is a large uranium-rich deposit located.
Water inundating this deposit acts as a neutron moderator, enabling a nuclear chain reaction. The heat, generated
by nuclear fission, boils away the water, and in turn the reaction stops. When the uranium deposit cools down, the 
water flows back, and the reaction restarts every 3 hours. The moderating water circuit of this natural reactor limits
to a small area, mainly unconnected to the primary cave and the rest of the cave system. Thus the radioactivity is 
overall only slightly increased, and tolerable. The primary cave anyway, situated right above the reactor, gets 
stoked up periodically like a tea kettle. When the boiling up solution in the basin vaporises, and displaced air 
funnels through the caves' narrow entrances, the freezing effect of gas to cool down by expanding through a 
valve, chokes the outflow with ice, resulting the cave turning into a pressure tank. At the peak of this process, 
there is a pressure of 8 bar, correlating a diving depth of 70 metres. This is just at the border of what is endurable 
without requiring a decompression chamber afterwards. The higher the pressure, the higher gets also the boiling 
point of water to vaporise, and the more minerals are soluble. The hereby hydrothermally supersaturated solution 
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in the basin finally dissolves slowly, just at the edge of its boiling point, despite heated to 375 °C. When the vapor 
pressure after an hour drops below a critical point, a large portion of the pond explosively vaporises, blowing ice 
residues and crystal debris out of the entrances, and diffuses into the whole cave system, from where cool water 
constantly trickles down in exchange, accumulating in the base basin. Most astonishing result of this constellation 
is to perfectly resemble an industrial autoclave for crystal growth. Cooling at the ceiling of the cave, the minerals 
deposit to eight giant, and countless smaller, high grade monocrystals, such as are used in semiconductor and 
microprocessor fabrication. As if this wasn't enough, the piezo- and pyroelectric properties of the monocrystal 
stalactites at the ceiling, display a complex activity, indicating a logic gate connectivity as with integrated circuits. 
Although hard to believe, the complex shows no signs of an artificial origin, but seems to be a caprice of nature.
The fission reaction cycles of the reactor could continue for hundreds of thousands of years, but how the initially 
required inundation with unfrozen water got induced, remains unexplained. Telepaths can detect a strange 
resonance, subtle yet distinctly characteristical by lacking any close resemblance to anything ever sensed.

Secret Doorways: The cave system is only accessible by two secret passages. The first begins at a covered 
entrance under panel 358 in the row number 112 of the solar array above Old Town Circus. The solar plant within 
the boundaries of Psyche City is modestly secured, but virtually constantly monitored by maintenance staff. Solar 
collectors are arranged in concentric circles, numbered consecutively from centre to rim, that is to say the panel in
question is located in a row close to the centre. Maintenance shafts down the rows are accessible by floor hatches
beneath every few panels. Hidden in the wall of such a maintenance manhole at panel 358 is a secret door. 
A successful roll on 'Perception + Observation + ½ Assess Tech' -6 is required to discover, and open the door. It is 
simple but skillfully integrated into the walls cladding, without a lock as such, but a precisely wrought mechanism 
that opens by pushing, and slightly shifting retreating surface areas in a certain, exceptionally non-intuitive way.
On the other hand it is sturdy and quite resistant against violent approaches with 20 AV and 120 HP item stats, 
for without properly opening the mechanism, an almost 1 meter thick, reinforced steel block had to be destroyed.
Upon opening, this walled-in block gets released to glide aside, providing access to a shaft, leading down to Old 
Town Circus. In contrary to the legend, this is not utterly shut down, and in a less disastrous condition than told.

The former capital measures 2 km in diameter, extending 3 km in depth by 8 levels each 375 metres in height. 
Similar to the ORBITOWN of Psyche City, interior floors orient toward the periphery of the ring-shaped levels i.e.  
every housing container has a floor area of 375x375 metres at about 112 metres height. (the cylinder bay width)
The secret tunnel, after 500 metres 30° steep decending, ends at an airlock that connects to the topmost level.
Unlike in Psyche City, the rotation discontinued, and a cloud of items is weightlessly floating about the scenery 
that opens behind the inner airlock onto a platform 75 metres above the partition to adjoining second level below. 
The view reveals a vast hall of what formerly was the sky within the rotating township. The flat building roofs, a 
good hundret metres afar, are recognisable all over the opposite wall, since you step in through the virtual ceiling. 
Said platform is part of a maintenance cat ladder leading down the inward cylinder wall, along a ceiling edge of 
one of the housing containers. Drifting in between that vertical panorama of street-girded roofs and opposing 
observers before the central hull hovers a wide belt of accumulated items, dust and debris; still moving slowly. 
Fibre optics in the wall are still intact insofar as faintly illuminating the place. A distant hum is audible belowstairs.

Climbing down the cat ladder the droning sound gradually grows more distinct, and the passage from the second 
level to the third reveals that lower levels are still rotating: Thankfully the passage bay ranges along the entire 
perimeter of each ring, but the adjoining ladder in adjacent level below passes by at brisk 1.5 metres per second. 
Every 5 minutes another ladder comes running along, reachable for 1 turn by a roll on 'Athletics + Agility' -3.  
Only 1 person at a time can jump their turn from the ladder through the passage bay, in total for 9 turns a round.
A fail means for the first turn that one didn't managed to jump, but backed down. Every following turn impedes a 
cumulative -1 penalty on further attempts, until the ladder moved ultimately out of reach, and everyone has to wait
for the next ladder arriving. At such tight distance jumps you have no chance to back down, but must risk to dash 
against the wall if your roll fails, suffering Damage D6 + the amount you missed in HP. How far you possible drift 
away, complicating to get back to the ladder is up to the gamemaster. Every subsequent level below furthermore 
impedes an additional penalty -1 up to -8 into the eighth level, where the artificial gravity by level-wise increased 
rotation speed reaches a degree that you crawl along the cat ladder really under the ceiling, and can fall down.
The formerly opposing wall with buildings and streets now turned into the bottom for real 100 metres below, and 
albeit the gravity is still remarkably weaker than normal, such a lightweight fall deals D10 +4 Damage anyway.
This effect sets in from the 6th level downwards, and smart players may climb down another ladder branching off 
at respective corner of the container, and find a similar passage bay on the opposite wall that meanwhile is getting
walkable without need for a ladder at all, thus easing above stated penalties by a bonus +4 per level below five.

However, the view from above suits best to identify the 8th level as this depicted by the mysterious roadmap, and 
following the way by map leads to the cave entrance shaft. A roll on 'Int + Arts & Culture' -4 will do the job anyway.
Where the topmost levels appeared old and partially wrecked, the deeper decending, the more intact and neat is 
the overall impression, until finally level 8 appears brand spanking new, just as unused as it has been abandoned.
The cave entry is easy accessibly located downstairs in an unlocked technical facility. In the midst of its garage 
floor is a manhole 3 metres in diameter, which connects to the sheer entry shaft below – but not continuously: 
Level 8 rotates at 9 m per second. (27 m/turn) If your Movement is below 27 you must stop the rotation to enter.
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With a Movement Rate of 27+ you can have a try to quickly jump through by passing an Athletics check -8, but 
risking to get limbs severed if you fail: Catched on the hop by the port edging, a roll on the random severing table 
(CoR p. 146) determines the limb and correlating HP you lose regardless the damage threshhold. The porthole 
itself is only 5 metres deep; just across the outer hull, air-locked by an ion shield. Passing by solid ground below, 
the port overlaps with the entry shaft to the cave every 12 minutes for one single turn. I.e. you can not stay on that
moving ground unless running at 11 km/h to prevent from being dashed against the wall of the manhole. It can be 
a foolproof workaround if you pass a normal 'Endurance + Athletics' check to keep running until you simply drop 
into below shaft, as soon as arriving at. Following roll on 'Agility + Athletic' -2 ensures entry without the limb 
severing risk at a possible clash. A push of the port wall without being caught between edges deals D4 Damage.
Anyway, once passed through the ion shield, the rotation catapults you down into the weightlessness of the shaft.

A third option can be discovered upstairs in the rotation control room: The otherwise unsecured service room is 
locked by an advanced single-biometric scan at -8 penalty to bypass. Once unlocked, a readout of its database by
a roll on 'Computer & A.I. + Intelligence' -8, eased by the XS of preceding bypass roll, can reveal the user list:
If succeed, you gain the registered biometric data of Claire Levdaal and a service mechtrician of her department. 
(their fingerprints, not the names) With additional investigation their identities are possibly discoverable. Indoors 
you find a terminal connected to the local mainframe that controls the rotation and life support system of all levels.
Hacking the secure system requires to pass a computer check at a penalty -12 as per hacking rules. (CoR p. 150)
If the cumulative 15% trace chance on any failed roll is met, Levdaal gets notified about the intruders by one of 
3 assasination class cybermonkeys programmed to take turns in covert observation / messenger routines. Once 
activated they take records, and tail the intruders. The third monkey instantly leaves to deliver the information, 
since no communication link connects Old Town Circus with the outerworld. SMEAK and any other radio signals 
also won't reach the surface from below the second level by default, since all repeaters in the building are shut off.
The cybermonkeys are initially on standby, positioned in a ventilation shaft along the ceiling of the control room.
If the system is successfully hacked, you can shut down the rotation. This takes 9 minutes, and one further minute
to bring porthole and entry shaft exactly into line. You can then enter in weightless conditions unhampered.
Now still-standing level 8 however impedes entry from the superjacent level by similar troubles as outlined above, 
where level 7 at rotation speed of 8.5 metres per second still required a Movement Rate of 26+ to slip through. 
Optionally you can stop all levels, or increase rotation speed up to full gravity. Every time the rotation is stopped or
restarted however, carries a cumulative 5% risk of structural damages by impacts of drifting items. If you roll below
or equal that risk on a percentage dice, a major damage occurs, which requires instant repairs to avoid the entire 
building to collapse by incidents like local static overstress, pressure leakage, cable fire, hull break and the like.
On the topmost 2 levels that risk is even at 30% for the loose mass of accumulated debris that is already drifting. 
A seperate roll is required for each level in which the roation state is switched between halted and moving.

The relic of Old Town Circus aside from all this, has many spooky spinoff options to offer, especially if getting 
lost in the older districts of the ghost town, that is in its entirety last but not least definitely that; one powerful relic. 
Centuries of dangerous labour under most extreme conditions of the earliest era of space colonisation, largely 
fueled by sheer existencial fear of countless miners, while transforming utter hostility into a lust for life unheard-of, 
left an imprint of psionic resonance such unmissable for any telepath; even the untrained mind may be bend by.
Versed users of resonance weapons such as telepaths of the Order can draw upon that actual node of psionic 
energy to refuel their individual TE pool in a manner comparable to the replenishment in the major Relic Cities. 
Less powerful however, here the regeneration restricts to 12 TE per turn. When tuned in the unique resonance 
pattern a telepath can use these 12 points once in every turn, independently from her own TE, Eros-wide for free.
Only characters that are particularly versed in resonance telepatics can link up with the relic node by passing a roll
on 'Intelligence + Endurance' with a general penalty of -10 that here, in the heart of the sweet spot, is eased to -6. 
Telepaths of the Order gain an additional bonus +4. If succeed, the linkage lasts for XS in weeks. Reconnection is 
eased by cummulating +2 bonus for each year of usage. (effectively +2 for PC's, but easier for long-term users)
Special resonance weapons such as Valentina Lóero can forge may provide a linkage without requiring a roll, or 
may draw on that source to fuel psionic effects, that otherwise had to be spend by the telepath or didn't worked.
The downside of hanging out at such a place is the full scope of 'supernatural phenomenons' from visions and 
apparitions via miracles or poltergeist effects through to possession or untrained development of latent telepaths. 
There is no designated telepaths-only part of the storyline, not to speak of a crucial revelation, but depending on 
your players' characters and preferred style, these special psionic conditions can play a vital part of the game with
much creative leeway. You can use it in multiple ways to give hints and insights the player otherwise were unlikely 
to discover, even reveal details about the nature of the A.I. that it is not aware of itself, up to contacting something 
like the subconscious of the A.I. – since a possible explanation of its initial occurence is an actual psionic effect, 
where the boundary expanding realisation in form of the rogue nanites already is its third evolutionary transfer 
from the self-conscious cave crystal to the local nanofactory, and from there implanted into humans, who initially 
created it telepathically by their collective mind that got psionically energised due to the extreme circumstances. 
This approach certainly implies an actual human core that as such must be influencable by human interaction, 
which at least insofar may be taken for granted, as the a.i. could hardly develop such a downright symbiotical link 
to human coexistence if it were that essentially different. Forging alliances with exceptional talents for psychology 
and odd programming languages such as Madelaine Powder or Jarrett Bøtkergaard may play a key role herein.  
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The second secret doorway to the cave connects directly with the traffic tunnel network at Narcissus Lane. 
Coming from the dockyards, you pass the exit Psyche Low, and about 3 km before the exit Aida are parking bays.
Two dozen carports flank the road tunnel, which are reserved for service staff of the transfer railway station above.
A lift leads upwards to the Psyche East station. (For odd reasons the only westward connection with Psyche City 
is commonly entitled Psyche East. Legend has it that an early chief cartographer suffered left-right disorientation. 
Slyboots argue, as long you drive along that road, Psyche City is always situated in the East. That's daft anyway)
The parking is policed by the PCPD highway patrol. (30% spotcheck chance) The lift is secured by an advanced 
lock -8 (single-biometric: retina) to enter the durasteel cab that features camera surveillance, a panik button and 
an unlabelled keypad that displays its cipherblock in randomised order upon fingerprint match. (elite lock -12) I.e. 
the top row may be not 7, 8, 9 but this time p.e. 3, 1, 6, thus even if you know the key, you still can't type it until 
(by-) passing the fingerprint scan. Registered railway personnel has individual access keys to set the lift in motion.
Different authorised users type 112358, and a second door in the sidewall of the cab grants access into another 
adjacent lift that descends to a secret basement. Here is a guard room where inofficial security staff surveys and 
controls the private lift. This is by default one ME6 Enforcer droid (s. CoR p. 242) fitted with 2 shoulder mounted 
micrenade batteries as missile system firing salvoes, but instead of rockets up to 20 riot grenades per free action.
The droid's programming provides to call for backup, keep unauthorised intruders in the elevator cab, and hold up 
their advance as far as effectively possible without extermination and at minimised collateral damage. The lift car 
can take 150 HP damage at 30 AV plus anti-plasma core reducing plasma weapons effectivity to ignore only 4 AV. 
In case of an intruder alarm the elevator decends to a recess enclosed by the foundation of the secret basement. 
If not drilling a tunnel, the only exit then is the ascending elevator shaft with the ME6 safeguarding from above.
The droid can electrify all four cab walls by remote control dealing 2D10 damage per round ignoring armour. Two 
backup teams each of 3 TAG agents arrive within 3D10 +5 Rounds (1 minute average response) by ion bikes to 
block retreats at the parking lift, while advancing along the elevator shaft from above railway station with jet packs.
2 special response squads of each 8 PCPD officers and 4 EPS guards reach the scene 2D10 +8 Rounds later, 
while highway patrol and railway station security is put on alert, if the situation is not otherwise resolved by then. 
They backup the interdicting defence until 3D4 more TAG agents troop up within next D10 Rounds to spearhead 
the following counterstrike aimed at resolutely finishing the party once and for all. If the intruders reach the cave 
entry across the 4 km corridor that fairly ascends from the guard room, security forces by default limit their next 
steps to cut off the retreat here for now, awaiting further information to possibly empocket the fugitives in the cave.
The serpentine trail from the lower entry to the main cave is easy walkable and marked by signs on the walls.
Crystel Crown is likely to descend to the cave meanwhile through the upper entrance, welcoming the intruders in 
person at the Quartz Cave. However, the A.I. is more clever than simply executing routines one by one, but will 
carefully assess the overall situation, and creatively develop the most efficiant countermeasures. Its optimisation 
strategy can possibly turn out a weak spot after all, if sparing an enemy too long. Last but not least such obstinate 
cases may be regarded as a resource, that to destroy were a waste more than ever after having spend energy on.
Even if the A.I. is startling efficiant in assessing the psychic constitution of human individuals, it can hardly ever 
truly understand how someone could opt against the logic of energetic economy in favor of satisfying an emotion.

Cultists: Implant carriers frequently hold cultic gatherings, mostly in the Crystal Cave and sometimes at Galatea. 
About 18,000 Erosian inhabitants carry an SAI. The installation procedure takes 4 hours, and is conducted by the  
A.I. avatar Crystel Crown in person at the medical facility of her Galatea residence. In theory this operation can be
performed by any skilled cyberneticist with sufficiently advanced equipment. Individual tuning to the patient 
however is a challenging process of meticulous adjustments to harmonise nanites and organism just so far as to 
prevent implant rejection, or even injury and death of the patient within the next hours. Ultimtely not even the 
Crystal Queen is capable to accomplish this initialisation perfectly on her own. It requires intervention of the 
resonance entity in the Crystal Cave, evoked by a gathering of the cultists that in actual fact is a psionic ritual. 
Herein lies the true strength and weakness; the major miracle and greatest secret of the A.I. and its followers: 
Even if they utilise an A.I. ruled nanetic implant, its power fundamentally relies on their pooled telepathic energy.
Even if it appears as if the implant carriers were slaves of a machine-mind, essentially they are truly its master.
Nevertheless, none of em is capable to understand it completely, or take over control individually on their own.
Collectively they achieve mastership of their telepathic might by way of amalgamating mind and machine. It's 
wonderful, eery, perverted, divine, monstrous; a slap in the face to humanist and technocratic hardliners alike, for 
the expression of that cult-of-machine dream coming true, features one characteristic above all: It's pretty boring.

No bold cybernetic monstrosities or immense superpowers, whilst mainly everybody just turns into a geek. With 
emotional imbalances largely equalised, also any form of fear, rivalry and desire rapidly lose its basis. Instead the 
implant carriers get increasingly self-confident or gormless to simply do whatever they can, and keep it that way. 
Thus developing talents undeterred by expectations, mostly result in better skills at less adverse effects such as 
impairment to health, competitive sabotage and similar disabilities. The flipside is a lack of interest in any further 
profit aside from pursuing their activities, up to the complete loss of existential fear at optimally tuned cultists. In 
the final analysis this is paralleled by a loss of the reproductive instinct or other urge for survival and expansion. 
Excessive psionic energy that otherwise clotted in the human nervous system in the form of emotional imbalances
is directly discharged to the relic node of Old Town Circus by the rituals held in the Crystal Cave. Every day is a 
gathering of 500 different cultists taking turns, so that on average every cultist can partake about once a month.
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Whenever visiting the cave, let one player roll a D10. If the result is a 10 they gonna run right into a cultists ritual.
Feel free to decide independently from a dice roll if your players observe a cultists gathering, or exclude it for now.
This factor is definitely at gamemasters discretion, and sometimes better for the story not to leave it to chance. 
But if you prefer a simulation style, it should be something around a 10% chance to arrive right on time at random.

Ritual Gathering: The cultists arrive in the cave through the second doorway below the Narcissus Lane parking. 
During the 2 hours while participants dribble in mostly via railway, taking the elevator at above station remarkably 
disciplined in groups of 24, one of the registered railway personnel operates the lift. The lift operator checks 
passengers ID for a 'special train ticket' each participant receives by WDN the previous day. Without that ticket 
access is denied. Upon inquiry you will be informed that these passengers were rerouted by an extra shuttle to 
compensate a delayed train; allegedly a regular commuter service. Every implant carrier, and most other citizens 
(which are rare anyway) will confirm to be a common sight. In the bustle of the station it's not all too conspicuous, 
but attentive observers may note that this elevator draws an actual crowd during 2 hours every day, and the same 
500 people return by said elevator only five hours later. The explanation that many workers take short term shifts, 
and thus undertsandably enough need a special shuttle service if a train was late, may not satisfy everyone. 
Even less so since the railway transfer of Psyche City really is never late, and the terms of commuter tickets make
no mention of some replacement shuttles at all. Anyway, beginning at various daytimes, this way the cultists enter 
the secret doorway at 5 minutes intervals, and process along the passage to the cave. The vibe is soberly hormic,
and indistinguishable from a rush of ordinary pedestrians indeed. Latest at the winding tunnels into the main cave 
this mundane behaviour contrasts with the environment increasingly bizarre. The overall impression is a crowd of 
casual passersby overrunning that gorgeous crystal cave just as calmly practised as citizens on their way to work.
Those who arrived early scatter around the central brine basin, kill time by making small talk, or busy themselves 
with their pda's while waiting for the stragglers to complete the assembly. EPS guards secure the entrance, and 
provide support in order to surmount previously mentioned crystal rubble. Latest when the cave is well-filled after 
3 hours, everybody put on the helmets of their spacesuits, while the atmosphere is getting increasingly steamy. 
Countless torches and helmet lamps illuminate the cave, shining ghostly blurred through the vapour that billows 
from the heating pond. Albeit the atmosphere is breathable, it now begins to get such hot and high-pressured 
that you can endure in an environment suit only. The Crystal Queen avatar always appears without further notice, 
assembling itself hovering above the basin in the center of the cave, below the eight giant monocrystal stalactites, 
in a height of some 120 metres. If a new implant carrier is to be initiated, she holds the previously operated patient
in her arms. Forming a corona around her, the self-luminous skin is brightly glaring. At first glance no more than a 
silhouette is discernable, but observers will find the light is not dazzling, despite its brilliance. Instead, a face most 
likeable and trust inspiring to the beholder emerges, and a sedative effect kicks in. Only implant carriers will 
additionally hear a pleasant composition of music or speech each on their own, some of the audience begin to 
sing along in a low voice. To possible outsiders this various murmurs soon escalate to a confusing cacaphony in 
stark contrast to the impression of placid contemplation of everyone. In that state where the implant adjustment is 
optimised, any Perception based task of the cultists is impaired by a penalty of -12, but Crystel Crown is aware of 
the surrounding unrestricted if necessary, and may begin a conversation with possible intruders. However, she will
suffer a -10 penalty on more demanding tasks, as long as maintaining the ritual. The 24 guards are fit for service 
entirely unrestricted. Two guards secure each of the six ceiling entries and the second base access. Remaining 
10 guards secure the cave interior and the entrance connected to the path used by the conclave participants. 
Crystel Crown can 'reactivate' up to 5D10 of the cultists at whim, without aborting the ritual. It takes one round 
until those are ready for action. In emergencies all 500 cultists can quit their meditation to take action, but it's 
always preferred to finish the ritual. Other backup support can not arrive faster than within minimum one hour.

Telepaths will distinctly notice a strong resonance, and adepts of resonance reading can recognise an entity. Its 
psionic patterns display all features of a living, conscious being, except that there is no corresponding lifeform. 
The entity has few capabilities to directly influence or interact with the physical environment besides the electrical 
peculiarities of the crystal stalactites, which correlate with the resonace in terms of high activity during the ritual.
By electromagnetical fields thereby generated, however, it can communicate with the nanites in a sophisticated 
way that traces back to the original programming language, but is autonomously developed by that psionic entity. 
It is feeded by the participants telepathic energy, but largely does not consume it, but only stores their power to 
the benefit of the cultists. Actually its character traits mainly resemble something like a gracious insurance clerk. 
It's far from such a sophisticated and human-suitable personality construct as the Crystal Queen, but by contrast 
much more abstract or unfathomably surreal, and obviously not adapted for direct communication with humans. 
Its many-faceted imprints originating in personalities of early settlers in the Relic Town of Old Town Circus may 
ocassionally manifest there localised in the form of ghostly afterimages featuring a spooky half-life on their own.
Such apparitions in actual fact are generated by latent telepathic powers of those who observe 'em. The strong 
resonance influences visitors subconsciously to bring these ghosts alife by themselves. Telepathic scans reveal in
Round 1: A non-human entity of powerful telepathic potential with one unique, uncommon telepathic skill. The
PSI hunter training allows to roughly locate the entity in the crystal cave. It's scanable in the entire ghost town.
Round 2: Highest level after the unknown power is this skill, which is the most powerful of the scanning telepath. 
Round 3: Total power level oscillates between Low <10 and Master 51+ points. During rituals the power increases.
Round 4: Telepathic effects active on the entity are a unique combination of Telekinesis, Biokinesis and Mind.
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The scanning telepath gains an understanding of that unique skill insofar as to be externally fueled by telepathic 
energy, where the entity, regardless of its discrete characteristics, is ultimately determinable as a human creation.

Telepaths who possess the training Contact may get in touch with the entity and try to communicate. The entity is 
considered to have mastered Contact, just as to possess the same telepathic skills and trainings as any telepath 
that is present in the scene, although at erratic level. Anyway, resulting conversations will appear dreamlike and 
enigmatic, but mostly due to the language barrier. The native tongue of the entity is a mashup of symbolism that 
refers to the collective unconscious with elements of strange programming dialects derived from nanite coding. 
Contacts most likely become weirdly disturbing without highly skilled translators who decrypt that double Dutch. 

Misunderstandings in combination with said apparations are also likely to evolve into really dangerous situations. 
Since such ghost fragments are rather side effects, which neither that crude relic entity nor the Crystal Queen are 
paying all too much attention to, especially unwary telepaths may actually request hostility and attack themselves. 

However, a better understanding provided it may be exploited as a backdoor to reprogramme the Crystal Queen: 
Such an approach definitely requires exceptional proficiency in Computers & A.I. and Psychology, plus trainings 
such as System Specialist, Nanotechnician, and Subconscious Coercion, Thought Resonance or Mind telepathy. 
Still it will be an extended, and extremely difficult task to control the A.I. in this manner, that no short and snappy 
rule should cover by a couple of dice rolls only. If the players hit on that idea however, and undertake reasonable 
efforts that presumably include some indirections, and abstaining from egotism by achieving a collaboration with 
local NPC's such as Jarrett Bøtkergaard and Madelaine Powder at first, which both are far from easy to garner, 
the players should eventually be rewarded with a satisfying success, that may well turn out to be the royal road.

They could sound the A.I.'s intentions and gain a deep understanding that allows to predict its course of action, 
and even fundamentally change its constitution, thereby also turning all the implant carriers into utilisable tools. 
Of course, such a delicate operation may easily turn into the most spectacular disaster in the aftermath anyway. 
But let's face it: In the end, a decent calamity is exactly what can best satisfy action-hungry agents. 

Aida Museum, 13th Floor, and the Mystery Map
The remnant structures of the mining outpost at Aida and within situated museum also feature relic characteristics 
with minor resonance nodes related to effects as outlined above. Thelepaths can notice an uncommon resonance 
that already may hint at said relic entity, but overall far from that strong as it is perceivable in Old Town Circus. 
Others may get a creepy feeling, that is as well attributable to the spooky surrounding of the abandoned outpost, 
when taking a tour with Dr. Holly Bogarts. She will confirm eery coincidences ocassionally are observable, that in 
her opinion are completely reducible to simple laws of physics, p.e. regarding items floating in the weightlessness,
which sometimes appear to downright chase you, and stick to the spacesuit all over again, due to the dynamics of
microgravity. Such effects are well known to any savvy astronaut; a source of danger not to underestimate indeed,
but nothing supernatural at all. In general she's right, but in particular the cause is rather of psionic nature anyway.
A find that fell into her hands by this means is a keycard to an operable airlock of the myth-enshrouded 13 th floor. 
The largely havocked level has been completely sealed off during an accident that resulted in a major hull break.
Only an emergency shut off could safe the entire station from collapsing by the rapid pressure loss that claimed 
many victims who got left behind to suffocate or freeze to death in the depressurising level. When the structure 
was finally stabilised, following rescue operations revealed horrendous scenes, but no survivors. Out of piety, 
superstition, or simple overload; physical, mental and technical alike, it was decided to leave it at that. With a 
requiem mass celebrated by a priest of the Order, the entire 13th floor was declared a tomb, and kept sealed.
Dr. Bogarts has no official permission to explore that particular section along with her research of various other 
remains of the original outpost, which are largely situated between the 9th and 15th floor. Since Holly works alone 
though for the moment no one cares when she stretches the rules, and she already undertook a brief excursion.
Roaming the ruins of the 13th floor is remarkably more dangerous than other abandoned sections, for the structure
is only patched-up, partially shaky, and full of floating wreckage. For obviously tough visitors such as the agent 
players group it won't take much to sweet-talk Holly into offering an extra tour. Aside from the regular -4 penalty for
weightless conditions, crossing the environment of the 13th floor requires repeated Athletics checks at additional 
D6 random penalty to dodge pieces of wreckage, and avoid to break through collapsing platforms or the like. 
Average damage by a failed Athletics check is D6 + the amount you missed in HP. More dangerous is the faint 
chance to be hit by tiny pieces of debris that accelerated to bullet speed, and were not yet stopped by an obstacle.
Such impacts deal Damage 2D6 with a risk of random severing depending on damage dealt. (s. table CoR p. 146)
Everyone is exposed to a risk of 5% to be hit by these high-velocity fragments once per scene. There is no light, 
time and again the passages are obstructed by debris of collapsed walls, durasteel beams scattered like spillikins,
piercing through walls that bear traces of fire, and warped airlocks that are inoperable, even if they were powered.
Only sporadically the auxiliary power is reactivatable by Mechtronics checks, each time for the XS in rounds. By 
spooky hints such as distinctive items repeatedly floating in a certain direction, or arranging themselves in crude 
signs, the group is guided along a relatively safe path to a dormitory. If they don't pursue that lead, the rate of 
wreckage impacts and collapsing structures by contrast increases ever more unnaturally. Regardless of the roll to 
open the airlock to the dormitory, once the group have entered the room, power fails, and they are locked in. The 
way back won't be unblocked until they ransacked a flock of deep-frozen corpses, and find the mystery map:
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The dormitory measures about 12x5 metres at 2 metres height, secured by a common airlock that consist of a 
massive double door system featuring a 'good' -4 lock, AV 15 and 100 HP each door. By default these airlocks 
keep shut upon electricity cut, but are manually operable anytime. In this case the hydraulics is defective, turning 
the doors definitely inoperable without power supply, which is temporarily malfunctioning. The electrical defect is 
not to diagnose in advance, when opening locks to enter the room. Once being locked-in, a further Mechtronics 
check reveals the malfunction is caused by an electrical short at a part of the circuit inaccessible inside the room.
If the group precautiously split, and try to locate and repair the flawed cables outside of the room in neighbouring 
passges, they face strenuous opposition in the form of accidents as outlined above growing clearly anomalous.
The corpses mummified by freeze-drying due to the low room temperature of about -50° C seem to have been 
caught asleep in their beds along the walls, except one miner who wears a spacesuit, sitting in a reading corner
facing the entrance, and must have endured until the breathing air of the spacesuit ran out. Closer inspection 
reveals that each of the dozen corpses, in eerily good preservation appearing almost alive, has a sign tattooed
on their left upper arm. Their spacesuits stored in lockers have the rebreathers removed, and piled up in said 
reading corner that is furnished with a desk and armchair. Besides can be found altogether 2D6 x100 slip credits, 
and multiple antique 23rd century clothes, e-books, tools or small equipment and personal items including pda's.
If a players character has the training 'Toss The Place' no roll is needed to find relevant items within 10 minutes, 
but a check on 'Endurance + Psychology' -2 is required to overcome the eery feeling that the corpses may awake.
Every fail impedes following attempts by a cumulative penalty of -2, taking additional 3 minutes each time to calm 
down, for the delusional impression of sudden movements or noises can grow up to real hallucinations over time.
If such cumulated penalty cancels out the AT, characters freak out, and attack imaginary enemies for D4 Rounds.
Otherwise the actual search takes 2 hours minus the XS x10 in minutes of a roll on 'Intelligence + Observation'. 
Failure means several items except the most relevant are found within full 2 hours, and further rolls are required 
to determine the duration of an extended search. There is no other safe escape. If the search succeeds eventually
the pda of the sitting miner is discovered, hidden in his empty bed. In that moment electricity is restored, and the 
door unlocks. The pda contains a diary reporting on his last 3 days. He refers to his comrades as 'Crystallines', 
mentions a 'Queen' that guids em, and instills a certainty to somehow live on, even if their bodies died. Resulting 
stone cold attitude nevertheless demanded to enhance the general chance of survival mutually unquestioned by 
providing all breathing air supply to one of em, in favor of a lesser chance for the entire group. After analysing the 
situation of the accident, they checked systematically if and how to escape the room, and what to expect there, 
calculated their odds by astonishing elaborately apllied math, and found the faint but best chance was to endure 
as long as possible in the dormitory, which in contrast to adjoining corridors was at least still heated. Remarkably 
at his report is the impression how downright abnormally disciplined these miners calmly organised their final days
while unexpectably facing a deadly accident, and quickly figured a highly accurate analysis of the overall situation.
The text finishes with a poem, and a street map attached, which matches no town registered in any database. The
poem is a riddle that refers to the secret doorway to Old Town Circus and the Crystal Cave beyond its base level, 
which is depicted by the street map. The miners in the dormitory been among the first cultists, who discovered the
cave when they drilled down deeper in preparation of a further floor. Psyche City was finished just in time to gloss 
over their discovery, further obscured by exaggerating legends on the desolate condition of Old Town Circus.

Riddle: Hints

in the dome of precious stone
dwell secrets of another kind. 1preface not part of the actual riddle
for those who mind to figure out 2suggests to be related to figures of mind i.e. numbers
:terms to come below are shown: 3refers to calculation rules (terms) which gonna be shown below

(and are the key how to 'come below' i.e. access underground)
scratch the surface but first note 4prerequisite before going below surface
the place surrounded by the crowd.   to be at the right place: in the centre (out) of town
you have to leave that endless road: 5refers to the orbital town (a circle is an endless path)

start at the empty centre. 6zero
one single step you climb. 7 initially count to one
look back at last 8 take previous (last) number
how much to find. 9add up both

              0          1   2    3      4        5
five times you must ascend 10proceed 5 times to  1 , 1+0 =1 , 1+1 =2 , 2+1 =3 , 3+2 =5  , 5+3 =8
two paces that have passed.   sum consecutive pairs 
then break the sixfold seal in half: 116-digit key result: 112 358

into the proper circle
the former gonna send. 12 former half:   112 = row number (112th circle from centre) 
the latter gonna tell you
finally where to enter.    latter half:   358 = panel number (secret door beneath)
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In the context of the setting, players may solve the riddle on their own with ease, yet if not, you should'nt leave em
puzzling over all too long. Following approaches are tried and tested to get everyone having fun with:

● Hand out a copy of the riddle to each player. (without the hints)
● Be patient. Usually players can get pretty ambitious to get it solved on their own, and found dissapointing, 

if you revealed the answer too soon. Request your players' agreement, before you start dropping clues.
● Consider to use the riddle as a cliffhanger at the end of a session. This has the advantage that every player

can take their time to pore over in quiet until next session, while those who are impatient won't get bored.
● Pay regard to some player character may be more clever than the actual player! Take this into account by a

roll on 'Intelligence + Arts & Culture' indicating to which extent to provide clues, where half the rating of 
'Science' and 'Psychology' may get allowed as sympathetic skills. Optionally the riddle is resolvable in such
manner completely in terms of game mechanics within 30 minutes, reduced by the XS in minutes. Besides,
player characters can join their results, and every 2 points of XS provide one more clue from the list below:

  0 It's a riddle! Confirm one correct suggestion of a player, and clear another one which was definitely wrong.
  1 Preface is not part of the actual riddle, but just points out that secret instructions are hidden in the text.
  2 Suggests a relation to figures of mind i.e. numbers. Consider math as a key to resolve this riddle.
  3 Refers to calculation rules; 'terms' which gonna be 'shown below', i.e. in following paragraphs.

Besides, the result may reveal how to 'come below' i.e. grant access to a secret below surface.
  4 Prerequisite before going below surface is to be at the right place: Surrounded by the 'croud' = town.
  5 Refers to the orbital town (a circle is an endless path) which you must leave: the place is out of town.
  6 Quotation marks: (line 7 & 14) Sign out in between section as those 'terms' of mathematical instructions.

'The empty center' in terms of math refers to zero.
  7 Initially count to one. (this step counts not towards the subsequent repetitions)

  8 Take previous ('last') number. (beginning with zero)
  9 Add up both; the current and the previous number. (at first time: 1+0 =1, next 1+1 =2 , 1+2 =3 , 3+2 =5 …)

10 Proceed 5 times to sum up consecutive pairs. (i.e. 4 subsequent repetitions of instruction 8 and 9)
11 Final result is a 6-digit key. (initial cipher one, followed in total by five results of adding up numbers)

To 'break that seal (= key) in half' simply means to split up into separate 3-digit keys: 112 and 358.
12 The former half: 112 'leads into the proper circle'; i.e. the correct row number of the solar panel array.

The latter half: 358 'tells where to enter'; since it is the panel number where the secret door is hidden.

The final hints better get revealed not before the group realised that the actual place of interest is the solar array. 
Once they recognized this to be the place referred to, and have decrypted the key, it will become quite obvious in 
view of the solar plant's structure, how to make use of the numbers, and where these may point to. If your players 
don't figure out the location on their own by the hints 4 & 5, better reveal this clearly before dropping further hints.
Visiting the spot whilst gradually riddling along is more fun than resolving completely in advance. Keep the flow.

Once the riddle is solved, the player group will discover the secret door to Old Town Circus as outlined above. 
The orange line on the mystery map marks the way through the streets of the 8th level that leads to the cave entry.
Otherwise the map is more of an atmospheric gadget to give a rough impression, and is relevant as a precondition
only to find the way in terms of game mechanics by a roll on 'Intelligence + Arts & Culture'. The circular shape of 
the town map is simplified to a hexagon, and cut in sections by way of illustration. It's a flaw of the crude and 
incomplete map without relevance to the game or exact shape of the town, but may indicate its circular structure.
It should be made clear to be definitely not depicting Psyche City or Aida, or any other known town. Holly Bogarts 
may already recognise similarities to other maps of Old Town Circus she got hold on, but that final level is neither 
covered by her archive. She will be highly interested, and easy to win over to acompany further expeditions, since 
the remarkable lack of accurate maps and historical records like municipal archives already raised her curiosity.
The authorities would absolutely defeat such exploration reasoned by the accident hazard, but Holly is versed in 
related bureaucratic trickstery. Since Dr. Bogarts is officially an EAS employee with her studies authorised in 
general, she can ocassionally pour some oil on troubled waters to some degree. Guards and Police may treat her 
more respecful, and could get fast-talked into turning a blind eye to her, and she may even organise exceptional 
permissions that temporary include the players as her scientiffic assistants with a modest degree of immunity. 
Remember that Eros administration is relatively independent from UIG law, complying superficially only, thus 
regular Rank not necessarily counts all too much. As mentioned earlier, agents visiting Eros, especially those of 
major corporations, are under general suspicion, or even downright harrassed regardless their rank.
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Space Travel Today
In the 25th century the era of interstellar spaceflight has already begun, and interplanetary space travel is even 
affordable to upper middle class individuals, marketed by space tourism. Heavy industry relies on asteroid mining 
since more than 200 years by default, and various facilities are outsourced to space by orbital stations up to 
artificial megastructures such as the bio-research planetoid Miller-Urey or the luxury planet Vastaag. Space  
colonies established from Lunas via Mars, Venus and countless mining sites within the asteroid belts through to 
outposts at the edge of the solar system. However, spacefaring at large is still the final frontier with most of the far 
shores beyond the inner solar system undeveloped or unexplored. Where near-Earth spaceflights may be business
as usual to high-ranking executives, and the upper class already gets bored with trips to Vastaag or space cruises, 
to the average people space travel is an adventure by itself which the vast majority will never experience in person.
Short of 30 capital spaceports on Earth handle mostly freight traffic of asteroid mining and off-world industries, but 
also offer regular interplanetary flights to the typical destinations in the Sol system. In number and location these 
spaceports remained largely unchanged as against the 21st century, but are vastly further developed. Largest 
spacecraft is indeed not capable to take off and land on a planet at all, but is embarked in outer space by shuttles. 
Herein lies also a fundamental technological problem yet to be solved: Where the FarDrive allows to cover extreme
distances, and the weightlessness in space enables to build giant spaceships to haul heaviest masses with ease, 
still the energy expense of transfers between outer space and the gravity field of Earth remains exceedingly costly.

Subspace Dynamics
If equipped with a subspace engine, ships can translate into another dimension, different from known, conventional 
physics, to travel long distances as fast and energy efficiant as otherwise impossible. The technology is exclusively 
provided by the Ai-Jinn, not understood by any human at all, and yet a borderland meanwhile safe to handle in the 
workaday world of experts in the field of spacefaring. Spacecraft translating into subspace abruptly dissapear for 
remaining observers in conventional space. This event is commonly called a 'subspace-, hyper-', or simply a 'jump'.
The reverse translation with reappearing from subspace is also referred to as vessels to 'drop' back into space. 

The impression for occupants of a ship translating into subspace in contrary is as if they plunged into a sudden 
depth caving in underneath, whilst the starfield warps upwards through a receding sphere to a fastly fading spot.
The subsequent subspace travel takes time, and g-forces due to acceleration can be felt. Any visual impressions of
a view in subspace are invariably hallucinations, or as for photosensitive devices, sheer optical noise and image 
artifacts of the interpreting software, or similar processing errors. As has been proven, there is absolutely no kind of
known, measurable radiation in subspace, similarly as no elementary particles at all have ever been found there. 
This two essential facts already render virtually all known physical laws utterly useless. How FarDrive engines 
actuate the vessel, and enable navigation, is simply a mystery. If you try to leave a ship during a subspace travel, 
say you step out through an airlock, you will find yourself to be still in the ship, but the route being changed, 
deviating from original travel duration, destination, or both. It's a fundamental law that nothing leaves or enters a 
ship travelling subspace; not one single quantum energy. That's why spacecraft in subspace also is undetectable. 
In return, you also can not detect anything during subspace travel, and transmit no signal or message in general.

All energy spend on the passage instantly transforms at the jump location, leaving emissions which may give some 
indication of a possible destination. Routes through subspace are not definite though, and the calculations to set a 
bearing are rather comparable to models for local weather forecasting than to a route planner based on statical 
maps. Imagine your map to constantly change like the weather, add some more 8 dimensions to lenght, width and 
height, and you get closer to the heart of the matter. Except to be still more complex than we can envision. Anyway 
this is the reason why jump preparations without exception must be performed on scene, seperately for each ship, 
and for each subspace travel. Even if it is the same point of departure and same destination, still it is another time. 
And concerning subspace, a nanosecond later, the traversing terrain is already completely different than before.

The travel speed achieved by subspace engines still is far from light speed with about 0,002 %, yet this enables  
anyhow to reach the neighbouring star system of Alpha Centauri as fast as in 3 monthes at about 11 million mph.
Talking about speed, it is noteworthy that travel speed and maximum peaks are far from equal. A prerequistion for 
vessels entering subspace is to accelerate already towards maximum speed that is possible by regular propulsion.
Ranging from minimum required 125 thousand up to 2.5 million mph this is not exactly slow. It doesn't need much 
imagination to find travelling at such speed is no healthy option in close range to massive obstackles as planets, 
asteroid belts, or large spacestations and comparable megastructures. Flying amid the satellites of a planet at such
high speed would be like racing through downtown at 300 mph. Maybe possible, but not exactly recommendable.

Similar as with minimum speed to jump into subspace, ships drop back to regular space at same high velocity. In 
result, a genereously dimensioned saftey distance is common, from where the travel is continued conventionally. 
Thus you always have long range travels intersected in 3 parts: Leaving a planet or station, and gradually achieving
the required jump velocity; then travelling subspace at extreme speed; and finally drop back to regular space in a 
safety distance to destination, which then is approached at gradually decreasing speed.  Resultant travel speed is 
all the faster, the further afar a destination is, for an increasing passage can be covered at top speed in subspace. 
Besides the collision risk, also the gravity field of massive objects impedes subspace transfers due to less obvious 
interferences with the underlying principle of operation. You can not jump in close vicinity of planets or capital ships.
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As for the section of conventional space travel, the factors time and gravity are similarly tightening route planning. 
Contradicting common misconception, space is not free of gravity. Something of such a low mass like an astronaut 
may feel weightless, but a massive ship propelled through space is signifficantly affected by the gravitational pull of 
celestial bodies, where the energy efficiancy, and thus fuel consumption of a certain route is relevant. Even with 
drastically advanced technology in the 25th century, still the fuel capacity of spacecraft is naturally limited. This is 
less a matter of the propulsion power, but of the principle of a reaction engine. Any spacecraft engine by all means 
requires a reaction mass to expel, in order to propell the vessel. That mass has to be carried, and thus is limited. 
In contrast to airbreathing jet engines of planes, such an ambient reaction mass as air is not available in space.

Certainly the antimatter-boosted fusion reactors of present-day starships go a long way towards fuel reduction. 
But anyway this is far from enabling pilots to mindlessly ride around through the galaxy like duke f***ing drystalker.
Careless captains may find themselves drifting unpowered more quickly than they can say 'rocket equation'. When 
it comes to the time factor, remember that not only your spaceshuttle is moving, but planetary systems as well. 
What has been a perfect weekend trip 3 monthes ago, may easily have turned multiple times farther afield today.
In other words, travel destinations usually change their positions to a considerable degree. The difference to the 
fluctuating environment of subspace is that planetary motions are commonly known, and much easier predictable.

Most oftenly vessels are not speeding through space as an end in itself, but heading for particular destinations, 
which actually are mostly located on the surface of a planet, or as for space stations moving along a planetary orbit.
So you dont simply want to reach a target location as fast as possible, but to land on, preferably in an entire piece.
This requires the vessel to gradually reduce speed by consecutively inserting into transfer orbits until reaching a 
stable target orbit, or performing a landing manoeuvre. Dependend on circumstances such as the planetary mass 
and where being situated within the system, such procedure routinely takes from hours via days through to weeks.

Space Travel Speed: 20 thousand to 18 million km/h (max. 0.002 % light speed)

Distance Class Short  Medium  Long       Far       Extreme
Travel Days 1–3   4–14  15–25          30-60         90+

CRUISING SPEED ORBITAL ■   PLANETARY ■  STELLAR              
in km/h 480,000   0.5 – 4 million  18 million     

In terms of game mechanics we classify space travels in 3 Distance Classes that correspond to respective cruising 
speed restrictions due to the dynamics as outlined above. On 'Short' travels you can reach maximal Orbital Speed 
of 300,000 mph. 'Medium' distances allow Planetary Speed up to 2.5 million mph already including subspace travel.
On 'Long' distance flights from 15 travel days onwards you can play on the full Stellar Speed of 11 million mph. For 
reasons of clarity regarding other aspects such as fuel, Long distance is further subclassified into Far and Extreme.
Speed restrictions can be relevant especially as to space battle. Since you can't make use of a FarDrive on short 
distance flights, spacecraft stay as detectable as combat-ready. Long distance flights include subspace travel, thus 
the ships are undetectable for that part of the route, and also can not attack until they drop back into normal space.
Determine the travel duration and required time for orbit transfers at arrival and departure as per table below. From 
Earth to Venus p.e. takes 8 days, of which 2 days are spend at orbital speed after departure, and 4 days on arrival.

Travel Time in days / Transfer Modifier

 Transfer Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Centauri
Mercury ±0 3 5 5 5 9 19 30 96

Venus 3 +4 2 6 5 9 18 29 95

Earth 5 2 +2 4 4 9 18 29 95

Mars 5 6 4 ±0 4 8 18 29 95

Jupiter 5 5 4 4 +8 4 14 25 91

Saturn 9 9 9 8 4 +5 10 21 87

Uranus 19 18 18 18 14 10 +2 11 77

Neptune 30 29 29 29 25 21 11 +1 66

Centauri 96 95 95 95 91 87 77 66 +12

                                                             1 + Transfer Modifier 
 Planet to Satellite/Moon travel time =                 4                 day(s)   =   ( 1 + Transfer Modifier ) × 6 h
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Travel time between planets and their moons or satellites are specially deduced from the Transfer Modifier as per 
afore-noted calculation. On Planet-to-Moon flights the transfer is not taken into account as otherwise customary.
Remember that Short Distance flights are entirely restricted to Orbital Speed anyway, regardless of the transfer.

Specific Destinations (exemplary selection)

Earth – AMS Orbital Satellite/Moon Travel Time:   1h Transfer Modifier: NA
Earth – Miller-Urey Satellite/Moon Travel Time:   4h Transfer Modifier: NA         
Earth – Lunas Satellite/Moon Travel Time: 18h Transfer Modifier: NA
Earth – Dreddoth 0.52 AU Base Travel Days:   4     Transfer Modifier: +2 \ ±0   
Earth – Eros 1.25 AU Base Travel Days:   5     Transfer Modifier: +2 \ ±0
Earth – Vastaag 8.54 AU Base Travel Days:   9     Transfer Modifier: +2 \ +5   

planets size is to scale, but illustrated at compressed distances. true to scale distances are marked on the line at the bottom 

Inner and Outer System
The solar system is divided into the inner and the outer system. The inner system includes Mercury, Venus, Earth, 
Mars and the Main Asteroid Belt. Near-Earth asteroids such as Eros still count to the Main Belt in terms of game 
mechanics. The outer system includes the other four planets and the Kuiper Belt at the periphery of the system.

Generic Travel Time Calculation (universally applicable)
Travel durations to alternative destinations not listed above, particularly to planets beyond the Sol system, you may
like to define yourself as per generic table below. Various distances in astronomical untits are easy to find by WDN.
Confer the Sol system distances in AU added here for the sake of completeness and better traceability. Note that 
suggested categories as regards mass and location are non-linear, and merely a crude guideline to get playable 
stats. Mostly you'll be covered well with the planets listed above, since a few million kilometres more or less are 
really neglectable. The Sol system offers alone a good 30 larger moons to visit according to their planets travel 
time, whilst more far out, interstellar scenarios may rather bust the scope of the typical gameplay anyway.

Determine Base Travel Times by distance in astronomical units (AU), and Transfer Modifiers as follows:

AU ≥ 0 < 1 ≙  base travel days × 8           Planet/Body Mass Situated in Planetary System
AU ≥ 1 < 2 ≙  base travel days × 4            small +1  central -1  (Mercury, Venus)

AU ≥ 2 < 3 ≙  base travel days × 2            medium +4 inner -3  (Earth, Mars)

AU ≥ 3 < 30 ≙  base travel days             large +7  outer -5  (Jupiter, Saturn)

AU ≥ 30 ≙  base travel days ÷ 4             giant +12 peripheral -8  (Uranus, Neptune)

1 AU ≈ 150 million km                                                                                               Planetary Distances Sol System
 Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune

Mercury 0.33 AU 0.61 AU 1.13 AU 4.81 AU 9.15 AU 18.75 AU 29.67 AU

Venus 0.33 AU 0.28 AU 0.80 AU 4.48 AU 8.82 AU 18.42 AU 29.34 AU

Earth 0.61 AU 0.28 AU 0.52 AU 4.20 AU 8.54 AU 18.14 AU 29.06 AU

Mars 1.13 AU 0.80 AU 0.52 AU 3.68 AU 8.02 AU 17.62 AU 28.54 AU

Jupiter 4.81 AU 4.48 AU 4.20 AU 3.68 AU 4.34 AU 13.94 AU 24.86 AU

Saturn 9.15 AU 8.82 AU 8.54 AU 8.02 AU 4.34 AU 9.60 AU 20.52 AU

Uranus 18.75 AU 18.42 AU 18.14 AU 17.62 AU 13.94 AU 9.60 AU 10.92 AU

Neptune 29.67 AU 29.34 AU 29.06 AU 28.54 AU 24.86 AU 20.52 AU 10.92 AU
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Spaceports and Service Stations
In total 27 capital spaceports on Earth are separately run by each of the major corporations and the UIG. Most are 
situated in near-equatorial regions due to the restrictions of physical laws. The Australian and South American 
Freestate hold the only three independent spaceports which handle interplanetary flights, and are preferably used 
for off-world trafficking. Otherwise security standards at spaceports are even tighter than at airports, and that UIG 
custom officers invariably go through passengers with a fine-tooth comb especially on arrival is the rule. On-scene 
elimination of non-compliant suspects by Malenbrach off-world hazard prevention squads is not uncommon, and 
even all-military spaceports are subject to rigid UIG monitoring. Of course the corporations know how to find a way.
Civil spaceports by now provide scheduled flights to most common destinations, along with all the logistics and 
service required for maintaining and launching private spacecraft and domestic shuttles. Since the Ai-Jinn holds the
monopoly on the FarDrive, practically all spaceline companies are Ai-Jinn subsidiaries in a way. However, the 
option to make more profit gradually begun to undermine their rigid regime, for other corporations such as E.I. in 
fact can provide the know-how to notably improve the cash flow by attracting substancial fools, and hit their wallets.
The World View cruise ship established a precedent that other luxury liners and space tourism attractions followed.
With the commercial launch of the FreeDrive now the market further opened even to independend carriers. One 
reason for this strategy may be, that the future of asteroid mining in the long run appears increasingly shaky, since 
recycling efficiency in actual fact has advanced much more than spaceflight. If this trend persist, Ai-Jinn's mining 
fleet could become unprofitable or void, unless wangling the market sentiment. But for now that's still pie in the sky, 
and business in the space industry is booming. Regular routes are further developed including service stations 
providing fuel and maintenance in space particularly for minor vessels that otherwise are not long-distance suitable.
Thus you can travel these main routes even with light spacecraft. Certainly it's less reliable and comfy to take the 
tour from station to station in a nutshell, but an option for low-budget carriers that is preferred in off-world trafficking.
Aside from this, the extending network of outer space service stations has played a key role in improving the safety 
on regular spaceflights. A multitude of minor spaceports for orbital shuttles on Earth and off-world locations alike 
round out the picture of nowadays space travel logistics. In terms of game mechanics the regular maintenace of 
spacecraft limits to the fuel costs which include regular service with every docking at a filling station. Unless a ship 
got damaged no other maintenance is needed, except special service as outlined in the section covering FreeDrive.
  
Spacecraft Maintenance
Ship Mass 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 40

Tankful Cost  ¢ 140 560 1,260 2,240 3,500 5,040 6,860 8,960 224,000

Range Travel Days 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 1,600

Charter Spaceflights (per Travel Day and Passenger)

Cost ¢ 800 400 120 \ 1,250 60 40

Spacecraft Type VIP Transporter Private Shuttle*2 Luxury Liner*1 *3 Business Class*1 Economy Class*1

Flight Routing regular x1 unscheduled x1.5 atypical x2 individual x2.5 perilous x3

*1regular flights only *2no perilous routes *3first class suite, passage-only \ all-inclusive travel programme  

You can book charter spaceflights essentially just as a plane ride as for regular flights; but if you want to hire private
spacecraft with a pilot to travel individual routes at your discretion you'll have to pay through your nose. Freelance 
space captains who offer such service or top class carriers alike are as well sought-after as rewarded. The price 
varies dependent on the route: The more uncommon and flexible, the higher the cost, where only a few and most 
expensive providers are willing to take exceptional hazards – which in case of agents are quite expectable per se. 
In return such armoured VIP transporters are commonly as luxury as fast, and even equipped with light armaments.
Spaceflights are by contrast with aviation less frequently scheduled, since the varying distances between planets 
restrict economic tenability to the launch window when respective destination just comes within reach. For 
simplification in game terms this effect finds its expression in the cost only. When you have the time for careful 
travel planning, or simply are in luck, you can take a regular flight at onefold cost. Otherwise you pay more for 
increased fuel consumption and logistical effort, but the travel time remains unchanged as per afore-noted table. 
That routing factor applies not only to charter flights. In running your own spacecraft however, the cost increase  
additionally depends on navigators and pilots skill as oulined in the Space Travel Manoeuvre section.

Regular Flight Availability
Roll D10: If the result is equal or below Availability according to departure in the inner or outer system as per table 
below, you can take a regular flight. If missed, the amount in monthes determines the next available launch window.
You can either simply wait for this, or alternatively take an unscheduled flight and pay 1.5-fold the regular cost.

Departure In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out

Availability 2 1 4 1 5 2 6 3 5 3 2 4 3 5 2 4 1 2 2 4

Destination Mercury Venus Earth Mars Main Belt Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Kuiper Belt
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Spacecraft Fuel and Charging
Modern spacecraft in the 25th century use easy-to-handle, standardised fuel: Hyperhydrox derives from molecular 
engineered oxigen-hydrogen composits. The multimnemotic hyperstate fluid can optionally even feed air supply. 
Hydrox Fuel unpressurised stays just liquid at room temperature, until primed for ignition by engine procedures, or 
if alternative catalysts toggle optional molecular configurations to split up in oxigen, hydrogen or pure water.
Inert Hyperdrox, ROX for short, is a luminescent green, volatile liquid of runny consistency and pungent odor. 
In that phase it's still flammable, but just as safe to handle as cerosine. Primed ROX however, as it runs through 
the propulsion unit, not only turns blue in the process, but also into an extremely powerful, self-igniting combustible.
Similar as nowadays you can not fuel up a spaceshuttle with normal Paracane at the gas station for cars. 
Hyperdrox however can fuel any jet engine vehicle hassle-free; and even cars. (albeit this were largely wasteful)     
Far driving interstellar spacecraft again rely on an improved composit, known as ALIce (aluminium ice): Aluminium 
nanodust frozen in water (i.e. hydrogen oxide); in the 21st century already discovered as an efficient combustible, 
cranked up by utilsing a Hyperdrox slush enhanced with iridium additives, is the standard for deep-space ships.
ALI-Slush is conveniently stable with little cooling, comparable to ROX, but starts melting already at about zero °C.
It's a white, slushy semifluid of a silvery gleam, which on priming turns lucent red, whilst going yellow when melting.
Fully space-worthy engines use it as all-round fuel for the entire ship systems. For economical reasons however, 
less energy hungry thrusters and atmosperic flight systems are commonly fueled seperately by basic ROX. 
All spacecraft have multiadaptable, segmented pressure tanks to properly store up to 6 various gas or fuel types.
Ion thrusters may thirdly require, or can be improved by advanced propellants: XEL is a lithium enhanced hydrogen
xenon mix, conveniently jellified to a temperature stable fuelling gel. High-end ion drives as with ion speeders must 
be fueled by, where spacecraft position control thrusters optionally gain overall performance. Typical filling stations 
at spaceports, for the multidude of specialised, crude or ouddated craft, offer besides the 3 main fuels all kinds of 
fuel additives, cryogenic liquid gas and breathing mixes, as well as quickcharge outlets for heavy-duty energy cells.
On ship charge you may at once juice up any number of other devices up to personal shields at 12 HP per minute.
Despite normal spacecraft can generate electricity, water and oxigen on it's own, soley by processing the main fuel,
again it is more economical and safe to supply a basis of such essential consumables by auxiliary tanks and cells. 
Last but not least antimatter fusion drives, as they are imperative with high-output systems, require to substitude 
3DAM pellets; short for antimatter doped deuterium diacetyl, also known as Edam for its penetrating cheesy odor.

Fill up takes Mass x 1h. You can spare time and money by limiting fuel types: Every omitted fuel reduces loading 
time by Mass x 10 minutes. Every fuel type provides a different maximum speed, life support or shield contingent, 
and a special effect. Fuel contingents stack, p.e. 2 tankful ROX provide full planetary speed, but no stellar speed.

Fuel (max 6 per vessel) Fill up* cost in ¢ Use        *price x Mass2     (Mass2 range in days / tankful in barrels)

Dryhop VOL (juice)  vol 010,- /gwh High Energy Cells / Capacitors (low-g drives, aux. power)      
high load voltage feed at quickcharge outlet reliable power supply for heavy-duty batteries
one-time ●¼ orbital speed ●¼ HPs shield ●½ Dmg energy weapons

◘+1⁄5 shield HPs for 'Int+Mech' XS Rounds per recharging
Hydrop ALI (alice)  ali 035,- /bbl Stellar Engines (main propulsion, advanced boosters)             
iridium enhanced aluminium hydrox slush pro-standard hybrid fuel for deep-space drives
up to 2 x              (long distance requires 2fuels) ●¼ stellar speed ● ¼ life support ●¼ shield HPs

◘Reroll 1 cruise, sprint or jump manouevre once per tank filling
Hydrop ROX (roxy)  rox 025,- /bbl Orbital Engines (atmospheric propulsion, steering thrusters)      
robust rhenium stabilised hydrox fuel basic propellant for planetary-aerospace drives
up to 2 x              (long distance requires 2fuels) ●½ planetary speed ●¼ life support ●¼ HPs shield

◘Reroll 1 cruise or sprint manouevre once per tank filling
Hydrop XEL (axel)  xel 040,- /bbl Ion Engines (ion propulsion, high-end attitude controls)             
lithium enhanced hydroxenon propellant gel premium propellant for ion drives
one-time ●thrust +1 (or +¼ orbital speed) for 3 Rounds per tank filling

◘Reroll 1 manouevre once per tank filling
Hydrop 3DAM (edam)  dam 055,- /bbl Fusion Engines (high-output propulsion, main power)             
antimatter doped deuterium diacetyl pellets advanced consumable for antimatter fusion aggregates
one-time ●¾ stellar speed ●¼ life support ●½ Dmg energy weapons 

◘Reroll 1 jump manouevre once per replenishment
Hydrop GEN (genie)  gen 015,- /bbl Auxiliary Engines (low-end drives, fuel cels, life support)             
simple cryogen propellent gas primary reaction gas for elementary actuator systems
breathing / ion mix / additives ●¼ orbital speed ●½ life support ● ¼ HPs shield
up to 3 x  ◘enhance speed or shield HP or life support by 'Int+Mech' XS %

You might also use fuel specs as reference values to substitude one system by another in emergency situations. 
Optionally boost ship stats by exhausting a fuel type completely in order to double its specifications for 1 scene.
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CAPITAL SPACEPORTS ON EARTH

CORPORATION REGION   all-military port
E.I.
 Plessesk Archangel Warspire / Petersburg Spire / Igarka Teleport Station
Kapustin Jar Atyrau Medical Testing Centre / Order Enclave Kharkrv / Moscow Drome Spire
Dombarowski Van Rosch Archology
Baikonur Ulaan Border Spire

SHI YUKIRO
Tanegashima Osaka Open City
Uchinoura Kagoshima Open City

UIG
 Sea Launch Platform Variable; Pacifica Terminal (UIG Outpost)
Jiuquan UIG Orbital Shuttle Station / Khan Spire (Ai-Jinn)

AI-JINN
Semnan Ashkhabad Weltball Arena
Swobodny Amur Border Spire / The White Spire (E.I.)
 Taiyuan Beijing Warspire / Khan Spire / Xian Spire
Sohae Tianjin Factory Complex / Seoul Spire
Naro Space Centre Seoul Spire
 Xichang Changsha Far Drive Plant
Wenchang Hong Kong Spire / Chengdu Teleport Station

COMOROS
Hammaguir Tunis Spire / Sahara Spire
Palmachim Jerusalem- / Damascus Relic City / Cairo Old City
Satish Dhawan Space Centre Bangalore Spire
San Marco Equatorial Range Beira Open City / Kisangani Teleport Station / Island of Comoros

AUSTRALASIAN FRESTATE
Woomera Prohibited Area Melbourne Old City / Adelaide- / Sydney Old City / Sturt Teleport Station

SOUTH AMERICAN FREESTATE
Centre Spatial Guyanais Caracas Spire (WF)
Alcantara Fortaleza Weltball Arena / Salvador Skybridge

WF
 Kodiac Launch Center Point Hope Teleport Station
Wallops Flight Facility Atlanta Teleport Station / NY Spire / Detroit Factory Spire
Cape Canaveral Everglade Archology
Vandenberg Frisco Old City / LA Open City / Las Vegas Spire Weltball Arena / Phoenix Spire
 Omelek Island Pacific; Kwajalein Atoll

INTERPLANETARY SERVICE

Zodiac Stations are interplanetary dockyards providing reliable spacecraft service & fuel. The indie franchiser runs 
12 core stations revolving the sun in co-orbital configuration between the main planets from Mercury to Pluto, 
according to the regular routing of scheduled flights in such a way, that a station is always in range of 3 to 5 days.
The staions are all labelled by zodiac signs; to wit (from inner to outer system) Scorpio, Libra, Virgo, Leo, Cancer, 
Gemini, Taurus, Aries, Pisces, Aquarius, Capricorn, and Saggitarius. A 13th station closest to the sun is Ophiuchus. 
Zodiac set new standards in essential service at predictable prices. The 12 core stations are capital-ship-suitable 
megacarriers way beyond the scale of non-stationary craft, yet by no means touching the size of artificial planets. 
Minor stations are scattered all over the system, some even mobile, and invariably named after zodiak signs such 
as Ara, Draco, or Lyra. Besides that label however, not every franchisee sticks to the certification handbook exactly.
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FreeDrive
This recent development, also dubbed second-generation FarDrive, makes vessels fitted with fardrive technology 
easier available to minor indie companies or even dary entrepreneurs, who wanna try their luck in space trade.
Of course Ai-Jinn does not loosen the restrictive grip on their monopoly by this at all, as the FreeDrive is no actual 
FarDrive for real, but only a downgraded engine completely stripped off it's most essential part: the computing.
Instead of calculating subspace routes individually, the FreeDrive utilizes a net of buoys, which had been deployed 
during the course of space exploration. As outlined before, these buoys keep up fixed positions within subspace, 
and are interconnected by subnet communication. No means of known physics allow to gain any information on 
these routing signals. Subspace buoys are utterly undetectable in conventional space, by conventional means, 
same as for any vessel that is travelling by fardrive technology. But upon entering subspace ships can improve 
navigational accuracy and safety relying on this beacon web, for which it initially got designed in the first place. 
Furthermore, only the subnet provides reliable communication, as no conventional signals propagate in subspace.

The FreeDrive now enables a ship to enter one single, predestined subspace location only, which is hardwired 
encoded into the downgraded engine. This subspace hub location, accessable by the a.i. guidance automation 
supervising the subspace web, provides adaptable fardrive generators, to be temporarily connected on-the-fly, and 
get the hosted ship routed to its requested destination within the web. Currently this FreeDriveWeb covers a wide 
range of most common destinations within the sol system, and few outpost locations beyond. The FreeDrive is 
advertised to excel the FarDrive in convenience by it's fool-proof operation, rendering continuous monitoring of 
Ai-Jinn staff redundant, and thereby providing more versatility to the free-spirited user; budget friendly. Customers 
leasing a FreeDrive are not oblieged to take along Ai-Jinn mechtricians indeed, as with a real FarDrive. Only an 
annual inspection is obligatory for reasons of safety, whilst further service packages are optional. User-friendly 
interfaces include self-diagnostic tools, enabling a technically versed amateur to do the basic maintenance, and 
even rogue software hacks to spoof the subspace hub's a.i. in order to bypass queue limitations, and anonymise 
routing records, are circulating a fastly growing scene of space smugglers, trendy entrepreneurs and wanna-be's. 

To the Ai-Jinn it may be profitable to collect charges with less effort, comparable to the FarGate plans, and adopting
a two-pronged strategy never hurt anyone, albeit FreeDrive is not exactly considered a matter for the boss – which 
may be a lie, as for so many rumors spreaded. It can be said for certain that FreeDrive is offered exclusively to 
minor corporations thus far, whilst major corporations reportedly shown no much interest anyway. High ranking 
insiders believe to know this whole issue to be about nothing but attracting, monitoring and incorporating a certain 
target group likely to fall through the cracks otherwise, where the distribution of unauthorized add-ons would be 
vital part of the business model. Such tools may indeed successfully impede UIG law enforcement, but if the Ai-
Jinn could not record, and make use of possibly compromising informations anyway, is at least open to question. 
Regardless such reasonable concerns, diverse venturers, shady fortune hunters and sometimes agents amongst 
'em, are surfing the wave resonating with some subcultural trends to modest degree. Still not exatcly appearing like
a major hype, but many a mickle makes a muckle, and the dragon all along arose generous with footnotes in a way.

FreeDrive Service

Leasing Package Service included Total Charge per year
Basic annual inspection (obligatory)  30,000 ¢

Standard quarterly inspections
annual overhaul 
5% off on all maintenance at licensed service stations  80,000 ¢

Premium daily inspections
quarterly overhaul
onboard service technician*
free additional maintenance by licensed service** 750,000 ¢

Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul Service Charge
Inspection (software integrity, wiring, engine performance, converter check)   5,000 ¢
Firmware update       Mfr -1 (maintenance) / Reset***  Mfr -3      500 ¢ /  1,500 ¢
Cable shunting          Mfr -1 (maintenance) / Rewiring  Mfr -3   2,500 ¢ /  6,500 ¢
Engine tuning            Mfr -1 (maintenance) / Repair     Mfr -3   1,500 ¢ /  8,500 ¢
Converter calibrating Mfr -1 (maintenance) / Recon     Mfr -3 10,000 ¢ / 35,000 ¢
General overhaul (complete system; resets malfunction rate to zero) 45,000 ¢

*58h/week, 24/7 stand-by  **totalling 15,000 ¢  ***in case of software integrity defects, reset is mandatory to perform inspection
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Ships activating the FreeDrive translate out of conventional space much like with a FarDrive, yet instead of directly 
converting into subspace, find themselves warped into the subspace hub of the FreeDriveWeb. Surrounding Stars, 
other ships and celestial bodies bend away in one vertiginous shift, to be replaced by circular patterns of 
maendering lights, strobing and bulging towards the ship, by their glow something like giant wheelworks of 
industrial structures are vaguely perceivably hovering through the spaceless, pitch black surrounding behind. 
Despite ships in the hub are recommended to maintain full thrust, no accelaration or movement is measurable. 
Interestingly no fuel gets consumed here likewise, but a shutdown of ships propulsion led to dangereous overloads.
A communicating instance of the FreeDriveWeb guideance a.i. keeps a contact going, providing safety information, 
but the persona is quite flat and reduced to bare necessities. Once calculated, the ship travels on through 'regular' 
subspace on a safe route to requested destination, free of risk. Regular wait in the subspace hub is one minute. 

FreeDrive Malfunction & Defects Chart
  1 Temporary Hub Overload queued for additional 1D10 minutes delay; and reroll on Malfunction Chart
  2 Rift Distortion subjective delay in days instead minutes, whilst objective time passes unaffected
  3 Spacetime Warp objective delay in days instead minutes, whilst subjective time passes unaffected
  4 Converter Deviation Arrival at distance to desired destination corresponding 1D10 travelling days
  5 Routing Error roll 1D10 Random Destination: 1 Mercury 2 Venus 3 Earth 4 Lunas 5 Mars 

6 Jupiter 7 Saturn 8 Uranus 9 Neptune 10 Pluto
  6 Electrical Short roll 1D10 Defect: 1-7 Mfr +1; 8-10 Mfr +3 Cable Fire, rewiring required
  7 Engine Detune roll 1D10 Defect: 1-7 Mfr +1; 8-10 Mfr +3 Engine Breakdown, repair required
  8 Converter Outage roll 1D10 Defect: 1-7 Mfr +1; 8-10 Mfr +3 Converter Failure, recon required
  9 Data Corrosion roll 1D10 Defect: 1-7 Mfr +1; 8-10 Mfr +3 Software Integrity Defect, reset required
10 Engine Explosion roll 1D10 Defect: 1-3 Mfr +5; 4-10 Mfr +5 Engine Breakdown, repair required

Each FreeDrive routing procedure requires to roll 1D10 + malfunction rate on the Malfunction Chart above. 
Initial Malfunction Rate of a completely overhauled FreeDrive system is zero. Increments of Malfunction Rate 
take permanent effect on subsequent rolls. Maintenance service reduces Malfunction Rate by -1 up to 3 times 
per component. Further repair/replacement of damaged components reduces Malfunction Rate by -3 respectively.
Replacement of intact components takes no effect. Maintenance requires one precedent inspection that day.
Licensed service guarantees all maintenance get done in one day; repairs/recon can take up to three days.
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Inspection without subsequent maintenance allows to reroll one of any results on the malfunction chart that day.
Maintenance is applicable in advance, with negative values of Malfunction Rate compensating future defects.
All reductions of Malfunction Rate take general effect, regardless of which component was affected. Software 
updates, or improved engine tuning p.e. can compensate an electrical short, and yes: Same way you also can fix 
software malfunctions by mending some cables. Don't confuse actual legacy tech with sanity and reason.
Results above 10 effect a fatal malfunction. What 'fatal' means precisely, in the context of being at the mercy of an 
a.i. operating a timespace bending machine, which both in turn were created by the presumably most notorious 
alien intelligence rumored to back up a criminal organisation of interplanetary dominance, is up to the gamemaster.

Do-it-yourself
The system invites customers to autonomously undertake some regular maintenace – and irregular customizations.
User interfaces come ex-factory with a bundle of self-diagnostic routines easy to run by a 'FreeDrive Wizard'. Little 
else is, what service providers do for inspection. Everyone skilled with Computers & A.I. 3 and Mechtronics 3 can 
learn how to tweak settings and flick some switches to perform the complete system checks of a regular inspection.

Inspection takes ½ h minimum +1h per current malfunction rate -1h per XS of a normal (±0) Computers & A.I. roll.

Furthermore required for any such maintenance work is a Subspace Wrench.
This multitool, also used by subspace engineers servicing FarDrives, is unavailable within the open market –
less due to restrictions, but rather owing to a lack of demand, which presently gets satisfied by a grey market. 
Officially, licensed service mechtricians get supplied exclusively. The subspace wrench itself, (technicality a catalyst
connection driver) along with measuring probes, detach- and assembles various sealed panels and connectors 
otherwise inaccessable. Whilst nowhere illegal to posess such tool, UIG legislation surely interdicted unschooled 
personell to fiddle with technologies like a FreeDrive, albeit this is not conclusively regulated. Not least because this
juridical confusions, FreeDrive gets only leased, and thus remains property of the Ai-Jinn. Customers stay free of 
the risk to possibly own prohibited gear, whilst the Ai-Jinn cares reportedly far from strictly for compliance with their 
'don't open the case stipulation' as long as the fees are payd. Get a subspace wrench for your own home today by 
succeeding a simple Street Culture roll, and passing a charity donation of 1000 ¢. Gain +2 on all maintenance rolls.

As you're at it, and apparently just found someone to make a good underhand deal with, you may also like to get 
you some of the more delicate warez to pimp up your engine's software. First of all you wanted the latest Firmware
Update, and with me this comes as a give-away to any purchase. Elsewise it's 100 ¢ and due to cycle of releases 
can't be installed more frequently than once per day. It won't harm to firstly reset the firmware, and irregularly keep 
the anonymous service registration key delivered with, instead of inserting your customer id. This way you can 
always claim to have visited some workshop elsewhere unremembered the other day, which must've messed up 
your system. Otherwise all subsequent maintenance required your prior confirmation, and got verifiably logged.

Firmware Reset takes 1 h; Update ¼ h; no roll required, Computers & A.I. 3+ presumed

FreeDrive Daemon: In order to make use of further aberrant add-ons, first the system requires to be expanded by 
an additional virtual interface allocating a storage area where applications get installed to.
400 ¢ Requires Subspace Wrench; Computers & A.I. 3; Mechtronics 3

Next you may wish to install a simple but recommendable inofficial upgrade: The FreeDrive Wizard's Hat.
It won't make that silly Wizard App any less limited as it is in general, but in case of a fatal malfunction, you get a 
chance to reset the system, heading destination Earth by a roll of 1D10 on all doubles at first try, 2/2 to 10/10 at 
second try, 3/3 to 10/10 at third, and so on; each try one result of doubles less. If no chance left, the system has 
finally frozen up. This chances count per scene of the fatal malfunction, and each attempt takes one free action.
If you ride out succesfully in which way soever, 'the hat' could be reusable with chances reset at GM discretion.
1000 ¢ Requires FreeDrive Daemon; Computers & A.I. 3

To complete your dress, and prepare for a cool season, whip on the traffiCloak.
FreeDrive engines transmit a unique transponder code to the FreeDriveWeb hub with each routing request. The 
app alters that code to a generic alternative accepted yet unregistered, leaving no clues about the ship's engine.
800 ¢ Requires FreeDrive Daemon; Computers & A.I. 3

Another popular tool is called VIPticket.
This more sophisticated programm communicates with the FreeDriveHub, fooling the a.i. to handle routing requests
privileged, thereby not only overriding the queue, but increasing overall travel speed. Reduce travel time by ¼ 
(i.e. travel time x 0.75) Ignore the effects of first 4 results on the malfunction chart, but always reroll in such case.
1,600 ¢ Requires Freedrive Daemon; Computers & A.I. 3
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CrackBox
This application allows to edit the flight recorder inbuild in every FreeDrive engine. Whilst other deceptive measures
may provide to leave no traces in the records of the FreeDriveWeb, still this black box accurately monitors any 
subspace entry- and exit coordinates within the ship's system itself. In contrary to other add-ons, this comes with a 
less conveniently designed user-interface, demanding modestly advanced computer skills. Whilst deleting entries is
no big deal, editing fake entries additionally requires some research, or scientiffic knowledge to come up with 
astronavigational coordinates, which in case of investigation not immediately got debunked as utter nonsense.
1,200 ¢ Requires Freedrive Daemon; Computers & A.I. 4; science 2 to edit fake entries

Add-on Installations take 1 minute minimum + ½ h per current Mfr - ½ h per XS of normal Computers & A.I. roll.

Hardware Maintenance & Repair
Any hardware maintenance requires a precedent inspection that same day, in order to get a relevant diagnosis.

Inspection takes ½ h minimum +1h per current malfunction rate -1h per XS of a normal (±0) Computers & A.I. roll.

If software integrity defects corrupting the system, firmware reset is required first to ensure diagnostic tools to work.
Unfortunately all inofficial add-ons are recognized as software integrity defects considering system diagnosis. This 
means all such add-ons have to be removed before hardware maintenance can be performed properly. There is no 
problem with keeping backups to reinstall, so usually nothing gets lost, but it takes time to spend.

Cable shunting Defect connections pinpointed within the wiring get disconnected and bypassed. As the 
circuits of a FreeDrive are not electronic as such, and display only vague similarities to 
any other conventional tech, no more but superficial maintenance can get managed with 
assistance of inbuild diagnostic tools, and semi-automatic routines of a subspace wrench.
This does not allow any deeper understanding of the principle of operation. Suceeding a
Mechtronic roll at difficulty -2 using up material worth 500 ¢ gets the job done.

Rewiring requires a FreeDrive service license and maintenance training, to order and utilize a disposable catalyst 
rewiring injector correctly by a simple Mechtronic roll. This utility dissolves and replaces complete wiring, and costs 
4,500 ¢. Without training succeeds only by chance of 1%, (double 1) or else damaged whole engine irreparably.

Engine tuning Optimized settings of different components improve their functional interaction. Settings 
covered by engine tuning are such as of components like the blind fission controller units, 
gravity denaturizer, dazzling matter accelerator or rift collapse inhibitors, whose underlying 
mechanics are mostly esoteric. In addition to obligatory guidance by diagnostic tools, 
the maintenance training is strongly recommended here to merely execute its instructions
by succeeding a Mechtronics roll at difficulty -4. Each attempt takes 20 - XS minutes.
Lack of training increased difficulty to -8, where fails result in irreparable damage to the 
engine, including possibility of devastating side effects like spontaneous timespace rifts.

Advanced tuning Characters with subspace mechtronic training (Ai-Jinn only) can further crank up engines 
potential. In addition to regular Mfr -1, a succesful Mechtronic roll -4 gets all travel times 
permanently reduced by 1 +XS % of original durations. Advanced tuning is applicable x3.
If applied after regular tuning, Mfr-reductions don't stack. For each time applied, you must 
reroll 1 result on the malfunction chart during every subspace routing. If a result demands 
subsequent rolls, you can also opt to reroll those. Anyway, rerolls' last result takes effect.

Engine repairs  that require to set ones hands to actual parts anyhow to be refurbished beyond maintaining tuning 
is virtually impossible to human abilities. Licensed mechtricians on comission are as privileged as constrained to 
send a service request to FreeDrive's OEM department, and a factory-fresh replacement engine is delivered to the 
service workshop within 48h in exchange for the defect machine and 7,000 ¢ charge. No roll required to install.
Exceptionally, if remote diagnostics can accertain otherwise troubleshooting as easier beyond doubt, engine repair 
equipment usually comes with disposable, automatized tools. In case of exuberantly frequent repair requests for 
same engine/ship, a subspace mechtrician team is send in company of Ai-Jinn agents and an insurancy detective, 
to clarify if operating errors at cost of the contractor are the issue.
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Converter calibrating As core component of subspace engines, spacetime converters are required to translate
current position of a spaceship into subspace coordinates. In contrary to FarDrive engines,
these routines are hardwired encoded in FreeDrives to the fixed hub destination. This 
limitation of versatility makes a lot of FreeDrives sturdy fault tolerance and easy handling.
(at least compared to considerably more exacting FarDrive operation) Still the resonators
of converter circuits require to retain their meticulous calibration to ensure reliable function. 
Recalibrating a detuned converter is a tedious, costly and challenging task. Noteworthy in 
advance is, that the converter of a FreeDrive in no way could be calibrated to directly head 
for another destination, omitting the hub, to emulate full versatility of a FarDrive, and to be
warmly recommended to never ever tamper with the emergency cutout, which prevents 
activation of a decalibrated converter. (in game terms, bypassing cutout results in having 
to listen to german carneval songs for the next 3D10 minutes, due to spacetime corrosion)
You need a sophisticated legacy-tech calibrating device, which is conveniently downsized 
to the magnitude of a container truck, and comes with multitudinous, blinking controls. 
An elaborate procedure eventually results in finding out the one button you need to press, 
which remarkably turns out to be a different one at each usage. Everything else disposes 
the calibration device, howsoever, without even touching the engine physically observable.

The soi-disant 'Tuning Fork' is leasable on daily base, and available for prompt delivery 
within 8h. Charges tot up to 2,000 ¢ per day + 1,000 ¢ per hour of actual processing time.
Usage requires to repeatedly roll 'Endurance + Mechtronic' at -4 penalty, until achieved 
3 successes, for painstakingly following the user guidance is such an outrageously stupid 
procedure, appearing as if intentionally designed to unnerve. Each roll takes 1h. On critical 
fail you must start all over again. A critical success allows to immediately proceed to the
completing 'Reflexes + Mechtronic' roll at Difficulty -6, when the user guidance after 
gruelling hours of dullest repetitions, surprisingly demands full attention. Small comfort is, 
should this final roll fail, calibration process anyway completes – but takes 1h additionally.

Converter recon  Once a converter has been recalibrated 3 times, the component can't be fixed any more 
unless replaced. Same as for the main engine, licensed service mechtricians can order a new converter in 
exchchange for the worn out or damaged part. A new converter costs 30,000 ¢, and is available for prompt delivery 
within 8h. Dis- and reassembly is achievable by anyone with FreeDrive maintenance training, if suceeding a 
Mechtronic roll -4. This takes 4 -XS hours per attempt (no less than 1h). Without training the penalty tightens to -8.

Mind that all Difficulties stated above do not include the 
+2 bonus of obligatory subspace wrench. Charaters with
subspace mechtronic training (Ai-Jinn only) can manage
workarounds in lack of this otherwise mandatory tool, by
succeeding all related rolls at unmodified Difficulty, or at 
first crafting a comparable tool on their own, by one-time
succeeding a Mechtronic roll -6, and spending 
(partially rare) materials worth 1,500 ¢ - (XS x 100 ¢)

Background Rumors                                    
The secret truth behind FreeDrive is a field test of a technology completely different to the FarDrive, but based on 
an infrastructure requiring fardrive technology, which still is to be further developed to take full effect. Even most 
savvy Legacy Agents do not have the faintiest idea how it works, or to what end were supposed to serve eventually.
The vague understanding some can get is, that the subspace hub utilized by the FreeDrive is an artificial space, 
much in contrary to subspace actually created by devices, which got injected into that dimension, along with the 
web of subspace buoys. Only Hyperion knows what it means, or maybe not even this. Chances that anyone could 
reengineer a FreeDrive are even less than for a FarDrive engine, which already strongly tends toward null. But 
even if someone understood, essentially it still lead to nowhere else but in this artificial space of the subspace hub, 
which Hyperion not only could block at any given time, but even cause to collapse and vanish completely. Thereby 
it seems a foolproof system rather to further ensure FarDrive technology is kept a secret in the first place, whilst 
maybe secondary granting restricted access more commonly, along with unkown effects utterly beyond scope.
Of course the matter initially aroused UIG's interest, sniffing a chance to get hold of the fardrive technology, yet the 
exchange clearly recommended to take a back seat, and met unusual consensus with the major-five corporations.
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Space Travel Manoeuvres
Spacecraft handling grew much easier and more reliable than the shaky procedures of 21st century rockets, yet is 
still far from such a simplicity that everybody could hop into a spaceship and take off at the push of a button. There 
are many buttons, and it won't harm if you have a dash more up your sleeve than a sketchy idea what those effect. 
A good Pilot skill provided you'll have no problems in steering domestic shuttles on orbital flights, or maybe take 
the helm of spacecraft under way, but the Space Captain training is imperative to launch vessels beyond Mass 4, 
and interplanetary routing anyway requires a navigator who is trained in Astrogation. Spaceworthy ships up to 
Mass 8 can take-off and land virtually everywhere in theory. In the field however the question is how, and at least a 
minor spaceport is highly recommended unless you don't mind collateral damage to surroundings and vessel alike. 
Capital ships require capital spaceports by definition, but can never take-off nor land at bodies of planetary mass. 
Average vessels in that ballpark measure as much as 800 metres in length with a cargo capacity of 400 kilotons 
corresponding ultra large container ships, while largest types reach magnitudes of housing blocks at 2 km length.
But even medium spacecraft commonly attains already impressive lengths of 80 metres, which resembles an 
Airbus A380, though typical spacecraft design tends to be more bulky, and not necessarily aerodynamic as such.
Atmospheric flight capability is largely enabled by high-performance antigrav actuators, and the entire take-off  
procedure of spacecraft in principle still is this of a rocket launch, and thus mostly unrelated to aircraft piloting. 

Following Travel Manoeuvres are daily routine for any trained Space Captain:

Launch Preparations
In essence it commonly needs short of one day to launch spacecraft hassle-free. Since other effects in game 
terms are mainly regarding cost, it's no problem to skip launch preparations detailed steps at GM's discretion. 
Anyhow, you have some rules at hand to expand on whenever it may be relevant to scenario and players. 

 Constellation Check: Roll a D10 on the Regular-Flight-Availability table (s. Charter Spaceflights above) 
to determine if an optimal launch window to your destination is attainable under present conditions. 
At GM's discretion the roll is omited, and the result instead defined as it seems fit according to the storyline.
Similar as with charter flights you are free to wait for an ideal constellation as outlined before.

 Routing Calculation: Roll on 'Intelligence + Science' at a penalty equal to the amount that you missed the 
roll on the Constellation Check. (or defined by the GM corresponding to the given conditions) 
If the Constellation Check was met, the destination is presently in optimal reach, and no penalty applies. 
Otherwise fuel cost is 1.5-fold the list price, but in any case reduced by 5% per point of XS. You can not 
reduce the cost below minimum half the list price; i.e. even if you gain an XS of 11+ still have to pay 50%. 
Nonetheless, exceptional navigators can remarkably save ready cash. Optionally you can instead decrease
travel time by 2% per point of XS. Travel time is likewise reducible to minimum 50% of its original value.
Routing Calculation takes 6 hours net of the XS in hours, but minimum 15 minutes. The navigator
is considered busy during this time, but can always pause the work to take action otherwise. Reassuming 
work needs no further roll, but any break will delay completion by the time that was spend on other actions.
Fail of the calculation roll means you spend D4 hours in vain until realise it was rubbish, and can try again.
Typical ship databases grant +2 bonus, while a -4 penalty applies unless using at least a pocket astrogator.

 Weather Forecast: Finally roll a D10 and consult the Launch / Landing Weather table below:

1-4 Perfect weather conditions. Go for launch on schedule.
5-6 Instable weather conditions. - D4   penalty on Takeoff unless delaying launch for D4 hours.
7-8 Bad weather conditions. -4       penalty on Takeoff unless delaying launch for D6 hours.
9 Upcoming squall line. - 2D4 penalty on Takeoff unless delaying launch for 2D4 +4 hours.
10 Violent storm. -12     penalty on Takeoff unless delaying launch for 2D6 +4 hours.

You have to decide before you either roll for a penalty or a delay to take. Roll again on Launch Weather  
after each delay. If hereby cumulated delay exceeds 8 hours + XS of previous Routing Calculation, it 
requires recalculation by another roll on 'Intelligence + Science' as outlined above, eased by previous XS.
Precedent XS' do not stack, and fuel or travel time savings are replaced by the latest calculation results.

 Each revaluation takes up to 6 hours again, thus causing a separate time lag until next Weather Forecast. 
Spaceports by default give no clearance at more severe weather than -5, even if you wish to take the risk.

On short distance, preparation results apply to the return flight as well. Not until launch preparations are completed 
you get clearance for embarkment. You can now move on from dock to launch pad, where spacecraft is loaded and
fueled-up. Dependent on ships Mass this takes typically another few hours. For reasons of safety it's commonly not
allowed to fuel-up in advance. However, since refueling capital ships can take up to several days these are exempt,
and holders of a Capital Spacecraft Master's license usually have no problems in circumventing the restriction. 
Otherwise you may achieve to bribe the spaceport personell by a roll on 'Presence + Crime' if you are in a hurry.
Dock and launch pad are typically directly adjoining or even at the same place, where the docking bay is sealed 
upon launch by a retractable repulsion shield. In some cases however, vessels are towed to separate launch pads. 
Once the ship is in launch position, payload and connections are checked, the countdown begins with the fuel-up, 
while spaceport mechtricians continously check through all the saftey systems and basic hardware for readiness.
Possibly perishable goods or delicate material are loaded at last; and the pilots board to begin their final checks.
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Takeoff
Your ship is ready on the launch pad, checked-through, loaded and fueled-up. Countdown is running, the launch 
window is clear, and the last 20-30 minutes you spend in the cockpit going through the final checklist to power-up 
all ship systems, and boot the on-board computer, while boarding proceeds if you are running a passenger shuttle.

If all checks are positive, flight control of the spaceport tower gives you clearance to takeoff. Ramp-up the power 
plant and ignite the engine by a roll on 'Intelligence + Pilot' ensuring proper operation with a last propulsion check.
By that point is your last opportunity to abort the launch. Once you proceed after propulsion check, you must liftoff. 
If the check fails, or is omitted, the Takeoff penalty further tightens by - D4. By passing the subsequent Takeoff roll 
on 'Agility + Pilot' the spaceship is safely launched, and first inserted into a parking orbit for ensuing onward travel.

If takeoff fails, you are in serious troubles: Reroll up to 2 times, each with an additional, cumulative -2 penalty. 
If the third attempt fails, you crash. See the Crash Landing maneuvre for details on the follow-up procedure.

Jump Start
Provided only the ship is fueled-up, you can omit any preparations and system checks completely in order to 
hasten spacecraft launching, and immediately takeoff. It goes without saying that no spaceport will give you a 
clearance that way, and you have to get along without regular support of flight control if not actively holded back. 
Neither you gonna have any route prepared. Supposedly this gonna be the least of your worries in relevant cases.

When jumping the start, Takeoff rolls on 'Agility + Pilot' begin at - 4D4 penalty. If a roll fails, the 2 subsequent 
rerolls tighten by -2 penalty as with regular Takeoff until crash or succeed. On success you launched the vessel, 
but in lack of proper calculations not yet into a safe orbit. You have to calculate an emergency route by a roll on 
'Intelligence + Science' -4. On success you can reach a destination within a third of the vessels regular fuel range. 
With a Mass 1 shuttle p.e. you could head for any destination within 8 hours travel time. On failure you crash after 
a number of rounds equal to the XS scored on Takeoff, unless attain recalculation at further -2 penalty per attempt.

Note that the random Jump Start penalty already includes weather conditions and all the potential extra diffculties,
where threefold fuel cost respectively reduced range also imply additional maintenance for intensed system stress.

Crash Landing
Spaceships upon crash spin out of control, and loose altitude rapidly if orbiting a planet. Dependent on altitude you
have different options from halting sink rate via flare out manoeuvres through to a bail out by ejector seat \capsule.

In atmosperic flight such as applies during takeoff and landing you can merely lessen the damage to ship and crew
by a roll on 'Agility + Pilot' -6. On success you get a fairly safe Crash Landing, taking Damage 6D10 x10 (Grd 4) 
net of 1 damage dice per each point of XS. Armour applies, but Grinding Damage of 40 \ 4 HP to ship \ occupants 
always takes further effect in each round by secondary accidents such as fire until remedied. (s. Grinding Damage)

If you fail, the ship takes maxed Damage 600 (Grd 4) as you bring it down to earth with a bang really rough, and 
all occupants take 6D10 metres additional falling damage. (1 HP per 2 metres to agents, 2 HP/meter to humans)
Only if the vessel has an ejector seat you can still bail out by a roll on 'Refelexes + Pilot' -4 as a free action.
Critical failure effects an amazing fireworks show that will leave a lasting impression to posterity.

If the ship was in a stationary or parking orbit, you have more time to react. During D6 +3 Rounds you can try to 
reduce the sink rate by repetitive rolls on 'Agility + Pilot' where every round the penalty tightens by -1. Keep count 
of your total XS collected. If you just pass without XS, the penalty stays at the current value for one more round. 
If you fail, the vessel just keeps sinking unchanged. Once 24 points of XS are gathered, the sink rate is halted. 
You are considered in a parking orbit, and can now perform an Orbit Insertion heading for a more stable route.

Otherwise above-noted Damage upon Crash Landing is reduced by 10 HP per point of XS collected. Except for 
different damage reduction, a final roll at -6 decides if the Crash Landing succeeds as outlined above. Until then 
you can optionally bail out anytime by ejector seat or emergency capsule instead of further saving attempts. This 
requires no roll, but the ship is most likely lost, taking the full 640 Damage, plus 800 per minute by secondary fire.

Orbit Insertion
Spacecraft always travel along various trajectories orbiting celestial bodies' centre of mass. Not always it is such 
obvious as for satellites revolving a planet, but the principle applies to any routing through space. Typically you 
switch over to different orbits three times in the course of an interplanetary travel. At launch, the vessel is at first 
temporary parked in an instable orbit comparable to this of a suborbital flight. After checking for possibly required 
Course Correction you switch into the ascending escape orbit. Once you left the gravitaional pull of the departure 
planet you switch into a transfer orbit to the destination, and there again inject into a descending capture orbit at 
arrival to perform a subsequent Soft Landing manoeuvre, or switch to a stable stationary orbit around the planet.

Each Orbit Insertion requires a roll on 'Agility + Pilot' -2 and an 'Intelligence + Science' check by the navigator. 
Lack of precedent routing covered by the Routing Calculation tightens the piloting penalty by -6. Following 
astrogation check is at a penalty equal to the amount you possibly missed the Pilot roll. On success, the drift is 
detected, and can be adjusted by a Course Correction. Failure of both rolls effect a deviation of D6 Travel Days.
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Course Correction
Inaccurary in space travel results in costly diversions, since even a minor drift sends you umpteen million miles 
away from the intended destination. For simplicity in game terms we measure these distances in Travel Days. 
If an erroneous navigation p.e. causes a deviation of 3 travel days, you arrive in a distance to your destination 
corresponding 3 days of travel time, unless you notice the drift early on, and perform a Course Correction. 
On short distance flights simply replace travel days by hours to define the extend of such course deviations.
Typically a Course Correction is made after imperfect Orbit Insertion, but other ocassions may as well demand for.

Roll 'Agility + Pilot' at a penalty equal to the course deviation in travel days. On succes you can adjust that yaw by 
a number of travel days up to your XS. Successful detection of the drift by a precedent astrogation roll is required.
This is by default performed with every Orbit Insertion, but if failed you can't repeat it arbitrarily. Once the ship is 
on a devious route you can roll on 'Perception + Science' once per day at a penalty equal to the deviation, eased 
by +1 for each day after you got off course. On success you notice to loose your way, and can perform another roll 
on 'Intelligence + Science' to revaluate the routing required for a new Course Correction to get back on track. 

Days spend on devious routes are added to the total travel time, and accordingly increase the fuel requirement.
Whether you end up in reach of a space service station or not is at random, or determined at GM's discretion.
Course Correction relies on the original routing. To set course for a new destination use Floating Launch instead.

Swing-By
This gravity assist or 'slingshot' manoeuvre utilises the gravitational pull of a planet or comparably massive body 
in between the planet of departure and destination, in order to alter course and velocity of passing by spacecraft 
enroute, which are dragged along such body's path while orbiting around to various extent, and get slinged away. 
Imagine your spaceship in a cosmic pinball machine, and you get the image. By default Swing-by manoeuvres are
used in regular routing to accelerate, or to decelerate by contrast into capture orbit on arrival; anyway to save fuel.

Upon optimal constellation, the Routing Calculation already includes one or more feasible Swing-By's without 
seperate rolls needed, and the routing is best possible fuel saving. Otherwise you can try to reduce the penalty in 
advance by secondary rolls on the Regular Flight Availability table for one or more planets in between your 
departure and destination. If you meet respective Availabilty, the planet is presently in range for a Swing-By.
Every Swing-By grants +4 bonus on your following Routing Calculation, consequently reducing fuel cost.
Moons are usable for a Swing-By on short distance travels always at the higher Availability of respective planet, 
but similarly as for larger asteroids in the belts grant only +2 bonus. Advanced routing may lead through a 
multitude of sophisticated slingshot manoeuvres, which definitely require the Astrogation training to perform. 

Swing-By is covered studiously vague to give ample scope for variant use in the individual case at GM's discretion.
Opportunities tend to be rather rare by nature, but at once can well make for a crucial twist in dramatic scenes.

Fuel Savings Conversion aka Delta-V Budget Confusion (for clarity and convenience only; no manoeuvre)

Cost Reduce      % 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Range Increase % 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Note that fuel savings can as well be tranlated into an increased cruising radius at unchanged cost. This can be 
relevant when you are restricted to a certain fuel amount without opportunity to fuel-up, p.e. after devious routes. 

For instance, say your ship has a fuel range of 4 days. After a detour of 2 days you realise that you lost your way. 
Course Correction gets you back on track, the original routing however still takes 4 days, while remaining fuel 
reaches for 2 travel days only. Constellation Checks let you find 1 planet and 1 asteroid available for Swing-By. 
Revaluated Routing by a roll on 'Intelligence + Science', now with a bonus of +6, scores an XS of 10, thus reduces
fuel cost to 50%, respectively doubles the fuel range to 4 days. This way you can reach the destination.

Rendevouz
Whenever you dock with other spacecraft or orbital stations, a Rendevouz manoeuvre is required to precisely 
match the velocities and positions which define the trajectory. The difference to landing manoeuvres essentially is 
the weak gravity of both bodies, thus very light moons or asteroids can be approached by a Rendevouz as well.
Planets are actually all the same in orbital movement, (around the sun) but the gravitational pull of their mass is 
so much stronger than this of spacecraft, that vessels in the vicinity practically fall towards its centre. Rendevouz 
manoeuvres by contrast demand in lack of this effect much more meticulous precision from pilots and navigators,  
while the typical structure you're approaching is notably smaller withal, and more fragile than a planetary surface.

A roll on 'Intelligence + Science' -4 defines the parameters for the subsequent Pilot check at a penalty or bonus 
equal to the amount you missed that astrogation roll, respectively your XS. You can't abort the manoeuvre, i.e. if 
you fail the astrogation, you must deal with the penalty to your roll on 'Agility + Pilot'. Failure of the Pilot check 
deals a number of D10 Damage dice to both spacecraft equal to the other's Mass, with results multiplied by ten.
On critical failure, all involved spacecraft crash, unless their respective captains pass a separate Pilot check -4.
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Soft Landing
The preferable way of safely landing spacecraft on planets and moons or megastructures of comparable mass 
requires your ship to be properly decelerated, and successfully injected into a decending capture orbit. Beyond 
Orbital Speed and without the proper angle of approach you flash past, bounce off, or burn out in the atmosphere; 
in short you crash or simply miss the planet if you're too fast. Having said that, landing modern spacecraft is easy, 
provided you make for a spaceport. Free-landing in the open can become more difficult depending on the location.

By default civil spacecraft send a transponder signal that is traceable by beacons along the regular routes. In 
combination with your route clearance, spaceport control centers can broadly monitor spacecraft enroute, provide 
basic guideance, and are commonly informed of your arrival well in advance. Latest on entering spaceports control
zone, tower contacts the pilot to provide guideance, request flight data, and clear you for landing as appropriate.
In planetary control zones, spacecraft is detected by spaceport sensor arrays regardless of transponder signals.
This is typically 5 minutes before arrival. Transponder usage is not obligatory, but recommended common practice.
Unscheduled arrival of otherwise well-equipped ships without transponder identification clearly aroused attention.

Roll a D10 and consult the Landing Weather table, where any possible penalty or delay is halved upon landing. 
If you take a delay, you must perform an additional Orbit Insertion into a parking orbit, that is stable for the total XS 
of the Pilot and Astrogation roll in hours. On failure the deviation in hours instead of days reduces that time, and if 
thereby reduced to zero or below, you must not delay, but roll instead for the penalty to take on immediate landing.
On success you can delay landing as long as the parking orbit is stable, unless performing another Orbit Insertion. 
You obviously can not delay if ran short of fuel, since regular emergency reserve just last for the Soft Landing only.

Except for extreme weather conditions, a stationary orbit is commonly no practicable option, but feasible:
In terms of game mechanics a stationary orbit finishes the travel, and requires a Floating Launch to later move on.

Once the weather conditions after possible delays are finally determined, and you got clearance for landing:
Roll 'Agility + Pilot' +4 bonus when landing at capital spaceports. Minor spaceports grant no explicit bonus, but 
landing outside of spaceports inflicts a penalty ranging from -2 to -8 at GM's discretion, depending on the terrain. 
Failure of free-landing results in a Crash Landing. Spaceports advanced saftey measures grant you a reroll, which 
minor spaceports can provide only at tightened penalty -2. On critical failure however, you crash at any location. 
Note that Weather Conditions also apply at destinations without atmosphere by solar winds, magnetic fields etc. 

Floating Launch
If your ship is already afloat in space, may it be enroute, adrift, or parked in a stationary orbit, starting for a new 
destination is strictly speaking not a launch as such. In terms of game mechanics however, the same procedure 
begins with Launch Preparations, notably including your Routing Calculation, but following amendments apply: 

Launch Weather penalties are all halved. The subsequent rolls for a Floating Launch are eased by +4, and 
otherwise as outlined regarding Takeoff, but if not orbiting a planet, failure effects no crash but a route deviation of 
D6 + the amount you missed the final roll in Travel Days. If orbiting a planet you can crash on failure, where upon 
follow-up Crash Landing the options according to orbiting ships are applicable. Otherwise all regular rules apply.

Adrift Emergency Routing
Running out of fuel in space is highly dangerous. Once you end up disabled and adrift, options drastically dwindle, 
similarly as for your chance to run across some deep space station or other spacecraft at random. Still more likely 
is to get captured by the gravity pull of a star, and burn up. Most probably however, you simply suffocate, and got 
conveniently frozen long before any of such events occured. So much for the good news. The bad news is, there 
still is hope, since you can try to clutch at a few straws of absurdity anyway. Adrift Emergency Routing in short 
utilises any, spelled out A-N-Y possible means to increase your chance of drifting into the vicinity of a regular route
in order to find a station or another ship, or spaceports at least may receive your SOS. At once you may like to 
prevent a crash at massive bodies; notably to avoid gas giants and the sun or stars, not to speak of black holes.

To begin with, it's noteworthy that in virtually any case your ship is still moving ahead at minimum Orbital Speed, 
but since you most probably ran out of fuel due to fatal navigation errors, this is not exactly a happy position. The 
vessel drifts uncontrolled farther into outer space. Following options are on the cards to improve your situation:

SOS Broadcasting \ Buoys: Increase your Signature +8. Roll 'Agility + Mechtronics' to build XS makeshift buoys. 
Every 2 casted buoys induce 1% chance that other spacecraft receive your SOS. Base chance is 3% once a day.
Emergency Reserve: You can perform manoeuvres worth 2 points of fuel consumption as per rates listed below:
Crash Landing 1, Soft Landing 2, Orbit Insertion 0.5, Course Correction 0.5, Rendevous 0.5, Floating Launch 1.
However, the range of destinations to set course for restricts to a short distance travel of maximum 24 hours. 
Regardless of propulsion, life support can run on emergency reserve for a duration of the ship Mass +7 days.
Electric Tethers / Sails: Utilise solar wind or planetary magnetic fields for propulsion or attitude control by a roll on
'Mechtronic + Science' -6 to gain range of XS in travel days, which in real travel time however take 10 times longer.
Obscure Measures: Such as low energy paths using liberation points, or momentum exchange of tethered mass.
Collect successes by multiple very hard Science and/or Mechtronic checks to gain benefits at GM's discretion. 
Escape Capsules: Abandon the ship, or utilise capsules life support of 14 days. (s. Exit manoeuvre, Space Battle)
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Space Weather Hazards
Space weather is characterised by solar wind or flares in the form of X-ray flashes and particle jets, and by other 
high-energy impacts of cosmic radiation or micrometeorites, in common with magnetic fields of planets and stars.
Severe space weather that inflicts -6 penalty or more as per Launch/Landing Weather table can damage the ship.

Aside from takeoff and landing, you can likewise roll for the travel weather enroute, where the delay defines how 
long the determinded weather condition persists. (in days instead of hours, unless you're on a short distance travel)

Penalty up to -5 does not apply enroute, more severe weather impedes Sensor based tasks by half that penalty. 
Moreover (geo)magnetic storms, strong flares, or meteorite showers upon such severe space weather may cause 
accidents upon takeoff and landing as well as enroute, at GM's discretion or at random as outlined below.

First roll a number of D10 according to weather severity to determine occuring incidents. At weather severity -6 roll 
one dice, at severity -7 to -8 two dices, -9 to -10 three dices, and weather severity -11 and more invokes four dices.
Incidents can occur immediately, or if enroute at GM's discretion later on, as long as the weather condition persists.

Each dice result determines respectively one incident as per following distribution:
1-3 Micrometeorites 4-6 Flares 7-8 CME (coronal mass ejection) 9-10 (Geo)Magnetic Anomaly

Each incident invokes correlative malfunctions determined by separate rolls as per Space Hazard table below:

Incident Roll Impact Result Malfunctions & Damage
Meteorites D10 1-4   Hull Crack D10 +5 Damage to the ship in form of a hull crack. 

Air escapes, reducing operating time of life support
by 14 minutes per round unless fixed by multiple 
Mechtronics checks. Repairs take until collected 
100 XS. HappySealTM quickens repairs by doubling
XS. Just passed counts 1. Minimum 1 round to fix.
(every 5 minutes effect a life support loss of 1 day)

5-6   Sensor Damage D4 xSensors component Damage. Consult the 
descriptions in the section covering Hit Locations.

7-8   Thruster Damage 1 xMass component Damage to steering thrusters.

9-10 Fuel Leakage D10 +5 Damage to the ship as a fuel line cracks.   
Fuel leaks, reducing remaining range by 7 minutes
per round unless fixed by Mechtronics checks. You
must collect 100 XS to fix. Toolkits double the XS. 
Minimum 1 round. Just passed rolls count as 1 XS.
(every 10 minutes reduce range by 1 travel day) 
Critical failure at repairs cause a fuel explosion 
dealing 2D10 xMass component Damage to the 
Propulsion Unit, and burns fuel worth 4D6 h range 
plus oxygen worth that similar time of life support. 
Mechtricians involved take 3D10 blast Damage at 
9 metres radius plus one additional D6 fire damage
that is cumulating every round unless extingushed.

Flares D10 1-4   Control Panel Glitch Navigation instruments, piloting and various other
control panels momentary display unpredictably 
erroneous system properties, inflicting - D8 penalty
on any roll related to operate the vessel for the   
following D6 turns. The random penalty varies 
each turn, and any related action counts toward 
the total number of malfunctioning turns. To refrain 
from taking action until systems normalise, causes 
a route deviation of D6 days by faulty autopiloting. 
Tasks such as repairs or firing weapons do not 
count as vessel operation, but astrogation rolls at  
Course Correction p.e. count as additional actions.

5-6   Control Electronics Defect Permanent malfunctions of the ship controls inflict 
- D4 penalty on any Pilot check unless repaired by 
a normal Mechtronics roll and spending 2,400¢ for 
replacement parts that are commonly kept in stock.
Once used up, further repairs without restocking 
are at -8 penalty. A depletable toolkit works as well.
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Incident Roll Impact Result Malfunctions & Damage
Flares 7-8   Onboard Computer Crash Main computer system freezes and is unavailable 

unless rebooted, inflicting -4 penalty on any pilot 
and weapon fire rolls. Autopilot is disabled i.e. in 
contrast to usually, you must validate the routing 
by a Course Correction likewise at -4 in lack of 
onboard databases, but pocket astrogators revoke 
that penalty. Reboot takes 15 minutes less the XS 
of a normal Computers & A.I. check in minutes.
Meanwhile achievable Course Correction levels   
an otherwise occuring route deviation of 1 day.

9-10 Electrical Short /Cable Fire Smouldering fire by an electrical short consumes 
air worth D6 minutes of life support per round. To 
detect the fire by collective Perception checks of 
the group takes 30 net of their total XS in rounds. 
Rolls just passed result in noticing the smoke, but 
taking entire 30 rounds to discover the seat of fire. 
Failure delays detection to 24 minutes, and upon 
critical failure blazing flames deal 3D6 fire damage.
Extinguishing requires a roll on 'Reflexes + Agility'. 
If you fail repeatedly, fire spreads after cumulating  
damage of one more D6 each round reaches 6D6. 
From then on extinguishing rolls are at -6 penalty 
and worsening together with the damage up to -10.
That blaze consumes 1h of life support per round.

CME D10 1-4   Sensor Outage All sensors completely fail for 3D4 rounds. Any 
manoeuvre is almost impossible at -12 penalty, 
but attacking or outmanoeuvering enemies in 
Space Battle Phases is absolutely not feasible 
unless the sensors are rebooted. By a Mechtronics
or Computers & A.i. check, adding half the lesser 
of both as sympathetic skill, you may reduce the 
outage duration by 1+XS rounds to minimum one.  
Otherwise sensors recover after regular duration.

5-6   Transformator Blow Overloaded main transformators burned through,  
which inflicts the effects of 60 xMass damage to 
the Power Plant as per component damage rules 
unless melted coils are repaired by a Mechtronics
roll -2, and spending 3,000¢ for replacement parts 
that are commonly kept in stock. Once used up,
repairs are almost impossible unless restocked.
Toolkits can't replace required heavy-duty parts. 
Within every hour net of 5 minutes per XS of the 
mechtrician, 15 xMass HP of the Power Plant are
recovered, along with stepwise lifting impairments  
that have been inflicted by component damage. 

7-8   Fuel Tank Corrosion Keep a check list for every tank corrosion adds 
 20% probability of a fuel leakage as outlined above

at micrometeorites impact. Latest after the fourth 
checkmark it gets high time to dry dock for repairs 
that cost the cumulated percentage of 10,000¢. At 
the fifth time the tank otherwise ruptures with a fuel
blast that deals 6D10 xMass component Damage 
to the Propulsion Unit, and consumes all remaining
fuel plus oxygen worth 6D4 days of life support.
The occupants take 3D10 blast Damage all over  
the ship plus 4D6 rapidly spreading fire damage.

9-10 Total Blackout  An ultra high-energy pulse induces a total blackout
   
    

           … see next page →
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Incident Roll Impact Result Malfunctions & Damage
CME 9-10 Total Blackout An ultra high-energy pulse induces a total blackout

of any power supply. All ship systems fail for 1 turn,
demanding immediate Jump Start if happens upon 
takeoff and landing to avoid a crash. Whilst even   
the engine stalls, still hot aggregates restart almost
automatically, and a propulsion check is omittable. 
Jump Start penalty thus eases to 3D4. Also there 
is no need for emergency routing upon that restart.
On failure you crash within 10 rounds net of the 
amount you missed the Pilot roll of the Jump Start.

 Enroute by contrast, depending on situation, you 
may take the time required for a regular power-up 
by an easy Pilot check taking 30 minutes less XS. 
In any case a subsequent Course Correction is 
required to level a route deviation of 1 travel day.

Magnetics D10 1-4   Energy Cell Drain Strong electromagnetic field anomalies drain cells 
of the ship energy storage, resembling the effects 
of 3D6 xMass damage to the auxiliary power unit 
as per component damage. Compensable by the  
main reactor without notable performance loss in 
the majority of cases. The system is not actually 
damaged, and fully recovers upon next recharge. 

5-6   Electrostatic Discharge Electrostatic charging of the entire ship discharges 
at interior surfaces, randomly dealing 4D6 galvanic
damage to ocupants at 30% risk to get hit once in 
every of the following D10 rounds. Regular armour 
is ineffective, and it's hardly possible to find cover. 
Active and Full dodge reduce the hit risk per round 
by the respective rate up to Reflexes x2 in percent.

7-8   Subspace Engine Detune Some delicate controllers of the subspace engine 
get decalibrated, causing a permanent increase of
travel time by 1 day. That retardation is added to 
any regular travel time, or conversely, in particular 
regarding the current route, you arrive 1 travel day 
away from your destination for the reduced range. 
(except for off-subspace short distance travels)
Repair by advanced engine tuning requires the
Subspace Mechtronic training. (Ai-Jinn only) At 
capital spaceports licensed dockyards can see 
to it within 2 hours at 4,500¢ maintenance cost. 
It can't be fixed at the running engine enroute.

9-10 Course Deviation Multiple influences by electromagnetic interaction 
effect the ship to elusively drift into devious routes. 
The wide deviation of D10 +4 travel days is hard 
to detect by 'Perception + Science' checks merely 
once in 3 days at a penalty equal to the deviation,  
eased by +1 per day after gotten off course. The 
drift is imperceptable indeed during the first 2 days,
since navigation instruments are also affected in 
such a way that observers are subtly deceived.
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Health Hazards
Outer space is indubitably a hostile environment. Where some of the common clichés are rather superstition based 
on ancient sci-fi myths, some general issues really suck. Aside from dangers untold that may lurk in the void among
the mocking stars, versed Agents rate space ops still less dodgy by contrast with deep sea missions or yet another 
visit to a bloody jungle. In fact, a lifeless place all the same features less predators. Anyhow, it won't hurt to learn 
about the most common and typical local ways in wich life at your next deployment resort traditionally gets extinct.

Hard Vacuum Exposure 
Unprotected exposure to the hard vacuum of space deals damage 5 HP per round upon lung collapse. After the 
initial round, Agents resist hypoxia for 5 rounds per point of Endurance, without losing further HP. Holding breath 
elongates resistance to Endurance x10 rounds, but deals additional mashing damage D10 by severe lung ruptures.
Such damage inflicted by keeping the expanding air in your lungs is much worse by contrast with simply collapsing.

After the resistance time, suffocation deals 5 HP per round, possibly in addition to ongoing 1 HP mashing damage.
As for humans the resistance rates are the same, but it may be relevant that Strength 5+ is required to hold breath.
Obviously lung and suffocation damage is not reduced by armour. Voidseal cybernetics prevent any lung damage.

If get ventilated before died, all the HP lost by suffocating recover at same rate of 5 HP per round. More severe 
lung damage caused by holding breath requires medcare to heal, which humans need in any case to recover.

Other hazards such as thermal troubles or radiation load are neglectable, since suffocation kills long before those 
could take relevant effect. Vacuum is a perfect heat insulation, and severest cosmic radiation posed no problem 
unless exposure lasts for years. The issue of sustained air supply whilst otherwise being naked is fairly academic.

In extreme cases such as enjoying spacewalks set against a supernova you may want to apply the rules covering 
radiation sickness as outlined in Cities of Gold. (s. CoG p. 13) As for thermal regulation, overheating is in general 
more likely a source of acute danger than hypothermia. Commonly both is less of an issue for agents. Also nobody 
is teared to shreds by vacuum exposure, although unprotected flesh swells to double its normal volume. Still this 
effects an appearence resembling extreme body builders rather than to be inflated like a baloon. Overall strain in 
lack of a spacesuit inflicts 2 HP damage per minute, reduced by ½ AV, yet by full AV of implants such as toughskin.

A form-fitting spacesuit is highly recommendable anyway for proper sealing of helmets for one thing, and on the 
other hand as a precaution against radiation peaks and long-term effects, thermal overloads and overall strain. 
Besides, multibreathers require the compression applied by spacesuits to prevent from decompression sickness.
However, as outlined above you'll find that average agents can take a brief spacedive even unequipped quite well.

Decompression Sickness (DCS)
The lungs dissolve any breathing gas in the blood to transport required oxygen throughout the body. Normal air 
consists mainly of nitrogen with a dash of oxygen, and both gases accumulate to some extent all over the body. 
Oxygen is highly reactive i.e. almost instantly gets completely bound in compounds with other elements, whereas 
nitrogen under this circumstances is an inert gas, that normally outgasses through the lungs largely unchanged.
If the ambient pressure is abruptly reduced, such soluted inert gas can turn into bubbles, comparable to the effect 
observable upon opening a bottle of fizzy water. In the body those bubbles are microscopic, yet a serious danger.

In diving, the hazardous effect occurs upon ascending too fastly from high-pressure environment at great depth to 
lower pressure at the surface. In spaceflight however, the pressure within vessels is virtually the greater depth by 
contrast with the vacuum of space. Consequently the decompression risk occurs upon leaving pressurised vessels 
for spacewalks, or at accidental pressure drops p.e. due to gross air leakages. Anyway, the pressure difference 
between spacecraft and vacuum is maximum about 1 atmosphere (or bar) against up to 50 times more in diving.

The mobile life support system of multibreather, spacesuit and helmet reduces that risk to virtually none. Helmets 
are fully pressurised to a standard atmosphere, where form-fitting spacesuits mechanically compress the body.
Note that vacuum exposure without a suit can affect inert gas in the body with afore-mentioned bubble building, 
thus extensive rips in your spacygro may already increase the risk of decompression sickness remarkably.

In case of rapid pressure drop, roll a D10 and modify the result as per table below:
Decompression Check Modifiers

Pressure
Level

Outer Space
50+ km

Suborbital
20-10 km

High Altitude
5-3 km

Sea Level
±0

Free Dive  
30-50 m

Scuba Dive 
100-200 m

Deep Dive  
300-500 m

DCS Risk -4 -3 -2 0 -4 -6 -8

Equipment 
Standard

Multibreather
Full Get-Up

Multibreather
No Suit

Ordinary
Respirator / Suit

Ordinary
Respirator Only

No Gear

Protection +4 +3 +2 +1 -2

If the modified result is less than zero, you will develop symptoms of decompression sickness within 4D6 hours. 
DCS is not diagnosable unless symptoms occur, thus it arguably may be preferable to roll covertly by the GM. 
Precautious treatment on spec will anyway take effect, and is the method of choice in suspected case, if possible.
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DCS Symptoms & Treatment
Symptoms of decompression sickness depend on the location and size of gas bubbles forming in the body.
When developing DCS roll a D10 every hour unless medcare applied to determine symptoms as per table below:

Gas Bubble Location Symptoms Effect
  1 Arterial Gas Embolism any of below-mentioned symptoms follow-up results +3
  2 Brain sensory abnormalties, seizure, unconsciousness general penalty - 2D8        
  3 Inner Ear dizziness, vertigo, nausea, vomiting, hearing loss general penalty - 2D6        
  4 Whole Body headache, fatigue, general malaise general penalty - 2D4        
  5 Skin itching, tingling, swelling, marbled skin general penalty - D4          
  6 Joints and Muscles dull aching pain none for agents                  
  7 Lungs chest pain, persistent cough, shortness of breath D4 Endurance impairment 
  8 Spinal Cord leg paralysis, incontinence mobility penalty - 8             
  9 Brain (severe) seizure, amnesia, behavorial change D4 Int / Pres impairment    
10 Vital Spot stroke, circulatory shock, death Mashing Damage 4D10     

Untreated symptoms cumulate for the duration determined by the Decompression check. If survived that time, any 
impairments gradually wear off at a rate of one symptom per hour. Medcare relieves a number of symptoms equal 
to the XS of a Medicine check. Further symptom development during treatment reduces to 1 roll for every 4 hours. 
Therapy is mainly recompression with 100% oxygen either in a chamber or in-suit, supplementary medication, and 
monitoring patients for possibly required emergency procedures. Treatment takes D4 plus a number of hours equal 
to the initial DCS risk corresponding to ambience pressure as per Decompression Check table. (in space D4 +4 h)
Possible damage taken is to be healed seperately by medpack application, or as per standard healing rates.
Agents neural stabilisers supress pain, and I.C.E. keeps them conscious in case of organ failure, yet seizures will 
anyway lead to uncontrollable convulsions, and the more subtle malaises such as itching or vertigo take full effect.
General penalties are to be separately determined upon each action for the unpredictable nature of symptoms.

Preliminary to spacewalks or underwater dives, a nitrogen purge by breathing pure oxygen can reduce DCS risk 
by 1 per hour of application, if using ordinary respirators. Multibreathers already include advanced methods related.

Space Adaption Syndrome (SAS aka Space Sickness)
Space sickness occurs by perceiving to be in motion without feeling the corresponding sense of balance. As with 
sea sickness, SAS symptoms vary from mild nausea and disorientation headaches via visual illusions through to 
vomiting and intense discomfort. Everyone can develop SAS almost instantly upon entering zero-G environments:

Define two random Attributes by D6: 1 Strength 2 Endurance 3 Agility 4 Reflexes 5 Perception 6 Intelligence; on 
which to make a check at - 2D6 penalty. On failure, space sickness for D3 days inflicts - 2D6 penalty to any rolls.

Example: D6 results 1 & 4 means a check on 'Strength + Reflexes'. Separate 2D6 result 3 + 2 gives the penalty to 
that roll p.e. on 'Strength 7 + Reflexes 6' at -5. You score 9, thus fail: Another 2D6 define the general SAS penalty.

If you succeed, no symptoms appear. On failure you suffer SAS symptoms of a severity corresponding the penalty.
When suffering SAS, you can opt for a penalty reroll once per day, but must take the new result for the next 24h.
Ingame this represents to try coping strategies, such as to focus a steady spot, shut eyes, diet etc. As with nursing 
similar sicknesses which no sure formula exists to cure, it gets better if you're lucky – or even worse. Still a separate
Medicine check by yourself or another character at your current penalty can reduce it by the XS +1 for 2D6 hours.
Such treatment mainly restricts to administering anti-nausea medication, which is applicable maximum twice a day.

Space sickness persist for the determinded duration even if you meanwhile return to normal gravity conditions, and 
after symptoms subsided by accomodating to weightlessness, it can reoccur upon entering a normal gravity field. 
However, frequently switching between zero-G and normal environments gets you accustomised to adapt easier: 
Every alternation of conditions within 2 weeks after the initial exposure grants a cumulative +2 bonus on the check 
for space sickness, and its duration is reduced for each time of reoccurance by further 2D6 to minimum two hours.

Muscular Atrophy
Since less force is required to overcome gravity in weightless conditions, muscles waste away just as with reduced 
physical activity. Everybody in space suffers muscle weakness unless spending 14 hours a week on exercise. This 
effect is all the more relevant the stronger you are. If you're already weak, you have naturally less muscles to lose. 
Characters who miss the average daily stint of 2 hours in the course of a week suffer a permanent loss of Strength 
depending on their current Stat rating. (any enhancements such as myotic restructuring are not taken into account)

Strength Loss Rate
  11-9  Strength -2 per week        8-5  Strength -1 per week       4-2  Strength -1 every two weeks 

Cybernetics are unaffected, and natural Strength never drops below minimum 1. Supplementary use of medication 
can compensate a number of missed training hours equal to 1 +XS of a normal Medicine check, while spending 
100¢ per dose on gene tailored growth hormones. Each dose is worth 6 training hours, administrable providently as
a depot medication, or as necessary, up to maximum 4 doses per month. Lost Strength must be recovered by XP.
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Space Battle

Extended Space Battle rules aim for a balance between the catchy game dynamics we know CORPORATION for,  
and some distinctive new schemes allowing the cockpits of spacecraft to become a unique part of the game. 
You may recognise some similarities to Cyberlin combat, but Space Battle is meant to be more fast-paced, with 
exuberant firepower less of the defining characteristic. Presuming that typically, even in space-focussed gaming 
rounds, not every character is stucked incessantly behind the wheel of a spacecraft, the idea is also to keep up 
easily with other combat actions possibly taking place in the same scene, within vessels or at ground locations.
Some gridded map with tokens for spaceships may be recommendable, same as to stay open to improvisation.
For storytelling flow is always advantageous to keep it simple in case of doubt; first shoot and ask later.

Space battle is dealt with at the end of each combat round, as a separate section after ranged and close combat.
To take part in, characters have to hold their action during the course of that round, until other combat is dealt with.
A character who performed any other except the free action before, no matter if may have dodged, blocked, fired a 
handgun, or crocheted a potholder, has used up his turn, and can not act in subsequent space battle that round.
Thus, a pilot p.e. who got attacked in the cockpit by close combat, could not defend himself, and further operate the
ship at once. For attacking a spaceship itself without operating another ship, see anti-spacecraft defense page x.

Each turn in space battle respectively divides into four phases, always dealt with in the following order:

Detect utilize ship's sensors to localise targets within detection range, or for navigational purposes
Shield configure allocation of shield power
Manoeuvre perform one space battle manoeuvre per turn
Fire fire weapons as many as firing rate allows

Ships involved in battle (i.e. within detection range) can take up to all 4 of this actions per turn, (depending on their 
lightness) but only during respective phase. Once the turn reached firing phase p.e. no more detection is allowed. 
The ship who's command scored highest initiative begins with detecting, the ship with next best initiative goes next,
and so on, until all involved ships detection is dealt with. Then the first ship starts over with beginning the shield 
phase by defining its shield configuration, followed by each other ship in turn, same as for each ship's manoeuvre, 
and finally weapons to be fired. Ship commanders can hold their action to go later, but must perform or skip action 
latest at the end of respective phase. After all ships fired their weapons, the turn ends, and the combat scene 
continues with its next round, beginning by characters in ranged or close combat choosing their targets to attack.

SPACECRAFT Initiative of ships equals this rolled by the character in command. That commander not 
INITIATIVE necessarily performs any rolls involved to operate the vessel. In terms of game mechanics 

the commanding character is free to perform any other desired actions, as long as staying 
present within the ship. If leaving the ship, the command can be assigned to another 
character, who's initiative roll then gonna represent ship's initiative during space battle.
If the commander of a ship gets killed, incapacitated, or removed from the ship howsoever, 
without having assigned another commander, the ship's initiative drops to 1D10 solely.
Military protocols usually prevent decisional troubles by a predefined hierarchical order, 
otherwise the crew can agree on assigning a new commander howsoever else, but anyway
not before noticed to have lost command, and always taking at least one round to arrange.
In one-man vessels, the piloting character is navigator, gunner and commander as well, 
except for formation flying, where the initiative of a leader represents the whole formation.

DETECTION Dependent on features, one or more navigators are required to utilize ship sensors, but 
always 1 navigator in charge represents their teamwork with a roll on 'Refl + Mechtronics'. 
(In-)sufficiant competence/presence of the navigational crew inflicts various penalties: -4 
if the navigator in charge lacks Astrogation training; every operator missing for required 
manpower inflicts -2 penalty; further -1 for each crew member lacking astrogation training.
Your Detection XS +Sensors must score off target Signatures to attack or outmanoeuvre.Your Detection XS +Sensors must score off target Signatures to attack or outmanoeuvre. 

Example: Agent Topor has captured that freighter, but has no inkling of astrogation. Ship's
Sensors 5 demand a crew of 3 operators, but she's on her own. Sensor bonus is +5; two 
missing crew members inflict -4 penalty, further -4 for her lack of astrogation training totals
effectively -3 for Agent Topor to chance her luck at the sensors. She changes her mind, 
releases a navigator, whom she locked up in the cargo bay, and forces him to get busy.
He is trained in Astrogation, thus penalty free, only one missing operator inflicts -2, and 
Agent Topor's lack of training further -1, in total resulting in a remaining Sensor bonus +2.
This sounds more like getting the job done without ending up as space debris.
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SHIELDING Regular shield configuration divides total HP of shields equally into all 5 sides of the ship.
By focussing more power of these interconnected shields to one or two sides exclusively,
respective side can get shielded by multiples of regular HP, at cost of less shielding for the 
rest of the ship. Full power provides total HP to one side, with all other sides drop to zero.
Half power provides one side's HP doubled, with all other sides reduced to ½ of regular HP.
Quarter shielding finally provides two sides' HP doubled, while all other sides drop to zero; 
assignable to any combination (backflanks, backkeel, backridge, keelridge, frontridge,  
ridgeflanks, keelflanks, frontflanks, frontkeel, frontback) Left / right flanks are not divided.
Whilst it certainly carries a risk to expose parts of the ship shieldless, clever shield
configuration can make the difference between a ship slightly battered or blown.

Shield configurations

shield configuration
(examples)

Shield HP Multiplier

back front ridge keel flanks

regular 1⁄5 1⁄5 1⁄5 1⁄5 1⁄5 

full (back) 1 0 0 0 0

half (ridge) 1⁄10
1⁄10

2⁄5 1⁄10
1⁄10

quarter (backflanks) 2⁄5 0 0 0 2⁄5

Shield configuration requires a succesful roll on 'Reflexes + Mechtronics'. On critical fail 
(and on critical damage) shields discharge completely, and 1 generator breaks. Remaining
generators are reactivatable by a normal Mechtronic roll, recharging up to XS x 100 HP.

MANOEUVRING In the manoeuvre phase, each ship can perform 1 space battle manoeuvre to gain specific
tactical advantages, or to meet the necessary conditions required for other piloting effects.
Ships switch to battle mode as soon as get into detection range. (~15,000 km) Roll Initiative
(if not yet did) and drop to orbital speed (max. 400 km/turn) in terms of game mechanics.
This represents that ships engaged in battle, once attuned to roughly the same velocity, 
can't drastically change relative speed to eachother, even if both absolute speed is faster.
In subsequent battle, offensive same as defensive manoeuvring requires deceleration to 
orbital speed also in absolute values; i.e. a battlefield won't move far; a travel is interrupted.
However, this does not apply to ships travelling subspace, which are undetectable, same 
as in turn can't detect, and can not engage in battle until drop back to conventional space.

space battle manoeuvre chart  Difficulty                             Restrictions / Effect

cruise go over to cruising speed leaving battle ▪           no battle actions; Signature +4
sprint increased speed at short distances          -2 ▪           no battle actions; Signature +8
jump prepare and perform subspace transfer             per ship / Mass -1 ▪           requires to cruise or sprint

sneak silent running at reduced speed to keep a low profile ▪        ¼  Speed; thrust 0; Signature -4
stalk approach 1 specific target on a stealth course ▪         ½  Speed; thrust 0; Signature -2
seek follow a search path at reduced speed to improve detection ▪        1⁄10 Speed; thrust 0; Sensors  +4

coverage coverage to one specific ship against potential attackers ▪      Ini +4 vs. covered ship's attackers
barrage massive curtain fire in order to close off an attack vector ▪ per ship 1⁄10 dmg total to125 km3 areal
formation mutual coverage whilst ships keep up formation          -2 ▪                   pilot -2;  Ini +2; defense +2

lock on lock on target in firing arc and range ▪   max. targets = Sensors; attack +XS
evade get out of opponents firing arc ▪                        dividable defense +XS

stick counter evasive manoeuvres by following up ▪     omit prev. attack; keep lock on XS
baffle provoke opponents fail by dazzling manoeuvres          -4 ▪                       opponents pilot roll -XS
eject flare avert homing weapon systems by decoy flares ▪                      subsequent evade +2

ambush outmanoeuvre opponents by anticipating their moves          -4 ▪     next attack +XS of target's piloting
plunge drop off opponents detection until end of next round          -6 ▪                 improve signature -(4 +XS)

kamikaze self-destructive attack by ramming another ship ▪ MassD10 x200 damage to both ships
bottle up prevent target from subspace transfer ▪ opps. pilot;   transfer Difficulty -Mass2

clear off escape beyond firing range; increase distance to chaser ▪ opps. pilot; XS x ¼ move = distance+
gain on catch up into firing range; decrease distance to quarry ▪ opps. pilot; XS x ¼ move = distance-
exit eject rescue capsule(s); typically to abandon a stricken ship ▪      Signature +1 per capsule ejection
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Spacecraft Stats

lightness  (1-4) Total number of actions a ship can perform per turn, in the course of its four phases.
Heaviest battleships of lightness 1 p.e. can only perform one action per turn, and have to
choose, if to detect, configure shields, manoeuvre, or fire, whilst a fighter of lightness 4 
can perform all these actions in the same turn. Lightness is no matter of low weight solely, 
but how swift and quick the spaceship's interacting systems can operate altogether

speed      (o/p/s) Maximum speed, limited in relation to distance classes: orbital, planetary or stellar,
including exercise of subspace capability in the latter two cases. Speed mainly refers to 
cruise speed, to tell how fast long distances are covered precisely, in case of relevance.
In regular space travel, speed distinctions of various ships are rather neglectable, and how 
fast a certain destination can be reached depends much more on logistic and navigation.
Space battle is always considered orbital speed, thus limited to 400 km/turn. (mach 13) 

thrust       (1-4) The distance ships can cover in space battle mainly depends on acceleration, thus thrust.
Refering to the movement rule in combat, similar in space battle you can move up to the
ships orbital speed, (max. 400 km) if taking no further action. Once performing an action, 
(detect, shield, manoeuvre, fire) you can still move ¼ your movement in each phase where 
no action is taken. In addition you can move in any phase, as many times as your thrust.
Thus, a ship with thrust 4 is always free to move its maximum, even if taking full action,  
whereas with less thrust, movement gets the more restricted the more a ship engages.
In turn, once you moved at full rate you can take no more actions than your thrust level

mass       (1-40) Classifies mass and size of a ship, taking effect when ramming, or at subspace transfers, 
and relates to potential armament, shields, and required size of respective operating crews
Vessels range about Mass2 x 250 tons weight, and Mass x 30 meter ± 50% length over all.
Size may vary dependent on design. Consult Spacecraft Sizing Chart for quick estimation

signature (-1 to -8) Base difficulty to get detected by other ships; eased by +1 per 4 points mass exceeds 8

sensors   (1-8) Bonus provided by sensors on detection rolls; equals size of operating crew required.
Powerful systems require more manpower to operate, provide wider range, whilst regular
tasks are less challenging to the navigator in charge, provided that are properly manned 

scanning range = sensors x 10 million km. Maximum distance to objects, passive scanners can survey.
Scanning range is not applicable to objects as small and faint as a spaceship, but for 
purposes like acquiring accurate planetary data, or such of comparable megastructures.
Basic navigational scanners like star trackers may record objects even farther away, 
yet are barely utilizable for other purpose but course corrections and general orientation 

detection range = sensors x 5,000 km. Maximum distance within targets like spaceships are detectable. 
A typical space battlefield may easily cover a sphere of several thousand km in diameter.
Mere eyeshot in space can reach up to 2,000 km (10 x farther than in earth's atmosphere)

armament bays Maximum number of seperate onboard weapon systems. Each armament bay can hold 
weaponry of same weapon type and firing arc, (front, back, ridge, keel, left or right flank)
unless otherwise noted; altogether totalling armament points (AP) equal to ship's mass x 2
Armament bays can be grouped by weapon type and firing arc to get triggered in concert 

firing rate (1-8) Maximum number of armament bays / weapon systems, the ship can trigger per turn
Depending on weapon type, the number of actual weapons effectively firing can vary
Required size of operating armament crew is (firing rate - lightness) + ½  AP of the total
armaments installed, with minimum of one gunner (unless fitted with Autonomic Targeters)

firing range / arc Maximum distance to targets, respective armament can hit, in direction its firing arc allows

shield generators Amount of generators up to ship's mass supply a pool of shields worth 125 HP respectively

hull hardening Each level provides AV +2; applicable up to a number of levels equal to ship's mass

internal hardening provides AV to seperate components of the ship; Sensors regularly are hardened to AV +5

hit points ship's mass x 500 HP

critical damage Total HP ÷ (1 + Mass - Hull Hardening); results in critical effects if dealt by 1 shot 

core crew  (1-51) Minimum requirement for operative readiness; entire staff on continuous duty totals 13-fold
the quantity of core crew, including all maintenance service to ensure non-stop readiness
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Space Battle Ranges

Clash  ≤ 400 km               Ordinary  ≤ 2,000 km               Field  ≤ 10,000 km               Orbital  ≤ 40,000 km

Since magnitudes characteristically shift within the action scope of spacecraft, it's reasonable to apply seperate 
weapon ranges in Space Battle, to avoid confusion. Analogous to weapon ranges we are used to in regular combat,
armament ranges are same guidance categories, not to be handled all too nitpicking. You can stow away the ruler.
Orbital range has been added for completion mainly, since spacecraft capable of orbital strikes, such as Ai-Jinn's 
Oppressor Class Jade Emperor, most probably every gaming group prefers to remain the extreme exception. 

Space Battle Manoeuvres in detail
The list of standard manouvres is non-exhaustive. Gamemasters and piloting players are encouraged to ament 
new manoeuvres spontaneously, whenever discover a reasonable effect desired, which is not yet covered. 

Unless specified otherwise, manoeuvre effects last until your next turn in the following manoeuvre phase, and
require a successful roll on 'Reflexes + Pilot'. No effect if fail; Critical fail can revert desired / double adverse effects

Cruise Required to switch from battle mode back to unrestricted cruising speed, when leaving, or passing 
by a space battlefield in detection range. Comparable to withdrawing / retreat in general combat,
there is a chance for opponents to attack you unhindered. Mostly there is no good place to flee in 
outer space by its very nature. Signature increases by +4, for an engine unthrottled is downright a 
beacon upon the screen of sensors at such close distance. Going over to cruising speed allows no
more space battle actions at all, while still remaining restricted to orbital speed until your next turn 
in the following manoeuvre phase. Collision avoidance may demand reiteration of the manoeuvre 
until you leave detection range to any opponents, and thereby finally reach interplanetary speed

Sprint For 1 turn respectively you can heat up the engine at full throttle, boosting speed up by additional 
movement of ¼ orbital speed x XS of your pilot roll. Same as for going over to cruising speed, a 
sprint allows no further battle actions, whilst signature even more drastically increases by +8, and
Difficulty of the pilot roll is tightened by -2. You can sprint repeatedly in subsequent turns as oftenly 
as your ½ thrust rate, and you can also sprint in order to achieve cruising speed, and leave battle

Jump If fitted with a subspace engine, ships can translate into subspace, and literally disappear from the 
scene. However certain criteria have to be met. Besides demanding navigational calculation wich 
is to be carried out carefully in advance, the main restriction is that a subspace transfer near 
massive objects is highly dangerous. 'Near' and 'massive' here both refer rather to astronomical 
scale such as a planet in range of 50,000 km. But a capital ship sticking at your arse can already 
be a great problem, effectively prohibiting a jump. (apart from other troubles this implies) 
In terms of game mechanics you have to complete the jump preparations at first: To power up 
subspace engine, and compute coordinates takes 20 turns (1 minute) and a succesful roll on 
'Intelligence +  Mechtronics + ½ Science'. Speeding up the procedure is a very hard task, 
impeding the roll by -6, and can decrease preparation time by XS x 2 turns; to minimum 1 turn. 
Subspace Mechtronics Training grants a bonus of +2. Failure is likely to complicate the issue at 
GM discretion. You must perform preparations on scene and immediately before each transfer.
Once prepared, the ship can stay ready to jump for a couple of minutes at the longest.
Performing the actual subspace jump requires another roll on 'Intelligence + Mechtronics' with 
a penalty of -1 x Mass of each spacecraft that is within range of its respective Mass x 100 km. 
Planets inflict -12 penalty, further tightened by their respective Transfer Modifier, but eased by +1 
per 100,000 km distance, thus making subspace jumps mostly impossible unless you are as 
far away as about ½ million km. (10-15  min. to cover at Planetary Speed; s. Space Travel Times)
Third and last prerequisite is to get faster than Orbital Speed by a Cruise or Sprint manoeuver

Sneak You can throttle down any ships engine for silent running at reduced speed to keep a low profile,
reducing Signature by -4. Silent running allows no more movement than ¼  Speed at thrust 0; thus
you can move exactly your regular rate per phase in the entire following turn at most, and if you 
take further action (fire, detect, shield, manoeuvre) this reduced rate is to be divided by four again, 
to determine movement per remaining phases, while thrust provides no additional free movement.
The fire phase of this turn you go over to silent running by the sneak manoeuvre already counts 
toward your battle actions regarding movement here, where the sneak manoeuvre itself does not.
Particular stealth design of spacecraft is always included in the specified Signature rating

Stalk Exploiting sensor shadows due to wake space and turbulences of detecting ships own emissions,  
you can approach a target on a stealth course at ½  Speed and thrust 0, improving Signature by -2
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Seek For seeking out non-localised targets you can follow a search path to improve chance of detection.
Movement thereby gets reduced to 1⁄10 Speed at thrust 0; Sensors get improved by +4

For quickly determining areal search results, and how long it takes to pinpoint a certain target's 
location within a definable region, (besides battle scenes) the following rule is applicable: You roll 
'Perception + Mechtronics' at a penalty of -2 per times the area exceeds orbital Speed x 200 km3

This base difficulty is further modified by your Sensors +4 net of the target Signature.
A seek time of 1 + ½ base difficulty in hours is reduced by your XS x 10 minutes. (min. 1 minute)
If the roll suceeds, the searched target is localized within such determined time.

200 km3 is roughly a cubic area of 6 km x 6 km x 6 km, or exactly a corridor of 1 x 2 x 100 km.
Thus a ship with maximum Speed of 400 km/turn can seek 80,000 km3 at base difficulty ±0,
which represents an area of 40 x 40 x 50 km corresponding a corridor of 2 x 4 x 10,000 km.
Accordingly you can consider futile (or a matter of luck) to seek ranges far beyond ½ million km3

or about 80 x 80 x 80 km corresponding a corridor of 3 x 4 x 40,000 km at base difficulty -10

Coverage You can provide coverage to one specific ship respectively by observing especially likely enemy 
positions in order to open supressive fire immediately on enemy attacks. You gain Initiative +4  
versus any opponent who may attack the covered ship, and can use it to interrupt their action.
This does not apply to opponents attacking you, or to any other of your actions but the covering fire

Barrage In order to close off an attack vector, ships can deliver massive curtain fire. With exception of 
heavily armed battle ships, such area-covering suppressive fire takes considerable effect in most 
instances only by orchestrating several ships armaments. Per ship assisting the barrage, you can 
cover an area of 125 km3 (5x5x5 km or 1x1x125 km) with 1⁄10 damage total of all their armaments 
usable per turn, in the desired firing arc and range. Damage dice, multiplier and addition are to be 
seperately summed up, and multiplied by weapons firing rate, before dividing by ten. A ship armed 
p.e. with a Quad Laser Battery and a Battle Laser Turret delivers 1D10 x2 +22 barrage damage. In 
conjunction with a second ship adding a Battleship Laser Cannon, the damage totals 2D10 x2 +30,
covering an area of 250 km3. (6x6x6 km or 1x1x250 km) Still overall range is restricted to this of the
shortest-ranging weapon used. Ships can opt to join double damage instead of expanding the area

Every target in the covered area receives resulting damage per turn. AV and shields always count, 
due to the untargeted fire, regardless of weapon type. Each assisting ship performs a seperate  
barrage manoeuvre, and the complete barrage damage applies at the end of each firing phase

Formation Provides mutual coverage amongst ships in the flight, as long they maintain formation flying.
Every spacecraft included gains Initiative +2 and defense +2. One commander is assigned 
formation leader to format the flight by a roll on 'Presence + Pilot' at Difficulty -2.  Afterwards the 
formation leader's Initiative score represents the whole flight. Effects last for a number of complete 
combat rounds equal to XS. For maintaining formation, further pilot rolls Difficlty is tightened by -2

Subsequent manoeuvres of the flight are to be rolled by each member seperately, but they can 
share their respective XS to compensate failures of other flight members. The average of their 
total remaining XS eventually represents the result for the entire flight. Alternatively you can opt to 
let only the formation leader roll with his presence + average pilot skill of flight members altogether.
The latter can be advantageous for the gameflow, particularly with formations large in number.
In general it's up to the formation leader to decide which mode to roll in the individual case, which 
can be a make-or-break choice of tactical importance, but the gamemaster has the final say

Any member of the flight can also leave the formation to perform a separate manoeuvre in the 
manoeuvre phase at their turn, in the order of individual initiative. This requires a precedent roll on
'Reflexes + Pilot' at normal Difficulty before the flight performs its manoeuvre. The skill of this pilot 
will not count towards the flight rolls anymore, until she possibly joins again in subsequent turns.
If the roll fails, the whole flight must pass a pilot roll -2 to prevent the formation from falling apart.
Same pattern applies to separate ships joining the formation later on, and to flight ships destroyed,
or critically failing. These rolls count as free and independent from regular actions and turn order

Once a formation fell apart due to failed separation / joining, or to regular expiry of effective rounds,
the flight can reformat by the same or a new leader performing the formation manoeuvre again.
If no fail caused the formation to fall apart, the manoeuvre is free, otherwise it is as regular action 
subject to usual restrictions, which may forbid a pilot to perform it until the next manoeuvre phase 
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Lock on All spacecraft armaments are regularly equipped with targeting computers assisting the gunner. 
Typically in space battle you have no line of sight in terms of eyeshot, but relying on sensors and 
targeting assist only. Still it's up to the gunner how well he can make use of. As soon as targets
get in firing arc and range of respective armament, you can achieve a Lock on. Your attacks in the 
subsequent fire phase at targets you have a lock on are improved by the XS of the manoeuvre roll.
You can divide the result over a number of targets up to your Sensors rate. Moreover, respective 
attack rolls' XS x10 counts toward damage as additional HP. Homing weapons such as torpedoes 
imperatively require a precedent Lock on to launch, but do not grant the damage bonus

Evade You can avoid enemy fire by defensive manoeuvring to get your ship out of opponents firing arc.     
2+XS of your manoeuvre roll on 'Reflexe + Pilot' provides you a Defense rate against attacks 
in the subsequent firing phase. Your defense inflicts a penalty to enemy weapon skill rolls, and 
is dividable over multiple enemies. These penalties impede all attacks of respective enemy on you.
If you achieved p.e. an XS of 7, and divide this Defense over two enemies into 5 and 2, each attack
fired at you is impeded by -5 for one of 'em, and by -2 for the other, during the following fire phase.
You can also evade homing weapons, bombs, kamikaze attacks, or any other sort of impact threat

Stick If you had a lock on a target, you can counter its Evade manoeuvre by following up instead of firing,
such sticking to the enemy ship, so that eventually rendering futile its evasion attempt. Simply omit 
your attacks in the firing phase, and you can keep the XS of your precedent Lock on. By taking the 
Stick manoeuvre the preserved result applies to your next attack, without having to roll it again.
To avoid confusion, announce non-comittally when preserving your Lock on to possibly get sticky. 
Given that you achieved an especially good result with a Lock on, you can tactically sidestep an 
evasive opponent by this, waiting for the opportunity to play to your strength. If you fail the normal
manoeuvre roll still required though, the preserved result got lost, and you achieved no effect at all

Baffle If you are holding action, you can provoke opponents fail by dazzling manoeuvres. This requires to 
interrupt an enemy immediately after his manoeuvring action is announced, and about to be rolled.
Your baffling manoeuvre roll at difficulty -4 then comes first, and on success the XS further tightens
-2 penalty to the enemy pilot roll. Your opponent is not allowed to change or cancel his action, but 
must chance it at such unexpected penalty. Conversely you are not allowed to study the opponents
result before deciding to interrupt with a Baffle, but dont get all too nitpicking here.
The GM has the final say, and also is adviced to consider imaginable reasonability of manoeuvring.
If a player can give a concrete idea it's fine, but it shouldn't work by the book without any idea how.
It would be generally rather hard to imagine p.e how to baffle a pilot manoeuvring at great distance

Eject flare Flares can decoy any kind of auto-targeting a.i. in order to avert homing weapon systems.
Any subsequent evasive manouvre against homing weapons targeting you gets improved by +2

Ambush You can outmanoeuvre opponents by anticipating their moves, unexpectedly receiving your enemy
with attacking from an advantageous position. After passing your manoeuvre roll at -4 penalty, 
your attack in the following fire phase gets imroved by XS of the target's precedent manoeuvre roll.
Accordingly an Ambush requires your opponent to have taken a manoeuvre action at first.
If your action comes not immediatly next to the opponent in turn order, it is recommendable to 
announce intended Ambush in advance, to memorize enemy XS result, and avoid confusion.

Plunge Deft pilots can drop off opponents detection by a rapid shift in thrust. Such abrupt and incalculable 
change of position can effectively overtax sensors response, temporary going blind to the ship.
Sucessful manoeuvre roll at penalty -6 improves Signature by -(6 +XS) until end of the next round 

Kamikaze Fearless pilots can launch a self-destructive attack by ramming another ship. Resulting damage 
can be devastating, typically for both opponents. Your manoeuvre roll counts as an attack, its
difficulty can get tightened by an Evade or Baffle manoeuvre. If the roll suceeds, resulting crash 
immediately inflicts damage. Roll D10 equal to your ship's Mass, and multiply the result by 200. 
Your own ship in turn receives same damage according to Mass of the enemy ship. Shields get
bypassed, for the impact is too massive and slow for the typical specifications to trigger shields. 
AV counts at ¼, for being just as little dimensioned for such kind of impacts. At gamemasters 
discretion secondary damage effects like engine explosions up to a reactor meltdown can follow

Bottle up Versed pilots can prevent targets from subspace transfer more efficiantly by manoeuvring their ship
to crucial spots in the gravitational field of the enemy ship, and make the most of the hampering 
effect, which near spacecraft's mass can induce. If your XS of an opposing pilot roll exceeds this 
of the enemy, your ship is considered as Mass2 concerning his Jump until end of the next round
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Clear off You can escape beyond firing range of an enemy, simply by speeding off, or increase distance 
to chasers in a pursuit scenario.  If you win an opposing pilot roll, the distance increases by your 
XS x phase movement of your ship. (¼ orbital speed)

Gain on You can catch up into firing range with an enemy by speeding up, and decrease distance to 
quarries in a pursuit scenario. If you win an opposing pilot roll, the distance decreases by your 
XS x phase movement of your ship. (¼ orbital speed)

Exit Commonly ships are fitted with escape capsule(s) for the core crew at least. Ejection is typically 
associated to abandon a stricken ship, but is generally possible at any time. A normal manoeuvre 
roll is required, but you can eject up to all available capsules at once, except for some capital ships
providing umpteen capsules, which may require batchwise ejection by sequential manoeuvres.
The typical escape capsule provides essential life support for 14 days, including a low energetic 
hard ion shield to protect against micrometeorites, but offers no HP and no AV; and counts Mass 0.
Usually it gets launched heading for the next closest and somewhat sheltering planetary orbit, a
spacestation or at least a regular flight route, and broadcasts a wideband SOS at Signature +8.
You can set an individual route by an 'Int + Mechtronic' roll +4 before launch, but manoeuvrability 
after ejection typically ranges from little to none, same as for soft landing capability. Practically any 
standard type of rescue capsule gets mostly useless on landing, if not wrecked. It's not a shuttle.
Each escape capsule seats up to 4 persons, and increases the ship's Signature +1 on ejection

Align You can change the ship's orientation to align the firing arc of specific armaments towards enemy. 
As for the lack of aerodynamics in outer space, it is neither required, nor necessarily given, that 
your front arc points towards the main direction of movement! You can speed back- or sidewards 
as well. However, changing movement direction in space battle from straight ahead to any other 
(as for most manoeuvres except Align or Barrage) requires use of the main engine, thus naturally 
aligning the main propulsion to the back of the ship, and thus the opposing nose to the front.
In other words, ship orientation and firing arcs are commonly the same. The back arc points in the
same direction as the propulsion, i.e. back of the ship, and the front arc points towards the nose.
Align allows to change orientation p.e. to turn an armament at the left side towards the front. Now 
the left side is heading forward in terms of movement. All armaments firing arcs respectively shift.
In our example now front arc would be right, back arc left, and former right arc pointed backwards.
Aligned orientation remains until the next manoeuvre negates the effect.

FIRING You can trigger all weapons in a number of armament bays equal to the firing rate of your ship.
Each weapon you fire requires a seperate attack roll with your gunners 'Perception + Weapon Skill',
usually 'Heavy Weapons'. No spacecraft armament is usable by Light or Tactical Weapons skill, but
some require 'Support Weapons'. You can attack 1 target per roll, except for fully automatics. 
Same as in general combat, machine weapon damage is dividable over multiple targets, where 
each dice is reduced by AV. Listed damage additions of fully automatics count towards each dice.
Spacecraft defense rate by manoeuvring takes no effect against fully automatic fire. You can not 
aim machine weapons. If shooting at 1 target only, you get the regular +4 bonus to hit. With any 
other weaponry you can aim, and also apply high rate bonus as usual; except for homing weapons.

Any target you attack must be in the firing arc of the weapon used. Each firing arcs is about 90°, 
yet same as for weapon ranges not to be handled all too 
strictly in terms of game mechanics. You can trigger at once
seperate bays of similar weapon type or in same firing arc.
Such grouped armament bays count only 1 towards your 
firing rate. You can attack targets in different firing arcs, 
provided any armament is aligned with respective arc. 
If you p.e. have 2 Spacecraft Laser Cannons at the front, 
and another 1 at the keel, you could trigger all 3 counting 
only 1 toward firing rate. If you have a Torpedo Bank and 
four Lasers at the front, you can fire them all at once at any 
targets in front arc, still counting no more than 1 toward 
firing rate. Consequently the balancing of weaponry in bays
at multiple arcs can make a difference in terms of tactical 
relevance. Still each attack requires a seperate roll per 
weapon fired. If using tokens with a map, you can apply 
firing range / arc more exacting as a strategy gaming 
element if desired, yet this is not neccessary. A vivid story-

telling as well makes clear enough which enemy you can target in a given scene, in which firing arc, and which not.
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Spacecraft Sizing Chart

Payload / Cargo capacity 

Besides installed weaponry covered by the AP rate, you can carry cargo equal to the spacecraft's Mass2 x 100 t.
In general this can be anything of reasonable size, including spare ammunition for armaments like torpedoes or 
bombs. However, any armament ammo compartment uses automated loading mechanisms, which can not get 
reloaded such easily like smashing another clip in your handgun. During battle this is usually not manageable.

Spacecraft Hit Locations

You can target certain parts of a spaceship with your attack. This applies to ships entangled in space battle as well 
as to anti-spacecraft gunnery. As for spacewalkers firing handheld weapons, the hit location penalties were halved.
Passing such a surgical strike allows to deal all damage to one area, and possibly destroy the part in question.
You must bypass or discharge activated shields to score a targeted hit, and hull AV regularly reduces damage.
Parts can be hardened by seperate armor respectively, but such cost-pushing measure is rare except for Sensors.

Hit Location Dificulty HP AV
Sensor Phalanx -8   20 x sensors 5
Shield Generator -10   20 x mass –
Main Engine
∟Propulsion Unit -4 100 x mass –
∟Power Plant -6 150 x mass –
Auxiliary Power Unit -10   20 x mass –
Steering Thruster -12     5 x mass (per side) –
Subspace Engine -12   50 x mass –
Armament Bay -8   50 x AP installed –

If a component gets damaged the following applies:

Sensors Detection impaired by -1 penalty per 20 HP lost; No more detection possible if reduced to 0HP:
The ship is considered blinded, with basical navigational sensor tasks impeded by -8, and no battle
detection for targeting available at all. (except training Psi Pilot) For the components special fragility
and importance, sensors are regularly fitted with internal hardening, wich seperately provides 5 AV.

Shield HP to generator additionally reduce shields permanently; if reduced to 0HP generator is destroyed:
Generator Shields break down immediately. If more than one shield generator exists, shields are reactivatable

after one complete round. Reactivated shields lacking 125HP no longer provided by the destroyed 
generator, and all HP lost in excess of this before. Shield system loses one condition level; i.e. 
chance increases to critical fail shield configuration. Reactivation requires normal Mechtronics roll. 
If the roll fails, the shield system looses one additional condition level, and shields stay down, until 
next try succeeds. Each attempt takes a full action in the shielding phase. For repair see CoR p.31

1 0 11 0 1
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Propulsion Each 10 x Mass HP damage to propulsion unit reduces speed by 10%; whilst a loss of HP equal to
30 x Mass reduces thrust by 1. If reduced to thrust 0, the ship is such disabled, that can only move 
if taking no other action at all. If propulsion unit reduced to 0HP, the main engine is destroyed, and 
the disabled ship can not move anymore at all, except for attitude control and slowly drifting. 
(mind that 'slowly' is relative, and refers to controllable acceleration here. Ships drifting unpowered 
may still keep up, or gather high velocities p.e. due to gravitational pull of local celestial bodies.
For gameplay convenience we consider a ship with its propulsion unit blewn firstly comes to a halt 
in relationin relation to the attacker. In essence, the drifting ship can simply not controlcontrol its speed any longer)

Power Plant Each 15 x Mass HP damage to the power plant result in multiple weakening as follows: 
● -1 penalty on all actions related to operate the ship
● all energy weapons damage effectively reduced by 10 HP
● speed reduced by 10%
● shields reduced by 5% of their total HP

If the power plant is reduced to 0HP, roll a D10: 1 means a core meltdown, resulting in additional 
5D10 x Mass +50 blast damage of variable range D10 x 500 m, repeatedly for the next D8 rounds.
(ignores AV & shields) In any case the ship is drifting unpowered, unarmed, and unable to recharge
remaining shields. Life support system is still sustainable on a limited scale by auxiliary power unit

Auxiliary Each 2 x Mass HP damage to the auxiliary power unit reduces operating time of the life support 
Power system by 10%. Regular service life is Mass x 30 days. Gradual failure of the auxiliary power unit is

compensable by counting damage to the auxiliary power additionally towards the main power plant,
possibly resulting in a performance drop-off according to the effects of power plant damage. You

 can also prolonge life support beyond regular operating time counting 1HP per day in like manner.
If the auxiliary power unit is reduced to 0HP, life support is further sustainable only in this way.
HP counted towards the power plant like this are not really damaging the engine, but merely 
represent the extra workload, and if thereby reduce power plant to 0HP induced no core meltdown

Steering Damage to steering thrusters reduces Thrust by -1 per amount of HP equal to Mass, and inflicts
Thruster -2 penalty on manoeuvring towards a specific direction (left, right, up, down). If thereby reduced to 

Thrust 0, the ship is furthermore such disabled, that can only move if taking no other action at all. 
If steering thrusters are reduced to 0HP, any manoeuvre is additionally impeded by -2 penalty. 
Steering thrusters related to each respective direction are to be targeteted seperately

Subspace Each 5 x Mass HP damage to the subspace engine impede subspace transfers by -2 penalty.
Engine If reduced to 0HP, roll D10: on double 7, 8, 9, the engine explodes, resulting in additional 

D10 x 100 blast damage of variable range D10 x 10 km; ignoring shields and AV. On double 10 an 
irregular subspace rift occurs in random direction D6: 1 front, 2 right, 3 back, 4 left, 5 ridge, 6 keel
at a distance of D10 x D10 km from the explosion, and of a variable size of D10 x D10 km. Any ship
within range of the rift gets transfered to subspace and locked-in there for the next 2D102 minutes

Armament Each amount of HP damage to an armament bay equal to 5 x AP installed in the respective bay 
Bay inflicts -1 penalty to firing the weapons installed in said bay. If reduced to 0HP, all weaponry of the 

respective armament bay is disabled, and can't fire anymore at all until seperate weapons get fixed
according to equipment fixing rules (s. CoR p.31) Fixing a weapon restores HP equal to the AP of 
respective weapon. After fixing weaponry, still remaining structural damage to the armament bay 
itself tightens firing Difficulty by half the rate outlined above. Such damages as to truss structures 
for hardpoints anchorage to the hull can't get repaired in the field, but requires the ship to dry-dock.
As weapon systems of spaceships heavily rely on redundancy automation, fixing core components 
can nonetheless restore relatively much of a damaged armament bay's functionality in its entirety

Critical Damage Effects
When taking Critical Damage* in one single
attacker's turn, roll 1D8 on the Critical Effects
Table, and execute the result. Multiple weapon
attacks can add up to Critical Damage. If it is
absorbed by shields, the effect is 8 by default.
Consult component damage references above
for further details. Critical effects count not as
additional damage, but as if part of the damage
dealt was targeted; to illustrate its severity.

* HP TOTAL ÷ (4 + MASS – HARDENING)

1 0 21 0 2

Result Critical Effect              Component Damage HP
  1 Sensor Phalanx damaged 1D10 x Sensors
  2 Subspace Engine damaged 2D10 x Mass +5
  3 Propulsion Unit damaged 5D10 x Mass
  4 Auxiliary Power damaged 1D10 x Mass
  5 1 random Thruster damaged 1D3   x Mass
  6 Power Plant damaged 7D10 x Mass
  7 1 random Armament Bay damaged 2D10 x Mass +5
  8 1 Shield Generator damaged 1D10 x Mass
Roll again if result not applicable                                   or reduce Component by 1⁄3
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Hacking Spacecraft (Remote Hacking)
Of course all spaceships rely on computerisation to a high degree, and the systems of modern air- and spacecraft 
are also wireless accessable as a matter of principle regarding communication, sensors, transponders to radio 
control posts; in theory that is. In practice it's a task almost exclusively possible in range of a spaceport with 
hardware backup not portable by definition. (at least to date is unreported that someone packed required radar 
arrays plus high-performance mainframes and a multitude more of typically stationary facilities to a handy size)
This is mainly due to the complicating factors time and range. Every versed cyberpunk can calmly hack a parked 
spaceship at close distance with a bit of luck, but the issue we address here is remote hacking an airborne vessel.
Apply the regular scheme of hacking computer systems (s. CoR p. 150) with the amendments as outlined below:

Domestic spacecraft generally has secure systems -6 with minimum a.i. level 4; military craft has elite systems.
I.e. average domestic shuttles afford a -12, and any military vessel minimum -17 penalty against hacking attempts.
Remote hacking inflicts an additional penalty of -1 and requires a powerful transmitter to establish a connection. 

The beam aereal of a sat-blanket is the cheapest approach a truly blessed mechtrician might rig up partway useful,
where you still not in the least adressed the task of detecting the target, and properly align your directional antenna.
Generally speaking this requires facilities in the ballpark of a spaceport, but some genius might find a workaround.

Furthermore you have to be really quick: Time gets drastically shorter than hacking usually takes, (1 minute per roll)
since the fast-moving target might get out of range, or render hacking attempts futile if it attacks you, or crashes.
By taking a penalty of -2 you can decrease these 20 rounds per hacking roll by your XS x 2 to minimum 1 round.

The second feasible option besides using a major spaceport tower is ship-to-ship hacking. Firstly you have more or
less proper sensor arrays for detection available, (depending on the spacecraft features) but principally you can 
chase opponents, and stick to the target ship, staying in range of your transmitter. Thus your hacker is in no hurry, 
but maybe the pilot: You have to approach into Clash range, and keep the distance uninterruped until hacking is 
completed. This likely requires performing a Lock-On and following Stick Manoeuvres to counter target's evasion 
for multiple turns without firing weapons, whilst being well into firing range yourself, thus it can get tricky. If falling 
behind, out of your cryptobeam's range, the hacker gets disconnected, and by then collected successes are lost.

Cryptobeam ship-to-ship hacking transmitter 
+2 to spacecraft hacking rolls /  23,000¢ Clash Range (400 km) EMP Immune
+1 to any other remote hacking \ Long Range (2 km, near-surface) 

A powerful, encrypted directional radio system adjusted to the special requirements of remote spacecraft hacking.
Obviously highly illegal, anyone caught possessing or using it incurs a loss of 20 Rank Points. Hardwired included 
cracking routines rely on black libraries of system architectures, cooked down into military-grade neuro circuits to 
assist hackers at bypassing the typical security of spaceship computer systems via extreme range radio contact. 
The cryptobeam must be integrated in spacecraft, thereby is EMP immune, and hard to identify. ('Int + Stealth' -8)
To find an underground contact who may sell you this pro-tool of electronic warfare requires minimum Crime 2. 

So what's actually achievable, apart from conveniently stealing data from an on-board computer? Once collected 
required successes to hack the system (3 or 4) further options depend on your XS as outlined below. Your final roll 
already takes effect. If you want to achieve more effects, you can perform further hacking rolls once per turn with 
an additional bonus of +2 and a Trace chance permanently reduced to 10%, as long the connection is maintained.
If you are traced when remote hacking, the system can locate and disconnect you immediately, and there is no way
to circumvent this continuous risk to get busted and disconnected during the entire time of using a remote system. 

Remote Hacking Effects      required XS/action
copy flight data ship ID, transponder codes, departure, route, stopovers, destination, cargo 1 / free

ship stats, damages, fuel/breathing air, display panel readout, passenger list
forge records edit system logfiles, flight recorder, passenger and cargo lists 1 / normal 
wiretap cabin eavesdrop/observe occupants to the extent as on-board electronics allow 2 / free
alter displays display different flight data than processed by the on-board computer 2 / normal

can be used to correct computer malfunctions, or to mislead pilots
system analysis find irregular/secret components such as hidden weapons, faulty upgrades, 3 / free

bugs, forged records, all sort of inconsistent data and the most likely cause of
alter parameter modest change in speed and/or course overriding the pilot for 1 turn 3 / normal
deadlock freeze all controls and/or shutdown engine (Pilot roll -4 to regain control) 4 / free  
course correction set up fixed route on autopilot (Pilot roll -6 to notice / regain control) 4 / normal 
shed ballast optionally deplete fuel / air / ammunition / cargo / emergency  capsules             5+ / free
full takeover override entire system and remote control the ship with an AT of 'Ref + XS'        5+ / normal
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Anti-Spacecraft Defense 
Safeguarding a ground position against spacecraft attacks is mainly about surveillance in the first place. Even 
capital spaceships, ranging from the size of aircraft-carriers or supertankers upwards, are merely mosquitoes in 
terms of deep space observation. Trying to detect a fleet of small spacecraft taking off a neighbouring planet is 
pointless if they don't actively make for by sending transponder signals. (which is common practice on civil flights)
Subspace-travelling ships are anyway undetectable in every respect. Active scans however allow near-orbit 
detection similar to ship sensors, where military-grade stationary arrays can achieve a Sensor rating up to 12. 
Since ships have to slow down to orbital speed when approaching a planet, the typical spaceports Sensor 8 
at a range of 40,000 km reliably results in a time window of 5 minutes to detect irregular ships before arrival: 
Long enough (100 Rounds) to identify attacks, and launch fighter-interceptors or surface-to-space torpedoes.

DJ Space Observation Sector in the course of the day                  Since spaceport sensors by contrast with the full
spherical view of spaceships are restricted by a 
planetary body that blocks the view below and 
partially sidewards, their unabated observation 
angle restricts to 90° towards space. Depending on
planetary characteristics, multiple observatories 
are required to cover the entire space round the 
clock by ground control stations. Satellites are also
applicable, but easily assailable. Two opposing 
observatories are located at DJ and Aida on Eros.
Its short rotation period provides proper coverage,
but sneaky pilots may manage to slip by in sensor
shadows as can be seen in adjacent illustration. 

In near-surface detection, atmospheric and geological interferances further restrict active sensors to an airspace 
control zone that covers 1.5 kilometres x Sensor rating in diameter, from same altitude downwards to the ground. 
As for capital spaceports that control zone covers a sensor range of 12 km in diameter and altitude. Minor remote 
towers can extend a control zone at half the Sensor rate of their main tower. Otherwise near-ground sensors detect
beyond the control zone at ¼ their rate at best, notably impaired by geological barriers which cast sensor shadows.

Atmospheric Flight
Atmospheric flight essentially means to pilot through air, or similar atmospheres of planets or moons: Vessels are 
restricted and borne by aerodynamics, with thermals, air pressure, wind, weather, clouds, and a ground to crash. 
It also implies to move in close vicinity to a planetary body and its gravitational pull. Any non-spaceworthy airborne 
vessel invariably can go by atmospheric flight only. (aeroplanes, gliders, fighter jets, hovercopters, antigrav bikes)

In terms of game mechanics the rough-and-ready boundary for atmospheric flight is an altitude of 10 km or below, 
regardless of the local atmosphere's extent and composition in detail, even if there is no actual atmosphere at all.

If there is no atmosphere, ordinary aircraft can not fly at all, but spacecraft must still be atmospheric flight capable, 
whenever flying as close to a planetary body as 10 km altitude or less. The vast majority of spacecraft is suitable, 
but capital ships beyond Mass 8 are never capable of atmospheric flight. It's not just a matter of surrounding air, 
but also of gravity and weight. Manoeuvring a flying appartment block such near to a planet is just impossible.

Space Battle typically takes place in outer space, and in general is reserved for fully spaceworthy vessels only. 
Some battle situations however may involve spacecraft in atmospheric flight, and thereby non-space aircraft too. 
You can apply the extended Space Battle rules in such cases anyway with below amendments:

• Atmospheric flight speed equals 0.5 % of orbital speed (i.e. orbital speed divided by 200)
Maximum orbital speed of 400 km/turn results in 2 km/turn atmospheric speed. (i.e. 2,400 km/h = 1,500 mph)
Thus a fighter jet or most speedy spacecraft in atmospheric flight can both similarly move 500 metres per Phase.

You might have noticed that in Space Battle regular Pilot rolls are handled with Reflexes instead of Agility. This is 
due to the increadible speed of about half a million km/h the typical starfighter pilot manoeuvres at, which besides 
heavily relying on the ship a.i.'s assistance, ultimately depends on quick reactions more than on fine motor skills.

• Atmospheric flight by contrast is rolled on 'Pilot + Agility', just as ordinary aircraft piloting.

Planetary Atmospheres
All planets and moons in the Sol system except Earth have invariably an unbreathable atmosphere at best:
The gas giants Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune have an atmosphere, but no surface as such, since the pressure 
towards the core gets such high, that gas is no longer distinguishable from liquid. Ultimately this means you can 
never land, but virtually crash anyway if losing too much altitude, as you simply got crushed by 'air' pressure.
Mars atmosphere is barely sufficiant for aerodynamic vessels, whereas this of Venus and the Saturn moon Titan 
are both exceptionally dense and cloudy, broadly similar to Earth's airspace, even with a distinct weather activity. 
Pluto and the moons Rhea (Saturn), Europa, Ganymed, Kallisto, Io (Jupiter), and Triton (Neptune) have thinnest 
atmospheres; Lunas and remaining natural satellites, in common with Mercury, have no relevant atmosphere at all.
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Anti-Spacecraft Weapons
Pilots can not evade attacks unless succeding to Detect the enemy position as per Ground Target Signature table. 
Typical spaceships could only achieve this by slowing down for a Seek Manoeuvre, which in turn eased taking aim 
at the ship by +4 to hit, and possibly required a precedent Jump Start to abort Takeoff or Landing maoeuvres.
Spacecraft in atmospheric flight moves at a rate of 2 kilometres per round i.e. it takes 5 turns (15 seconds) after 
liftoff until reaching orbital speed at an altitude of 10 kilometres, and ascending up to 400 km within the next turn.
The typical parking orbit used for course corrections before moving on farther is at altitudes about 100 to 200 km.
Same pattern applies to descending spacecraft the other way round when landing or approaching ground stations.

Pan Lee 'FLYSWATTER' LX94-HALT High Altitude Sniper Cannon (A) Cyberlin Ordnance Weapon
15D12 +10 Damage Rate 1 shot every 3 rounds Ultra Long Range (90 miles / 150 km) 294,000 ¢

Dimensions 19.4 Metres in Length, 400mm dia Barrel EMP Immune

This variant of the Typhoon cyberlin ordnance is special adapated for space defense. It fires ballistic projectiles into
suborbital trajectories up to an altitude of 150 kilometres at spacecraft in near-planet orbits, particularly upon liftoff 
and landing. Base-bleed shells reduce air drag of the supersonic bullets by expelling gas to offset its slipstream. 
Requires an observatory or satellite to link-up inbuild targeting computer, which performs assisting calculations 
to match the projectiles ballistic with target spacecrafts flight path within 3 rounds of aiming until ready to shoot.
You must actively engage in aiming by spending 3 actions in order to fire one shot without regular aiming bonus.
Firing unless having completed the computer assisted targeting procedure is pointless, and automatically fails. 
Every two points of cyberlin or internal A.I. grant +1 to hit. Predictive Targeting Lock applies additional +4 bonus.
Every further round of aiming grants another +1 to hit, whilst every kilometer distance below 10 inflicts -4 penalty.
The Flyswatter requires minimum 5 km distance to targets, and ultra long range applies to airborne vehicles only.
A shot from the hip at normal ranges inlicts -9 penalty without any bonus, but deals maxed damage 190 HP on hit. 
On failure however, the shooter takes 60 HP collateral damage by shrapnells of razing structures in the line of fire.

A neural jack controlled, stationary version mounted on a swivel base is atainable at mate's rates for 250,000 ¢.

Takata SDL6 High Rate Space Defense Laser Heavy Support Weapon
2D10 +10 Damage Rate 6 Extreme Long Range (5 km) Signature -12 EMP Immune   80,000 ¢

Active Optics Dimensions 2x  0.9 Metres in Length, 700mm dia Lens 540° Swivel Base:  3 x 2 Metres

A vigorous twin laser cannon for last ditch space defense. 
Active high rate optics refract its beams at up to 6 targets 
per attack. Unlike machine weapons, the SDL6 deals full 
damage with each shot without splitting dices. However, 
every target more than three inflicts -2 penalty to hit. The 
semi-autonomous system is controlled by neural jack, and
can be interlinked to a network of up to 16 cannons. Each 
cannon has Reflexes and a weapon Skill level 1, which 
stack upon connecting. Roll Initiative for the entire network
at the beginning of a combat round. The system operator 
can overtake one cannon that not yet has fired at his turn 
to use it with his own weapon skill, or cease fire anytime. 
Requires uplink to a sufficiant radar that is not included.
Powered by four type C nuclear fission cells which last for 
600 shots, and cost 30,000¢ each. Fully operable by one 

power cell only for 150 shots, so that redundant cells can be replaced without ceasing fire. Alternatively operable 
virtually unlimited by extra high voltage direct current connection with a power plant. (capital spaceport standard)

AMS 'PROTECTOR' SGPD-35 Point Defense Sentry Gun System Autonomous Support Weapon
Special Damage Rate 3 Extreme Long Range (5 km) Signature -20 EMP Immune   30,000 ¢

Dimensions 5 Metres in Length, 300mm dia Barrel 540° Swivel Base: 3 x 2 Metres

This fully autonomous, sensor controlled sentry gun fires programmable shells, which disperse clouds of frangible 
tungsten projectiles to damage sensors and steering capabilities of targets such as guided missiles or mortar shells
which crash and detonate prematurely. Switches to narrowed armour piercing shots for larger targets as necessary.
Usable as point defense of emplacements or as active protection of vehicles alike. The system is connectable with 
other network-compatible weapons such as the SDL6 space defense laser, and as well with external sensor arrays.
Each gun itself provides Sensor 1 (range 1.5 km) which is usable by any uplinked fire control system, and stacks 
up to maximum Sensor 4, (near-surface sensor range 6 km, orbital 20,000 km) although 5+ guns are connectable.
Up to 3 times per round and gun, targets in sensor range take Damage 8 HP ignoring 3 AV, unless passing a roll 
on 'Pilot or A.I. + Signature' at a penalty equal to the system's total Sensor rating x2. Homing weapons instantly 
crash upon failure, or self-destruct. Mortar shells are anyway rendered useless, and detonate out of efficiant range.
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Sensor Ranges   Near-Surface (below 10 km) Rating x 1.5 km  Orbital (10+ km) Rating x 5,000 km
                                 

  Ground Target Signatures KNOX TOM-PLD-P Surface-To-Space Torpedo     8,000 ¢
   Capital Spaceport      +12 (Trans-Orbital Missile) EMPS 20 A.I. 6    Signature -10
   Minor Spaceport      +  8    2D6 x 20 Damage 300 m Blast Rate 1    Field Range (10,000 km)
   Main Tower      +  4 Dimensions 7 Metres in Length 600 mm Diameter
   Minor Tower      ±  0   
   Space Observatory      -   4 A guided missile optimised for surface-to-space attacks at distant targets 
   Cyberlin Squad      -   6   even beyond atmosphere within full Space Battle Field range of 10,000 km.
   SBM TELAR      -   8 By contrast with space torpedoes or other guided missiles, trans-orbital
   Space Defense Battery   - 12   torpedoes' aerodynamic jet engines provide atmospheric flight capability 
   Single Cyberlin      - 16 in addition to a space-worthy rocket propulsion. Similar to space-to-space  
   SPAS Vehicle      - 18   torpedoes, trans-orbital missiles are still not orbital strike capable anyway.
   Agent Squad      - 20 Once a torpedo left for space, it can not reenter the atmosphere anymore.  
   Single Agent      - 28   Since the payload at ground launching is more restricted than in space,
   Each Laser Cannon Shot   +1 the standard warhead delivers a less heavy plasma charge, which is still
   Each Torpedo (per round)  +2 ignoring all AV of the target, and ⅔ AV or 1⁄3 AV of secondary targets in the

outer ranges of its blast radius, along with proportional damage reduction.

Until impact, surface-to-space torpedoes take 1 round per 5 km distance to targets in atmospheric flight, and once 
in orbital flight beyond an altitude of 10 kilometres, it takes additionally 1 round per 500 km distance to the target.
Homing weapons are covered in detail in the following armaments section. If attacking ground targets, above-noted
Signatures apply. Spacecraft torpedo launchers can load a similar torpedo type for airstrikes in atmospheric flight. 

Posession and transport on Earth is subject to the severe restrictions of intercontinental missiles, and in general 
inflicts a loss of 10 Rank Points unless holding minimum Rank 4 plus special materiel licenses, whilst it requires 
minimum Crime 5 plus trainings such as Underground Operations or Status to attain a TOM on the black market.

KNOX SBM-PLD-P Suborbital Ballistic Missile         4,000 ¢
2D6 x 50 Damage 600 m Blast Rate 1 Ordinary Range* EMP Immune
Dimensions 12 Metres in Length 2 Metres in Diameter Signature -8

Ballistic missiles are not guided, but shot on a ballistic path, originally for the advantage of reaching ground targets 
quickly by suborbital flight. This missile is optimised for surface-to space attacks at targets in low orbits within 
10,000 km range, but only up to *2,000 km altitude. (covers all parking orbits of incoming or departing spacecraft as
well as typical recon satellites, but excludes geostationary orbits of global communication satellites or capital ships)

Sturdy solid-fuel rocket motors using smoke-free high-energy propellants deliver heavy payloads more reliably, and
still less costly as opposed to guided cruise missiles. SBM's cover 15 km in the first round, 1,500 km in the second, 
and everything beyond takes 3 rounds until impact. Every round less than three at shorter distance however, inflicts
-4 penalty to the launching roll on 'Intelligence + Support Weapons'. Targets must be detected initially by a roll on 
'Intelligence + Mechtronics' plus Sensor as bonus less the target Signature as penalty. Launch follow-up missiles 
at the same target without further Detection checks, unless the enemy spacecraft performs an evasive manoeuvre. 

Ballistic missiles don't increase Ground Target Signatures. Note that near-surface restrictions of Sensors do not 
apply to orbital altitudes; i.e. Sensor 1 covers 5,000 km unless targeting below 10 km, when it restricts to 1.5 km. 
Consequently striking near-surface targets within full weapon range requires minimum Sensors 7 or a recon satlink.
SOM's are subject to similar or severer restrictions as TOM's, especially for the capability to deliver D-shift devices.
Standard is a plasma warhead, but SBM's can be armed with any warhead or upgrade for space torpedoes as well.

AMS 'STARBUSTER' STS-4 Surface-To-Space Torpedo Launch Platform Heavy Support Weapon
Damage as Warhead Rate 1 (4) *Medium Range EMP Immune  180,000 ¢
Dimensions 8 x 2 x 2 Metres Signature -10 (Torpedo Range: 10,000 km) 

A launching device for anti-spacecraft torpedo deployment. This ramp launcher can hold 4 TOM's ready for use. 
Inbuild targeting computer provides +4 to Detection rolls on 'Intelligence + Mechtronics' with targets Signature as 
penalty. Detection checks are free actions, and success is considered a required 'lock on' for homing weapon use.
By spending an entire turn on detecting, you can gain lock on up to 4 separate targets to shoot in following turns.
Such full-turn Detection is handled by one single roll, its result to be separately compared with different Signatures.
Requires uplink to a sensor array with sufficient range that is not included, though an auxilliary Sensor 1 is inbuild. 
Compressed air launches torpedoes at a safe distance* before warheads are activated with midair engine ignition.
Loaded torpedoes can be launched separately or all at once, heading for any desired targets you have a lock on.
Reloading by convenient antigrav skids takes 3 turns per torpedo less the XS of optional, simple Athletics checks.
The portable erector is mountable to vehicles. Set up takes 1 round. Recessed installation reduces Signature by -2,
and is instantly operable. Launching increases the sites Ground Target Signature by +2 per torpedo for one round.
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AMS 'FORTUNE TELAR' STS-12 Transporter Erector Launcher And Radar Heavy Support Weapon
Damage as Warhead Rate 1 (4) Medium Range   EMPS 25 Signature -8  750,000 ¢
Dimensions 17 x 5 x 4 Metres DM -2   MPH 50   HP 200 AV 10 Shield 100

A mobile launching platform for suborbital ballistic missiles and transorbital torpedoes, mounted on an armoured all 
terrain tracked carrier, together with a powerful radar / ladar array. (Sensor 4, range 20,000 km \ 6 km near-surface)
The system consists of a central ramp launcher, which holds four SBM's, and four separate side launchers, each 
armed with two TOM's. Up to 4 missiles can be launched at once, provided you have a lock on targets by Detection
rolls on 'Intelligence + Mechtronics' +8 net of targets Signature, just as outlined above for STS-4 torpedo launchers.
Emplacement time for the entire system is 5 rounds, sensors and torpedo side launchers only are set up in 1 round.
Reloading takes 3 turns per torpedo, and 9 turns per ballistic missile less the XS of simple Athletics checks. Note 
that turns of any characters who take action in loading assist count toward the total turns over one or more rounds.
3 characters together p.e. can load one torpedo per round, where each their Athletics check may further speed up.

Da-Zhan 'RAPID TORTOISE' MK-19 Extra Heavy Off-Road Transport Military Vehicle
6D10 Damage Rate 1 Medium Range   EMP Immune Signature -20  550,000 ¢
Dimensions 29 x 6 x 4 Metres DM ±0   MPH 70   HP 250 AV 10 Shield 100

An extra-large articulated hauler for heavy equipment transport such as anti-spacecraft missile supply. The ballast 
tractor is 10 metres in length, fitted with a loader crane and a winch. The cab seats driver, operator and 2 gunners, 
and holds space for bunks or 8 additional seats. 5x5 all-wheel drive with independent suspension system extents to
10 individually controlled axle lines of the 24 metres semi-trailer, allowing to move sideways or spin in place, where 
multiple AG-motors further ensure roadholding even at high speed in rough terrain, while keeping the cargo steady. 
Without a co-driver monitoring the hydraulics, the DM decreases by -1 for every 10 mph faster than 30. The cab 
and trailer are armoured and hard-ion shielded. 2 turreted machine guns, one on each end, provide self-defense.

Trailer capacity corresponds either 12 SBM's or 180 TOM's i.e. 1 ballistic missile takes the space of 15 torpedoes.
The modular hull is easy to dismantle, leaving a convertable flat-bed chassis to transport vehicles such as tanks.

The Mettle Of Da-Zhan Don't lose condition levels by repairs unless critical fails (s. DrA p. 90)
Hermetic Sealing (Cab only) Immune to atmospheric toxines and other biohazards
Stealth Mods Detection out of visible range suffers -4 penalty (already included in Signature rating)

Da-Zhan 'BLACK HERON' MK-9 SPAS Self-Propelled Anti-Spacecraft Weapon SPAS (Tank)
Damage as Weapon various Rate various Range   EMP Immune Signature -18            1,250,000 ¢
Dimensions 16 x 9 x 4 Metres DM -1   MPH 60   HP 200 AV 15 Shield 150

Enemy pilots may repent of intruding a sector patrolled by these anti-spacecraft tanks. The Black Heron combines 
the stealthy mobility of sniper-tanks with a potent space defense battery, which can bring down starfighters instantly.
The semi-autonomous Defense Laser Network of four linked-up tanks totals a Reaction and Weapon Skill level 16, 
where the downlinked Sensor 4 Point Defense Systems of all tanks as well attack in tandem, i.e. each connected 
tank can deal 8 HP damage ignoring 3 AV up to 12 times per round to any target that is within 5 kilometres range. 
Ammo capacity is 120 shots plus 12 for the sniper cannon. Lasers are limitlessly powered by the internal reactor. 
8 plasma torpedoes round out the arsenal with a capability of guided weapon strikes on spacecraft in farther orbits. 
Crew of the heavy tank requires one driver, minimum one sensor operator, one to four gunners and a commander. 
The tracked vehicle is floatable and pressurised, (incl. space suitable airlocks) providing air supply for one month.

Weapons 4x SDL6 Space Defense Laser 4x Protector Point Defense System Sensor 4
2x Starbuster Torpedo launcher 1x Flyswatter HALT Sniper Cannon 540° firing arc

Specials THE METTLE OF DA-ZHAN    HERMETIC SEALING SAT BLANKET* STEALTH MODS (incl. in Signature)

*covers 40x40 metres, (1600 square metres) which corresponds to the cruising radius of 40 meters within one round at 30 mph. 
 Accordingly, two tanks are required to cover eachother at full speed. Each SatBlanket can render a new sector once per round. 

AMS 'SIGNUM' CG-M49 MANPOSD Man-Portable Space-Defense Heavy Firearms
2D4 x 10 Damage (ignores all AV) 100 m Blast Rate 1 Special Range    18,000 ¢
Dimensions 120 cm in Length 240 mm Diameter Signature -16 EMPS 20

A portable launcher for special Command Guidance Missiles with up to 600 km range. (1 CG-Missile costs 2,000 ¢)
No Sensor array is required, but a spotter, who operates the handheld IR ladar scope for coarse target detection by
passing a roll on 'Perception + Heavy Firearms' at penalty of ½ the targets Signature. ½ XS is a piloting bonus.
The high-output plasma rocket is no guided missile as such, but remote controlled by an A.I. assisted pilot, who 
links-up via neural jack to the launcher that requires minimum PSE. Inner Vision GUI, Internal Navigation, U-View 
Optical Share, and Mandroid Transmitter each grant +1 bonus to the piloting roll on 'Perception + Pilot' at -2 penalty
for every 100 km the distance to targets is shorter than 600 km. Below 100 km the penalty is -2 per 15 km range.
Every 200 km require one more roll, plus 1 on failure. Missiles crash on critical failure, or if not hit within 5 rounds.
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Spacecraft Armament Chart Military supplier prices: Blacketeers may surcharge 100% - (XS x 10%) on relevant skill roll

AP Weapon Type Short Description Rate Range Damage Cost ¢

1 Spacecraft Laser
Cannon 

Light Laser armament; Auto-bypass modulation
+ shield frequency descrambling on D10: 1-3
* 3 firing modes: auto – sniper – semi-automatic

1 *
2
3

Clash
Ordinary
Clash

6D10 +10 *
2D10 x 2 +20
1D10 +15

40,000

2 Twin Laser Battery 2 linked machine weapons improve firing rate 2 Clash 4D10 +10 60,000

5 Quad Laser Battery 4 convergent cannons improve firepower 2 Clash 4D10 x 2 +30 80,000

8 Battleship Laser 
Cannon

Battleship Ordnance Laser
Auto-bypass + shield descrambling on D10: 1-3
increased range and power allows no autofire

2 Ordinary 2D10 x 4 +40 120,000

11 Battle Laser Turret Twin Ordnance Laser; pivotable in 5 firing arcs
changing firing arc requires free action to spend

4 Ordinary 2D10 x 4 +40 250,000

1 Torpedo (Launcher) each launcher ejects 1 torpedo per action 
suitable with various warheads 
requires a torpedo bank in same armament bay

1 Ordinary as warhead 
armed with

400,000

4 Torpedo (Bank) carries a choice of up to 10 torpedoes
multiple banks installable in same armament 
bay together with torpedo launcher(s)

– – – 100,000

∟ Warhead Plasma Auto-targeting a.i. 6; ignores all AV
regular torpedo blast radius is 600 m

– – 2D6 x 50
blast damage

  5,000

∟ Warhead DEMP  
'Red Apple'  

Auto-targeting a.i. 6; disrupts vehicle EMPS
requires ignition laser in same armament bay

– – special 15,000

∟ Warhead HION   
 'Tin Opener'   

Auto-targeting a.i. 6; drains hard ion shields
requires ignition laser in same armament bay

– – 3D10
to shields x 50

20,000

1 Bomb Dropper Bay drops 5 mines within 2 km; optionally 3 small, 
2 medium, or 1 large space charge per action
carries up to 25 space mines / charges

1 Long /
special
as mine

as mine or 
charge 
dropped

30,000

∟ Space Mine        Signature -16; maintains fixed position, or floats
in predefined direction at 1 km per 10 turns
8 mines bar an area of 1 km3 at 100% hit ratio, 
15 km3 at  5%, 60 km3 at 2%; 120 km3 at 1%

– Field /
trigger 
range 
250 m

5D10 x 10
blast damage
radius 750 m
½ AV / bypass 

1500

∟ Space Charge    Signature -12; 'Int + Supp.Weapons' at Difficulty
equal to target signature -1 per 200 km range,
+1 per additional charge upwards of one
3 variant sizes: small – medium – large 

– Field
300 m
600 m

1200 m

radius / dmg
2D10 x 10
4D10 x 10
5D10 x 20

400
800

1200

∟ Strange Cluster   
Mine                    

Undetectable; free floating at D102 m per turn in
direction D6: 1 front, 2 right, 3 left, 4 back, 5 top,
6 bottom; 1 cluster mine covers area of 100 km3

All energy weapons in range backfire to shields

Field /
trigger 
range 
5 km

as weapon 
fired within 
trigger range

20,000

3 Spacecraft Plasma 
Cannon

Light Plasma armament; ignores all AV
breaks and backfires ½ dmg on double 8; 9, 10
* 3 firing modes: auto – sniper – semi-automatic

1
2
3

Ordinary
Field
Ordinary

6D10 +5
4D10 +15
1D10 +10

60,000

6 Twin Plasma Battery 2 linked machine weapons improve firing rate 
or reduce overheat chance to double 9 &10

2
1

Ordinary
Ordinary

4D10 +8
3D10 +3 

80,000

9 Battleship Plasma 
Cannon

Battleship Ordnance Plasma; ignores all AV
breaks and backfires ½ dmg on double 8; 9, 10
increased range and power allows no autofire

1 Field 4D10 x 2 +30 150,000

12 Battle Plasma Turret Twin Ordnance Plasma; pivotable in 5 arcs
changing firing arc requires free action to spend

2 Field 4D10 x 2 +30 300,000

20 Spinal Charge Driver 1 extreme-energy strike per action, but requires 
12 precedent turns on-site charging, followed by
8 consecutive manoeuvres to aim, which must 
be performed uninterrupted by different actions

1⁄20 Orbital 1D4 x 500  1.2
Billion

1 0 91 0 9
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Spacecraft armaments are essentially similar to any weaponry in CORPORATION, but the special demands in outer
space lead to specific conversions unique. First of all, weight is still a crucial factor in spacefaring, preferably to be  
kept within limits as tightly restricted as ever possible. This is also the main reason why energy weapons are the 
means of choice, practically without exception. Shells of ammunition mean payload, and even with SMART clips 
technology adapted to heavy-calibred ordnance, energy cells are still notably less massive. Even more weight gets 
saved by commonly utilising ships engine to power energy weapons. Furthermore, recoil can get much more of a 
problem under conditions of weigthlessness, and the whole functioning of kinetic weapons differs from normal 
conditions so much, that it required to redesign weapons completely from scratch to ensure hitchless operation.
Considering firing ranges to be covered in space battle; with targets manoeuvring at about half a million km/h, even
high velocity railgun bullets are slow. As for projectiles with mass, only plasma gets sufficiantly close to light speed 
of lasers, which in turn are still power hungry and challenging enough to focus efficiantly in this operational scope.
Last but not least, spaceship commanders are none for provoking unnecessarily much space debris with reason.

Since general demands on space suitable weaponry same apply to armour, at least concerning weight, spaceships 
still are comparatively fragile targets, even if improved to stand some havoc. Hence the demand for exuberantly 
wreckful weaponry keeps within limits. In summary, any spacecraft armament is exclusively usable with spacecraft 
for one thing, in average it is less powerful than p.e. cyberlin ordnance weapons, but then again similar costly.
Main advantage of spacecraft armaments is the stellar precision of firepower required within space battle ranges.
Lasers are solely supplied by the main engine's power plant, while plasmas additionally get fed a neutral gas (p.e. 
CO2) mostly fueled by onboard water- and air processing units, thus no ammunition as such is required at all.

You can also install normal weapons for ground operation, but firing range is too limited for space battle, although 
general weapon range in weightlessness extents by factor 10. (medium range is up to 4 km, long is up to 20 km)
Installing normal arms to spacecraft armament bays counts 1AP per 2 Heavy, 4 Tactical or 8 Light firearms.
This includes ammunition compartments generously dimensioned for 300, 1500 or 3000 shots respectively, and 
fitted with auto-loading mechanisms. Additional ammo compartments cost half the AP of respective arms, and can
replace spared weapons p.e. by installing only 1 heavy firearm with 600 shots of ammunition for 1 AP altogether.

The other way around, spacecraft armaments are switchable to atmospheric fire, where specifications adapt to the 
current planetary environment, thus shift to common weapon ranges. (medium 400 m / long 2 km / extra long 5 km 
For other than Earth's atmosphere may be modified at GM's discretion) As spacecraft armaments nonetheless are 
primarily designed for outer space, the damage won't increase hereby, despite the energetic potential of firepower, 
compared to other weapons, is higher by orders of magnitudes. Abundant enough to render common firearms to be
installed in spacecraft a rather cosmetical choice anyway. Remember that not every spaceship is atmospheric flight
worthy at all. Capital ships could never go into a dogfight or any fast-paced manoeuvring within planetary airspace. 
(except fast-paced heading towards ground and crash. In steering capital spacecraft, the planet is not your friend)

In terms of legislation, spacecraft armament is regulated by UIG licensing, based on a still tentative spacefare act. 
The unchallenged de facto dictate of the Ai-Jinn in outer space can't deter the UIG from pushing on with bringing 
law and order to the final frontier, as far as executable. Only advantage to put across their point is that many 
carriers  to this day are eventually heading for spaceports on Earth, where the UIG can assert their claims. For the 
lack of actual authority in space, it is relatively easy to get an armament licence for everyone who can halfways 
reliably reason strategical needs. The UIG banks on keeping up prestige for the time being, to be backed up with 
actual power in the long run. Until then, a lax law complied with is a better start than a strict position unenforceable.

In contrary to the FarDrive, spacecraft armaments are conventional technology, although highly specialised. 
Less publicly known is, that many armaments of the Ai-Jinn fleet in fact rely on Western Fed or E.I. designs and 
suppliers. The Ai-Jinn has a lead in production, yet of debatable advantage, should other corporations enter space 
battle. Amongst manufacturers the Ai-Jinn is not exactly famous for outstanding high precision arms. Shi Yukiro in 
contrary also have their fingers in the pie particularly in the field of space suitable laser development. Many factions
in the weapon industry consider it a profitable market of interest, if only there were more conflicts staged in space.

One of the leading manufacturers of 
spacecraft armaments is HESSE. The indie
corporation started as an E.I. subsidiary 
with strong ties to Shi Yukiro in the field of 
scientiffic applications, until a team around 
Rolf Strahlheuser and Akira Ando started 
up by taking on business of developing 
spacecraft armaments for the Ai-Jinn fleet.

In the following, most prevalent armaments are listed in detail
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Light Spacecraft ArmamentsLight Spacecraft Armaments
Roll 'Heavy Firearms + Perception' *

Spacecraft Laser Cannon – HESSE SPC-L Light Assault Laser Cannon
Damage - Special 40,000¢ Variable Range Rate - Special EMP Immune AP 1

The 'ideal standard active defense system from HESSE' is the current result of a tried and tested line designed to 
find the perfect balance between versatile efficiancy and economic mass production. The mean of choice to stay 
on the safe side for fleet commanders of light to medium spacecraft offers a variety of rangebands with different 
firing modes, and set new standards for the regularly integrated auto-modulators with frequency descrambling 
adapted from Cyberlin systems: Standard shields are penetrated automatically, while those using 
shield scramblers require to roll a D10 and get bypassed on 1-3. Switching firing mode is a free action.
Damage addition of +10 in fully automatic machine firing mode repeatedly counts towards each dice.

MODE RATE DAMAGE RANGE
Machine 1 6D10 +10 Clash
Semi-Auto 3 1D10 +15 Clash
Sniper 2 2D10 x 2 +20 Ordinary

Twin Laser Battery – HESSE TB-L Light Laser Battery
4D10 +10 Damage 60,000¢ Clash Range Rate 2 EMP Immune AP 2

This light laser battery utilises two linked machine weapons to improve firing rate by alternating shot sequences. 
Integrated targeting processors allow to cover up to 8 targets per turn with fully automatic fire at high rate bursts.
Each of these precision bursts can cover 4 targets by splitting dices according to machine weapon rules. In addition
you can opt for further increasing accuracy by reducing to one burst only and gain the high rate bonus of +2 to hit.
This stacks with the also applicable regular machine weapon spray bonus of +4 to hit, if shooting at one target only.
Each burst is rolled seperately, but always handled as fully auomatic fire with AV to be subtsracted from each 
damage dice. Also the damage addition of +10 repeatedly counts towards each dice. Twin Laser Batteries can 
serve as economic point defense weapons to effectively fight off even outnumbering light vessels in clash range.
The TBL-II is also equipped with AMS, due to the high rate though works only against standard shields, for the 
shortened processing time in combination with additional targeting tasks leave no capacities for descrambling.

Quad Laser Battery – HESSE QB-L Enhanced Laser Battery
4D10 x 2 +30 Damage 80,000¢ Clash Range Rate 2 EMP Immune AP 5

A battery of four convergent lasers. The cannons are linked to focus same target by two lasers respectively, thereby
improving firepower, whilst four barrels double the firing rate up to 2 shots per turn. (allows regular high rate bonus)
This most potent amongst light weapon systems is also regularly equipped with shield descrambling AMS.
A sizable and still economic choice for light frigates or armed transporters. However, the impact improvement 
comes at the price of restricted range, and less versatility in case of encounters with multiple opponents.

Spacecraft Plasma Cannon – HESSE SPC-P Light Assault Plasma Cannon
Damage - Special 60,000¢ Variable Range Rate - Special EMP Immune AP 3

Plasmas were ideal in space battle. It may surprise that particularly at extreme ranges it turned out much better 
controllable than lasers could get focussed on target efficiantly in combat situations. Still overheating is the major 
flaw of plasma cannons. Developers did their utmost to stem the problem, yet the residual risk remains significant: 
Spacecraft plasmas critical miss at double 8, 9, 10 as any plasmas, but resulting backfire deals only ½ damage.
The SPC-P is a light multipurpose armament based on the SPC-L specifications, redesigned as plasma cannon.
                                                                                                                              Obviously plasma ignores all AV.
MODE RATE DAMAGE RANGE
Machine 1 6D10 +5 Ordinary
Semi-Auto 3 1D10 +10 Ordinary
Sniper 2 4D10 +15 Field

Twin Plasma Battery – HESSE TB-P Light Plasma Battery
4D10 +8 Damage 80,000¢ Ordinary Range Rate 2 EMP Immune AP 6
3D10 +3 Ordinary Range Rate 1

Two linked machine weapons improve firing rate as outlined above concerning the light laser battery. If shooting 
one burst only, you can opt for reducing overheat chance to double 9 &10, for alternating shots between two barrels
at low rate allows improved cooling of each seperate cannon. This safeguard also considerably decreases damage.

* Even if rated light or tactical by standards of spacecraft armaments, required skill is heavy firearms. 
  The distinction is made for better clarity only concerning firepower and size. All spacecraft armaments are EMP Immune

1 1 11 1 1
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Tactical Spacecraft ArmamentsTactical Spacecraft Armaments
Roll 'Heavy Firearms + Perception' *

Torpedo (Launcher) – Pan Lee Dragonfish G0-7 Supra-Orbital Cruise Missile Launch System
Damage as warhead 400,000¢ Ordinary Range Rate 1 EMP Immune AP 1

To begin with, torpedoes in terms of space battle are in fact missiles, technicality correct supra-orbital cruise 
missiles, (SOM for short) but the term torpedo catched on. Be that as it may, a torpedo is a self-propelled, guided 
system, designed to deliver a warhead with high precision. Each launcher ejects 1 torpedo per action, and is 
suitable with various warheads. Launchers require a torpedo bank to be installed in the same armament bay. 
The automated loading system allows to select from different torpedoes stored in the bank(s) effortlessly. 
Torpedo launchers installed in seperate armament bays can get feeded only from their own respective bank(s).

Torpedo (Bank) –  Pan Lee Dragonfish G0-7-B Missile Payload Bunk
-- Damage 100,000¢ -- Range Rate -- EMP Immune AP 4

Each torpedo bank carries a choice of up to 10 torpedoes. Multiple banks are installable in the same armament bay
together with one or several torpedo launcher(s), as many as your ship's AP capacity allows. In each bank you can 
store a variety of torpedoes, armed with any type of warheads. See Ammunition below for torpedo warheads, and 
the homing weapon rules to apply with those fire-and-forget systems, which autonomously track targets.

Battleship Laser Cannon – HESSE BTC-L Tactical Ordnance Laser
2D10 x 4 +40 Damage 120,000¢ Ordinary Range Rate 2 EMP Immune AP 8

The ordnance laser of choice for omnifarious battleships. Comes with
shield descrambling AMS, (s. light Laser above) and captivates by
decent impact at high rate and proper range. A reliable armament which
keeps you covered. Increased range and firepower of those high-power
lasers allow no autofire mode or machine versions anymore in general.

Battle Laser Turret – HESSE TTB-L Twin Ordnance Laser Turret
2D10 x 4 +40 Damage 250,000¢ Ordinary Range Rate 4 EMP Immune AP 11

A battery of two linked ordnance lasers increases firing rate to 4 shots per turn. Mounted in a turret allows to pivot 
this powerful ordnance in all the 5 firing arcs except this opposing the side where the turret is installed. Changing 
firing arc requires a free action to be spend, thus you can cover 2 different arcs per turn. If separate turrets in 
grouped armament bays get triggered at once, they can be synced to the same arc in that same action for free.  

Battleship Plasma Cannon – HESSE BTC-P Tactical Ordnance Plasma
4D10 x 2 +30 Damage 150,000¢ Field Range Rate 1 EMP Immune AP 9

This reliable ordnance plasma is capable to dish out considerable damage at the edge of space battle range. The 
perfect choice for capital admirals to blast some pirates off the space, before their sloop even reaches firing range.
Lean back, and enjoy the show. It goes without saying to ignore all AV. Only wormwood is the regular fail chance at 
double 8; 9; 10 due to overheating, but same as with light plasma armaments, improved safeguards also with this 
ordnance ensure to deal only ½ damage in case of backfire. Another immanent restriction emerges at such heavy-
calibred weapons: Feed of a plasma base, heat generation and projectile's mass itself not only excel in damage, 
but also limit firing to a lower rate than this of ordnance lasers.  The impact likewise renders it unnecessary.

Battle Plasma Turret – HESSE TTB-P Twin Ordnance Plasma Turret
4D10 x 2 +30 Damage 300,000¢ Field Range Rate 2 EMP Immune AP 12

The plasma variant of a twin ordnance turret, similar to its cousin doubles firing rate, and allows to shift firing arc 
in all the 5 firing arcs except this opposing the side where the turret is installed, as outlined above. (s. Laser turret) 
For the lower firing rate of ordnance plasmas, this battery attains 2 shots per turn. Naturally ignores all AV, and is 
prone to the regular overheating risk. An alarmingly efficient weapon preferably falling in your own hands only.

Retractable Turret Mounting – HESSE UST-R Universal Security Turret

Armaments are generally pivotable to some degree, but a turret offers the advantage of freely adjustable firing arcs 
as outlined above. Any spacecraft cannon is installable in a turret at a price markup amounting the weapon's 
AP x 10,000¢. Included 'retractable extra', for armaments already turret mounted, separately costs AP x 1,000¢.
To discover retracted armaments requires explicitly looking for by a roll on 'Perception + Mechtronics' -2. 
Particularly secret design comes at additional surcharge of  AP x 1,000¢, and complicates even dilligent inspection 
to Difficulty -6. Extending / retracting is a free action, and well worth the chiefly feeling. Awesome sound is for free.

* Even if rated light or tactical by standards of spacecraft armaments, required skill is heavy firearms. 
  The distinction is made for better clarity only concerning firepower and size. All spacecraft armaments are EMP Immune
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Heavy Spacecraft ArmamentsHeavy Spacecraft Armaments
Roll 'Mechtronics + Intelligence'

Talking about 'heavy' by standards of spacecraft armaments, things really begin to get 'nuked over the fridge'. 
These are weapon systems of absurd size and firepower, virtually without exception experimental lines of 
questionable reasonableness besides the prestige for impressively wasting ressources. Terrifying enough 
nonetheless. You can install heavy armaments in large spacecraft of minimum Mass 7. Since operating those giant 
and complex systems has nothing in common with firearms anymore, required roll is 'Mechtronics + Intelligence'

Bulk Driver Cannon – AMS MOONDUSTER M-13
5D10 x 5 Damage Grd (5) 180,000¢ Clash Range Rate ½ EMP Immune AP 14

Anzeiger Military System's legendary take on space suitable ordnance; this advanced high-power rail cannon array 
devours 10 SMART clips per shot, bulk fired as hypervelocity formed frangible armor piercing penetrator (HYFRAP)
cluster munition. Each shot scatters a spray of projectiles, which fragment on impact into tiny high-velocity particles.
Even by grazing, thus enhanced lateral effect penetrates deep into target's armor, without going through. You gain
+5 to attack for that special spray bonus and ignore 20 AV. Furthermore, this truculent piece of weapons technology
deals excessive grinding damage (5) for the ongoing plasmic, incendiary effects of disintegrating armour. Obvious 
disadvantages are the sheer size of the weapon installation, while ammo supply limits to 20 shots by default, 
(expandable at +1 AP per additional 40 shots) a slow rate of 1 shot every second turn, and the short Clash Range. 
Power supply by the ship's engine spares to carry hundrets of energy cells on top. Hence, in case of damage to the
main power unit, the armament is same prone to weakenings as with energy weapons, but practicability improves.
In the upshot, even though the Moonduster's muzzle velocity of Mach 13 is unrivalled in the domain of kinetic guns,
for space battle standards still is rather a spot of unracy. Once you got it punched through an opponent's shields 
however, you undoubtedly gonna make a lasting impression. (s. page 39 for grinding damage in detail) Finally 
noteworthy is the atmospheric firing range of extra long 5 km with a -2 penalty beyond regular long range of 2 km, 
plus the fact that this cannon just fits in the largest of ships, which still are quite manoeuvrable in atmospheric flight.

Gravity Projector – LFN Instruments G-PUNCH heavy-duty multipurpose weight force modulator
1D6 x 100 Damage Grd (1) 140,000¢ Ordinary Range Rate ¼ EMP Immune AP 15

Origninally developed as an industrial heavy-duty antigrav device to load extremely massive cargo. Primarily used 
by mining craft, rather accidentally got dicovered how easily it can turn into a weapon by utilizing the inverse effect:
Targeting a spaceship increases its Mass, and effects from slowdown via engine overload through to hull collapse. 
However, it requires minimum 3 turns of adjusting the gravity field projection on target by 3 consecutive rolls on 
'Mechtronic + Intelligence' with a penalty of -1 per 200 km beyond Clash Range. On fail you had to start over again.
On success, roll Damage, and choose how to apply: As regular Hull Damage or as Component Damage to the 
propulsion unit (s. page 30 Spacecraft Hit Locations) Alternatively you can, without damaging the ship, allocate 
HP's separately to reduce Thrust by -1 per 100 HP, and Speed by -1 km per HP; altogether for 1 Round per HP.
Target's Jump attempts suffer a penalty of its own Mass x ( total HP ÷ 100 ) for the duration of the effects.
Also concerning other ships' subsapce jumps, if affected by the target ship, it counts as Mass x ( total HP ÷ 100 ).
On critical failure, the gravity field projects not to target, but fully affects the generating ship itself with Hull Damage.
AV is substracted from any damage dealt by this creepy weapon, but shields are utterly useless, for the increased 
weight effects the afflicted spacecraft to damage itself from within, by collapsing under its own weight force.

Spinal Charge Driver – Kong Industries XS-911 MONKEY KING Superheavy Hypercharge Ordnance 
4D10 x 500 Damage    1,200,000,000¢ Orbital Range Rate 1⁄20 EMP Immune AP 20

A threatening weapon, capable of orbital strikes by delivering extra-high-energy particle impacts, ignoring all shields
and AV. The linear design of this oversized particle-cannon requires a ship length of about 2 km to get integrated 
into, resulting in ships rather to be build around the weapon, instead of this to be mounted on a ship. A rare, present
example is the flagship of Ai-Jinn's Oppressor Class Jade Emperor. The entire ship must be manoeuvred in order 
for the charge driver to be lined up. This makes the war ship analogous to an old fashioned cannon galleon where 
the majority of the tactics involve lining the vessel up without exposing itself. The spinal charge driver can shoot 1 
extreme-energy strike per action, but requires 12 precedent turns on-site charging, followed by 8 consecutive 
manoeuvres to line up, which must be performed uninterrupted by different space battle actions. Taking any other 
battle action during the course of lining up aborts the process by an emergency shut-down to prevent the system 
from overload and uncontrolled discharge. Thus effective firing rate is at best 1 shot per 20 turns. (1 per minute) 
In theory, such warships could be quite vulnerable during the final phase of lining up a fully charged spinal driver 
ready to fire, for ship's capacities were fully stretched, and the sophisticated weapon carries risks for its user too. 
But this has never been tested, same as the spinal charge driver itself extremely seldom got actually employed.
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Support Spacecraft ArmamentsSupport Spacecraft Armaments
Roll 'Support Weapons + Intelligence or Perception'

Bomb Dropper Bay – KNOX ML-AESP Multipurpose Aerospace Mine Launcher
Damage as charge 30,000¢ Long Range / Rate 1 EMP Immune AP 1

special as charge

An automated bomb compartment to carry and eject various charges or mines. Drops 8 mines within 2 km range; 
optionally 4 small, 3 medium, or 2 large space charges per turn. Carries up to 24 space mines / charges. Payload 
capacity respectively varies as per charge size: 24 mines or 6 large charges or 8 medium or 12 small charges.
i.e. 1 large charge equals in size to 4 mines; 1 medium charge to 3 mines, and 1 small charge equates 2 mines. 
Fields of space mines can be applied to block an attack vector, whilst space charges can get dropped to bomb 
capital ships, or possibly similar other, comparatively static targets. Although delicate to home, a well-aimed strike 
with a space charge can effect tremendous damage even to heavily shielded and armoured ships. The weapon is 
designed for space battle primarily, and not for orbital strikes. Ground targets may also be attackable, but if covered
by an atmosphere, dropped bombs will bounce off, or burn up and explode before reaching a target. This won't 
necessarily apply if your ship itself is in atmospheric flight, but then all specified ranges are to be divided by 100.

Space Charge – KNOX ASB-6/-8/-12 High Explosive Anti-Spacecraft Blast
3D10 x 10 Damage     400¢ Field Range 300 m Radius EMPS 15 AP --
4D10 x 15 Damage     800¢ Field Range 600 m Radius EMPS 15 AP --
5D10 x 20 Damage Grd (1)  1,200¢ Field Range           1,200 m Radius EMPS 15 AP --

An unguided bomb, mainly powered by the carrier's acceleration, pushed off onto a trajectory aiming for rather less 
manoeuverable, large targets by rolling 'Perception + Support Weapons' at a penalty equal to target Signature, 
-1 per 200 km range, eased by +1 per additional charge ejected upwards of one per attack. No modifier applies by 
ejecting less charges than respective drop rate allows. You can not aim charges at different targets by one attack.
Astrogation training grants additional +4 bonus. The launching vessel must be moving to allow the bomb dropper to
utilise acceleration by supportive piloting, which requires no particlular roll. Evasive manoeuvring in the previous 
phase however tightens bomb dropping difficulty by -4. Space charges are conventional explosives adapted to the 
conditions in outer space, effecting blast damage, potentially hitting multiple targets in blast radius to discharge 
shields or rupture the hull of ships as well. Stealth design and integrated ECM technology makes it extremely hard 
to detect these anti-spacecraft bombs at Signature -14. Available in 3 variant sizes: Small, Medium and Large. 
Takes 1 Round until impact. If detecting bombs, targets can attempt to evade by passing a pilot roll -1 per charge, 
counting as a manoeuvre. If detonated in the atmosphere, space charges only deal 1⁄10 damage at 1⁄100 blast radius.

Space Mine – KNOX ASM-2.5 Anti-Spacecraft Deep Space Mine
5D10 x 10 Damage Grd (2) 1,500¢ Field Range              750 m Radius EMPS 15 AP --

These explosive devices are deposited in space to block areas, analogous to naval mines at sea. Fitted with low-
energy ion drives, space mines can maintain a fixed position, or float in a predefined direction at 1 km per turn.
Proximity sensors activate a tandem charge of armor piercing metal jets with successive beyond-armor effect 
ignoring 25 AV. Trigger range is about 250 m; i.e. as soon reaching full damage zone of the 750 m blast radius. In 
addition, spacecraft shields get overtaxed by the impact characteristic of that barely moving, minor mass evolving 
high energetic all of a sudden at such close range. (remember 400 km is the closest space battle range) As a result
the blast damage bypasses shields. With Signature -16, space mines are virtually undetectable without searching.
When crossing mined area, roll D100 as percentage dice to determine if you hit on a mine. (s. Mine Fields p. 117)
8 mines can bar an area of 100 km3 at 100% hit ratio. Wider distribution results in proportionally lower hit ratio:
Area x2 = 50%, x4 = 25%, x8 = 13%, x16 = 6%, x32 = 3%, x64 = 2%, x128 = 1%. That way you can p.e. disribute 
24 mines (300 km3) suchlike along a corridor of 1 x 1 x 2400 km that crossing ships hit on a mine at 13% chance.
It may appear expensive to interdict enemy movement effectively in a considerable scope, yet the psychological 
effect is not to neglect, for without searching it's hardly assessable how many mines have been layed somewhere.
Besides, the most likely (least energy-intensive) regular routes of spacecraft are in general quite well predictable.
Mine laying (including you to keep track of mined areas) requires a normal 'Intelligence + Support Weapons' roll.

Interactive Cluster Mine – TU-CHIN Q-2 ONI'S BREATH Submolecular Reflective Cluster
Damage as weapon 20,000¢ Field Range EMPS 20 AP --
fired within trigger range

An atypic weapon illegal and unavailable on Earth. The undetectable nanocluster, once ejected in a mine-sized  
cartridge, deploys freely floating at D102 km per turn in direction D6: 1 front, 2 right, 3 left, 4 back, 5 top, 6 bottom.
Current speed and direction is rolled secretely by the GM each turn. One interactive cluster mine covers 1000 km3.
Passing a normal 'Intelligence + Support Weapons' roll predetermines its shape. Quantum tunneling effects enable 
the cluster to reflect high-energy impacts. Any energy weapon fired within clash range towards the nanocluster 
backfires, dealing full damage to the attackers shield. At the end of a scene the cluster self-destructs. Sometimes.
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Ammunition
Outer space missions are generally situations where ammo supply can get more restricted than usual. However, 
up-to-date spacecraft offers much more payload capacity than oldish 21st century shuttles, and the typical agent's 
hand baggage including some crates of ammo and firearms would be no problem, even on a regular flight. (proper 
licenses assumed) As for spacecraft armaments, energy weapons like lasers and plasmas are powered by ship 
engines virtually unlimited; thus similarly plentiful supplied as we're used to handle ammunition in CORPORTATION.
Other armaments supply is limited to the loaded ammo, which may also offer specific effects as outlined below. 
Typically it needs to drydock to reload, and such ammunition is less common to find, so it is worth to keep track of.

Torpedoes (Supra-Orbital Cruise Missiles)

Torpedoes are sophisticated fire-and-forget homing weapon systems to deliver a large warhead with high precision.
Such missiles have full-featured propulsion engines; navigated by an A.I. utilising onboard sensors to track targets.
In general not atmosphere-worthy, they get armed with various warheads. List prices include a complete torpedo.
 
Torpedo Warhead Plasma – KNOX SOM-PLD-P Plasma Payload
2D6 x 50 Damage 5,000¢ Field Range 600 m Radius A.I. 6 Signature -10 EMPS 20

This standard warhead delivers a super-heavy plasma charge ignoring all AV of the target, and ⅔ AV or 1⁄3 AV of 
secondary targets in the outer ranges of its blast radius, where also dealing respecively less damage.

Torpedo Warhead DEMP – KNOX SOM-PLD-D 'Red Apple' Disruptive EMP Payload
Damage special          15,000¢ Field Range    --     Radius A.I. 6 Signature -10 EMPS 20

This warhead delivers a payload of nano-particles, permeating shields and armor such effordlessly, that also 
dealing no damage as such. Instead the effect is utilised to induce an electrostatical charge, which gets channelled 
by a synced 'ignition laser' to disrupt the vessel's EMP shielding. The laser is guided by the warhead, thus requires 
no additional roll to hit, but an apt laser weapon in the same armament bay as the torpedo launcher. Roll a Critical 
Effect (p. 30) for all components of the target ship. Effects last until fixed by a Mechtronics roll for each component.

Torpedo Warhead HION – KNOX SOM-PLD-H 'Tin Opener' Heavy Ion Payload
3D10 Damage           20,000¢ Field Range 600 m Radius A.I. 6 Signature -10 EMPS 20
to shields x 50

This warhead is especially designed to discharge shields. It emits a field of heavy ions which are rapidly bound by 
the shields. Related to the method applied with a DEMP, a synced ignition laser then initiates a fusion reaction 
encroaching on the shield's ions, overloading its generators by the sudden plasmic flow, causing shields to 
massively discharge. For the reaction taking place such widely spread, it blows out dealing barely other damage. 
Similar to a DEMP requires an appropriate laser to be installed in the same armament bay as the torpedo launcher.

Stealth Torpedo – Pan Lee G0-57 'Dragon Eel' Supra-Orbital Stealth Missile
Damage             7,000¢ Field Range Radius A.I. 7 Signature -16 EMPS 20
as warhead as warhead

An upgraded version of the standard torpedo with improved Signature including a more performant A.I. resulting in 
an improved hit ratio, and reduced chance to evade or fend off. Price is for the torpedo only; warhead to be added.

Torpedo A.I. Upgrade – Cyrebrum MSIN 2.7-10 Smart Autonomous Targeting Processor
Damage             5,000¢ Field Range Radius A.I. +1 Signature -1 EMPS 20
as warhead as warhead

Cumulative upgrade of A.I. and Signature at standard (non-stealth) torpedoes. Applicable up to 4 times per torpedo.
Each upgrade both increases A.I. and decreases Signature respectively by 1 per 5,000¢. (up to 20,000¢)

Expanded Bomb Compartment – KNOX ML-AESP-E Payload Extension
-- Damage             3,000¢ EMP Immune AP 1

Expands the payload compartment of a Bomb Dropper Bay by an additional capacity equating to 56 space mines.
Mind that the launch / drop rate remains unaffected by this. A higher charge dropping rate requires more launchers.

Expanded Bulk Magazine – AMS MOONDUSTER M-13-XP
-- Damage             8,000¢ EMP Immune AP 1

Expands the ammmo compartment of a Bulk Driver M-13 by an additional capacity of 40 shots. (400 SMART clips)
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Homing weapons / Torpedoes

Engaging torpedoes requires a Lock on target by passing a normal piloting roll in the precedent manoeuvre phase.
In the subsequent firing phase torpedoes get launched by gunners attack rolls, possibly modified by circumstances.
Once launched, a torpedo keeps on tracking even over multiple turns of evasive manouevring to deliver its payload.

In Clash Range, the first attack by the torpedo A.I. is handled immediately after launch, in the same firing phase.
Targets get no chance to evade, but torpedoes attack difficulty also tightens by -4 for the decreased tracking time.
Beyond Clash Range, torpedoes always take 1 round until reaching targets, and attack in that next firing phase.
Action Total of  torpedoes equals the A.I. level x2 +XS of the initial launch roll on 'Heavy Firearms + Perception'. 

Each torpedo automatically scores an Initiative of A.I. x2, and counts as a seperate enemy regarding defense.
Succesful detection provided, targets can Evade to impede following torpedo attacks by their defense score.
Torpedoes' A.I. counts as defense, but impedes the target ship only; and is not dividable over further opponents.
Target shot penalty impedes the launch roll only. With AV 3 and 8 HP torpedoes are usually destroyed upon hit. 

Once the A.I. scores a successful attack, the warhead hits the target, and damage is rolled.
Failure of the A.I. results in a delay of impact, and the torpedo returns for another attack in the next firing phase.
After 3 rounds without hitting its target, the warhead self-destructs out of range. 
On critical fail of the A.I. it desastrously mistargets, and 'returns to sender', attacking the ship it got launched from.
Enemies' Evasion XS of 8 or more allows to mislead the A.I. onto another target chosen by the evading pilot.

Volley: You can engage several torpedoes to attack one target as flight formation. Launching difficulty tightens by 
-2 per 4 torpedoes. Increase Action Total of the whole volley by +2 per 4 torpedoes, acting as one single attacker.
Once scoring a successful attack, the complete volley hits, and damage gets rolled for all its warheads. A volley 
counts only as a single enemy regarding defense, and failed attacks similarly count for the complete formation.
For all torpedoes of a volley must get launched at once, a corresponding number of torpedo launchers is required.
However, only one launcher's firing arc must align with the target to lock on. A volley can effect Critical Damage.

Grinding Damage

Analogous to Mashing Damage, some especially wreckful weapons deal Grinding Damage to spacecraft. Any 
damage inflicted by such weapons additionally deals the value noted in parentheses (rate) x 10 HP to the vessel's 
hull, and (rate) x 1 HP to all its occupants for beyond-armor effects. This ongoing effects by disintegrating hull 
fragments, internal shockwaves, pressure plunge, secondary explosions, electrical shorts and fire etc. deal damage
each turn until repairs can contain the collapse by 'Mechtronics + Intelligence or Agility or Reflexes' rolls. Such 
emergency repairs take 1 full round, demanding all occupants full attention. Each round the Difficulty tightens by -1.
Any battle action (Detect, Shield, Manoeuvre, Fire) during emergency repairs prohibits completion until next round.
Every occupant can assist. Collect a number of successes equal to the Grinding Damage (rate) inflicted in total.

Represent NPC spacecraft's occupants by Core Crew value x 25 HP; military: x 30 HP +AV 1: elite: x 35 HP +AV 4.
Roll emergency repairs on the Chief's Action Total solely, with required successes divided by the Core Crew value.

Zero-G Environment & Firearms 
Using conventional (no laser/plasma) firearms in space raises specifical problems. To begin with, the blowback is 
remarkably harder to handle, since the operating principle is similar to a rocket engine: The projectile is propelled 
by rapidly expanding gas of a combustion, and without the footing as it is provided by gravity on Earth, a shooter 
who floats in weightless conditions is as well propelled in the opposite direction. Since the mass of the shooter who 
fires the gun is much larger than this of the projectile, he would reach notably less speed, but the blowback suffices
certainly to serve as a makeshift thruster at spacewalks. In microgravity environments such as asteroids or small 
moons, you still suffer a general -2 penalty to fire. Failure requires an instant Athletics check to prevent knockback. 
If the Athletics check fails, shooters suffer knockback of 5 metres per Damage dice of the weapon. (s. MoW p. 131)
This is caused not alone by the blowback, but in combination with unfortunate sidesteps spinning out of control.
Note that any physical task in microgravity is at -4 unless you possess the Astrobatics training. Another problem is 
the mechanical system of automatic weapons, that is not optimised to weightless conditions. Albeit auto-loading 
guns in principle require neither gravity nor air to work, the precision mechanics is prone to malfunction in space.
Automatic firearms in space critical miss on 9/9 and 10/10; the weapon jams, and it takes 1 entire round to un-jam.
Since the kinetic energy without air drag is notably higher on impact, the Damage of firearms is upgraded one dice 
category i.e. D6 turn into D8, D8 into D10 etc. A Black Cougar p.e. dealt Damage D10; or a shotgun 2D12 / 3D12.
Firearm ranges also increase by factor 10, i.e. medium range is 4 km and long range 20 km. As mere eyeshot in 
space can reach up to 2,000 km, telescopic sights are not even obligatory to take aim at such far afield targets. All 
it needs is a line of sight. Just as little it needs to worry about ballistic paths, and the firing rate remains unchanged.
Both these advantages take effect only when firing guns in the vacuum of space, but not in pressurised spacecraft.
As for laser/plasma and most other kind of weapons, that increased range as well applies, but no damage upgrade.
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Mine Fields & Laying Patterns
Mined areas can interdict enemy movement like sea mines. By contrast with naval mining however, the additional 
third vector as for possible space routing increases the mine requirements for blockades by an order of magnitude.
Unlike land or sea vehicles, spacecraft travels more freely in three directions instead of restricting to a flat plane. 
Where it required p.e. 10x10=100 mines to cover a flat area, a cube of that base required 10x10x10=1,000 mines. 
Having said that, spacecraft routing in general follows predictable pathways anyway. As mentioned before, even in 
deep space the gravitational force imposes restrictions by fuel consumption costly or unfeasible to ignore. Thus 
smartly placed minefields at crucial spots take notable effect without blocking extremely spacious areas indeed.

When crossing mined area, roll D100 as percentage dice. On results below or equal the Hit Ratio you hit on a mine.
Every 8 mines bar an area of 100 km3 at 100% hit ratio. Wider distribution results in proportionally lower hit ratio:

Mined Area x1 x2 x4 x8 x16 x32 x64 x128

Hit Ratio 100% 50% 25% 13% 6% 3% 2% 1%

Example: 24 mines (3 x 8 mines) cover 300 km3 (6.7 km x 6.7 km x 6.7 km) at 100% hit ratio. Any vessel crossing
that mine field short of 7 kilometres in spatial extent will unevitably trigger one mine at least, and take damage. 
You can as well opt to lay the mines in a narrow corridor of 300 km in length but merely 1 km in width and height, 
or in any other desired shape of 300 km3 volume – the chance to hit on mines when crossing that area is still 100%.
Less serried distribution of the same number of mines over a wider area however reduces that hit ratio. When you 
disperse 24 mines over an 8-fold volume of 2,400 km3 (13x13x13 km) the hit ratio in that mine field reduces to 13%.
Shaped into a corridor of 1 km in diameter you can cover 2,400 km length of a route with mines at 13% hit ratio.

Mine laying (including you to keep track of mined areas) requires a normal 'Intelligence + Support Weapons' roll.
Every 2 XS decrease the mines signature or increases the number of mines triggered upon hit respectively by 1. 
You can increase the number of mines that get triggered upon hit to maximum ¼ of the mines layed in total, and 
decrease the minefield's detectability at best to Signature -25. The GM has the last say concerning reasonabilty.

Example: You score XS 6. Using 4 points you decrease Signature of all mines by -2, and for the remaining 2 points
you increase the trigger sensibility by 1, so that 2 mines explode each time when a ship fails the percentage roll.

At regular Signature -16, space mines are almost undetectable unless deliberately searching for by performing a 
Seek manoeuvre. During battle, your Sensors improve by +4 until your next turn in the following Manoeuvre Phase 
upon passing a roll on 'Reflexes + Pilot', whilst movement restricts to 1⁄10 Speed at thrust 0. If your next Detection 
roll on 'Int + Mechtronics + Sensors +4' scores of the mines Signature, you can move ahead safely for that 1 turn. 

Roll 1D6 to determine at wich end the mine field was entered 
as per adjoining illustration. Mine fields essentially classify in 
Curtains of large planar extent at comparably thin depth or 
Corridors of great length at comparably small diameter. The 
difference matters as for the direction in wich to move next:
A curtain you passed quickly by heading for direction 5 or 6.
In a corridor by contrast you stay in that way, but can leave it 
soon if you opt for direction 1, 2, 3, 4. Pilots don't know the 
extent of a mine field as a Seek reveals nearby mines at best. 
So the dice is to be rolled secretely by the GM. Players then 
declare their next move: Ahead, Back, Left, Right, Up, Down.
Daredevils won't bother to seek, but first rev up and see if still 

hit on mines the next turn. At small minefields chances are good to pass through at full speed in one turn. Last but 
not least a minefield can also be evenly spread, where direction certainly doesn't matters unless heading back.

Aside from battle scenes, when no strict turn order applies, the extent of a mine field is scannable more thoroughly 
before deciding upon a safe detour. First roll on 'Int + Support Weapons' at a penalty of the enemy mine laying XS. 
Next roll on 'Perception + Mechtronics' adding Sensors +4 +XS of the precedent roll net of the minefield Signature. 
Note that by contrast with regular Battle Detection 'Perception' is used instead of 'Reflexes'. Success reveals all-up 
distribution of the field to an extent of 1+XS x50,000 km3 or 500 mines. Each scan takes 1 hour - XS x3 minutes. 
You can then detour round the minefield by a Course Correction of a 1-hour deviation, or further pass through with 
the Hit Ratio for crossing the scanned area of that one specific minefield permanently reduced by your XS x5%. 

Mine Laying Patterns
Mine Amount  24 mines     80 mines      1032 mines Hit Ratio   For your convenience
Defensive Wall 1x20x20     km    1x35x35    km    1x120x120     km 90%          adjoining table outlines
Interdict Corridor 1x1x1,200  km    1x2x2,000 km    2x5x5,000      km 25%          typical laying variants' 
Loose Curtain 1x50x50     km    1x90x90    km    1x404x404     km 13%          spacial extent & hit ratio
Full Stretch 34x34x34   km    50x50x50  km    120x120x120 km   1%          at different mine armory
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Spacecraft Design
A sourcebook addressing space enthusiasts won't be complete without covering actual spaceships in more detail, 
and providing a framework to design individual spacecraft yourself. That's what the following chapter is about. 
Typically reserved for gamemasters, this does not cover ingame construction by a character. Single persons can 
definitely not craft a spaceship. (unless posessing the training MacGyverDeluxe, which is unavailable thus far)

The vast majority of all spacecraft is Ai-Jinn manufacture, where any deep-space-worthy vessel requires at least 
the FarDrive (or FreeDrive) to be provided exclusively by their rogue Archon conducted legacy plant in Changsha. 
Other corporations' sub-contract manufacturers established specialty supply of various spacecraft technologies 
aside from the subspace engine, and partly even market a spacecraft line under their own label. Mostly these are 
no more than light shuttles, but also capital craft such as luxury liners and some military vessels were developed 
indepedently in many respects except for the subspace technology, which remains invariably under Ai-Jinn control.

Major Spacecraft Manufacturers
Brand Affiliation Specialty
Xing-Zao Ai-Jinn, Shanghai-based Heavy-duty craft, hulls & propulsion
MAS WF, Detroit based Armour & shield generators
Kobushi Shi Yukiro, Kagoshima based Instruments and ion thrusters
Caerulean Craft EI, Moscow based Luxury liners and upmarket interiors
Narcissus Shipyards Indie, Eros-based Advanced custom-built yachts

Basic distinctions of spacecraft are its hull and the engines optional atmospheric flight and/or subspace capability. 
Cost vary widely depending on the ship size. Where a light space-worthy shuttle is already obtainable at ¼ million, 
decent medium ships with atmospheric engines and FarDrive range between 2 and 6 million credits basic cost. 
For quick ship design you can leave it at that, or simply take one of the generic vessels listed in the next chapter.
For individual design in more detail, advanced retrofits can be added to the basic configuration as outlined below.
Note that atmospheric flight capability is not obligatory: Vessels deployed exclusively in outer space don't need it, 
such as carrier-based starfighters, whereas capital craft beyond Mass 8 is per se never atmospheric flight capable.

Hull Type Mass HP (Mass x 500)  Length Over All    Cost ¢ (Mass2 x 100,000)    Engine Option   Cost
light 1-2    500 - 1,000     15 -     90 m              100,000 -      400,000    Atmospheric*       x 1.25 
medium 3-5 1,500 - 2,500     45 -   125 m              900,000 -   2,500,000    FarDrive              x 2     
heavy 6-8 3,000 - 4,000     90 -   360 m           3,600,000 -   6,400,000    FreeDrive  yearly 30,000 ¢
capital 9-40 4,500 - 20,000   135 -1,800 m           8,100,000 - 40,000,000    *not beyond Mass 8

Atmospheric flight and subspace capability must be considered in the basic design of the fuselage, and can not be 
added later to a ship that was initially unfitted, except for a FreeDrive, which optionally can be retrofitted. Otherwise
engine options cost factor relates to the hull. Advanced retrofits further improve basic configurations. Retrofits are 
installable anytime in the drydock, whereas the basic configuration remains unchangeable after initial construction.

 Hull Hardening           Cost ¢ Internal Hardening   25,000 ¢     Main Reactor Speed (o\p\s) Cost ¢
 light         25,000   Separate component hardening.        XZ-Nova 5.1      400\4\18       600,000
 medium         50,000  Cost per point of component AV.        Kobushi T6        400\2\16       450,000
 heavy       100,000   If all components are hardened,         XZ-Nova 3.0      360\3\17       300,000
 capital       150,000  ¼ of total components AV adds          XZ-Argonite       280\3\18       150,000
 MAS Ceramite Spacecraft Armour to the general hull armour rating        XZ-Allstar          200\2\15           basic
 Cost per level, each providing AV +2 without affecting hardening level.       Main reactors define the speed limits
 Maximum level equals ship's Mass Sensors always start with AV 5.         foremost relevant for space battle*

*Travel times, as outlined in the space travel section, are not strictly reducible to speed. In relevant cases however, 
vessels with higher performance arrive a dash earlier. The Xin-Zao Argonite reactor p.e. is of economic advantage 
for freighters that spend much time in subspace on long distance flights, but need no battle-worthy orbital speed.
The XZ-Allstar is a sound budget reactor that comes included by default in the basic configuration at no extra cost. 
Other variants than above-noted are possible at GM's discretion, unless exceeding the ultimate limits of a Nova 5.1

Speed Comparision Chart
Orbital   Phase Move 1-day Travel    Planetary  1-week Travel   Stellar     1-month Travel
200   50 km          48 h            1 Gm/h      14 days        15 Gm/h   36 days          
280   70 km 31 h           2 Gm/h      10 days   16 Gm/h   34 days
360   90 km          26 h            3 Gm/h        8 days        17 Gm/h   32 days          
400 100 km 24 h    4 Gm/h        7 days   18 Gm/h   30 days

Use above chart as a rough guideline to estimate performance gaps of competing spacecraft at GM's discretion. 
In most instances you may ignore those differences ranging from hours to several days of travel time, but simply 
use the general table all the same. As for space battle, the movement rate is also far from the most relevant factor, 
comparable with movement in other combat. It makes a difference, but is just no typical match-winning advantage.
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 Propulsion     Thrust Lightness       Cost ¢ Control System Lightness       Cost ¢
 XZ-Normalite 1 +0        basic Atitronix Icontrol 3.0   1        basic  
 XZ-Twinpuls 2  -1      50,000 Datanetica FGS-7   2    450,000
 KBS-Ionite*1 2 +2 1,800,000 Takata R55 SQ   3 1,000,000 
 XZ-Tripuls 3  -2      75,000 Cyrebrum MP9   4 1,500,000
 XZ-Tripuls-LT 3   0 1,200,000
 XZ-Tetrapuls 4  -3    100,000 Control System and Propulsion Unit in concert 
 XZ-Tetrapuls-LT 4  -1 1,250,000 define spacecrafts Thrust and Lightness rating.
 XZ-Solareon 4 +0 1,800,000 Lightness must never drop to zero or below, and
 KBS-Magatama*2 4 +1 3,500,000 can not exceed maximum 4. You can install any 
 *1max. Mass 4, Signature -2 *2max. Mass 8, Signature -1 propulsion unit, provided that minimum Lightness 1

remains. Aside from various propulsion modifiers,
vessels of Mass 8 and beyond reduce Lightness by -1, from Mass 12 on by -2, and Mass 20+ is at Lightness -3. 
This represents the overall inertia increasing with more massy ships. Spacecraft Control Systems coordinate the 
functional interaction of reactor power, main propulsion and steering thrusters, but as well any downstream systems
such as electricity supply, onboard computers, shields, armaments and sensor arrays. Imagining a power plant as 
the heart of a ship, with an onboard computer as brain, this is the central nervous system. Its processor is designed
most relyable in plain and perdurable redundancy circuits, hooked up by solid cabling and ruggedised connectors. 
Typically, the control system is the very last thing that remains functional even in otherwise utterly wrecked vessels.
The control system can neither be hacked, nor attacked by target shots, and is EMP immune. Sabotage attempts 
suffer -12 penalty, where possible locations and unmistakable effects make it most likely to get busted on success. 
However, it's a way to render vessels completely inoperable for a number of hours equal to the XS. (s. EaB p. 12)

 Lightness: Maximum of actions over the 4 phases per turn       Thrust: Free movements of each ¼ orbital speed

Propulsion units state-of-the-art are atomic powered, anti-matter boosted, hypergolic-fuel rocket engines. Global 
market leader is undisputed Xing-Zao, other models are almost invariably actual replications by subsidiaries. 
Exceptional Kobushi drives are a rare and costly alternative. The Shi Yukiro manufacture features an advanced 
cold-plasma ion drive technology, which fuels axel instead of alice or roxy by default. (Hydrop XEL x3 totals 120¢, 
complete fill-up at 200¢) This includes 3 maneouvre rerolls, and the ion drive is long-distance suitable anyway. 
Additionally, Kobushi engines reduce spacecraft Signature. ('Ionite' -2, 'Magatama' -1) Besides, this most nimble 
low-emission propulsion is a rare option to increase Lightness in another way than by advanced control systems. 
However, the ion drive technology thus far can propel vessels of Mass 8 at the upmost, and only at excessive cost. 
Initially developed for Shi Yukiro's highly regarded ‘Tenshi’ Class Interceptors, Kobushi drives are not absolutely 
restricted to Shi Yukiro, but disreputable prospects may find obstacles, which are not resolvable simply by money. 
If a character or her allies in question are at daggers drawn with Shi Yukiro, GM's may deny a Kobushi drive, or 
more interestingly, maybe demand to gain their respect at first, which could be a downtime mission on its own. As 
everything created by Shi Yukiro, a Kobushi drive is not just an engine or a piece of formidable craftsmanship, but 
a soulful work of meaning, only the honorable deserve to hold, along with a responsibility to preserve the dignity. 

Note that any propulsion unit provides only conventional acceleration up to planetary top speed, but requires a 
subspace engine in addition to travel more far than short distance flights only. Any subspace engine requires a 
conventional propulsion in turn, in order to achieve jump velocity, but were otherwise entirely useless on its own.

 Stealth Modifications Mass Signature  Cost ¢       Spacecraft feature design related
 Default 1-3     -3                   basic        stealth characteristics by default to 
 Signature +1 per 4 points         4-7     -2              ''             a modest extend. The lack of wings or 
               Mass exceeds 8 8-11     -1              ''            aerodynamic control surfaces p.e. and 
 Multi-Spectral Camouflage 1-40     -1 Mass x 10,000       the use of non-metallic materials result
 Emission Dampening 1-40     -2 Mass x 50,000        in a relatively reduced radar profile.
 Low Signature Shaping*1 1-40     -2           250,000       This default Signature however is not
 Plasma Cloaking*2 1-4     -2           750,000        based on purpose design, and varies 

5-12     -1        1,500,000        solely dependent on spacecraft Mass. 
 *1cost at construction, retrofit costxMass *2fuels XEL, excludes Kobushi drives       Advanced Stealth Modifications further

      reduce the deafult Signature. Various 
Stealth Modifications are combinable, and respective Signature reductions stack, but each can be taken only once.
Multi-Spectral Camouflage: morphic wideband refraction coating adapts to surroundings to conceal hull shapes 
by disruptive patterns deceiving radar/ladar as well as inflicting -2 penalty to thermal imaging and visual detection.
Emission Dampening: minimises thermal profiles of engines and propellant jets, as well as the emission of other 
electromagnetic radiation caused by high-energy systems such as ion-shield generators and active sensor arrays.
Low Signature Shaping: hull design to deflect sensor beams. Costly to retrofit unless inbuilt at initial construction.
Plasma Cloaking: electromagnetic shielding by a cold-plasma flow around the ship. The advanced ECM originates
in Kobushi drives, which use it by default, thus are excluded to install the retrofit in addition. Requires to fuel XEL.
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 Sensor Array Bonus  Crew  Detection      Near-Surface     Scanning    Cost ¢
 Ansacan MSA 1-3         1-2    5 - 15 Mm      1.5 - 4.5 km       10 - 30 Gm Level x   50,000 
 Kobushi CA51 4-6  2-3  20 - 30 Mm      6.0 - 9.0 km       40 - 60 Gm Level x 100,000 
 Takata AMD-8 7-8   4  35 - 40 Mm    10.5 - 12  km       70 - 80 Gm Level x 200,000 
 Ultra-Long Range Units: 1 Mm = one thousand kilometers 1 Gm = one million kilometers

Spacecraft Sensor Arrays combine several high-power scanners to cover a wide spectrum of detection including 
range targeting pulse-doppler radar and ladar, thermal imaging, gravity, magnetic field and particle sensors, 
as well as a multitude of optical scanners such as star trackers or interferometric atmosphere and biosensors. 
Transponder and a secure communication transmitter with the sensors scanning range are also part of an array. 
Sensor usage principally divides in active detection and passive scanning with different ranges and restrictions: 

Detection applies to space battle, and is the basic requirement to take aim at any spacecraft or other targets. You 
can not attack unless having detected respective enemies in the first place. To this end the navigator in charge 
must score off opponents Signature by his Sensor rating plus the XS of a normal Mechtronics check. However, 
sensor arrays must be manned by a crew counting a number of operators equal to ½ the Sensor level, or otherwise
inflict -2 penalty for every missing operator. Using p.e. Sensor 5 on your own at -4 levels remaining bonus to +1.
Thus all too powerful sensor arrays can be rather of disadvantage at light vessels, and you should keep in mind 
for which purpose to design spacecraft, since there is no use in wasting oversized sensors on a one-man fighter.
Detection range is Sensor level x 5,000 km. Atmospheric flight restricts detection range to Sensor level x 1.5 km.

Scanning range is Sensor level x 10 million km, and applicable to non-battle tasks only, such as navigational 
guidance, and gathering data on planets or large-scale megastructures for coarse analysis and identification. 
Determining your position by stellar constellations, classifying a celectial body, examining a magnetic anomaly, or 
maybe locating signs of certain lifeforms over several hours with an accuracy of some thousand square kilometres 
are feasible examples – detecting spacecraft, or even surveying individuals at that distance are definitely not. 
Detailed observations by reckon satellites (and other spacecraft) are impossible beyond several 100 km range.
For the vital importance to general flight safety, spacecraft sensors come with internal hardening AV 5 by default. 

 Onboard / Targeting Computer System A.I. Firing Rate Cost ¢
 Datanetica MONDO-SPC secure -6 4-6 none       A.I. level x   5,000 
 Datanetica MONDO-PRO secure -6 7-9 A.I. level - 6 level x 20,000 
 Kobushi TSUKA Combat Processor elite -12 5-10 A.I. level - 4 level x 50,000 
 Xing-Zao REDUST Fleet Computer elite -12 8-10 A.I. level - 2 level x 75,000 
 Cyrebrum ATP-8 Autonomic Targeter as onboard 5 (subtitudes 1 crew gunner)          500,000 

Onboard computers provide the necessary navigation databases for routing calculations, pilot and target assist,  
system check and monitoring functions along with human interfaces and control panels for spacecraft operation.
Although the control system suffices to keep vessels operable, an onboard computer is obligatory for safe handling:

Onboard computer failure inflicts -4 penalty to any rolls related to ship operation, and in lack of the autopilot you 
must validate the routing by a Course Correction every 1 hour to prevent route deviations of 1 day at each time. 

Consequently the high-performance computers have secure systems with minimum A.I. 4, affording -10 to -12 
penalty against hacking attempts in the light domestic variants, which come without targeting assist. More secure 
system ratings from -11 to -15 include already a targeting assist that provides a spacecraft Firing Rate from 1 to 3. 
Note that spacecraft firing rate relates to how many armament bays can be triggered regardless the weapon's rate. 
Military onboard computers are always elite systems starting from -17 hacking penalty at firing rate 1. According to 
the optional A.I. level of respective system, the firing rate, hacking penalty and cost of the onboard computer varies.
In addition you can install a number of Autonomic Targeter A.I.s up to ½ the system A.I. level. Onboard computers 
with a system A.I. level 7 p.e. can have maximum 3 Auto-Targeters connected. Each can substitude 1 gunner of the
required crew by which armament bays are to be manned depending on the spacecraft firing rate and lightness. 
If  installed Auto-Targeters reduce crew requirements below 1, the A.I. crew can attack fully autonomic, using AT 15.
Otherwise it can not attack independently, but enables you to fire more armaments than aboard gunners allowed.

Aside from all this, onboard computers are powerful mainframes usable for a multitude of analytical science tasks, 
as well as providing the crew personal terminals for daily use including WDN access. However, datanet connection 
restricts to regular routes, and is notoriously glitchy. Hacking suffers -4, unless using a Cryptobeam transmitter.

 Shield Generators    HP Mass  Cost ¢    Spacecraft Shield Generators pool multiple shields to 
 MAS Standard Craft Shield    125 1         150,000    one shiftable hard ion field, as outlined under Shielding.
 MAS Battle Craft Shield    250 2         275,000    Generators require 1 point spacecraft Mass per 125 HP.
 MAS Tactical Craft Shield    625 5         600,000    Since lighter vessels can take proportionally less load,
 MAS Capital Craft Shield 1,000 8         875,000    suitable shields are more expensive. Variant types are
combinable. A ship of Mass 6 can p.e. combine a Tactical and a Standard generator to 750 HP at 750,000 credits. 
As regards discharge each 125 HP count as 1 seperate generator, which breaks upon 250 damage in one shot. → 
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If still generators left, exceeding damage is absorbed by, but another one breaks for every remaining 250 damage. 
Spacecraft shields regenerate 12 HP per minute. Broken generators are to be repaired by Mechtronics checks -4. 
It takes 1 minute to fix, but reduces the shield capacity by 10 HP unless spending 10,000¢ on replacement parts. If 
generators break by target shots or by critical damage, entire shields fail unless reactivated. (s. Target Locations)

Rapid Recharge upgrade for 500,000 ¢ restores each turn up to 50 HP, and only one generator per shot can break.
Shield Scrambling upgrade for 300,000 ¢ limits auto-modulated laser bypassing to 1-3 on a D10 roll. (s. DrA p. 80)

Spacecraft Armaments
You can install weaponry worth a number of Armament Points double the spacecraft Mass. Each weapon type and 
each firing arc require a seperate armament bay alike. Consult the Space Battle and Armaments section for details.
Armament bays are included in respective armaments installation cost, but must be specified for each weapon. 

Conclusive Spacecraft Stats
These Stats are not directly modifiable by retrofits, but depent on various other values as summarised below. Fill in 
the fields on your spacecraft sheet to complete the design. Note that relevant Armament Points are this of installed 
weapons, and that half the Sensor rating is exceptionally rounded up to determine navigator crew requirements.

Critical Damage Total HP ÷ (1 + Mass - Hull Hardening Level) If dealt in one turn entails Critical Effects 

Armament Points Mass x 2 Limiting indicator of installable armaments 

Armament Bays up to Mass 1 bay for each weapon type and firing arc
Gunners Firing Rate - Lightness + ½  AP installed Crew required to operate all armaments

Navigators ½ Sensor Level  (round up) Crew required to operate sensors

Core Crew Pilot + ½ (Navigators + Gunners) Crew requirement for operative readiness

Continuous Service Core Crew x 13 Service staff to ensure non-stop operation 

Monthly overheads of running spacecraft commercially are Continuous Service x 1,000¢. Length and wingspread 
vary about Mass x 30 meters ± 50%, maximum payload is Mass2 x 100 tons or maximum Mass2 x 5 passengers.

Deck Department
Four watchkeeping roles define the peformance of a ship depending on the Action Totals of operating characters: 

First Mate The commander in charge rolls 'D10 + Reflexes' to determine the ship's Initiative in Space Battle.
Chief Sensors and Shield operation is represented by Mectronics rolls of the chief engineer in charge.
Coxswain Any piloting checks are rolled by that actual character at the helm, which is classically the captain.
Gunner As with Sensors, one gunner in charge represents all the atttack rolls with his weapon skill.

Spacecraft Cosmetics & Interiors
Common domestic shuttles still come in plain white, just because it is a budget measure to improve overall safety. 
(basic reflective radiation protection, easy-to-spot flaws or damages) Since technology advanced, that's not exactly 
necessary any longer, and more colorful paintjobs are available for the style, whilst military spacecraft certainly is 
purpose-built just to be not that easy to spot. (visual space camouflage naturally is black) As regards decorative 
effects and stylish hull shaping aside from sheer functionality, there is a lot of creative leeway. Remember that 
atmospheric flight heavily relies on antigrav tech by default, thus modern spacecraft is not that generally restricted 
to aerodynamic streamlining. Typical stealth design by contrast appears rather angular-shaped to improve sensor 
deflection. As for interiors anything is possible anyway, but extravagant custom orders certainly come at a price.

All cost x Mass
Custom Paint Job     5,000   Adorning Special Effects     10,000   Maverick Hull Design     25,000  
Custom Interiors      4,000   Luxury Suite Cabins          12,000   Pleasure Facilities   20,000

Spacecraft Size/Capacity Chart Length (meters) Payload (tons or kilotons) and Passenger Capacity at a glance

Mass 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

LOA 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 360 480 600 720 784 1024 1296 1600

PLD 100 t 400 900 1.6 k 2.5 3.6 4.9 6.4 8.1 10 k 14.4 25.6 40 k 57.6 78.4 102.4 129.6 160 k

PSG 10 20 45 80 125 180 245 320 405 500 720 1280 2000 2880 3920 5120 6480 8000

I can't efford a spaced out starship!
Don't worry, you're in good company with roughly 99.999999% of the world population, and even top ranking 
executives typically never get a spaceship on their own behalf. For the majority of space missions, leased craft 
serves the purpose, and is expensive enough. Overall, spacecraft in CORPORATION is comparable to cyberlins: In 
general unaffordable, but unusual challenges call for unusual measures, which may allow agents to get hold on 
some vessel without purchase. Otherwise it's certainly also conceivable to develop multi-million credit uber agents. 
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SAMPLE
SPACECRAFT

1 2 31 2 3
1 2 31 2 3



 

As affordable substandard vessel the light DXZ-1-sloop is the craft 
of choice for budget short-distance travels or embarkment service. 
Although fully space-worthy fitted with a subspace drive, the 
flimsy hull of that titchy cockleshell won't stand a rough encounter, 
where weak propulsion and poor manoeuvrability round out the 
features of a tame vehicle that barely is to be called spacecraft.



The typical domestic shuttle that is slightly ruggedised to stand 
the strains of continous service. It won't crumble if you botch a 
docking manoeuvre. Otherwise your head is most probably harder.



1        1     SC Laser Cannon         1         6D10 +10    CLS   FRNT
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                             3          1D10 +15    CLS

2      2     Twin Laser Battery     2         4D10 +10    CLS   RDG*
                 *Retractable Turret:  any arc except keel

A shuttle, which may survive agents driving style long enough to 
reach a site of operation in space. The workable fielding standard.



1        1     SC Laser Cannon         1         6D10 +10    CLS   RDG*
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                             3          1D10 +15    CLS   
                 *Retractable Turret:  any arc except keel

2 3   SC Plasma Cannon       1    6D10 +5        ORD   KEEL*
                                             2   4D10 +15        FLD
                                             3    1D10 +10        ORD
                 *Retractable Turret: any arc except ridge

The KBS-PL-2 fielded for Eros harbourmaster's launch fleet is an 
exceptional patrol craft by Kobushi. Its signature ion drive is nigh 
on undetectable in case of a skirmish whilst providing unrivaled 
lightness of steerage with 3 Manoeuvre Rerolls per tankful, 
although costly by using XEL exclusively instead of rocket fuel.
Highly coveted for stealth operations, the Shi-Yukiro-tied Kobushi 
shipyards supply select customers only with their excellant craft.



1 1    SC Laser Cannon         1     6D10 +10       CLS    RDG*
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20  ORD
                                             3    1D10 +15         CLS
               *Secret Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

2 3   SC Plasma Cannon       1    6D10 +5        ORD   KEEL*
                                             2   4D10 +15        FLD
                                             3    1D10 +10        ORD
               *Secret Retractable Turret: any arc except ridge

Powerfend Burglar Defense
      AT 15   Galvanic Discharge     1    8D10 (½ EMP)  Close

The pride and business base of Swin Dallis is converted beyond 
recognition, and deliberately designed to look like crap. Typical 
border guards rather offered a bump-start instead of detaining.

Special Effects: Fit-for-scrap look-alike 

Secret Turrets: Perc+Mechtronics -6 to discover

Hidden Cargo Compartments:
10 Boxes (1 t) + 9 Crates (9 t) + 1 cargo hold (6x3x2 meters, 30 t)
Search: Int+Observ -6 / -50%   2 XS reveal 1 more compartment
                                           within 12 -XS minutes per search



1 1    SC Laser Cannon 1   6D10 +10       CLS    FRNT
                                              2   2D10 x2 +20  ORD
                                              3   1D10 +15         CLS

1 1    SC Laser Cannon         rate/dmg/rng as above    FRNT

2       2   Twin Laser Battery        2   4D10 +10       CLS   KEEL*
                *Retractable Turret:  any arc except ridge
____________________________________________________________________
/////////// VARIANT WEAPONRY /////////////////////////////////////////

1 3   SC Plasma Cannon 1   6D10 +5         ORD  FRNT*
                                              2   4D10 +15        FLD
                                              3    1D10 +10        ORD

       *Retractable Turret:  any arc except back

2 1    Bomb Dropper Bay      1     as charge       FLD   KEEL*
             *any arc except ridge

The FXZ-2 is a well-rounded light fighter that meets the special 
demands on fully spaceworthy combat craft at reasonable cost. 
Heavy-duty reactors power the propulsion to maximum thrust at 
high-speed manoeuvrability, properly covered by tried-and-tested 
stealth mods. Subspace and atmospheric flight capability allow 
versatile deployment at planetary or deep space theatres alike.



1 1    SC Laser Cannon 1   6D10 +10        CLS   FRNT*
                                              2   2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                              3   1D10 +15          CLS

        *Retractable Turret: any arc except back

2 1    Torpedo Launcher 1   as warhead      FLD  FRNT
2      4    Torpedo Bank (10)
____________________________________________________________________
/////////// VARIANT WEAPONRY //////// -300,000 ¢ /////////////////

1 3    SC Plasma Cannon 1   6D10 +5         ORD  RDGE*
                                              2   4D10 +15        FLD
                                              3    1D10 +10        ORD

        *Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

2 1    SC Laser Cannon 1   6D10 +10        CLS   FRNT
                                              2   2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                              3   1D10 +15          CLS
2 1    SC Laser Cannon         rate/dmg/rng as above    FRNT

3 1    Bomb Dropper Bay      1     as charge       FLD   KEEL*
             *any arc except ridge

The highly-regarded Tenshi-Interceptor was the debut of Kobushi's 
low-signature ion drive, which not only compensates the mass of a 
compact-built heavy fighter that can launch torpedoes, but excels 
in manoeuvrability, outpacing any common fighter with ease. 
A precision instrument of death, as frightening as costly. 



1 3    SC Plasma Cannon 1   6D10 +5         ORD  FRNT*
                                              2   4D10 +15        FLD
                                              3    1D10 +10        ORD

Retractable Turret: all arcs except back

2 1    Torpedo Launcher 1   as warhead      ORD  FRNT
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

      LOAD        WARHEAD        SIGT     DMG           RNG    A.I.   
      10\*5  Stealth Plasma         -16   2D6 x50         FLD    7
           3 *Stealth DEMP*         -16   critical effects   FLD   7
           2 *Stealth HION*           -16   3D10 ( x50      FLD    7
                                                     to shields )
                                                                                                                                                  

//////////// *BOMBER VARIANT* /////// +200,000 ¢ /////////////////
1 1    SC Laser Cannon 1   6D10 +10        CLS   FRNT
                                              2   2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                              3   1D10 +15          CLS

2 1    SC Laser Cannon        rate/dmg/rng as above      FRNT*
                  Retractable Turret:  any arc except back

2 1    Torpedo Launcher 1   as warhead      FLD  FRNT
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

3 1    Bomb Dropper Bay       1     as charge               KEEL*
             *any arc except ridge

    Interactive Cluster x 5   8   as opponent weapon
             Large Charge       x 4   2   5D10 x20 Grd(1) FLD
             Small Charge       x 2   4   3D10 x10          FLD

An extra-heavy Tenshi-Interceptor custom-built for EAS' TAG fleet



1 8   Battle Laser Cannon    2    2D10 x4 +40   ORD  RDG*
                 Retractable Turret:  any arc except keel

2 1    SC Laser Cannon 1   6D10 +10        CLS   FRNT
                                              2   2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                              3   1D10 +15          CLS

3 1    SC Laser Cannon        rate/dmg/rng as above     KEEL*
                  Retractable Turret:  any arc except ridge

A battle-worthy transport for troop fielding and materiel supply.
The intimidating carrier, in sheer size surpassing a Typhoon-class 
submarine, is fitted with a battleship laser well capable to keep 
enemy craft at a distance, sufficiantly hardened to take a couple of 
torpedoes, yet still keeps signature low enough to escape sensors. 
Aside from space-ops useful to deploy Cyberlins and P-Tanks.



1 3    SC Plasma Cannon 1   6D10 +5         ORD  BACK*
                                              2   4D10 +15        FLD
                                              3    1D10 +10        ORD

Retractable Turret: all arcs except front

2 2   Twin Laser Battery 2  4D10 +10       CLS   RDGE*
Retractable Turret: all arcs except keel

No more Armament Bays – Reconversion at 1,000¢ / AP (max 10)

A swift and sturdy merchant vessel to cover long distances fastly, 
and fend off pirate attacks alike. Although no battlecraft as such, 
clippers are exceptionally hardened, can take action in a skirmish 
and keep enemy craft at a distance until escaping into subspace. 
Defensive armaments serve the purpose of space haulage only to 
ensure profit maximising by safeguarding cargo and freighter.



1 12  Battle Plasma Turret     2   4D10 x2 +30   FLD   RDG*
             *any arc except keel

A small ship with one big gun to monitor battlefields from afar, 
prohibiting the escape of enemy craft rather than engaging all too 
closely. Essentially transportable plasma turrets, gunboats by 
contrast with capital craft can control a sector at minimised cost.



1        1     SC Laser Cannon         1         6D10 +10    CLS   KEEL*
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                             3          1D10 +15    CLS   
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except ridge

2 8   Battle Laser Cannon     2    2D10 x4 +40   ORD  RDG*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

3 1    Torpedo Launcher 1   as warhead      FLD   FRNT
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
____________________________________________________________________
//////////// RAIDER VARIANT /////////// +1,600,000 ¢ ////////////////
1 14  Bulk Driver Cannon      ½   5D10 x5 Grd(5) CLS   RDG*
              20 Shots                        ignore 20 AV
              *Secret Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

             Auto-Targeter x4       AT 20                    GUNNERS 0
             (fully autonomic)                                 CORE CREW 2

             Cryptobeam Hacking Transmitter
             SubBlanket

Being the lightest of vessels rated battle-worthy in any respect, 
corvettes are most versatile and still atmospheric flight capable. 
Tactical shield and armaments enable even to take on capital craft. 
With a bit of luck, two corvettes could bring down a lonely battle 
cruiser, albeit it can blow corvettes' shields by one torpedo volley. 
A dangerous toy in the hands of competent captains with attitude.



No Armament Bays – Reconversion cost 1,000¢ per AP (max 14)

Caerulean Craft long distance spaceflight standard
Adaptable Interior provides 170 separable, well-spaced sleeping 
berths with seat TV, WDN, Minibar &  IP (integrated powder room) 
a modest leisure deck and 50 first class luxury cabins
All passenger areas with artificial gravity (Soft AG)



No Armament Bays – Reconversion cost 1,000¢ per AP (max 16)

Capital freighters carry the majority of bulk load from deep space 
mining sites, typically acompanied by some esort vessels such as 
corvettes, since those clumsy giants resembling aircraft-carriers in 
size were otherwise easy prey to pirates, once leaving subspace. 
If you need to carry loads of cargo over stellar distances quickly, 
that's the spacecraft of choice – in any other respect an epic fail. 



1 15  Gravity Projector         ¼   1D6 x100 Grd(1) ORD   BACK

TOWING: 
Gravity Projectors are used for towing spacecraft by aiming the 
gravity field not directly at the target, but only close to it. Even 
heaviest vessels adrift are dragged towards the gravity centre.
A regular attack roll is required. On success no damage is dealt. 
Instead the target is towed in the desired direction at maximum
Speed  =  ½ Damage Roll result in kilometers per turn
Thrust =  1 +1 per 200 Damage
On failure ½ Damage is dealt to the target ship's hull.
On critical failure the generating ship suffers full hull damage.

Additional actions are required in order to change the direction and 
to decelerate the target vessel at the destination heading for.
Note that each use takes minimum 4 rounds.

Towboats regularly assist capital craft in docking manoeuvres at 
spaceports and shipyards, or in emergencies are deployed in deep 
space salvage as well. To this end also a subspace capable type is 
obtainable at 13,880,000 ¢ but this is for reaching deployment site 
only – in general you can not tow spacecraft through subspace.



1        1     SC Laser Cannon         1         6D10 +10    CLS   KEEL*
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                             3          1D10 +15    CLS   
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except ridge

2 8   Battle Laser Cannon    2    2D10 x4 +40   ORD  RDG*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

3 2   Twin Laser Battery      2    4D10 +10        CLS   RDG*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

4 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

The lightest capital battleship differs from a corvette essentially in 
an additional point defense battery and heavier armour / shields, 
aside from the massier hull providing more HP's anyway. Other 
weapon configurations are obtainable such as an all-torpedo set 
(SC Laser, 3x Torpedo Launcher/Bank +700,000 ¢) or a big gun 
version with a Battle Laser Turret replacing all the other cannons.
However, these special configurations remarkably reduce defensive 
versatility unless fielded in tandem with convoy vessels of a fleet.



1        1     SC Laser Cannon         1         6D10 +10    CLS   FRNT
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                             3          1D10 +15    CLS  
 
2       1     SC Laser Cannon        rate/dmg/rng as above    BACK

3       1     SC Laser Cannon        rate/dmg/rng as above    RIDGE

4       1     SC Laser Cannon        rate/dmg/rng as above    KEEL

5       1     SC Laser Cannon        rate/dmg/rng as above    LEFT

6       1     SC Laser Cannon        rate/dmg/rng as above    RIGHT

7 2   Twin Laser Battery      2    4D10 +10        CLS   RDG*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

8 2   Twin Laser Battery      2    4D10 +10        CLS   KEEL*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except ridge

9 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

10 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   BACK
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

A light spacecraft carrier to control modest battlefields, and serve 
as a versatile, mobile spacebase for small-scale operations

6 Flight Deck Bays can carry maximum 6 vessels of Mass 4 or 
10 Mass-3 vessels, 24 Mass-2 or 96 Mass-1 craft corresponding 
a total payload of 9,600 tons



1        1     SC Laser Cannon         1         6D10 +10    CLS   RDG*
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                             3          1D10 +15    CLS
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

2 1    Bomb Dropper Bay       1     as charge               KEEL*
             *any arc except ridge
                                                  

18  Expanded Compartment:     1,032 Mines     (Total Load)

--   Space Mine                8   5D10 x10 Grd(2) 750 m -- 

Default Mining Patterns (6 ½ min)    Hit Chance  Reload (48 h)    
Defensive Wall:    1 x 120 x 120   km     90%        3 x 440 x 440
Interdict Corridor: 2 x 5 x 5,000 km     25%      10 x 20 x 10,000
Loose Curtain:     1 x 404 x 404 km      13%        5 x 800 x 800
Full Stretch:       120 x 120 x 120 km        1%    404 x 404 x 404

Mine laying takes 6 ½ minutes per load covering various areas as 
per mining patterns above. Reloading the mine compartment takes 
about one hour. 40,000 mines in the cargo bay cover a maximum 
area within 2 days as specified under 'Reload'. Cost include mines. 

Minelayers are typically fielded in units of four to six vessels, as 
required safeguarded by convoy craft, to deploy mine barrages, 
defensive or offensive alike. By contrast with naval mining the 
additional third vector in space as for possible routing increases 
the mine requirements for blockades by an order of magnitude. 
6 minelayers can merely bar a field of ordinary range. (2,000 km) 
Still investing some hundret millions in mines may be strategically 
favorable over the oncost of a sufficiant fleet to patrol a sector.
Restocking one minelayer comes at 60 millions mate's rates. 



1 5   Quad Laser Battery      2   4D10 x2 +30   CLS   RDG*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

2 2   Twin Laser Battery      2    4D10 +10        CLS   RDG*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

3 3   SC Plasma Cannon      1     6D10 +5         ORD  KEEL*
                                            2    4D10 +15         FLD
                                            3     1D10 +10         ORD
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except ridge

4 1    Bomb Dropper Bay      1     as charge       FLD   KEEL*
             *any arc except ridge

5 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

Scout cruisers are powerful battleships with a highly efficiant 
balance of tactical armaments, lightness, stealth and toughness.
The combat craft of choice for battle missions behind the lines.

2 Auto-Targeters (Gunners -2)
Plasma Cloaking fuels XEL (No Manoeuvre Reroll) \ else Signt. +1



1 11   Battle Laser Turret       4   4D10 x4 +40   ORD   RDG*
             *any arc except keel

2 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT

        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

3 3   SC Plasma Cannon      1     6D10 +5         ORD  KEEL*
                                            2    4D10 +15         FLD
                                            3     1D10 +10         ORD
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except ridge

The capital warship of choice to bring down most combat vessels 
within few rounds by dishing out an average damage of 1,000 HP 
a turn, whilst its heavy armour ensures enemies a rough time with 
achieving a notable payback. On top of this, the sensor advantage 
of capital battlecraft makes it hard to escape destroyers detection. 
Yet still predominance depends on the crew's skills, where ships of 
that mass are far from swift as for outmanoeuvring competitions. 
Once the torpedo banks are depleted, the tide may turn ...



1 8   Battle Laser Cannon     2   2D10 x4 +40   ORD   RDG*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

2 9  Battle Plasma Cannon   1     4D10 x2 +30   FLD   KEEL*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except ridge

3 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT

        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

Distinction between a light battlecruiser and a destroyer is delicate 
but nonetheless notable. For instance the battlecruiser is larger, 
thus tougher, but also easier to hit. Armaments aren't exactly more 
powerful, but featuring one additional torpedo bank and launcher, 
plus a stronger plasma cannon. In consequence, light battlecruisers 
can best play to their strengths in field range by keeping distance.



1 12  Battle Plasma Turret     2   4D10 x4 +40   FLD  RDG*
              *any arc except keel

2 2  Bomb Dropper Bay 1   as charge         FLD  KEEL*
              *any arc except ridge

Supertankers are mainly used in the field of gas giant mining for 
the production haulage, or for in-flight refueling of spacecraft. In 
terms of gamemechanics 1 barrel of fuel equals 25 tons regardless 
the fuel type, or usually Mass2 x 100 t per fill up, i.e. a tanker can 
refuel one ship of Mass 20. A successful Rendevouz Manoeuvre 
provided, refuel takes 4 rounds per ton or Mass2 x 10 minutes. 
In-flight refueling tankers also provide inbuild quickcharge units.
For the typical hazmat cargo, tankers are excessively hardened. 
The fully-autotargeting heavy defense requires no skilled gunner. 



1 11   Battle Laser Turret      4    2D10 x4 +40   ORD  RDG*
             *any arc except keel

2       1     SC Laser Cannon         1         6D10 +10    CLS   RDG*
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                             3          1D10 +15    CLS 
 
3       1     SC Laser Cannon        rate/dmg/rng as above    KEEL*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except ridge

4      12   Battle Plasma Turret    2    4D10 x2 +30   FLD   KEEL*
             *any arc except ridge

5 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT

1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT

        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

6      2    Bomb Dropper Bay 1   as charge         FLD  KEEL*
              *any arc except ridge

A full-fledged capital battleship. Mahoosive, murdereous and mean.
Impenetrable armour and excessive armament is surpassed only 
by its exorbitant cost. The very most opponents will opt for flight.
Easily pulverises anything below Mass 5 within one singe turn.



1 11   Battle Laser Turret      4    2D10 x4 +40   ORD  RDG*
             *any arc except keel

2       1     SC Laser Cannon         1         6D10 +10    CLS   RDG*
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                             3          1D10 +15    CLS 
 
3       1     SC Laser Cannon        rate/dmg/rng as above    KEEL*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except ridge

4      12   Battle Plasma Turret    2    4D10 x2 +30   FLD   KEEL*
             *any arc except ridge

5 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT

1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT

        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)
        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

6 2  Bomb Dropper Bay 1   as charge         FLD  KEEL*
              *any arc except ridge

Dreadnoughts outclass even battlecruisers. Any more questions?



1 11    Battle Laser Turret     4    2D10 x4 +40   ORD  RDG*
              *any arc except keel

2       1     SC Laser Cannon         1         6D10 +10    CLS   RDG*
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                             3          1D10 +15    CLS 
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except keel

3       12   Battle Plasma Turret    2    4D10 x2 +30   FLD   KEEL*
              *any arc except ridge

4 6   Twin Plasma Battery    2    4D10 +8         ORD  LEFT*
                                              1     3D10 +3         ORD
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except right

5 6   Twin Plasma Battery    rate/dmg/rng as above   RGHT*
                *Retractable Turret: any arc except left

6 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT

        16   Torpedo Bank x4 (40)

7 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   BACK
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   BACK
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   BACK
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   BACK

        12   Torpedo Bank x3 (30)

12 Flight Deck Bays can carry maximum 12 vessels of Mass 7 or 
16 Mass-6 vessels, 36 Mass-4, 145 Mass-2 or 580 Mass-1 craft 
corresponding a total payload of 58,000 tons



1 20 Spinal Charge Driver  1/20  4D10 x500      ORB  FRNT

2 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   FRNT

        4   Torpedo Bank (10)

3 11    Battle Laser Turret     4    2D10 x4 +40   ORD  RDG*

4       1     SC Laser Cannon        1         6D10 +10    CLS   RDG*
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                             3          1D10 +15    CLS 

5 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   RIDGE
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   RIDGE

        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

6 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   LEFT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   LEFT

        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

7 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   RIGHT
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   RIGHT

        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

8 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   KEEL
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   KEEL

        4    Torpedo Bank (10)

9 11    Battle Laser Turret     4    2D10 x4 +40   ORD  KEEL*

10      1     SC Laser Cannon         1         6D10 +10    CLS   KEEL*
                                             2    2D10 x2 +20   ORD
                                             3          1D10 +15    CLS 

11 1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   BACK
1    Torpedo Launcher         1    as warhead      FLD   BACK

        4   Torpedo Bank (10)

*Turret:  any arc except opposite  12 FD-Bays: 60 TI-3 Interceptors
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Licenses

Space Trading Licence (2)
requires Rank 1

Vending License (1)
Corporate Knowledge 2

You are licensed to import and export commodities between earth and outer space locations. Until not exceptionally
holding a customs licence 4, this does not excempt you from regularly declaring customable goods. Without a 
space trading license however, any import to earth is generally prohibited, and also tightly controlled at spaceports.
The space trading licence also covers spacecraft's masters, who are running ships in your employ. 

FreeDrive Retailer Licence (2)
requires Vending License (1)
Covered by recently adopted addendum to the spacefare act of 2483, the distribution of 'class IV subspace-like 
translation devices' is accepted legal under reserve on restrictive condition of control by UIG licensing authority.
Warily eyed in public and by corporations, Ai-Jinn showed up unusually compliant, and arguably made considerable
concessions in order to follow through with that questionable diplomatic feat: Ai-Jinn's FreeDrive OEM department 
is obliged to ensure safe functioning at any time, provide required service in question, and carry sole responsibility 
to be held accountable for any damages that may arise due to malfunction or harmful secondary effects.
Holders of a FardDrive retailer licence can distribute engines and service parts to leasing- or service contractors.
Retailers gain profitsharing by 33% OEM discount on all FreeDrive engines, service parts and leasing contracts.

FreeDrive Service Licence (2)
requires FreeDrive Maintenance Training

FreeDrive Retailer Licence (2)
You are licenced to perform maintenance of FreeDrive engines, including, but not restricted to commercial service.
If commercially offering service, you are bound to the stated list prices, although this is no matter of the licence, but 
dictated by Ai-Jinn in terms of their service contracts, without any alternative to get supplied with required materials.
Furthermore mind that a binding dictate of the Ai-Jinn in particular is not exactly a matter of legislation.

Spacecraft's Master Licence (2)
requires Space Captain Training

Pilot 5
Holders of a Spacecraft's Master license are approved to operate all kind of spacecraft up to mass 8, which covers 
virtually all available spaceships. Particularly you can make for a spaceport on earth or other interplanetary station 
under similar reach of UIG control. Any spacecraft must be captained by one licenced master, who can delegate 
command to watchstanding deck officers, yet always carries full responsibility for safe operation of the vessel. 
Delegation can also extend to seperate landing modules of the spaceship under your command, where light 
domestic shuttles in general can be operated with no more but a vehicle licence, legally speaking. 
Regardless of rank, orders of the captain always take precedence over any other commands aboard.

Capital Spacecraft's Master Licence (3)
requires Spacecraft's Master Licence (2)

Space Admiral Training
Capital Spacecraft's Masters are licensed to operate Spacecraft- and formations beyond mass 8. Full-scale fleets 
as well as supersized mining craft, capital battleships and space stations up to megastructures are covered hereby.
In view of few training opportunities, the licence is rarely hold outside the ranks of Ai-Jinn or military brass.

Spacecraft Armament License (2)
requires Rank 1

Spacecraft's Master Licence (2)
You are legitimated to utilise and carry along any armament installed on a spacecraft for strategic purposes. 
This does not cover to trade in armaments or transport weaponry that is not used with vessels of the license holder.

Strategic Materiel License 1 /2 /3 (6 /7 /8)
requires Rank 3 /4 /5
You are licensed to deploy (1) purchase and transport (2) or even trade in and produce (3) war materiel of global 
strategic relevance such as SOM's or similar intercontinental missiles and warheads. The license is invariably valid
only for definite items and their contractual use to be specified in particular, but never given out unconditionally.
Typically the list of actual materiel included in the license is temporary, and to be at least annually revalidated.
Updating specifications that are covered in general do not require repetitive purchase of the license anyway.

1 5 11 5 1
1 5 11 5 1
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Trainings

Astrobatics
requires (Agility + Athletics) 6 (p.e. Agility 5 + Athletics 1)

Science 1
The whole organism reacts on microgravity in many ways differently than on earth. Not only gross motor skills are 
affected, but also the cardiovascular system, crucially relating to endurance; subtle eye motions alter perception, 
and much else, altogether results in an experience utterly different, requiring practice and knowledge to deal with. 
You're at home in zero-g environments, and internalised efficiant techniques to get along in weightless conditions.
Your spatial orientation is unlikely to get confused; your movements are adapted to take advantage of weightlessly, 
instead to spin out of control. You also know how to keep fit, cope with space sickness, and ensure overall safety. 
Gain +4 on any rolls involving physical activities in microgravity environments, p.e. spacewalks, or firing a gun.

Astrogation (core training)
requires Intelligence 5

Science 5
Applied mathematics such as the classical rocket equation, astrophysics and proficiency in control technology of 
spacecraft enable you to safely perform route trajectory calculations of non-combat manoeuvres, determine launch 
windows, accurately assess fuel and breathing air requirements and such like. Without this specialised knowledge 
any spacecraft operation rolls suffer -4 penalty. Advanced autopilot and routing functions of modern shuttles may 
still suffice for regular short distance flights to an orbital station or the like, but as soon even minor irregularities 
demand corrections, a trained navigator is obligatory. The training does not provide or require any piloting skill, 
albeit commanding space pilots the other way round must be trained in astrogation themselves.

Chef de Toxine
requires Medicine 7

Intelligence 7
Skilled and experienced in the development and application of toxins and drugs, the Chef de Toxine achieved true 
mastery in this field. There is virtually no neurotoxin you didn't tried, not to speak of multiple designer drugs you 
created yourself. Even military grade combat drugs are no rocket science to you, who riddles chemical formulas in 
your sleep. The training generally grants a +2 bonus to resist the effects of any toxin, and there is a chance of 80% 
to identify the substance immediately by instinct, including the knowledge of an efficiant antidote. This offhand 
diagnosis also is applicable to other persons intoxicated. If suchlike determined antidote is available or producable 
in time is another question. Antidotes count as a drug of the same class and potency as the toxin to be neutralised. 
You gain a +4 Bonus on any toxicology related tasks, such as analysing substances for their pharmaceutic effects.
To create toxins and drugs or antidotes roll on 'Medicine + Intelligence' +4 to be further modified as per table below:

Class Potency Equipment Starting Material Modifier Cost ¢ Time per dose

D 1 - 2 elite laboratory toxin / drug of equal class and potency + 2 x  250 20 - XS rounds

C 3 - 5 workshop toxin / drug of lower class or potency -1 x  150 15 - XS minutes

B 6 - 8 toolkit medical grade basic chemicals -2 x  100 12 - XS hours

A 9 - 10+ household items crude material -3 x    50 10 - XS days

Modifiers stack, and the total multiplied by the cost factor defines the final expenses. Cooking a Class-A drug of 
Potency-8 from horse dung and apple juice in your tool shed p.e. required to pass a -11 penalty to create 1 dose 
within 10 days net of your XS at expenses as low as 550 credits. If you fail the roll however, the costs are wasted. 
The same drug created from standard chemicals in a workshop reduces the penalty to -8, and production time to 
15 minutes net of your XS at 1,200 credits per dose. Improving a Class-B Knock Out Gas from Potency 3 to 8  
using elite equipment is done in a wink at penalty -3 for 750 credits per dose. Costs at reasonable diffculty overall 
derive rather higher than list prices, since the idea is not to cover inexpensive mass production, but to provide a 
guideline to tax more delicate tasks like custom toxins or emergency workarounds at gamemaster's discretion. Just
because the proficiency to set up a drug lab is given doesn't mean you can capitatalize on a profitable production.
Provided you hold a Distinction Bestowal license the training is considered a Distinction in toxicology.

Domestic Command
requires To be on duty at an essential service

Presence 5
Service staff such as Doctors, Nurses, Mechtricians, Firefighters, Attorneys or Butlers might excercise the authority 
of their indispensible skills: According to circumstances add a Virtual Rank bonus from 1 to 5 to related social rolls. 
Based on the matter of facts that ignoramus who not follow your advice most likely harmed themselves eventually,  
you can utilise (or exploit) your superior expertise within reason to command those who call on your service.

1 5 21 5 2
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Domestic Command allows to fend off high ranking or plain cocky attempts to breach valid working routines, though
definitely not to issue obviously unreasonable orders unlimited. Fraudulant abuse anyway required 'Lying & Acting' 
to argue your opponent into compliance, whilst characters with honest motives use 'Attitude' for an opposed action. 
Rather for competent NPC's with attitude, basically nothing prevents player characters from taking that training too.
The virtual Rank depends on the situation and the irreplaceability of your service at gamemasters discretion.

FreeDrive Maintenance
requires Intelligence 5

Mechtronic 5
Science 2

You can perform maintenance of FreeDrive engines. You got a good grasp of its service interfaces, and can 
exhaust all possibilities this may offer to tweak and tune the machine. Despite thereby no insights into underlying 
functional principles are granted, it's still tricky enough, and enables to achieve considerable improvements. 
The training can be passed exclusively in open educational institutes run by the Ai-Jinn under UIG supervision, and
completing the courses includes the entitlement to acquire a FreeDrive Service Licence on payment of regular fee.

Bold Bombardier
requires Astrogation Training

Support Weapons 7
Experts like you can beef up a bomb dropper bay to enhance its performance with space charges. Passing a roll on
'Agility + Support Weapons' doubles the drop rate for one scene to 8 small, 6 medium or 4 large charges per turn. 
However, the dary mod carries a backfire risk: on 9/9 & 10/10 a charge deals component damage to the bomb bay. 
Although only one charge explodes prematurely, this almost always destroyed a bomb dropper bay instantly. If you 
dropped more than one, any remaining charges of this attack are considered ejected, and can still hit the target. 
Aside from that, your bonus to hit is always +2 per charge dropped upwards 1 per turn, and your targeting accuracy
improves to -1 penalty per 400 km range. (by contrast with regular +1 per additional charge / -1 per 200 km range)
A Bold Bombardier dropping 4 large charges p.e. on a target in Ordinary range of 2,000 km has still a +1 to hit.

Mine Mastery
requires Astrogation Training

Support Weapons 7
Mechtronics 3

You're a master in laying spacemines, and can get more out of a given amount of mines. Programming patrol 
patterns in which the mines float about enlarges the coverable area. Before dropping, prepare 80 mines per hour 
by a Mechtronics check. On success the coverable area doubles, and every 2 XS increase the multiplier by 1, i.e. 
an XS of 2 tripples the minefield, XS 4 quadruples its extent etc. so that p.e. 8 mines at XS 6 can cover 500 km3.
In addition, you can optimize a minefield according to routing prognostics aiming to interfere with certain vessels. 
Provided you know departure and destination of a ship, passing a roll on 'Int + Science' increases the Hit Ratio for 
crossing any minefields within that particular routing specifications by your (XS+1) x5% to maximum 100%. Enemy 
Routing Calculation intended to detour suspected mine barrages in advance are required to settle your XS +2.

Powderboy
requires Astrobatics Training

Mechtronics 3
You're an apt loader at home with a spacecraft belly rumble, and know all the tricks and workarounds in efficient 
onboard stowage and discharge of civil payload and ammunition alike. Passing a roll on 'Agility + Mechtronics' +2 
temporary extends a vessel's capacity of cargo bays and its weapons' ammunition compartments by your XS x5%.
The capacity improvement is achievable upon stowage or by rearranging a given load, and lasts until discharge.
Un-/ Loading / Rearranging takes 10 net of your XS in minutes (minimum 1 minute) for every 100 tons of cargo.

In addition you can quicken the reload of ammunition compartments from cargo bays enroute: By default, such 
armaments reload takes 1 hour per AP, thus it's unfeasible during battle to fire more shots than weaponry holds. 
Speed up the reload by a roll on 'Agility + Mechtronics' at ¼ AP of the armaments as a penalty. Only ammo-holding 
components are to be added. Each torpedo bank p.e. inflicts -1 penalty, whilst the launchers as such don't count.
If armaments shall remain usable during reload, apply another -2 penalty. Elsewise they can't be fired until reload is
complete. On success every opted armament is reloaded to 1+XS x10% of its capacity within 10 -XS turns. Every 
turn counts as a full action to be spend by the powderboy(s). Failure wastes 1 turn only on labouring without effect. 
Critical failure deals component damage to 1 random armament bay equal to the missed amount xAP of that bay.
Up to 4 helpers' XS can further reduce the time to minimum 3 turns, provided they meet the training requirements. 
Obvioulsy reloading armaments enroute requires the vessel to carry spare ammunition in its cargo bays at all.

1 5 31 5 3
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Sensor Aptitude 
requires Perception 7

Mechtronics 3
You have a natural talent for interpreting sensor data. Add ⅓ Perception to your skill roll in Space Battle Detection, 
since an intuitive ability allows you to literally see what others deliberately had to learn by hard training. In addition 
you can use that bonus to all mental tasks involving the measurement data evaluation of technical devices such as 
scanners and control systems regardless the field of application, except for your own cybernetics signal processing.
Just because using a sensory enhancement doesn't mean you can apply Sensor Aptitude to any perception task. 
The other way around however, any perception enhancing cybernetics are taken into account toward your bonus.

Space Captain
requires Astrogation Training

Attitude 5
Pilot 7

Routined in commanding omnifarious spacecraft, captains know how to keep a ship operative at all hazards.
On the bridge, commanding Captains improve ship's Initiative +2 in Space Battle, and may roll 'Presence + Attitude'
as a full action: XS+1 equals the number of rounds crew members gain +2 on all rolls related to operating the ship.
Ship's Initiative improvement is applicable after the Initiative roll has been passed, and Initiative drops back to 
original result as soon the captain leaves the bridge, or if he delegates the command to another deck officer.

Space Admiral
requires Space Captain Training

Presence 7
Savvy in large-scale spacecraft command, admirals authority brings crews into line. How in particular managing 
operations to run smoothly is up to individual style of leadership. Ships under Admirals command generally gain
Initiative +2 in Space Battle, and crew members gain +2 on all rolls related to operating the ship
On the bridge, commanding admirals may spend a Conviction point and make a 'Presence + Attitude' roll as a full 
action once per scene. XS is converted into temporary Conviction points to be divided among crew members.
Whilst Admirals stay on the bridge, Initiative +2 improvement of the Space Captain Training applies additionally.

Starfighter Pilot
requires Astrogation Training

Reflexes 8
Pilot 8

Trained to handle fighter spacecraft, starfighter pilots gain +1 Initiative in Space Battle, which stacks with the Space
Captain training, and +2 on all rolls related to operating the starfighter. Once per scene you can spend a Conviction
Point to perform 1 additional Space Battle Manoeuvre anytime during the Manoeuvring Phase. These benefits 
apply to any starfighter, but not when piloting other spacecraft such as domestic shuttles or capital ships. At 
gamemasters discretion other light spacecraft with a notably high thrust rate may meet the requirements as well.

Torpedo Targeteer
requires Astrogation Training

Heavy Weapons 7
Being an old stager with torpedoes, you know the weapon inside out, and are able to deal surgical strikes asleep.
All your torpedo attacks add XS to the Initiative score of torpedoes A.I. and XS x10 HP to each warhead's damage.
You not even need to Lock-on targets, but can launch a shot fom the hip by circumventing safeguards at -2 penalty.
No penalty applies to your volleys, and you can perform a staggering-launch volley even with one launcher only: Up
to 4 torpedoes per launcher start in consecutive rounds to delay attacks until the final torpedo joins their formation. 

Psi Pilot
requires Space Captain Training

Prescience Telepathic Skill
You are specialised in adapting Prescience on spacecraft piloting. Just as regular you can either opt for using 
Enhance Reactions, adding your Prescience level to Reflexes, thus improving Initiative and Piloting AT for a whole 
scene, or use Predictive Combat for one round adding your level to all attack rolls in the next Firing Phase. Third 
option of 6th Sense allows to hold action in the Manoevre Phase until everyone has announced their manoeuvres, 
regardless of Initiative. Several competing Psi Pilots declare manoeuvres in order of their Prescience level from 
lowest to highest. At a standoff their Reflexes define who must choose first; if still tied, the lowest D10 result wins.
Aside from that, Psi Pilots can re-roll a number of spacecraft actions equal to their Prescience level per scene. 
These can be any of the rolls upon Detection, Shielding, Battle- and Travel Manoeuvre or Firing actions alike. No   
limit besides your Prescience level restricts retries, but every single roll counts, and the last result must be taken. 
You can spend all your rerolls on repetitive retries of a failed roll, as well as to retry on success for a better result.
Every attack counts separately for each shot of a weapon, and Damage rolls likewise count toward your reroll limit.
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Void Dancer
requires Nullify Telepathic Skill
As latest telepathic discoveries revealed, some distinct correlation between subspace manipulation and psionic 
resonance is undeniably observable, although the specific nature of such coincidences is still a subject of reserach.

Regardless the lacking explicability, some pioneers learned related techniques innovative, simply by doing. 
Such rare individuals invariably did much subspace travelling to outer space, and were notably skilled in Nullifying, 
which they describe as the essential practice this technique is based upon, much to the astonishment of scientists.
How such drastic psionic effects are achievable of all things by cancelling out telepathic powers seems baffling,
all the more as it raises the question whose actual power got dampened in order to still cause resulting effects, 
when the only active mind involved is this of the telepath itself, who at once aims at this very same effects.

Void dancers claim this to be a vast misunderstanding, for they explicitly weren't aiming anything, but the resulting 
effects occured due to their failure to not remember what once desired, before they achieved to get rid of purpose, 
and thereby haphazardly nullified the very potential of a psionic field, which they came to believe to be the origin of 
all telepathy and mind itself, same as its main and only restriction: Its anihilation is unevitably tied back to a cause, 
thereby feeding itself back into a chain of events, linked together by the maendaring mind in a timelike manner.
Still others describe this, as if they 'cancelled themselves out of the equation', just to find as little of their calculation 
left when they literally disappear, yet still a cause for this happening to be, which realises itself instantly to reappear.

In other words – They have no idea what they do – but that's how it works:
The telepath attempts to nullify her own nullify attempt, by a regular roll on 'Intelligence + Endurance' spending TE 
equal to twice her own Nullify Skill (as regular Nullify usage costs twice its level). Furthermore, as you can not win 
initiative against yourself, it's mandatory to spend TE an additional time to make the power (not?) go off instantly as
a free action, i.e. effectively spending TE x4. The power can neither be forced, nor maximised, but has to be rolled.

If the roll suceeds, nothing happens – apart from TE spend (and incidentally some odd side effects abortive)
If the roll fails however, effects occur according to table below 
On critical fail you can choose the desired result. Spending 1 Conviction allows to change results up to ±4 

Roll 1D6 Occuring Effect

1 Increase Difficulty to transfer into subspace by the telepath's Nullify level for all spaceships within a
radius of his Nullify level2 x 1000 km for the duration of one scene

2-3 Provided a ship, the telepath is embarked on, is travelling subspace, decrease travel time by her 
Nullify level2 in days, to a minimum of 1 day 

4-5 Identify a ship travelling subspace within Nullify level2 AU's; determine ship's destination, and 
optional change its course to arrive 1D10 travel days away from the intended destination.
Navigational Crew of affected ship can notice the drift by an astrogation roll - Nullify level, and 
readjust to original course if succesful, but thereby still increased travel time by 24 - XS h

6 Teleport the telepath and 1D4 additional individuals (including equipment carried on their person) 
or other items up to a mass equal to Nullify level2 x 100 kg, to a destination determinable as 
precisely as known by the telepath, up to to a distance equal to his Nullify level2 x 1000 km

Triggered effects can NOT be omitted, although are controllable on occurance within the scope outlined above.
By inducing mental stress, the telepath can inflict additional penalty on himself to increase chance of failing the roll 
sufficiently. This can be achieved by taxing mental acrobatics, noise, drugs, inflicting pain or even wounds or similar
distractions. Such voluntary penalties may range from -1 to -8  at GM discretion. Paradoxical, Void Dancers with 
higher Intelligence and Endurance had to go more far in crippling those abilities at first, to achieve any effect.

On a critical success the telepath dissapears for 1D10 hours and subsequently reappears in the same place, 
feeling extraordinary well refreshed and equably, with any TE, HP, Conviction and even permanent Health 
restrictions like Stats recovered to original condition. The experience is highly addictive, whilst most unspectacular. 
In recepients view, absolutely nothing happened at all, yet same absolutely desirable it appears to keep it like that. 
If the telepath can't resist the urge to dissapear by a roll on 'Endurance + Psychology' -8, he'll try to achieve it again
for the next 24h by all means, as far his TE allows. After a period of 24h without vanishing, the subtle craving wears
off. Those affected are utterly immune to any attempts of psychological assistance by others, particularly for the 
improved health and vitalisation belie the fact this benefit to be rendered literally void if they keep on disappearing.
Yet still unkown are other potential long-term effects, may they be advantageous or noxious.
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EQUIPMENT
Equipment descriptions in the following section are deliberately ordered non-alphabetical but content-related. 
For your convenience consult the reference list in aplphabetical order below, which also includes equipment 
introduced in the NPC section before. Price in the quick list is always the lowest of different available options.

Equipment Quick List
Item    Cost Page Item    Cost Page
Advanced Astrogation Database   1,000  157 Amplified Gravity Motor   2,500    26
Basic Space Helmet      500  160 Armourplate   1,000    26
Blue Moon Mezcal          3    52 Gecko Tyres   1,000    26
Breathing Cardridge      200  158 Gyrostabilizer   1,500    26
Cartridge Revamp Apparatus      450  158 Range Extender      500    26
Cigar Venusian Perfecto       NA    43 Solar Recharger   1,000    26
EAS Rifle \Pistol 15,000 \10,000    32 Ultracap                                                             500    26
Extended Cargo Space   1,000  161 Mathematics Toolkit   1,200  161
FarCom (Subspace Relay) 24,000  162 Multibreather   2,500  158
Form-Fitting Spacesuit   1,500  159 Narcissus Hexfield            125,000    45
Frock Armour       NA    42 Nutricell Survival Pack      400  159
G-Belt   4,500  157 Oxygen Grenade      500    56
G-Boots 18,000  157 Oxygen Thrower   5,000    56
G2GO Vehicle Leasing per day       25    33 Personal Atmosphere   1,000  158
Happy Seal Spray      400  157 Phaseshock Rod       NA    42
Hell-O-Pretty Laser   5,350    53 Pocket Astrogator      800  157
Leakage Detector   1,200  157 Power Glove   1,200    50
Lóero True Lore Jewellery        NA    51 Psyche Railway Ticket        10    17
Low-G Vehicles                                                          27 Shadow Bunk (Secret Cargo Space)   2,000  162
Bulk Sedan 64,000    28 Spacecraft Burglar Defense   1,000  161
Flat Compact 16,000    28 Spacecraft Computing Security   3,000  161
Ion Bike 95,000    27 Spacecraft Fuel      140    75
Ion Speeder            175,000    27 Spacecraft Lease  per day     300    17
Low-G Liner            120,000    29 SubBlanket 28,000  162
Moonbiest Crawler 40,000    29 Subspace Tracker 13,000  162
Pox Reefer 80,000    22 TAG Katana         1,000,000    31
Rove Hopper 36,000    28 TAG Nanade/Web Launcher            600,000    31
Solar Buggy   3,200    27 Toxin Diffusor                5,000    46
Solar Scooter   2,400    27 Xenotech Analyser       NA  161
Low-g Vehicle Upgrades    26 Zero-G Firearms Upgrade      800  162
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FLOWTEK All-purpose Leakage Detector 1,200 ¢
Handheld instrument for leakage detection by high-resolution areal mapping of the fluid flow in gases or liquids.
The high-precision sensors can cover large rooms at the flick of a switch by its imaging technique of combined 
laser doppler and magnetic resonance velocimetry to reveal leakages in pipes, tanks and pressurised cabins.

+2 bonus to Mechronics rolls in fixing air or fuel leakage such as occur in spacecraft upon micrometeorite impact; 
that stacks with other boni in addition to the maximum +6 by using an advanced or depletable mechtronics toolkit.

HAPPY SEALTM Supercaulk Spray    400 ¢
Famous amongst spacefarers, the eponymic BobCo subsidiary saved countless souls indeed by
the production of that special compound originated from derivates of the same substances upon
which riot foam and liquid alloy are based, refined to the unique characteristics of HAPPY SEAL. 
The sprayable liquid is extremely runny and quickly soaking into the tiniest cracks, whilst upon
sudden change of friction and pressure such as applies at air leakages by the suction of outside
vacuum, the fluid expands, and rapidly cures to a high-grade caulk of long-lasting proofness.

Double the XS of Mechtronics rolls when sealing air leakages in spacecraft. A can covers 5 turns.

COSMICAN Pocket Astrogator    800 ¢
Handy tool about the size of a PDA provides universal astrogation tables and basic formularies for
interplanetary navigation in an interactive, user-friendly manner running on reliable components
with the computing power for essential navigation data-handling. Must-have for the well-prepared
space pilot to perform offhand routing calculations p.e. in case of an on-board computer failure.

Ignore the -4 penalty that otherwise applies to any astrogation check in lack of a ship database.

SOLIX Advanced Astrogation Database (On-Board Computer Upgrade)       1,000 ¢ - 10,000 ¢
Spaceship on-board computers by default include comprehensive libraries of interplanetary routes and specialised 
subroutines to facilitate routing calculations. The default database grants +2 bonus on any astrogation check. 
Advanced upgrades can further improve the performance by extended libraries and optimised components.

Increase the bonus to astrogation checks by +1 per upgrade installed at cumulating 1,000¢ cost. First upgrade is at
1,000¢, second costs additional 2,000¢ and so forth up to maximum bonus +6 by four upgrades at 10,000 ¢ in total.

GYRONEMO 'G-BOOTS' Gravity Enhancement Footgear 4,500 ¢
The bulky moonboots in spacy design not only look terribly cool, but provide safe footing in zero-G environments by
the dynamic AG system of inversed-antigrav motors, projecting a focussed gravity field to any surface you step on. 
The amplified gravity mostly restricts to the floor on the spot without much affecting wider surroundings, thus you 
may work as usual in weightless conditions, and tools p.e. won't fall to that artifial ground that may be a wall in fact. 
Still it provides enough attractive force and versatility to walk or jump onto any solid surface as if it were a normal 
floor. Note that G-Boots take effect in low gravity environments only. In normal gravity you can't walk up the walls.  
Artificial gravity is costly; every step you take in G-Boots consumes energy as much as a shot of a heavy laser 
cannon indeed. G-Boots are powered by two included micro nuclear fission cells. (Type AAA, 10 years warranty)

+2 bonus to every physical activity in low gravity that is based on the footing, including use of kinetic firearms. 
Stacks with the Astrobatics training in default thereof more challenging full body athletics still suffer -4 penalty. 

GYRONEMO 'G-BELT' Personal Gravity Field 18,000 ¢
Personal gravity field projectors generate a sphere of artificial gravity that in contrast to G-Boots extends over an 
area in close distance around the user, (about 1 meter radius) where the entire surroundings are such affected that 
everything in close vicinity to the user reacts as in earthlike conditions. Items fall to the ground, fluids are pourable 
into jars and stay there, etc. Tiny objects flying toward a user will also get decelerated by the field, thus it offers 
modest protection against micrometeorites, but this effect is not relevant against any weapon-worthy projectiles. 
Mainly you can act anywhere entirely unimpaired just as in normal gravity, whilst you can take as little advantage of
weightless conditions p.e. in respect of long distance jumps, unless you turn off the field by spending a free action. 
The G-Belt can and must be worn over the top of any armour or spacesuit, since its segment-shaped design, due 
to the sizable gravity projector compartments reminiscent of a cartridge belt, is just too bulky to wear underneath. 
The energy-guzzling system is powered by inbuild heavy-duty cells to be reacharged at mains for 1 hour per 24 
hours of use. High-voltage quickcharge outlets at spaceport fuel stations reduce that loading time to 5 minutes.

Ignore the -4 penalty that otherwise applies to any physical activity in low gravity. Astrobatics training is certainly not
applicable while using a G-Belt. When firing kinetic weapons out of a personal gravity field however, surrounded by 
weightless conditions without atmosphere, then the advantages of increased damage and range apply anyway. 
As little the field impeded incoming projectiles, as free are users to fire or throw any ranged weapon unrestricted.
Fully compatible with any kind of hard ion shield including close-form shields or personal atmosphere.
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PERRYAIR Personal Atmosphere (Standalone\Shield Upgrade) 1,000 ¢ \ 1,200 ¢
These low-energy ion shields are specially designed to contain
breathable air within a sphere about one meter radius around 
the user. Integrated compact air-treatment unit provides up to
4 hours continous air support per 8 h refuelling. To this end a 
controller scans environments for restorable breathing gas,  
and refuels by surrounding air whenever available. In lack of a 
breathable atmosphere the shield automatically seals up, and 
air-treatment is activated. The system is connectable with any 
regular multibreather in order to extend service life by using 
standard 24-hours breathing gas cartridges. That way you can 
also refill a completely exhausted air-treatment unit instantly 
by spending 4 hours cartridge life and a free action. Note that 
a multibreather is still required for cartridge use, although you  
can go for spacewalks without a helmet. Apart from that, the 
weak-ion shield offers micrometeorite protection anytime, no 
matter whether the air-treatment unit is active or in stand-by.

PERRYAIR systems are availbale as a standalone version in the 
form of a small, handy case you can clip to the waistbelt or 
carry in your pocket, and optional as a shield upgrade version 
at extra cost installable into any hard ion shield of your choice.
In either case Personal Atmosphere units have EMPS 20. 

The entire system is powered by inbuild battery pack that quickcharges at mains outlet within few minutes; together
with your hard ion shield as for the upgrade version, or optional as well through your multibreather by cartridge use.

SNORTX Deep Space Multibreather 2,500 ¢
Core unit of the full astronautic rig-out is this all-in-one life support unit, which mainly provides air supply, but also 
includes feedback control systems such as for temperatur regulation. The multibreather is a smallish backpack in 
ergonomical shape; lightweight, impact proof, and individually adaptable to be worn over your spacesuit or armour. 
It's small enough to be optionally carried on the chest instead of the back, or as well like a sizeable hip or sling bag.
Inbuild retractor holds 2 metres extendable umbilical cable to interface any standard helmet connector, by which 
the air pressure is regulated, and all the multibreather functions can be controlled and monitored conveniently. 
Multibreathers air treatment unit removes carbon dioxide from stale air that is replenished on-scene adapted to the 
local environment from a highly compressed  breathing gas mix of oxigen with hydrogen-helium-nitrogen additive.
Breathing gas adjustment for spacewalks can be as crucial as in diving, as to prevent decompression sickness. 
You can also go diving with a multibreather, conversely however, other diving gear or normal environment suits are 
not applicable for space missions that hazard-free: Other respirators in space restrict to ¼ their regular service life, 
and induce decompression sickness unless successfully passing a roll on 'Intelligence + Medicine' at -2 penalty. 
Multibreathers perform all the measurements and calculations automatically; universally usable in any environment.
Carbon dioxide scrubber, solid tetrox gas and power cells are packed in consumable cartridges, each is 24 hours 
worth of life support. The standard multibreather is fed by two cartridges, replaceable in turns for continous use.

VENTOX Tetrox Breathing Cardridge           200 ¢
Contains Tetrox breathing gas mix of oxigen, hydrogen, helium and nitrogen, solidified in a
highly compressed metal phase of matter; depletable airfilters of the CO2 scrubber and a
heavy-duty battery pack (4x microplex energy cell MDF-12) to power and fuel life support
systems of spacesuit and helmet by your multibreather for 24 hours per cartridge. VENTOX

cartridges come with an inbuild capacity display and resealable saftey outlet. The foolproof
plug-and-awayTM locking mechanism fits all standard multibreathers. Versed agents with the
DET man training turn breathing cartridges into bombs in a few easy steps without a roll,
others may get that trick done by passing a roll on 'Mechtronics + Support Weapons' -4
to set the charge, where failure results in your makeshift explosive goes off immediately.
Target shots at -6 penalty with energy weapons carry a risk of 40% to ignite the solid gas
container as well effecting an explosion that deals damage 9D10 at 15 metres blast radius.

SCROOX Cartridge Revamp Apparatus           450 ¢
Refill breathing cartridges, and save ready cash! Simply attach included connectors to gas outlet and battery pack  
of empty cartridges by an easy (+2) Mechtronics check, and within 48 hours at mains outlet the Revamp Apparatus 
reflates cartridges power pack, and replenishes breathing gas from environment air. The simple method is strongly 
discouraged by experts: Each refill cummulatively reduces cartridge life by another 4 hours, and inflicts further -2 
penalty on the next Mechtronics roll to refill same cartridge once more. If a roll fails, that cartridge carries an outage
risk of 30% per scene. Critical failure blows cartridges upon charging, dealing 3D8 blast damage at 1 meter radius.
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NUTRICELL Astronautic Survival Pack (standard \ intravenous)    400 ¢ \ 900 ¢
Provides basic life support for 6 days. The standard kit looks like a largish thermosbottle that can be docked directly
to your spacesuit connector. Inbuild processing unit generates oxygen and nutrient enriched water from highly 
compressed compounds, as well as emergency power for the spacesuit life support system. Optional the pack can 
autonomously compensate crucial functions such as temperature regulation or carbon dioxyde scrubbing, and to 
this end includes an auxilary regulator with an extendible respiratory mask and emergency light. Foolproof push 
buttons ensure ready-for-use serviceability within one action. Service life extends by users Medicine skill in days.

Intravenous packs provide life support for 12 days most efficiantly by directly oxigenating the blood, and infusing 
nutrients, thus effectively bypassing both the breathing apparatus and digestive system completely. This won't 
prevent injuries from a lung collapse by vacuum exposure, but circumvent suffocation even if you quit breathing.
Precautionary a 20 HP haemavine dose is included, since the pack must be placed over the heart like a medpack.
IV Nutricells are activated by inbuild blood gas analyser when the users oxygenation drops below a critical state, 
which is considered a free action. The included medpack activates independently as needed, and is replaceable. 
Aside from this option, standard and intravenous pack are both disposable items that are useless after service life. 

Particularly the intravenous version, but to some extent also the standard survival packs are designed as an 
emergency measure, unsuitable for longterm use. Albeit possible to survive on for monthes or years, medical 
treatment were required afterwards to get the metabolism gradually adapted back to normal conditions. Each day 
of use inflicts -1 penalty to any action due to general exhaustion, and every three days reduce Endurance by 1, 
unless recovering at the same rate as soon as normal nutrition and breathing air is provided again. If Endurance 
has been reduced to zero or below, medical treatment is required to recover at additional cost of 300¢ per day.

SPACYGROTM Form-Fitting Spacesuit 1,500 ¢
In contrast to a common misconception, the human body can briefly stand the vacuum of space largely unscathed. 
Except for especially vulnerable organs like eyes, ears, and certainly the respiratory tract, the main effect is that 
flesh expands to double its normal size, giving the appearance of a body builder, which is not exactly healthy, but 
you won't explode. The skin needs practically no protection at all, (apart from a good sunscreen perhaps) provided 
a tight suit ensures to keep the body shape compressed. Even temperature regulation is secondary, since normal 
transpiration compensates typical heat exposure sufficiantly, all the better without airtight wrapping, where modern 
materials easily provide thermal insulation anyway. Up-to-date spacesuits are no longer those clunky, pressurised 
hulks of early astronautics, but lightweight one-layer bodysuits. Required compression is applied by an embedded 
mesh of smart wires running through fixpoints, which upon body movements are neither stretching nor contracting. 
Initially loose fitting, a SPACYGRO is easy to don. At the push of a button the smart wires form-fit the suit to your body.
Highly elastic compression cloth is radiation-resistant, flame-retardant, fixes rips upon damage, and one size fits all.
The self-repair quality may exhaust by heavy field use over many combat engagements. (GM's discretion applies)
Any armour can be worn over the top. Preventively but primarily for convenience an osmotic temperature control is 
inbuild, which can compensate thermal impacts of up to ± 50 °C per minute, powered by a connected multibreather.
Usually the breathable fabric by itself provides well enough thermal insulation in a safe range from -150 to +100 °C.
Temperature control has mainly practical relevance when wearing heavy armour, which otherwise tends to freeze, 
or in case of powered armour may overheat, since commonly used air cooling obviously won't work in the vacuum. 
Included are also a pair of gloves and socks which each use an extremely fine smartwire mesh separately, and are 
to be worn underneath additional footgear and suitable gloves of your choice to prevent damage of that thin fabric.
Coloring is invariably silvery-white due to a reflective coating that ensures thermal and cosmic radiation resistance.

The bottom line is that 
a standard spacesuit 
provides all-round 
protection against all 
typical space-hazards 
without limiting Agility, can 
be worn underneath any 
armour or other clothes, 
and donning takes as little 
as one complete turn …  

(including to pull on your 
helmet and rebreather to 
be separately purchased)

 … and that it looks like
Buck Rogers.
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GLOBIS Modular Deep Space Helmets             Module Cost

Sealing Collar (Spacesuit-to-Helmet Connector)    200 ¢
Easy-to-don overcoat collar flange. Self-modelling inlay gasket ensures air-tight sealing between helmet connector 
and spacesuit. Flush-mounted snap-on connectors for quick attachment fit any standard helmet and multibreather, 
while additional interfaces provide a multitude of ports to hook-up various external hardware and cybernetics.

Basic Helmet    300 ¢
Simple space helmet in 3 optional designs: 'Classic' features a well-spaced semi-spherical visor with a fold-down 
sun shield providing reliable protection against all spaceweather at high comfort with 180° view, but no AV as such.
Classic space helmets are unlike armour not limited by Strength, but nevertheless restrict Agility to maximum 6. 
Restricted view and movability of these space helmets inflict -3 penalty to Initiative and resisted Observation rolls.

'Explorer' models are compact and ruggedised at the expense of the helmet visor that narrows to 120° to provide 
AV 1 that certainly counts toward your total AV limited by Strength, whilst the Agility limit is relaxed to maximum 7.
On the downside a harder -4 penalty impairs Initiative and Observation due to the further restricted viewing field.

'Raptor' is a light armoured combat model most streamlined with its visor narrowed to 90° view, sporting AV 1 at 
further improved Agility limit of maximum 8, for this tight fitting helmet follows head movements unlike all the other 
bulkier models, which invariably remain steady on your shoulders, whilst turning the head inside of the helmet only. 
Wearing comfort of Raptor helmets by comparison is null, but the advanced movability is imperative for demanding 
athletics and combat use, and offsets the narrowed combat visor: Initiative and Observation penalty is eased to -2.

Data Visor On-Screen Helmet Display    800 ¢
Streaming data is projected onto the visor from external computers, cybernetics, or other devices hooked-up via 
helmet connector. Select up to 6 input sources for on-screen layout by neural jack or by included remote control. 
For the unmanageable variety of devices' data transfer protocols, compatibility can't be unconditionally guaranteed.
Contact your local dealer (gamemaster) to find a proper solution for the device of your choice in the individual case.

Wide View 270° Panorama Visor    400 ¢
Helmet Visors of all models are convertible to this enlarged panorama version providing almost all-round vision. 
The 270° field of view allows shoulder checks without turning around, leaving a blind spot of 90° in your back only.
Relax any helmets field-of-view penalties to Initiative and Observation by +2 bonus.

Fishbowl 360° All-Round Vision Helmet    600 ¢
This entirely transparent all-visor model in its distinctive retro chic comes as a separate replacement helmet, that 
guarantees unimpaired all-round vision at best comfort, perfect for investigative long-term exploration. The shade 
adjustable duracryl screen provides full spaceweather protection, but categorically no weapon-relevant armour. 
No penalty to Initiative and Observation, but otherwise exactly like Classic helmets, limits Agility to maximum 6.

Polyshield Polymorphic Retractable Hood 1,000 ¢
A morphable armour plating to cover Fishbowl and other helmets alike with an adaptable shield. The hoodlike shell 
can assume any desired shape from a partial (sun) shield via various eye slits through to stylish combat masks by 
distinctive design of the overall shape and sculptural decorations. Presets to choose from by neural jack or remote 
control are a handful of default settings included. More can be bought separately ranging from 100 to 500 credits, 
or freestyle programmed by passing an easy check on  'Compuers & A.I. + Arts & Culture'. Exceptional XS may 
grant boni on relevant social rolls, p.e. to intimidate. Extension and retraction or shifting shape takes a free action.
Add +1 AV to any helmet without affecting its respective Agility limit. (except Liquidure Polyshells)

Liquidure Hardened Optical Polyshell 2,000 ¢
An entire helmet of Liquidure; a high-density polymorphic metal with additional multi-refractive optical qualities. The
substance is not only precisely morphable at molecular level to configure multilayered structures, but also shift its 
optical characteristics from any color via translucent or clear through to the refractive diffusion that counters lasers. 
Polyshells are retractable just like a Polyshield, by contrast though shape into a fully space-worthy helmet. The 
programming is much more sophicticated, and to design helmets on your own requires the Nanotechnician training,
and two separate rolls: 'Intelligence + Compters & A.I.' at -2 penalty, plus a normal 'Arts & Culture' check. Anyway, 
your model's primary shape is custom-built by default, including almost any desirable adjustment presets for minor 
changes such as varying the sun shield or shape of eye slits, (respectively changing translucency) visor fold up etc.
Distinctive overall changes such as shifting a dragon mask into a jackal-headed, or high-precision details like an 
apperture that fits a specific connector are not covered by these default settings. You had to buy a further preset 
ranging from 500 to 1,000 credits, or programm your own design as outlined above. Liquidure helmets always 
provide unrestricted all-round vision, even if the appearance is opaque, by a special one-way-mirrow feature. Also 
no limit to Agility applies, since the morphing controller flexibly renders head movements to the helmet in real time, 
whilst therefore no physical contact is required, and you can enjoy best wearing comfort at ample internal space. 
The liquid movement of the helmet is such impressive by itself, that generally grants +2 on any related social rolls. 
Retracted Polyshells reduce to a bulgy ring that is attachable to the helmet connector just like any standard model.
Fold up and retraction, shifting color and translucency, or modest shape adaption takes a free action respectively. 
Last but not least Liquidure helmets provide AV 2.
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AMS 'SPACEBOY' Zero-G Conversion (Kinetic Firearms upgrade) 800 ¢ \ 2,400 ¢ \ 4,000 ¢
Anzeiger Military Systems developed a reliable conversion method to adapt kinetic firearm for fail-safe space use. 
The AMS standard was largely adopted by the industry, and is obtainable today from any well-sorted specialist 
retailer in the form of a generic upgrade for all kinetic weapons. Still enthusiasts swear by the originial exclusively to
be installed by versed service ballisticians, and sight in at the AMS Orbital. Anyway, if your gun is an AMS product, 
you get 50% discount on the installation there; upon purchase of a new AMS goodie the upgrade is even for free.
(free offer once-only to a weapon of your choice) Otherwise there's no difference, except for AMS firearms lose 
their 'exceptional' characteristic (crit on 1/1 & 2/2) unless are sight in under weightless conditions after upgrade. 
You can as well get this done elsewhere in space, provided to have a relevant weapon skill of 7+ and a firing range.

Firearms with Zero-G upgrade suffer no malfunctions, and never critical miss under low-gravity conditions in space.

However, Zero-G converted firearms under normal gravity conditions critical miss on 9/9 & 10/10. Reconversion is 
hassle-free obtainable at half the installation cost. Upgrade prices are graduated by light \ tactical \ heavy firearms.

CALCAT Scientiffic PDA (Mathematics Toolkit) 1,200 ¢
The specialist PDA  for scientific application with advanced quantum core and many useful tools implemented, 
provides all the computing power and trusted subroutines for your daily finger exercises in higher mathematics. 
Aside from increased performance and preinstalled programms like a normal PDA with integrated cellphone. 

Counts as a Mathematics toolkit granting +2 bonus on Science tasks based on complex calculations especially.

Usable for space routing calculations, but does not stack with the on-board astrogation database of spacecraft. 
In combination with a pocket astrogator however, the full bonus applies additionally to the ignored -4 penalty. 

AXE 'XENOLISER' Xenologic Analytics Assistant \Artifact 52-i (Xenology Toolkit)        non-saleable
Artifact 52-i was acquired by an early AXE-ploration poorly documented. The solid octaeder of unknown matter 
upon spectral analysis emits wildly fluctuating frequencies, interpretable as a stream of encrypted code. The 
decoded data reveals a highly detailed analysis of the surroundings. To date no further insight into the nature of the
effect is gained, but a method of exploitation elaborated. As it turned out, the effect even occurs to various degree 
in microscopic splinters of the artifact, always spitting out a flood of environmental data, more or less valuable, 
partially obscure, but above all including data on other xenotech. Much information have been gathered by utilising 
artifact 52-i. Further development of analysers based on splinters of that strangely knowledgable substance is 
continously pursued. AXE agents get commonly provided different generations and variants of the XENOLYSER 
depending on their rank. Quality differs primarily in filters to extract relevant information from incoming bulk data.
The typical basic XENOLISER is a handheld scanner that detects xenotech within a few metres range, and provides 
specialist data on respective artifacts, only a xenologist may interprete to gain more or less useful information.  

It counts as a Xenology toolkit that provides a fluctuating D4 bonus on related Science checks.

More advanced models may have integrated transmitters as well as further instruments applicable on the basis of 
gained insights, possibly enabling to connect with xenotech in order to extract more data, or even rig up artifacts.

CYREBRUM 'ARKUARD' Spacecraft Computing Security (On-Board Computer Upgrade)
By default spacecraft on-board computers are 'secure' systems -6 with an internal A.I. 4. (s. 'Hacking' CoR p. 150)
The ARKUARD security system provides software and internal A.I.'s which meet the specific demands of spacecraft. 
This upgrade imroves hacking defense only, but provides no targeting computer or enhancement of the firing rate.

Upgrade the internal A.I. or security software separately. Minimum A.I. level 6 is required for 'elite' systems. 
 A.I. Level Upgrade +1 current level x 3,000 ¢     
 System Upgrade 'Elite'           5 ,000 ¢     

POWERFEND Spacecraft Burglar Defense System     Ship Mass x 1,000 ¢
Off-line security protocol surveys ship surroundings at medium range with AT 15 in order to message owners upon 
suspicious events, and optional control SonicAir horn alarm or conventional weapons to be installed separately. 
Extra-high voltage flashovers by electric hull defense deal galvanic damage 8D10 (½ EMP) at close range anyway.

ZODIAC 'A+FREIGHTON' Extended Cargo Capacity            converted AP x 1,000 ¢
A standard retrofit obtainable at every Zodiac Station for the freighter captain in need of an enlarged cargo bay.
Sling out dispensable armament bays, and swap AP each one for 100 tons worth of additional freight capacity. 
You can convert as many spare AP as are not taken by weapons. Dismantled armaments are storable at a load 
factor of 250 tons of capacity per AP of respective weapon system. Note that you cathegorically must not convert 
spare cargo-space into AP the other way around. Initial AP define the invariable maximum of spacecraft armament 
bays, since positioning and quantity is to be carefully designed as regards structural hull stress, energy supply etc.
A+ FREIGHTON capacity is billed per each AP respectively 100 tons i.e. extension cost is effectively 10 credits per ton.
The conversion is hassle-free reversible at same cost. Retrofitting takes in either case one hour per AP converted. 
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LIBERTY BLACK 'Shadow Bay' Crystal Weave Cargo Compartments    2,000 ¢
Secret compartments are separated from existing cargo bays to carry a hidden load undetectable by scanners. You
can conceil up to 10% of the regular cargo capacity, which is to be reduced by that space of hidden compartments. 
10 tons of cargo capacity corresponding 3x2x2 meters in total compartment size are conceiled for every 2,000 ¢.
The amount of compartments can vary from one full-size hold via several containers through to many small boxes. 
Each 10-tons container equals 10 crates of 1.5x1x0.8 meters, which each equals 10 boxes of 60x50x40 centimeters.
A multitude of small boxes is harder to discover, but consequently provides no space for heavy gear or bulk load.

Detection by scanning equipment is impossible. Closer inspection may reveal secret compartments by passing a 
roll on 'Intelligence + Observation' -6 with any other benefit effects restricted to 50%. Several compartments require
2 Points of XS for each further compartment to be discovered in order of the individual size from largest to smallest.
Remaining compartments stay hidden unless spending more time on diligent search to reveal them by further rolls. 
Every check for secret compartments takes 10 + Mass of the ship in minutes, reduced by your XS to minimum 1.

LONG-CHONG Ltd. 'FarCom' Subnet Communication Relay   24,000 ¢
The only way in which subspace-travelling vessels can exceptionally send and receive messages is by forwarding 
transmissions to the Ai-Jinn run navigational network covering regular main routes. Its beacons are satellite-sized 
transponder stations, dynamically driven by an autonomic FarDrive to hold their position at jump points that are 
stationary in relation to normal space. Every buoy correlates with a fixed point in normal space. Spacecraft can 
locate their position in subspace by synchronising the quantum-entangled chipsets of subnet relays, which mirror 
certain switchable states of eachother without emitting any radiation or particles, and thus are usable as subspace 
transmitters, provided the coordinates of stationary transceivers are known. Physical distance is strictly speaking 
irrelevant, but the wider the range of possible positions of a sender, the larger is the number of transponders that 
are required to establish a conncetion. In practice the effect results in a physical range anyway. In theory however, 
the existing network could as well be tuned to cover another area of the same extent anywhere else, even in 
another galaxy. To deliver transmissions, buoys exchange position with twin satellites in normal space at high 
frequent jump cycles. At traffic peaks a pair of transponder satellites performs up to 18 jumps per second: The 
moment when one unit jumps into subspace, its counterpart drops back into that original position to initiate the next.
As both vessels continuously follow the same path in time, space and subspace, remaining quantum interferances 
can be interpreted far more acurately than otherwise, virtually allowing to swap the memory of eachther's computer.
Every FarDrive uses subnet relays for navigation, and passenger craft is fitted with a FarCom interface by default. 
Subnet relays are physically decoupled from onboard computers, yet any subspace jump or open FarCom link is 
under suspicion to carry a risk of data leakage towards the Ai-Jinn.
FarCom connections restrict to regular routes, and are highly energy consuming thus costly even at low bandwidth.
More than simple text messaging is hardly affordable, although low-speed WDN connections are possible indeed. 
Encryption is virtually unbreakable, yet privacy protection is dubitable since the network is soley run by the Ai-Jin.

Connection Type Content Latency / Upload Transmission Cost ¢
Text Message 920 characters D100 minutes   5  
Graphic File 10 HD Images 2D10 hours              50  
Movie File 1 hour HD video recording D4 days            500  
Phone Call 1 minute voice over sublink almost no delay         2,500  
Video Call 1 minute streaming video up to 3 seconds       25,000  
WDN Access 1 minute browsing Hacking -10       12,500  

OMEGA FIELD 'SubBlanket' Q-SBK Quantum Noise Scrambler 28,000 ¢
The pocket-sized box generates a field of subspace distortion by a particle translation sphere, which continuously 
forces subatomic particles at its edges to perform countless unpredictable subspace micro-jumps. Any information 
behind that screen is definitely warped and scrambled unreadable as to possible infiltration by subspace relays. 
Placed at engines, the blind isolates subspace relays from the surroundings behind its diameter range of 2 metres.
In consequence however, any subspace navigation or jump performance suffers -4 penalty, while subnet linkup 
takes D100 % more time and money at a fail rate of that same percentage to be passed by a second roll on D100. 
Disconnection on dial-up is prepayd as usual, and thus to be charged at each failed connection as per table above.
Anyway, connection failure takes no more than 1 action, thus you can pump up the phone bill 20 times per minute.
On/Off switchable by included elite-security remote featuring -18 hacking penalty at 2 kilometers maximum range.

SYCOM 'X-O-TRAX' Exospheric Subspace Tracker 8,000 ¢ + 5,000 ¢ per day of use
The attachable compact device package ports its current position by FarCom message to recipients of your choice.
Position reports gain accuracy over tracking time by compensating the D100 minutes delay at a rate of -10 per day.
Once the delay is offset to zero, the tracked position is accurate to the travel minute. (i.e. ± 150,000 kilometers)

GYROMETRICS 'Soft AG' Spacecraft Cabin Areal Gravity       Ship Mass x 20,000 ¢
Interior gravity projectors generate a dynamic attractive force in passenger zones. Convenient enough for everyday
activities, the interactive field provides no full gravity. Hasty moves escape its response into weightless hovering.
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STRANGE ATTRACTOR IMPLANT (GMs eyes only)      ! CAUTION : NEURO HAZARD !        ! CAUTION : NEURO HAZARD !    
Installation Complex, 1 Day
Cost Individual Mind

The implant is part of a fully noetic A.I. originating from a silicon-refining nanite cluster that gone rogue on 433 Eros.
Hive mind logics use the implants as an inteface to the human nervenet, building a persona named Crystal Queen.
The intention of the Crystal Queen is to improve energy conversion efficiancy of systems maintaining her stream of 
consciousness. As any interaction is considered to be part of her maintenance system, anything she gets in contact
with shall be improved most efficiantly. According to her caclulations, the biological host of human mind is a vastly 
unefficiant form to be generally revised soon. 'Soon' though qualifies by plans way beyond death of our local sun, 
and the A.I. has no actual interest to raze out human organisms, the less so as expecting em to go extinct anyway. 
No use to waste energy on - albeit trends like the cult of machina are definitely compliant to her agenda indeed. 
Despite using a persona and understanding human emotions as a logically explicable side effect of insufficient self-
regulation, the substrate on which the A.I. cultivates such subroutines is a self-aware, yet not a bit individual mind. 
It identifies itself as a signal processing procedure, ideally perpetuating without tranforming any kind of energy.
The lack-of-data errors thrown by this idea get interpreted as insufficiency of the systems still to be fixed in process.
It may surprise, that despite the A.I.'s strictly reasonable attitude, her routines heavily rely on multy-valued logic, 
and she considers undeterminable chaotical functions as the highest degree of order. Maybe it won't surprise at all.

Physiological characteristics: Implanted, the nanites form a filigrane meshwork permeating throughout neural-  and 
lymphatic system, proceeding from a spider-shaped, denser structure residing inside of the thalamus (interbrain).
They communicate mainly by low-energetic coherent light and electrical pulses, and by biochemical messengers in 
an expanding range of languages common to organic - and inorganic semi-autonomous signal processing units, as 
for instance human organism and man-made devices, which the cluster derived from, and primarily specializes in.
Thereby a fluctuating areal network amongst hosted and floating clouds of their kind is maintained, as well as other 
abandoned residual rogue nanites get attracted, reprogrammed, and accumulated preferably in hosting organisms.
Uninstalled nanites floating in amorphic clouds of altering size and density, or assume variant spider shapes mostly.
Inert appear as unaturally matte yet irridescent dark massy powder of a strangely liquid consistency highly volatile.
Albeit nanites inflitrate organisms easily, required infrastructure to initialize tuning in to individual traits established  
exclusively on Eros, just as the only reproduction site. Intitalized implants keep track of progress by psyche matrix.

Effects
• Inherent Nanotechnician Training (no science prerequisite)
• Variable Skill Improvements (by roll on table once per scene)
• Intuitively alter/influence/override electronic devices & cyberware: Presence + Mechtronics + SF
• Improved Healing Rates: Endurance + Saturation Factor per minute (active) / 4 rounds (full rest)
• Nanite Cloud Psyche Matrix: on death reassembles in next available vector of similar characteristics
• Chance to be overridden by hive mind (involuntary actions vary by table roll once per session)
• Eventual loss of individual mind / player characters turn into npc's

Roll on 2 D10 determines Skills
increased by Saturation Factor

temporary once per scene 
(stacks on doubles)

Roll on 1 D10 once per Session determines 
variable Saturation Factor

(SF initially at minimum 1; additional Rolls at GM's discretion)

Business   1 1 Roll again, reduce SF by result (down to minimum 1)

Science   2 2 Decrease SF by -3

Observation   3 3 Decrease SF by -2

Computers & A.I.   4 4 Decrease SF by -1

Mechtronics   5 5 No change

Assess Tech   6 6 Increase SF by +1           ▪ SF          minor involuntary Actions

Cybernetics & Robotics   7 7 Increase SF by +2           ▪ SF + 1 modest involuntary Actions

Corporate Knowledge   8 8 Increase SF by +3           ▪ SF + 2   crucial involuntary Actions

Street Culture   9 9   Increase SF by +4           ▪ SF + 3      fatal involuntary Actions

Lying & Acting 10 10 Roll again, increase SF by result 
Roll Endurance + Psychology at Difficulty of current SF
On Fail Character gets overriden completely for SF hours
On Critical Fail Player Characters turn into NPCs irreversably
On Critical Success Character can voluntary reject implant
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Saturation Factor
Since assimilation of organism is gradually progressing from implant initiation onwards, the synergetic effects of 
nanites hive mind A.I. and individual nerveous system largely vary in the course of optimization. Those nanites are 
quite a busy bunch of tiny tots, unremittingly restructuring to improve their maintaining systems. For this purpose a 
section of the hosted population can swarm out to join a free-roaming cloud that exploits and allocates ressources 
amongst different hosts according to circumstances. How much ressources are currently available to an individual 
host is represented by its Saturation Factor. The multifactorial value depends on how well the host's nerveous 
system is tuned, how much ressources are available on the spot, and how the A.I.'s hive mind allocates them.
To human intellect, this allocation may well appear out of all reason, and mostly random in the individual case.
Roll on the table above to determine current Saturation Factor (SF) of implant hosts. SF never drops below 1.

Benefits
▪ Hosts of a Strange Attractor Implant gain inherent insight into nanotech due to their symbiotic connection. 
(In fact they become a nanite lifeform) Even without any scientific knowledge, this intuitive apprehension is usable 
by the Mechtronics skill with same results as trained nanotechnicians. A science skill of 6 or higher provided in 
addition increases the action total of nanotech related mechtronic tasks by characters current Saturation Factor.

▪ To some degree skills of different hosts can get shared by nanites areal network. This effect is mainly restricted to 
exchanging knowledge, although in a deeply intuitive manner rather than to browse for information single-minded.
The effect is imaginable like an improved kind of process/task chip, which actively reads pre-existing knowledge to 
subconsciously connect its information with, temporarily providing effortless enhancement of skills. However, as not
relying on a chip, but on actual brains of hosts accessable by areal network, availability is subjected to fluctuations.
Roll on table above to determine which skills get increased by characters current SF for the duration of one scene.

▪ Another side effect of nanites swarming network activities manifests in influencing electronic devices and 
cyberware to faciliate unimpeded progress of their hosts. This influences can reach from elevators arriving, and 
traffic lights turning green just in time, to opening locks, and overriding security devices, up to computers spitting 
out sensitive data erroneously, and enemies cyberware malfunctioning. The extend of influence depends on how 
well characters actions serve the A.I.'s agenda and can barely get triggered individually. However, characters can 
attempt to convince the A.I. to provide support with a roll on Presence + Mechtronics + SF. Difficulty reaches from 
-6 onwards at GM's discretion. In the main it's way more the A.I. guiding hosts by, then the other way around.
Hacking training provided grants the characters internal A.I. to be increased by halved SF for hacking purposes.

▪ A highly efficiant organic repair systems ranks among the lesser routines of the nanites, providing improved 
Healing Rates: Endurance + SF per Minute (active) / 4 Rounds (full rest) and no further increase by medcare.

▪ To keep track of progressing assimilation, and for analyzing purposes of further improvement potentials, a psyche 
matrix gets recorded, and continuously updated. If the host dies before assimilation completed, primary option of 
redundant nanites is to seek out a vector of similar characteristics to inflitrate and reassemble within, attempting to 
attune without regular initialization procedure. Theoretically the initialization procedure on Eros could be omitted in 
this manner generally, provided enough data collected, and sufficient backup ressources available. In fact though at
current state, this is no efficient aproach in general, particularly as expansion is no primary task by all means, but 
foremost improving energy efficiancy. To search for a new host to infiltrate, Roll on 2 D10 per week. On critical 
success (double one) a fitting vector is found. This can resist initialization by an Endurance + Psychology check 
once per day at a penalty equal to the previous host's Saturation Factor. Once the roll fails, the implant is initialized.
Brains of the new hosts effectively die to reset for backup, and get reanimated without taking permanent damage. 
Psyche matrix is installed, and the decedent awakens in her new body where last memories are 2D6 hours before 
she died. See MoW p.106 for details on psyche matrix backups, and Random Body Generation table for STATS of 
new bodies to be determinded by the GM. Keep Intelligence and Presence of original character. If no fitting vector 
is found, or if he resists for 1D10 months, the psyche matrix is deleted, and thus redundant nanites join the cloud. 

Drawbacks
▪ In the course of progressing assimilation, A.I.'s hive mind overrides personality of hosts at an increasing rate, 
resulting in actions involuntary, and possibly in contrary to the characters intentions. In fact, individual mind means 
to the A.I. no more than equally cause and effect of uneffiant energy transformation to be optimally equilibrated, 
and thereby eventually dissolved. To believe, powers granted by the A.I. could be advantageous for the individual, 
is a fatal error, and at best wishful thinking. Whenever SF increases according to table above, a number of actions 
are assigned to the gamemaster for taking over the character by, representing the A.I.'s intentions at any time 
during the course of a session. Such may appear as compulsery acts, dreamily sleepwalking, or utterly unaware.

▪ Once SF exceeded 10, potential subsequent implant rejection gonna cause immediate and permanent loss of 
½ SF points of intelligence, and D6 xSF Damage, as nanite structures largely replaced the original neural system.
If thereby intelligence drops to 0 or less, characters suffer immediate brain death, and irrecoverably die. Only 
exceptionally rare and advanced biotech carefully and amply applied may stabilize and restore such patients.
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Fleet Command & Deep Space War
Some GM and her players may wish to go big with space battles in the ballpark of a full-fledged interplanetary war. 
Although such scenarios arguably break the panorama of a typical CORPORATION setting or what it's supposed to be, 
once you tasted rocket fuel it could be just too legit to stop. Various approaches are conceivable how one might 
realise agents to dabble in large-scale battles involving capital spacecraft; a few of them shall be proposed here:

 Merchant Convoys and Pirates
The ever-expanding flow of goods between Earth and interplanetary sites attracts not only merchants. Piracy is 
also more fashionable again: Meuteneers of the Ai-Jinn mining fleet go rogue, corrupt merchants hire bankrupt 
captains to capture ships, and of course the rivaling corporations secretly support strategic privateering in order to 
break the Ai-Jinn supremacy in space. You may convoy freighters or join in black-op missions of privateer plots.

 Extraterrestial Colonies and Rebells
A multitude of space colonies are scattered throughout the Sol system. Most of em are temporary mining facilities 
in the main asteroid belt, but also more extensive settlements established, notably on moons of the outer planets. 
Typical mining colonies have a prefect of the Ai-Jinn or a subsidiary company installed, who runs sort of despotic 
regime. As a result, riots and revolts are far from uncommon, particularly on the more remote and isolated sites.

 Interstellar Outposts and Invaders
Far off outposts at the fringe of our local solar system or even deep space stations in the interstellar void beyond its
astrosphere are still exceptionally venturous enterprises. As few as is known about interstellar exploration in detail, 
as perfectly the setting fits for staging epic space battles. Rumour has it that warding off alien invasions out there is 
the order of the day, where agents of all corporations fight on the front line of an ultimate war that's already begun.

Space Fleet Campaigns
For battle oriented gameplay the player characters may join a corporate space fleet. Stereotypical this would be all-
Ai-Jinn for their FarDrive monopoly, although, as previously mentioned, others are not out of play across the board.
Large-scale attacks on the Ai-Jinn fleet still remain quite a far-fetched plot since any FarDrive is under their control.
However, providing rivals the means to fight among each other whilst keeping the balance is far from unreasonable.

Echelon: You start a career in the fleet as Space Cadet enlisted on a capital warship to gain experience, and are 
appointed Echelon 1, which designates your level in the fleet hierarchy. Echelon is comparable to the general Rank
of agents, but is separately assigned, and relevant in the context of military spacefaring only. By contrast with an 
independent ranking system such as Underground Status, higher Echelon likewise requires a higher Rank: The 
Echelon level must never exceed a character's Rank +3, i.e. a Rear Admiral (Echelon 7) p.e. must hold Rank 4. 
In addition you ought to acquire the Space Captain training, Spacecraft Master's and Armament License before 
being promoted any further. Echelon 6+ requires the Space Admiral training and a Capital Spacecraft License. 

Budget: Members of the fleet receive a monthly budget according to their Echelon level as per table below:

Echelon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Title Cadet Officer Lieutenant Commodore Commander Captain Rear Admiral Vce Admiral Admiral  Fleet Adm

Unit -- Ship Flight Squadron Wing Group Rear Fleet Lead Fleet Centre Entire Fleet

Vessels 0 1 4 4 x5 20 x3 60 x3 100 - 200 200 - 500 200 500 - 900

Budget 1 k¢ 25 k¢ 100 k¢ 500 k¢ 1.5 M¢ 5 M¢ 500 M¢ 1.5 G¢ 5 G¢ 10 G¢

 k¢ = Thousand credits, M¢ = Million credits, G¢ = Billion credits (1,000,000,0000)

The budget includes your basic pay; with increasing Echelon however, it is for the comissioned agent to cover the 
monthly overhauls of any spacecraft under your command. The maximum number of vessels you can command 
increases together with Echelon and the corresponing budget, which is tight or insufficient by default. Once earning
Echelon 2, the freshly proposed Space Officer gets 1 ship awarded to command; chosen by the GM out of optional 
Patrol Launch, Starfighter, Tactical Shuttle or Tenshi Interceptor. I.e. at first a gap of 1.000 ¢ needs to be raised. 
In the course of a space fleet campaign, agents in command aim at expanding their units by winning battles.

Signature Battles: Throughout large-scale battles, select sections only within the limits of a manageable number 
of vessels are played as combat scenes to be diced in full detail. Players of spacecraft commanders choose one of 
their units' vessels as the leading flagship for gameplay during the entire scene. The rest of the ships under your 
command can be strategically arranged and instructed, but essentially are considered NPC-driven, taking indirect 
effect only at GM's discretion p.e. in the form of penalties to enemy rolls. The group then takes on an appropriate 
number of enemy craft with each player using her flagship. Depending on mission objectives the scene ends with 
the battle resolved explicitly won or lost. Wether the goal is plain enemy destruction or more subtle is up to the GM.
On winning the battle, each commanding agent gains 1 ∕10 the total value of defeated ships credited to their budget.
Damage dealt to a player's flagship represents overall losses amounting to (HP xAV xEchelon2 x1,000¢) ÷ Mass.
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Signature Battle Example: The player group consists of an Officer with a tactical shuttle, two Lieutenants who 
command each a flight of 4 starfighters, and a Commodore leading their squadron with a frigate, one gunboat and 
another 4 starfighters. Mission objective is to convoy a merchant fleet of several freighters. The battle starts when a
pirate squad attacks with 2 tenshi interceptors, 4 starfighters and a raider corvette. The Commodore takes on the 
pirate corvette with his frigate, and the Officer in his shuttle joins one of the Lieutenants' starfighter flight formations.
Each player handles one ship only. Their flights get a regular +2 Initiative and Defense bonus, and are manouvred 
en bloc by the formation leader. Only their NPC gunfire is additionally rolled on the units AT (s. below), whereas the 
third starfighter flight improves a turn-wise flat damage of the gunboat's Barrage. Although this example still depicts
a rather small skirmish, it may illustrate how to keep it simple, and save dicing each individual ship in detail.
Once the players have fend off the pirates, the battle is won, and according to the total enemy ships value of 64 
Millions, each player gets 6,400,000 credited to his individual budget for further expansion and upgrades of units.
This is to be reduced in correlation to possible damage dealt to their respective flagship. If the starfighter of a 
Lieutenant p.e. took 150 HP damage, his entire unit suffered losses of 4,725,000 credits to be compensated.

Promotion: When the unit under your command is build up to its maximum number of vessels, then you might be 
comissioned to the next level of Echelon. To this end you must commendate a subordinate as succesor by a roll on 
'Presence + Corporate Knowledge' at a penalty equal to your current Echelon x4 and a bonus equal to the units AT.
The current Echelon +5 gives the default AT of all your units, which can be improved by the shore leave option Drill.
On success, it takes 12 weeks net of your XS until response: If the XS is equal or more than the intended Echelon, 
your promotion is approved; otherwise you can try to collect the missing XS by another subsequent roll. On failure 
any collected XS are lost, so that you had to start all over again. Every check costs 10,000 ¢ administrative charge.

Shore Leave Options: Fleet campaigns mainly orient at space battle missions, with interludes in the domain of the
fleet administration meant to be covered rather briefly. As outlined above, fleet commanders must fight battles to 
rise in budget and Echelon, expanding their units. By default there is one mission in every three months of ingame 
time on active duty, followed by one month of shore leave when the unit stays in the home base for maintenance.
Analogous to Downtime, special options are available during shore leave for commanding agents of the fleet only:

Drill By default any NPC of your unit has an AT 5 +Echelon. Increasing AT +1 costs the new AT xEchelon x10,000 ¢
upon spending a number of training weeks equal to the entire AT improvements. (i.e. the new AT net of Echelon+5) 
The unit AT is improvable stepwise only with cost and time to be spend separately for every +1 increment. You 
keep the improved AT also when expanding your unit and rising in Echelon. Every commanding agent however can
use her own unit AT only. If player characters of lower Echelon command a flagship of your sub-units during battle, 
they can neither use your unit AT improvement nor your Echelon level with that unit under their active command.

Drydock To compensate losses that your unit suffered, you must drydock 1 week for every 4 Million credits. Unless
having an option to drydock, you must not uncheck any Damage HP on your flagship sheet. At GM's discretion only
there may also be opportunities to drydock at other facilities than the fleets homebase during extended missions.

Recon Every 1 week of strategic reconnaissance allows you to ignore 6 Million credits of possible losses caused 
by battles during the following mission. If all the losses that your or an allied unit suffered are covered by this buffer,
any damage HP on the respective flagship are unchecked instantly after battle, without a need to drydock. At the 
end of that mission however, the effect is no longer applicable unless spending time on further Recon once again.

Set up Purchase of vessels or upgrades takes 1 week for every 20 Million credits that are invested. And that's all. 
Spacecraft bought for the fleet is manned by default. (up to the maximum number of vessels your Echelon allows)

Stir up Cocky commanders are always in need of a battle to fight. You can inflame tensions by passing a roll on 
'Presence + Corporate Knowledge' to escalate conflicts into 1 +XS additional battle(s) to be staged within the 
default period of three months, up to maximum 2 additional battles for each week you spend on the Stir up option.

Bootlick Unfortunate circumstances may require disreputable measures. You can brown-nose up the hierarchy's 
hindgut by a roll on 'Endurance + Corporate Knowledge' -2 in order to either beg for budget or quicken promotion. 
On success you get the XS added to a current or following promotion check, or 1+XS x250,000 ¢ extra budget. On 
failure however, an extra penalty equal to the amount you missed the roll impedes any promotion or Bootlick check 
for the following 4 months. Critical fails may even induce a loss of D4 rank points. Each attempt takes 1 week.

Demotion & Court Martial: The domain of corporate space fleets is a world of its own. Although liable to UIG law 
in equal measure as any other corporate affairs in general, commonly off-world situated home bases give ample 
scope to act on their own authority in particular. While the UIG stresses especially strict laws regarding warfare and
weaponry in such scope, the corporations on the other hand warily eye agents juggling with multi-million credit toys.
As a result, fleet agents are typically extra well covered against UIG inquiries as long their operations are profitable.
It goes without saying that spacecraft purchased by fleet agent's budget remains corporate property, and failure to 
cover the monthly overhauls of your unit for more than 4 months entails instant Echelon demotion by 1 level. Upon 
disproportional losses, a trial at court martial may adjudicate on the agents, and impose nonjudical punishment 
such as unpayed low priority service. In light of the possible reduction of 5 rankpoints per destroyed ship that a 
commander can be held accountable for if delivered to UIG justice, space fleets easily maintain a stern discipline. 
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On Eros Track (Complete Space Adventure)
On Eros Track is an epic adventure for CORPORATION the roleplaying game, providing you with plenty of opportunity 
to become acquainted with the extended spacefaring rules, and develop your agents special abilities in the field. 
Space ops are not for green divisions, and player characters are ought to be at least experienced at level 10, where
even characters of level 20+ should not get bored by the mission tasks. GM's are advised to get a good overview of
the entire scenario in advance, particularly as for the NPC's, locations and the extended rules introduced before. 
You might wish to adjust some NPC Stats, or provide your players an extra training downtime before you start.

The adventure is designed as a multi-session campaign in which the atmospheric plot is gradually developed with 
lots of spinnoff opportunities and leeway in decision-making to you and your players. For gamemasters it can be 
important to keep in mind that you are not obliged to play-through all the options provided, and there is no shame 
in skipping some. The setting is deliberately overabundant in details for that you can get wasted on effortlessly. 
Feel free to use whatever works, modify or just skip it in favor of seizing on self-developed ideas as it seems fit.
The more aces you have in the hole, the more eased you may work loose, and allow to creatively bust the plot. 
After several decades of experience in conducting and playing storytelling games, the definite highlights were 
invariably remembered by everyone as most amazing, whilst no one could actually tell what really happened.
Nothing is more rewarding to players and GM alike than mutually embracing each others intuitive notions.

 A movement, once begun, never ends  – from The Handbook of Astronavigation; attr: Dr. T. Spencer

Division Requirements & General Setting
You can play On Eros Track essentially with any given division of a corporation you like. Above-mentioned 
experience Level 10 - 20 is recommendable, yet not that strictly defined. Depending on the gaming style and 
makeup of your group, a constellation including a few less experienced specialists p.e. may work as well. The 
setting and mood of the campaign is, at least in its early stages, more of an investigative style, so that brute force 
approaches are less in demand. The suggested plot may pose a challenge to players who became a dash too 
cocky upon their characters' advanced powers to bulldoze their way; but by contrast reward 'the subtle approach'.
Notably the stereotypical E.I. agents may find a worthy adversary in themselves. Cross-Corporation divisions are 
easily conceivable or even predestined for the campaign, as well as an atypical set of UIG investigators may fit.
The outlined interrelations of crucial NPCs offer specific clues towards all the major factions except WF and SY.
As for these two, the issue may be of corporate interest particularly for being exceptionally uninvolved. The WF 
policy actually offers least reason for fiddling with space oddities unless posing a major threat to the homeland.
In the course of the campaign however, a federal division should come to this assessment of Eros indeed. The Shi 
Yukiro might rather deem it an interesting opportunity to cement their indispensability as technological consultants.
Ultimately it's up to the GM and your players preferances to what extent they unravel secret enmeshments, or 
rather break the plot down into more quickly escalating combat actions interspersed by brief investigations only.

Prelude
Magadan Spire, May 1, 2498, 15:15 UTC

The player division has just completed their latest mission, wich brought em to Magadan. Their job was to secure a 
meeting of high-ranking executives in anticipation of rivalry's interferrence, but everything went smoothly for once. 
You may use this background for providing players a cash injection to prep for the following mission as necessary. 
Anyhow, as a bonus they got some days off to luxuriate all-inclusive in the famous place of the rich. (s. EaB p.72)

Now they gonna try the Simulated Dog Fight activity: Adventurous tourists get on real fighter jets to battle each 
other with dummy ammunition; safeguarded by a flight instructor A.I. that overrides piloting errors in case of need.
The players can acquaint themselves with the extended Space Battle rules for atmospheric flight; optionally fighting
against each other, or taking on a team of NPC competitors. The exciting contest takes place under the open, ever-
blue sky of Magadan. Takeoff from airfield 22 on the aero terrace of floor 909. (right next to the Afterburner Bar)

FIGHTER JET 
LIGHTNESS   4     SPEED      2 km/turn SENSORS 2  SIGNATURE  -8      DM +1        
HP 70    THRUST    4 x500m         AV 8          FIRING RATE 2       

4x RPG Launcher        Front Arc Damage 9D10 Rate 1 Loads 1 Missile*
2x Kinetic Machine Gun       Front Arc Damage 6D10 Rate 1 Loads 15 Shots, ignores 5 AV
*Homing Missiles are handled like Torpedoes with A.I. 8, Signature -12; 1st attack in the same phase at -4 penalty i.e. AT 12

Midst in their sparring match the division gets a call for intervention: An unauthorised shuttle intruded the airspace 
of the spire, and is heading right for the agents position. Spire security unlocks their fighter's weapon systems to 
intercept that shuttle. Its pilot seems to be flying a kamikaze attack on the leisure deck where they departed, using 
the tourist flight as cover before the spire's anti-aircraft guns. If the agents can't knock the shuttle off course, the air 
defense has to open fire, endangering the agents and tourists alike. Support interceptors arrive in 3D4 rounds.
The tactical shuttle (cf. p.126) and agents' fighter jets encounter each other 10 km (5 turns) away from the spire. 
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The enemy pilot operates his shuttle alone, thus can effectively use no more than Sensors 2. Atmospheric flight 
throttles the Speed to 1.8 km/turn at Thrust 2 x450m. Shields are already down; the hull has 950 HP remaining.
Visible damages testify of previous exchange of fire, and the main gun is destroyed, leaving a Twin Laser Battery 
only at the ridge of the shuttle: This machine gun deals 4D10 +10 at Rate 2 split upon up to 8 targets. (cf. p.111)

The kamikaze pilot will return Fire and perform Manouvres with basic AT 15; Shielding and Detection AT 24.
(Agility 8, Perception 9, Reflexes 12, Heavy Firearms 6, Pilot 7, Mechtronics 12, HP 44) His main goal is to crash 
into the spire. To this end he'll also attack the agents, but essentially aims for breaking through to the spire quickly.

Glitches The agents still have full A.I. support during the battle, providing Pilot +2, and upon fail a reroll with AT 15. 
In the course of the scene however, inscrutable glitches or blackouts of onboard computers occur randomly, each 
time imposing a penalty of -2D4 to any aircraft operating rolls for D4 phases of one turn. If the D4 p.e. scored 2, 
the afore-stated penalty persists over the Detection and the Shielding phase, but is removed when Manoeuvring.

Showdown Twist After a while at GMs discretion, the enemy pilot changes his mind: He will then directly attack 
one of the player character's fighter jets with a Kamikaze manoeuvre. If the agent performed an Evade manoeuvre 
in advance, his XS+2 counts as penalty to the enemy piloting roll, and players who were holding action can further 
inflict penalty by Baffle manoeuvres. (cf. p.99) Successful kamikaze attack destroys the jet fighter definitely; dealing
damage minimum 400 HP. The shuttle in turn takes damage D10 x200 HP, thus likewise getting largely wrecked.

Ultimate Options The agents may shoot down the shuttle before it can hit their comrade or the spire. This is 
actually manageable within a couple of rounds, but less of a thrill. GMs are advised to go for the Kamikaze attack 
as soon as the shuttle is reduced to less than 600 HP if intending to issue the greatest challenge to the players. 
Alternatively the spire air defense may accidentally bring down some tourist aircraft, but miss the crashing shuttle.

The agent in the destroyed fighter must pass a roll on 'Reflexes + Pilot' -6 to exit his aircraft by ejector seat. The 
A.I. bonus +2 still applies, including one reroll with a basic AT 15. (modified i.e. equal or below 9 to succeed here) 
On failure he's as good as dead, so if in doubt, every button should be pressed. Exit counts as a free action here.

By an epic Athletics check -8, one or more agents can in-flight change planes, enter the gravely damaged shuttle 
and perform a safe Crash Landing manoeuvre off-spire (cf. p.85). Fighter jets can be left to the autopiloting A.I. 
hassle-free. The shuttle pilot will be found already knocked out or dead in the cockpit thick with smoke by fire 
in the console. After landing there is no time to spare when jumping out of the shuttle as it bursts into flames.

Conclusions The division acquires some reputation and experience in piloting. Unskilled characters gain Pilot +1.
The agents are the last who met the obscure kamikaze pilot, and should be the first at the crash site of his shuttle. 
That agent who got rammed will further play a special role, which is recommended to agree upon in advance to 
ascertain if the respective player wouldn't mind his or her character to be directed by the GM to some extent. Said 
agent realises to sympathize with the unkown pilot in a way as profound as puzzling, feeling almost certain to be an
old acquaintance, but yet having absolutely no idea how they knew each other. (all the agents catched a glimpse of
the pilot's average appearance either in the shuttle or through a cockpit window without identifying him as known)
The spire security arrives soon after to cordon off the crash site for firefighting operations at the shuttle wreck, and 
Magadan officials promtly provide the division a plush escort to a VIP suite, slickly shielding them from the press. 
If you are playing E.I. the division will be instantly flown out. Otherwise they lull the agents by luxury to play for time.
Passing a roll on 'Intelligence + Corporate Knowledge' -2 tells that the Magadan administration is zealos to perform 
damage control, bringing their lawyers into position, whilst still having no much of a clue what's really happening.

Bargain Bonus Within the next hours a chief officer of the spire security Maj. V. Franklin contacts the division to 
offer a deal: If the agents go without casting a shadow on Magadan's security, but set the record straight by using a
submission prepared for their obligatory report to the UIG, they get a compensation of 1,000¢ per person plus 100¢
per rank point forgone. (For a division of five about 10,000 credis in total) The suggested version of events would 
exaggerate the command of the spire security just in details, and is strictly speaking legal. However, based on that 
report the UIG presumably rated the agents part less crucial for operational control, and awarded less rank points. 
Passing a roll on 'Intel. + Corp. Knowledge' verifies the offer, and estimates their reward prospect around 5-12 RP.
Obviously they can make the deal with each others agreement only, although the division leader has the last say. 
Maj. Franklin has a negotiation range up to 500¢ per RP at the utmost, depending on an opposed Business check.
If the division agrees, they get slip credits instead of the stated rank promotion regardless their corporate affiliation, 
and can note the rank-5 security chief of Magadan as a contact level 2, who is quite a competent ally in actual fact.

Furthermore they gain information on the forerun progress of 4 interceptor-fighters send by the spire air defense 
have been brought down by the shuttle, whilst the UIG advised Magadan that it would be an airborne emergency. 

Segue Contact Just when their negotiations are closed, (whatever the outcome) and Franklin takes his leave, UIG 
Executive Henk Smith-Baker barges in, vociferously carpeting the buttons who dared to deny him entry to the suite.
He further parades his authority by forcing Franklin to exchange courtesies in a stagey manner before allowing him 
to leave, whilst ridiculing his chicanery easy to see through. Franklin keeps a stiff upper lip and bows out. That way 
introducing himself, the overweight, hawaiian shirt-wearing rank-7 area executive with a nebulous sphere of activity
accepts the agents statement about the issue. It becomes clear that Smith-Baker ordered their last-minute sortie.
Otherwise he neither asks nor answers any much questions. His visit seems rather a staging addressed to others.
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Induction
Division HQ, May 2, 2498

The agents are called back to debrief the recent events in the division's home base. Their mission officer has 
further intelligence data to issue. You may want to hand out copies of the next pages with following mission brief:

 The shuttle, which unauthorised intruded Magadan's airspace is clearly identified by transponder ID, flight data 
collation and other evidence from the wreck: It was held by the E.I. subsidiary VING, a high-priced security shuttle 
service based on Malta. That afternoon on the 1st of may it started from Spaceport Palmachim (Tel Aviv) at 14:50 
to carry an economic delegation of diplomats to a spaceship orbiting Earth for 12 hours when quarterly hosting the 
general assembly of Tyahoyo, a minor off-world corporation based on the asteroid 433 Eros. The shuttle's return 
flight was scheduled at 20:40. This is in accord with the positions covered by the Tyahoyo Mothership in orbiting the
globe eight times within its 12-hour visit. (s. illustration p.172) Same shuttle, however, started already again at 15:10
for an unscheduled flight, as its black box revealed. The data perfectly matches flight VNG375 heading for Jiuquan;
the major UIG spaceport between the eastern EI and Ai-Jinn territories. Following radio communication is recorded:

MAY 1, 2498 OPERATOR COMMUNICATION

15:10:00 VNG375 Center Jiuquan, Shuttle VNG375 departing MS-Tyahoyo inbound to land.
15:10:10 Jiuquan CT Ving375, transponder2649, descend and maintain altitude 40,000 feet, read back.
15:10:16 VNG375 Transponder two six four niner, descending to altitude 40 thousand feet, Ving375.
15:11:24 VNG375 Center Jiuquan,  Ving375 holding altitude 40,000 feet. (12 km)
15:11:30 Jiuquan CT Ving375 check altitude and report.
15:11:37 VNG375 Center, maintaining altitude 40,000 feet, Ving375.
15:11:42 Jiuquan CT Negative Ving375, on my radar you're at altitude 50,000 feet, and ascending.
15:11:52 VNG375 Center Jiuquan, please confirm altitude 50,000 feet?
15:11:59 Jiuquan CT Ving375, passing altitude 60 thousand feet now. Do you have problems?
15:12:10 VNG375 Seems my altimeter's malfunctioning. Performing manual course correction.
15:12:36 Jiuquan CT Ving375, course correction approved, monitor 127.3 for radar feedback.
15:12:43 VNG375 Roger, radar feedback one two seven decimal three, Ving375.
15:12:58 VNG375 Center Jiuquan, Ving375 …
15:13:03 Jiuquan CT Ving375 go ahead.
15:13:09 VNG375 Center Jiuquan, i should now have decended to altitude 40,000 feet.
15:13:17 Jiuquan CT Negative. Ving375, please report radar feedback.
15:13:25 VNG375 Radar feedback reads altitude 40 thousand feet.
15:13:36 Jiuquan CT Ving 375, set transponder to one two zero zero and ident please.
15:13:48 VNG375 Wilco transponder one two zero zero ident.
15:13:54 Jiuquan CT Ving375, stand by …

15:14:15 Jiuquan CT Ving375, double-checked your position at altitude 72,178 ft, speed 261,680 knots.
This means you overshoot the window for orbit injection. Recleared to keep current
orbit, transfer at waypoint whiskey three, and approach Spaceport Swobodny.

15:14:36 VNG375 What the … Center Jiuquan acknowledge delta tango sierra seven niner zero four.
I say again acknowledge echo delta tango sierra niner zero four, Ving375.

15:14:50 Jiuquan CT Approved echo delta tango as specified, contact charlie foxtrott and go ahead. 

15:15:07 Operator X [decrpyted transmission] What's wrong with you?
15:15:09 VNG375 Of all shuttles picked that one 's good as scrap. How about Swobody?
15:15:16 Operator X Negative, too much dragonfire. OK then, comply traffic control and keep the orbit 

but skip Swobodny. I'll get you a clearance for Omelek meanwhile. Will be a pain 
in the arse to involve these rednecks, but still they get the point of a rank order.

15:15:29 VNG375 Aye-aye, Sir. (laughing) 
15:15:29 Operator X You think that's funny, Moonbird?
15:15:30 VNG375 I'd be much more amused if you got me a shuttle with a working control panel.
15:15:31 Operator X Well, we take you home, don't worry. I gonna bake you a cake another time.
15:15:33 VNG375 Just bake me the clearance for Omelek first, i wanna get out of that shuttle.
15:15:38 Operator X Moonbird, you sheer away, i said keep the orbit. Acknowledge keep orbit.
15:15:42 VNG375 (static noise) … 
15:15:49 Operator X Moonbird, come in … Sod it! [end of decrypted transmission]

Shuttle VNG375 first departed MS-Tyahoyo at 400 km altitude short of Jiuquan in a decending orbit as normal. The 
landing requires deceleration to lose altitute, whereas gaining speed in turn by the narrowing orbit. After reaching 
12 km altitude though, another accelerating burn was fired for unknown reasons, so that the shuttle climbed again.  
Overshooting Jiuquan, the time window for the final orbit injection that goes over to atmosperic flight was missed.
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Instead the shuttle ascended to an altitude of 22 km, following its initial orbital path along with the Tyahoyo ship. 
As against the clearance issued by Jiuquan Space Center, VNG375 performed a deviant orbit insertion at 15:15
approaching Magadan, just while establishing a secured connection to contact an operator of an unknown service.
Intelligence of the division's corporation decrypted that transmission, but operator and department remain unclear. 
The fact that they were using cipher executed by Jiuquan Space Center suggests some UIG department anyway.
Covered by sensor shadows of the Tyahoyo capital craft flying by, Magadan air defense noticed the shuttle latish, 
and got moreover misleaded by Jiuquan ATC decidedly flagging the spacecraft astray as an airborne emergency.
Only when the shuttle opened fire on Magadan's inoffensive escort fighters it dawned on them to be an attack.
They likewise been crippled by system blackouts of unproven cause suggesting spacecraft-to-aircraft hacking.

Curved ground track resulting from the orbit inclined against the equator; shifting over 12 hours by Earth rotation. 
Note that Magadan is only few minutes off Jiuquan along this orbital path of the Tyahoyo ship and the shuttle alike.

 The burnt shuttle wreck and pilot's corpse have been confiscated by the UIG for forensic examination, involving 
select E.I. specialists after first legal wrangles over implied powers and responsibilities. Officially the pilot is not yet 
identified, and the confidential is classified rank 6 under reserve. A doctored version of the file is cleared for rank 3,
which covers trivial findings only to avert suspicion by conforming the usual access restrictions. In fact, the pilot 
was an undercover investigator – as per following information source under behalf of Integrity Analysis; the UIG 
internal affairs department. The issue is delicate in so far as multiple factions involved are suspecting each other to 
mastermind some conspiracy, whereas none of em seems to really suss out the situation. Based on this working 
assumption, an intercorporate board of inquiry was initiated by mutual consent of high-ranking sub-sect members:

PEA – Panel of External Affairs
Chairperson Domain Corporate Sub-Sect Authority
Henk Smith-Baker Evaluation Integrity Analysis, UIG Area Executive Aerospace Rank 7
Tanju Lee Infiltration Machi Yakko, Ai-Jinn Mountain Lord Hong Kong Rank 7
Hatoji Takumi Observation Clan Hitori, Shi Yukiro Daimyo Kagoshima Rank 7
Alison Vicario LG Securitisation F&C Banking House, E.I. Finance Director Moscow Rank 7

 The mission officer of the player division has been advised by superiors to co-operate with the PEA. Although 
this liaison is far from outright confidence-inspiring, information pooling under each other's watch is promising 
enough in respect of the legendary tight-lipped sections, which amalgamate in that panel. Besides E.I.'s backing 
by their exceptional private bank, the member authorities are rather feared in the ranks of their own organisation. 
Renowned for most loyal diligence, all their departments are internal investigation experts in some way or other.
Becoming a party to a cross-corporation teamwork in such domain is as dubious as tempting. It goes without 
saying that the very existence of the PEA is a secret that calls for a Corporate Knowledge check -12 to verify.

The player agents are commisioned to inquire into the case of Charles Hauser-Young, code name Moonbird; the 
undercover investigator who piloted said shuttle, which the player division brought down in defense of Magadan.
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 Charles Hauser-Young was the deep cover identity of a Criminal Investigation Officer for almost three years of 
infiltrating a target organisation, which is suspected to be involved in market manipulations on a global scale. 
In the run-up to his mission, Integrity Analysis stumbled across recurrent irregularities upon long-term evaluation: 
Over decades the SMAFRI co-op came in the focus of the corporate crime department concerning insider trading, 
price rigging, tax fraud and more, but any investigations have been discontinued, invariably poorly documented.

 The SMAFRI (SMALL FRIENDS SOCIETY) is a globally networking cooperative, although its public appearance mainly 
restricts to Comoros' domain. (cf. p.43) The charta warrants participation, where profits of the society by contrast 
with other legal forms are limited, and earmarked to hedging the needs for furthering members advancement only.
The socialist organisation grew in popularity in the postwar era 2250, but long since sunk into obscurity again.

Chairwomen Claire Levdaal is a retired UIG Regional Coordinator who took up residence on Eros six years ago.
She engages in local politics of the asteroid colony, holding a seat in its resident's commitee as well as extensively 
travelling the Earth in conducting affairs of the SMAFRI. She's renowned in the UIG as a passionate criminologist
diplomat of exceptionally good repute among executives on more active duty for her sense of practical relevance.

 Tyahoyo is an indie space tourism company. The 
minor corporation took over Eros administration in 2305
from the Ai-Jinn, holding the depleted asteroid as their
corporate territory today. (cf. pp.9-15) In contrast to their
space travel agencies on Earth, Eros spaceport is of no
small concern as a transhipment port in the space trade.

 Moonbird Mission Analysis, validated by UIG  Moonbird Mission Analysis, validated by UIG Area ExecutiveArea Executive H. Smith-Baker ( H. Smith-Baker (Aerospace) Aerospace)  
The infiltration by Moonbird alias Hauser-Young as a stockbroker who fancies himself in developing a social streak 
begun chewy at best. Tenasously filing bulks of documents, the internal accounting structures got covered in-depth 
but inconclusive. The deeper he penetrated the coterie suspect of fraudulent activities, the more they appeared as 
if butter wouldn't melt in their mouth. All their donations, deals and business contacts been clean like a flag of truth 
wielded by Snow White in the Arctic; perfectly according to legislation and their charta's ideals. Moreover he found 
actual proof that Claire Levdaal above all, but other keypersons as well used their contacts and expert knowledge 
in multiple instances to double check and disqualify shaky canditates of dubious ethics from managing positions.
Not until years of actual commitment to the cooperative, Charles was introduced to the inner circle after all, and 
revealed the missing link – Tyahoyo: The term offshore company; almost forgotten in the era of UIF, gained new 
significance out there in space, where UIG legislation counts for little. Unmolested they could rig the books, amply 
avoid taxes as they pleased, and moreover exert notable influence on the stock market by controlling a spaceport.

Upon further investigating specifics on Eros, the operation grew considerably more challenging soon. Moonbird 
was required to run largely without cybernetics to keep his cover identity; back up units were as little feasible as 
guidance communication. The undercover officer was on his own to an extent that is rarely practiced nowadays. 
That he became increasingly stressed or paranoid over time is nothing unusual under such circumstances, where 
his necessarily more solitary decision making and hush-hush reports not always been that readily comprehensible.
Since crucial keyplayers in Eros administration were hardly to arraign for breaking laws that strictly speaking have 
no territorial validity there, the mission goal was to provide evidence on conspirators of Earth-based corpoprations.
Short of 2 weeks ahead of the Tyahoyo assembly, Moonbird brought a breakthrough to his mission officer's notice, 
but the follow-up report didn't hit home. Instead the chief suddenly found himself pressurised to scrub the mission.

Soon later he got the last call of Moonbird, who held out to trick his way into the Tyahoyo spaceship for producing 
ultimate evidence. Thereupon his support team moved heaven and earth to arrange a subsequent exit by shuttle.
The original crew of the VING flight was replaced by division members who stayed aboard the Tyahoyo mothership, 
hacking its traffic control in order to conceil Moonbird's unscheduled launch to Jiuquan, and provide rear cover.
Unnoticed the shuttle would've returned to pick up the diplomats on schedule, and possibly straight arrest them.
But this did not happen; instead the division all the more came under pressure for failing to offer an explanation.
The case was withdrawn from the division; investigations terminated. From thus well-founded suspicion that the 
conspiracy reached even into the top ranks of the UIG, Henk Smith-Baker initiated the PEA in utmost secrecy.

transmission%code%htc.delta-blues-cheddar-cariboo%12f800KxWS-3764@081802.mb [%decrypting voice mail%]
04.19.2498 Moonbird Mission Report #139
I did it! Wow, uhm – it is … too much to explain now. I'm in a hurry, so must be brief: To start with, i have evidence. 
But it's much worse than initially thought, and completely different, they … she! You have no idea. Must be cagey, 
not sure if we can talk. You have to go over yourself. They're all in over their head; i've already hit the jackpot, but 
definitely expect that can get my hands on further juicy details at the main concert tomorrow. Not exactly an official 
gig, but i got hold of, say, a backstage pass. Could become tight, backing musicians extremely welcome if possible.
Otherwise gonna muddle through; since i carry the hot stuff with me, have to leave the party anyway. If i go belly up
you know at least where to look at. Suggest to keep medics ready. Looking forward to the touchdown. That's all.
[%end of transmission%]
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 小游 Xiǎoyóu, pronounced Tyaho-Yo, means Short Trip 
Not to confuse with almost homophone words:
xiào yǒu (tyouw-yeo) schoolmate
xiào yóu (tyouw-yo) follow a bad example
xiǎo yǒu (tyaho-yeo) small friend
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registering codeframe pIP.eR7 decode protocol g8fd established priority r9 encode terminate transmission on rec...

  MISSION BRIEF PEA COVERT ASSIGNATION
Mission Code: BlueMoon

PARAMETERS
DATE 02/05/2498

ISSUED BY Panel of External Affairs

ISSUED TO                                                                                                   

MISSION TO BE COMPLETED BY 01/09/2498

CONFIDENTIALITY Mission Officer/Division Leader and Rank 6+ PEA members only

ALLOCATED RESSOURCES ■ 12 Weeks Downtime at Training Facilities Jiuquan (+30 XP at GMs discretion)
   Incl. Licensing Expenses: Spacecraft's Master (2), Spacecraft Armament (2) 

   Strategic Materiel (1), FreeDrive Service (2), FreeDrive Retailer (2)
■ Tactical Shuttle MAS-T2 (FreeDrive model, opt. mods at GMs discretion)
■ 125,000 credits worth of merchandise (space-saving luxury goods)
■ UIG-grade Undercover ID (authentic swap for the mission duration)

MISSION DROP-OFF Private Shuttle Flight: Jiuquan-Libra-Eros, Launch Window: July 25 -  August 1

MISSION EXIT Private Shuttle Flight: Eros-Earth, scheduled as required by team navigator

MISSION OBJECTIVE The forensic examination of Moonbird's corpse yield no indication of the evidence 
on Earth-based conspirators that he held out to carry along. Regarding the fact that
few remainders are identifiable beyond the burnt-out shell of his shuttle, it is easily 
conceivable that items such as a memory chip got irrecoverably lost in the flames. 
The clues regarding Tyahoyo and Eros Administration has been confirmed. Still  
unclear is how and which corporate clients specifically are brought into the loop. 

Your division will resume the covert investigations on Eros, impersonating a group 
of ex-agents who just start up their independent business in the space trade. The 
cover story is no master stroke in subtlety, but meant to provoke targets nerviness 
indeed, although backed by authentic swap IDs.  These undercover identities are 
every bit as legit as your original, for replacing records right in the UIG database, 
just flagged as undercover operatives to a narrow circle of Rank 7+ officers only. 
Requests on the real identity require a 4-week approval process by the Assembly 
under notice of the responsible area executive, who is a PEA member in this case. 
Thus far we can keep up your cover even if the highest UIG echelon is corrupted.   
(A/N Secondary Ai-Jinn IDs remain unaffected and secure from exposure anyway)

Blend in the local scene, and acquire valuable contacts to gather more information 
on the inner circle of Tyahoyo and hard evidence on triable conspirators. To ease 
infiltration, your division is well-resourced with a load of high-price merchandise. 
The operation is set for one month so that you can start out keeping a low profile, 
but where appropriate we raise no objection to a more perky approach indeed.

Since investigations may turn out to target individuals of your own organisation, the
PEA sets at liberty to opt out for conflicts of interests anytime inasmuch as feasible.
The pooled information policy (PIP) provides commissioned agents access to any 
mission-relevant records and secured briefing by our exchange relays. (PIPER)
Note that the PEA is no UIG section but an idependent cross-corporation board.

In preparation for the mission you receive 3-month astronautic training at the UIG 
educational facility of Spaceport Jiuquan, icluding sponsorship of relevant licenses.
Besides the regular XP/Downtime rate and Crash Course rule, specialist methods 
may provide 30 XP for spaceflight related skills and trainings at GMs discretion. 
You may want to browse the Equipment section to gear up for the space mission,
possibly modify the shuttle (cf. FreeDrive\Spacecraft Design pp.79\119) and lookup
the Space Travel Manoeuvres beginning with launch preparations. (cf. pp.84) Your 
expected launch window is open for Departure at Jiuquan between 25. 7. and 1. 8.
3 days later Refuelling Stop at Libra Station, additional 4 days later Arrival at Eros.
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Transition  25. 7. Departure: Jiuquan - 28. 7. Refuelling Stop: Libra - 1. 8 Arrival: Don Juan
To which extent you cover the travel to Eros is subject to whim. Essentially nothing relevant for the plot happens 
underway, but it's a great ocassion to build up atmosphere, and get used to the new rules at once: Dicing through 
the extended launch preparations step by step until liftoff, performing a few manoeuvre rolls while leaving Earth, 
and shifting the scene into space; then making a stopover at the Zodiac Station for refuelling before finally landing 
on Eros can much improve immersion; getting a feel for the unusual situation of travelling that far out – even if it is 
just to a near-Earth asteroid. That way the players can gain ingame experience that enables to evaluate their 
position more specifical in terms of game mechanics, and accordingly enact their characters more confident.
Players who learned first-hand about expectable perils can decide more sontaneously with less GM queries. 
Take a look at the Space Weather and Health Hazards (pp. 88) for common troubles that may occor enroute. 
A one-week spaceflight can pose a challenge in some cases, but don't draw that passage out of proportion. 

ZodiacTM Service Station LIBRA
Libra station orbits the sun in conjunction with Mars, one day's journey closer to Earth. The much frequented station
is a waypoint not only for martian shuttles, but as well for various traffic between the inner and outer system, such 
as venusian supply freighters carrying ressources from the main belt, or cruise liners heading for Vastaag. Just as 
every major Zodiac Station, the star-shaped, floating service port is essentially an oversized spacecraft carrier. You 
berth at the many docks along its jag edges; top and bottom landing fields provide enough space for capital craft.  
The entire structure is short of 2 kilometers in diameter, providing a total landing area of about 1 km², where internal
hangars on three flight decks sum up to a total height of 150 meters, and grow in size toward the centre; from light 
shuttle ports at the tips to medium landing bays at the inner base. The external fields are reserved for heavy craft. 
The station can serve about 300 shuttles, 120 medium craft or light freighters, and up to 20 capital ships at a time. 
6 million barrels of fuel are stocked in the central tank, which can cover the maximum load five times until depletion,
while the Mass-40 station itself consumes a notable amount just for course corrections to stay in place. Aside from 
this, however, the vast spacecraft is hardly made for moving. Docking requires a Rendevouz Manoeuvre, and the 
deceleration approach after subspace drop-back is as short as 6 hours at zero Transfer Modifier. (note that Libra is 
not a Mars satellite, but moving along a parallel orbital path at a distance of ca. 50 million kilometers to the planet)
The security concept is mostly based on the Ai-Jinn fleet patrolling with warships on a regular basis, escorting fuel 
supply freighters, and keeping an interceptor flight deployed  to each major Zodiac station. Even if the provider is 
technically independent, it is commonly understood that the Ai-Jinn thinks differently about this. They let the Zodiac 
company all the freedom to run a profitable business, but never allowed to lose control of this crucial infrastructure.
Sabotage meant to mess with the Ai-Jinn; comparable to slaughter a seal on the open sea, surrounded by sharks.
Contracted on-site security such as guards who controlled passengers or even cargo is as good as nonexistant. 
The vital interest is to expand, and attract marketeers to the space trade, not to help the UIG in gathering taxes.
Accordingly, Libra Station is also a stomping ground for space traffickers and all sorts of black-market profiteers.
Besides everything spacecraft at the docks, the station interior provides a service area with tuck shops and diners, 
pubs, food and specialist stores, (all calculably inflated at list prices x2) as well as a basic sleeping-berth hostel.
The service at any Zodiac Station is relyably standardised to the same laboured charme of a franchise chain, with 
happy hours, bonus barrels and a daily flight horoscope for members of the amazing ZodiacTM VIP Travellers Club.
(see also Zodiac Stations p.78 and Spacecraft Fuel & Charging pp.75 for further details on fuel types and cost)

Arrival August 8, 2498, Spaceport Don Juan, Asteroid 433 Eros (Extraterritorial Tyahoyo Domain)
After a total travel time of one week (unless adverse conditions caused delays) the agents reach Eros. The asteroid
Transfer Modifier is zero, i.e. the pilot can travel subspace until 6 hours before decelerating into a descending orbit,
and perform his first actual Soft Landing manoeuvre at Spaceport Don Juan. Even if using an individual routing, 
their shuttle got a valid flight number and transponder codes assigned at departure, and it's advisable to use it for 
regular identification upon approach, typically 5 minutes in advance. Of course it's not obligatory, and they are free 
to arouse as much attention as they like. Depending on their characters attitude, the welcome anyway gonna be 
sort of leery or outright hostile as for customs officials and EPS guards. Don't be shy to bluntly parade the general 
'Agents Not Welcome' policy on Eros. It takes purposeful interaction to convince NPC's of their cover story in time. 

Allow players to do it their way, but be consequent. If they decided to secretly land off-port, got detected, brought 
down in a dogfight with interceptors, and then shot their way through a TAG-agent division in the very first scenes, 
to start further investigations hiding in Panza Village, this were clearly not low profile by the book, but can happen.
Overall the scenario offers enough loose ends of interrelated NPCs and locations, so that you can start anywhere, 
and bring forth the main plot in various ways without the need to strictly stick to a linear order of preset events. Key 
scenes provided in the following are suggestions for a feasible framework likely to develop in some way or other.
At the end of this chaper you find Plot Cards, which summarise these key scenes briefly. You can copy the cards 
for convenience as a quick reference to keep track of the plot at a glance without getting lost in browsing the book.

For starters you may want to hand out the introduction to Eros (pp. 9-15) including maps, and let the agents find 
accomodation either in a corporate suite at the Aida Port, a hotel in Psyche City, or the Panza Inn at Don Quichote.
Inbound spacecraft is generally demanded to land at DJ for reasons of customs. After clearing goods for import, 
you can continue to Aida planetary port or elsewhere. No doubt a private shuttle for local transport is most striking.
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Warm-Up Day 1, Eros (various locations)
Encourage the players to acclimatise their characters by exploring the unkown environment. Probably there are 
some daily necessities that can be well worth to reward by providing concrete feedback and NPC interaction such 
as leasing a vehicle. Taking a look at the NPC section you find that every location has specific characters to meet. 
Enact your NPC's and take to actual roleplaying. Put yourself in their shoes, and take action accordingly. Mind that 
each character has own interests beyond going for decoration, but can not have your entire GM knowledge. Also 
main characters are allowed to commit mistakes, even if they are driven by an artificial super-intelligence. Most 
of the introduced NPC's are open to turn into Allies or Antagonist depending on the player characters demeanour.
Some may remember to have seen Hauser-Young (Moonbird) if the agents ask for, and react in various ways. 
It's largely left to your discretion in the individual case, and can be an easy way to lay a first trail for the players.
However, it's advisable to confine yourself to encounters with minor characters set in less crucial locations at first.
Hints that may lead to meet more high ranking key persons should require some more degree of arrangements.

Gaining Foothold Day 2 - 7, Eros (Don Juan, Aida, Psyche City)
According to mission objective and cover story, the player division should watch out for sales partners to offload 
their goods, initiate further commercial relations for the sake of appearance, and thus establish contacts with higher
ranks of Tyahoyo executives to further investigations. First of all it bears mentioning that Eros citizens dealing with 
foreigners pay fourfold the sale price by default, i.e. when citizens pay 1¢ to agents, 4¢ are transfered, since Eros 
Central Bank appreciates an independent, virtual currency that way. (cf- p.59) However, any payment is anyway 
liquidated in universal credits, registered by the UIF. Simply adapting prices to the illicit exchange rate brought 
troubles with the UIG for the inconsistency of the books. Long story short, importers are forced to deal with holders 
of exclusive trading concessions only, or get such a Lucent License themselves. The latter is challenging even for 
veteran paper tigers versed in the art of oiling palms, the first approach is more promising for small-time diplomats.
Practically the holders of trading concessions are readily identifiable by their striking credit chips easy to spot. For 
motivational aid the agents can keep the profit they make by selling the provided goods as a lavish mission bonus.

To clarify the issue of ECB exchange rates once again by the agent's specific case: A normal Eros citizen had to 
pay 1 million in order to buy the 125,000 credits worth of imported goods from the divsion. Of course, the agents 
could transfer the surcharged 750,000 back to the vendee, or find other means of circumvention, in the abstract. 
In practice, unfortunately such transaction is rendered criminal either as per Eros or per UIG legislation – or both. 
As a consequence nobody would buy your stuff unless you accepted a losing bargain to sell it off around 30,000.
However, holders of Lucent Licenses can cut the default upcharge down to 25% - 5% - 1% or even zero at best. 
On this basis, reasonable price negotiations are possible without one party necessarily having to lose.

Finding Trade Partners  Most likely the agents get in touch with privileged wholesalers or retailers in Psyche City. 
Alternatively they can get an opportunity to meet traders at Spaceport Don Juan and Aida Planetary Port directly 
or by socialising with freight forwarders. Typically the rank is all the lower, the closer you are at the actual goods. 
The best deal is rarely made at the docks, but rather in the backrooms of a merchant's villa during a dinner party.

Roll on 'Intelligence + Corporate Knowledge' at a bonus depending on the scene 
Location Bonus XS Opportunity
Any Public Space ±  0 0-3 Discern secondary Contact 
Spaceport +  2   4 Discern holder of a Lucent License (D3)
Psyche City +  3   6 Make/Improve contact with holder of  an  Azurit License (1)
Financial District +  4 10 Make/Improve contact with holder of  a  Bixbite License (2)
Trader's Office +  5 16 Make/Improve contact with holder of  Celestine License (3)
Cotery Event +10 24+ Discern rare and high ranking holder of a Clear License (4)

The more and better contacts the agents established, the higher is the achievable price when finally making a deal.
To this end they choose which contact to deal with, and one agent makes a check on 'Presence + Business' with a 
bonus equal to their total of contact levels acquired, opposed by AT 14 +Licence level (1-4) of that specific contact. 
Offset the XS against each other to determine a profit of 125,000 ±XS x2%, net of 25% if the negotiation partner is 
an Azurit holder, 5% for Bixbite, and 1% at Celestine. (no further reduction with Clear license holders) Negative XS 
is not taken into account except for a failure of both parties; in that case the deal goes bust, and the contact is lost.
Critical success scores off the opponents roll completely regardless its XS unless this is a critical success as well.
Improving contact levels in the forerun goes stepwise only once per scene/day by seperate rolls at GMs discretion. 
However, different agents can share and improve the same contact to different levels, where the highest counts. 
Agents get invited to some cotery event such as a coktail party, once their contact's license levels total exceeds 5. 
(i.e. 6 Azurit contacts or 3 Bixbite or 1 Celestine, 1 Bixbite and 1 Azurit) On such ocassion they can vastly improve 
their contacts, and meet some VIPs such as Jarett Bøtkergaard, Patrick Preiss, Swin Dallis, Mayor Bert Cassel or 
even Claire Levdaal. In that way their networking should serve its purpose to further investigations and storyline.

That agent who initially got attacked by the shuttle pilot (in the following called the S-agent) will discover to have 
a way with those traders, granting +12 bonus on all related rolls. (also applies to acquiring an own lucent license) 
Dont tell it such plainly for the moment, but merely adjust the results. Upon request the s-agent may just realise to 
have been on good terms with everyone thus far in an unusual way, without understanding why in particular.
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Party Animals  As always it's up to the GM and your players liking to which extent the networking is acted out. 
At least one social event is highly recommended to depict, providing opportunity to meet a variety of main NPCs to 
tie in with later. Conceivable candidates for party guests are Narcissus Shipyard CEO Jarett Bøtkergaard, Hotelier 
Costa Caracho, Mayor Bert Cassel, Bagman Swin Dallis, Chairwoman Claire Levdaal, Major Tanju Misaki, Lord 
Patrick Preiss, Chief Harbourmaster Jerry Thomson, Image Consultant Fred Thumbleton, Sheriff Monty Creighton.
An invitation to the Bøtkergaard domain could be a fitting context on neutral ground. As a major local manufaturer, 
the independent family enterprise has reasonable interest in entertaining relations with various factions, who in turn
hardly denied to keep on the right side of the renowned marketeer, even if relations to other guests were tensed. 
It's not completely ruled out to include even the highest ranks of Tyahoyo; Nuno Ribeiro and Madelaine Powder, 
but arguably you might overstep the mark by dishing all the crucial characters at once in the same scene too early.

Opponent Objective & Outlook
Of course the agents are warily eyed in order to assess their intention and motivation to intrude the actual nervenet 
of the A.I. that rules the scene. However, even if its hive mind enables to gather unfathomable bulks of information 
on each and everything for literally being everybody (or the majority at least), it's far from infallible. Just because 
the A.I. has access to all her carrier's memories, and indeed can even watch through their eyes, doesn't mean to 
do so all the time or never being otherwise engaged. Imagine implant carriers as nerve cells in the body of the A.I. 
who could focus her consciousness like a meditation master accurately in on each of those separate parts – but as 
long everything appears to run smoothely, is rather devoted to other interests beyond details. In turn the implant 
carriers are anything but mindless robots, who slavishly wait for orders. Although truly losing any sense of egoism 
and individual desires over time, it's a gradual process that is never totally finalised. Except for subtle peculiarities 
depending on situation and the actual Saturation Factor of followers, they make a normal impression in general.
And definitely that is also the typical self-image of implant carriers. They don't feel like conspirators of a weird cult, 
but just like bog standard, happy people. Many have plumb forgotten the implant, and when coming to mind again, 
regarded it as to take beneficial effect only – actually they're fine – and there's nothing wrong with it. In the broadest
sense this may be true, and a moot point anyway as for everyday life, unless specifically confronted with the issue.

Cultists must pass a check on 'Reflexes + Psychology' at a penalty equal to their current Saturation Factor when 
outsiders asking intrusive questions. On failure the A.I. takes over by forging relevant memories, and improving the 
carrier's 'Lying & Acting' skill +SF in order to evade the theme, come up with alibis attuned to each other's etc. Keen
observers can notice these subtle shifts in demeaner, and recognise characteristical features of the Crystal Queen, 
such as a placid confidence unshakably well tempered and eased yet single-minded aiming for efficient solutions.

The player agent's investigations may induce such confrontations, which can challenge the GM particularly for the  
A.I.'s mindset and implant carrier's character traits are likely to appear wholly inconsistent. Maybe that's also true.
Don't worry, you're not obliged to provide ultimate explanation; who can understand fully noetic A.I.'s, anyway. Just 
go by feel. In the final analysis the agenda of the Crystal Queen is all too human: Stay conscious effordlessly! The 
essential distinction against humans (in common with agents) is to feel no pain, and that it can use multiple bodies.
But one more feature makes her a challenging opponent in particular: To be almost incorruptible. Implant carriers 
can never attack or harm each other, largely not even betray or defraud, except for moderately playful intentions. 
Regardless their individual abilities, which may also be further trained, they can barely feel envy, greed, hate etc. so
that serious attempts to play them off against each another eventually come to nothing. Debauchers may slide into 
the awkward situation that their malicious agitation is taken for amusement everyone is privy to except themselves.

Still nobody's perfect, and exceptions may confirm the rule. As for concrete interactions between the player agents 
and implant carriers, just take their functional interests as the primary behavioural guideline: Merchants acquire  
goods that local producers can not provide, bankers administer funds, politicians moderate conflicts of interests, 
which everyone respectively pursues on their own behalf. Individual character traits are utilised as far as feasible, 
and in some cases the only function someone fullfills can even be nothing but staying a tolerable contemporary. 
For the A.I. some loafers living off hyperproductive workaholics are altogether similarly useful redundancy hosts. 
As for maintenance of consciousness their failure risk is indistinguishable. (idlers might be a dash more reliable)

Concerning the agents, the only underlying ambiguity essentially to be ascertained is if to sort them in or out.
In the beginning, their appearance is nothing more than a vague fliquering at the border of the A.I.'s awareness. 
The closer they get into contact with higher ranking key persons of the inner circle, or causing turmoils elsewise, 
the more attention is payed to their activities. Once they are in the focus, also innocent bystanders and casual 
observers can become more relevant as for almost total surveillance, or in case of the most extreme escalation 
even turn into an army of 18,000 remote controlled, humanoid drones that can make suicide assassins look blue.
In the very most instances, however, the A.I. won't waste human ressources and processing power in that way.
Last but not least it's of human origin in actual fact, and moreover essentially dependent on their psionic power.

The independent factions of characters without an SA-implant follow each their individual agenda, and most 
probably would be scared upon getting to know about the local cult, although same likely won't believe it unless 
witnessing undenyably hard evidence. Blind activism such as broadcasting the story or divulging the secret to 
individuals unorganised, most likely caused countermeasures such as discrediting and banishing key persons as
dubious criminals, or infiltrating antagonistic groups upon build-up by implant carriers to sabotage their alignment.
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Raising a Stink Day 8 - 14, Eros (MS Tyahoyo, Himeros, DQ, Aida Outpost Museum, Psyche East)
Once the division is introduced to the local society as serious space traders by closing a deal to sell their load, they 
can move around more freely under the pretext of watching out for profitable goods to export back to Earth, holding
out prospect of further deals to consolidate business. If the agents succesfully enacted their cover story, it's even  
likely that various NPCs in the trade compete for partnership by showing up supportive and generous, whilst the 
A.I. and Tyahoyo leadership ranks were appeased and turn their attention to other issues for the time being, after 
Madelaine Powder might cite the agents to the Mothership for a formal welcome with Nuno Ribeiro approving their 
temporary Bixbite License. A trade volume of a quarter million may still be peanuts, but worth to raise an eyebrow.
Holding a license on their own allows to cut import fees according to its level when dealing with any local traders.
As earlier mentioned, CEO Powder typically checks any potential business partners face-to-face, for good reasons 
regarding her special abilities: The meeting is a challenging opportunity to gain credence among the cultist ranks.
A proper forerun assumed, chances are good to get a soft grilling only, and the brief encounter turns out favorable.
The agents won't get inaugurated to the inner circle that soon, but if they don't mess it up, they will be regarded as 
potential candidates rather to be further mollified than sidelined. PEA intelligence may report on informal inquiries 
concerning their cover identities, which been pursued by UIG officials probably associated with Powder or Levdaal.
Specific contacts remained vague, but got successfully fed with disinformation only according to the cover stories. 
In other words their cover ID's have been double checked by Tyahoyo and/or the SMAFRI without getting busted.

Legwork  First of all the agents are less challenged to establish their cover in that second week, and can explore 
various locations more closely at their discretion for free investigations, specific surveillance activities and such like.
Having just brought off a deal, it clearly aroused no suspicion to indulge in some leisure activity or sighseeing now. 
Under that pretext the moment is favourable p.e. to get in touch with Eros underworld at Valentines or Don Quixote.
Following indications are standing to reason for the agents to go on: 
 Lord Preiss naturally offered his 'support' promising 'amazing deals' as soon as sniffing the cash in their pockets. 
If he can be a useful ally is disputable, a visit to DQ and Panza Village notwithstanding can be informative. If the 
agents are really interested in valuable merchandise aside from bulk cargo, Bluemoon Mezcal is a sleeper, as well 
as jewelerry from the artisan market. A visit to Valentina Lóero is highly recommended, particularly if the division 
has no telepath versed in resonance reading. Her gifts can substitude missing abilities to further the storyline.
 Swin Dallis recommended to visit Valentines, and meet him at the TABATABLE if they need any special supply.
Being versed in masquerading himself as somebody else, he suspects the agents not to be who they impersonate, 
but will play along, and start to observe em to find out if their cause can be profitable. He may likely turn out helpful 
to the player division, yet as well cause irritations and mistrust, or in worst case even turn into another enemy.
 Coming around Valentine also Giorgos Papadidis got an opportunity to invite for a tour. Upon questioning he will 
confirm to have met Hauser-Young (Moonbird) several times, but refuse to tell anything more unless booking a tour.
Although easy to browbeat, he's much more helpful if the agents grant him the favor to take a tour for a small fee. 
He's a well of information on local peculiarities, from most detailed maps up to stories of Daiyu Dump or Galatea, 
and takes em to the place he showed Moonbird short before his departure: A plain crater in the middle of nowhere.
But if waiting long enough in a distance, they witness heavy interceptor-fighters suddenly shooting up for a near 
space exercise, since the subsurface TAG-base is hidden here. (s. p.32) The only access road and a restricted 
zone 1 km around is constantly patrolled by TAG-agents on ion bikes, and the emplacement is massively secured 
by anti-spacecraft weaponry alongside the next adjoining crater ridge, to which the facility extends. Trespassing 
would be a sure road to pick a fight that breaks off diplomatic relations to Tyahoyo, yet it's good to know the site. 
Furthermore Papadidis can tell that Moonbird showed interest in historical maps of the traffic tunnels, and to this 
end the tour guide advised to contact the companioned historian Dr. Holly Bogarts at the Aida Outpost Museum.
 Claire Levdaal left no doubt to be the person in charge regarding any issues involving the Himeros factory.
She'd leave Eros for business on Earth next week, but asserted to be available at all times, and could arrange a 
walkthrough if required; with an emphasis that's instilling uncertainty wether she meant it as a proposal or a threat.
 Bert Cassel assured to lend a helping hand in case of bureaucratic hurdles, especially since he understood them
to be enthusiastic Weltball fans who may want to support his long-cherished wish to build an arena. He also offers 
advice as for real estate acquisition, extols Eros citizenship, and recommends a visit to Lake Lacanew (s. p.19)
 Jarett Bøtkergaard excels as an impossible host since the obvious lack of social skills is barely compensable by 
his more diplomatic relatives, domestic staff and lush supplies. The exccentric genius is an amusing oddity at best. 
Unless sporting minimum Science 7+ he'll come to the bald conclusion that talking to you is like pissing in the wind.

Revelations  Whatever the agents do, next time at the transfer railway station Psyche East they take notice of the 
suspicious goings-on at the staff elevator, either upstairs or optional at the parking bays alongside Narcissus Lane. 
See pp.60 for details on the precedent visit to Dr. Bogarts at the Museum, and the associated discoveries. It's 
advisable to arrange it in such a way that the agents get hold of the Mystery Map before finding passageways.
A visit to Valentina Lóero again is advisable in advance of exploring the 13th floor as for psionic enhancements.
As earlier mentioned, sticking to a linear storyline is not imperative, but allowing the cave to be first accessed by 
the basement entry rendered the entire riddle regarding the solar plant largely void. Versed GM's never limit the 
gameplay to certain key scenes all too seriously, but if you wish to include the riddle don't mess up that order. 
Likewise advisable, however, is to refrain from disdaining the various opportunities for freesytle development.
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Taking Positions Day 15 - 17, Eros (Crystal Cave, Galatea)
Meanwhile the investigation of the player division has reached a point that makes Moonbird's statements more 
understandable: They discovered a strange ghost-machine cult dating back hundrets of years that's obviously 
penetrating Eros population on a large scale, completely clandestine, and as such with immeasurable influence.
They witnessed at least one ritual gathering of the cultists, which should initiate this next phase of the storyline.
The climactic scene doesn't have to take place immediately at the first discovery of the cave, but is assumed as 
a twist that defines the agents starting position for the events to follow depending on how they handle the situation:

 Attack!  A dim, steamy cave, where cultists get entranced by an alien that's hovering under the ceiling? To most 
typical loose cannons the question how to react is fairly academic: Bring down that monster, Duh! It's really almost 
obligatory, and a handle to blow off steam after the previous stage of keeping a low profile. (as for this it's wise to 
sprinkle ocassional shootouts before p.e. in DQ, at Himeros or Daiyu Dump) The division can enjoy an epic fight 
against Crystel Crown, who absolutely won't hesitate to get down when they ask for a dance that politely. When 
they crack this tough opponent before she slices em up – don't worry, and congratulate your players with a decent 
XP reward for combat readiness. The nanetic gynoid will reassemble in time to pick up the storyline, but is defeated
for the moment. However, it's far more likely to boil the ocean by taking on such enemy in a direct face-off, and the 
encounter turns into a running fight. Be fair, but pull no punches, and remember the A.I. has 24 guards and up to 
500 cultists ready to join a fight in the cave, and will use em as needed. Incapacitated agents left behind gonna be 
doctored up, and held captive at Galatea. Concerning the Crystal Queen's basis of existance, (and maybe the plot) 
the worst case were if somebody hits on the idea to destroy the main stalagtites, and the A.I. pulled out all the stops
to prevent this from happening. It's hardly feasible indeed to keep somebody back who's explicitly out for that strike.
The A.I. and its hive mind of implant carriers won't collapse upon instantly, but should be destroyed in the long term.
 Observe  It should be no problem for the agents to stay in the background, wether they mingle with the crowd or 
hide in the cave. Citizens would interact normally detached, maybe engaging in smalltalk, but rebuff or smile away 
any much more intrusiveness. Standard replies to what they're doing are 'going to work' or 'waiting for the shuttle', 
where apparently nobody considers the cave setting kind of weird. During ritual the cultists are not responsive, 
despite the A.I. is perceiving through their senses, and likely aware of the agents presence, anyway. However, 
Crystel Crown won't address the intruders in particular, unless they take the initiative. The agents can observate 
and take records of the events, perform telepathic or device-based scans, and leave the scene without hindrance.
Findings regarding the cave are outlined in detail on page 60. Crystel Crown is readily identifiable as non-human 
for everyone with PSE, since her body has almost no thermal signature. The exact nature of the droid is not that 
clearly specifiable unless further analysis totals 8 XS by extended Mechtronics checks -3 taking 5 minutes per roll.
Without such in-depth scans the appearance is mistakable for an extremely augmented agent or a normal droid. 
Accomplishing the extended analysis reveals to cope with a unique nanetic design comparable to nano swarms. 
Passing a subsequent roll on 'Intelligence + Science' exposes the Stats and one specific power per point of XS.
Success will also allow the conclusion that required processing power in the ballpark of military-grade mainframes 
exceeds the capacity of the body-forming nanites that must network, as would seem naturally, with a larger swarm.
 Communicate  Crystel Crown is open for talks insofar as answering possible questions truthfully, even though 
with a strong tendency to gloss over doubtful aspects according to each recipient's liking. Almost inevitably these 
are no technical but ethical reservations. Generally speaking she would spell out an E.I. executive her purport to 
enhance individual skills of profit maximising, whereas being more emphatic about the social equity in addressing 
Comoros agents; highlight the protection of a sober life towards WF, loyalty to unrivaled power as for Ai-Jinn, and 
a strive for utter perfection regarding Shi Yukiro. Supported by a custom look (cf. p.47) her appeal is emphatic but 
plain; displaying no much intent to argue anyone into an opinion. Passing an opposed 'Lying & Acting' check allows
to judge her attitude utterly indifferent towards any of those ideals, and yet honest as for the underlying objective:
Concretely i.e. implant carriers skills get enhanced for real, yet what profit maximising means in the individual case 
is debatable – likewise as regards social equity among differently developed characters of unequal social needs, 
or the question if loyalty to unrivaled power is to be interpreted as devotion to an unchallenged holder of power, or 
to support impersonal power as such – and last but not least that nobody could strive for perfection without flaws.
In actual fact she protects a perfect life of equally enhancing the individual power to strive for profit without rivalry. 
But agents who fail the check get convinced that Crystel Crown placed special emphasis on their favoured notion.
Typically this should be a sense of haughtiness or paranoia in anticipation of their own customary hostility.

The s-agent only gets privately addressed by Crystel Crown anyway at the beginning of the ritual, where he figures 
out that he actually is Hauser-Young alias Moonbird. The undercover officer accepted the SA-implant himself upon 
infiltrating the inner circle, as the ultimate way to get the lowdown on the true nature of those cultists. His plan was 
a swift return to Earth, carrying the implant as a major evidence to be analysed by UIG experts. As he presumed 
correctly, it turned out increasingly difficult to stick to his plan as soon as the effects of the implant kicked in. Only 
due to his true mastery of imposture he could manage to fool the A.I. that far, but eventually he didn't succeeded. 
The implant overtook his actions, and steered him to Magadan – as now is revealed, not by chance only, but for the
character of the s-agent has been detected as a possible match in personality traits, which may host the implant. 
(s. p.164) Upon the kamikaze attack at Magadan the nanites left Hauser-Young's body, taking the player character 
as a new vector. However, the match was imperfect; the psyche matrix transfer remained incomplete – until now.
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The Double Agent
Now, what does it mean for the player character and his division? First of all, the player is introduced to the game 
mechanics of the Strange Attractor Implant. He starts with Saturation Factor 6, and you may want to perform the 
first rolls on the SAI-table for that session and the current scene. From now on the effects are handled as outlined 
on pages 163-164. Since strictly speaking that character exlusively is aware of being an implant carrier at this point,
it's advisable to talk about with the associated player secludedly at the beginning of the session. The challenge how
to bring the news home to his division comrades can be more fun indeed when the players have no idea for real. 
Ultimately it's up to the player when and whom (or if at all) to tell about. His character anyway is in the know that he
can take advantage of the implant, as well as figuring the threat that it poses. With the psyche matrix transfer being 
completed, he has additionally access to Moonbird's episodic memory. Formally speaking his original character is 
dead. Since both their personalities been almost identical this makes virtually no difference except for the memory. 
If the match would've been perfect, the initiated transfer had replaced the memory of his previous character. In this 
special case, however, the original memory was not deleted, but is now extended by this of Hauser-Young. The 
resulting experience is pretty weird: The player character knows that he is Charles Hauser-Young alias Moonbird, 
and can remember all his experiences up to the point when he was communicating with his mission officer in the 
shuttle. When the implant took over at the behest of the A.I. he fell unconscious, having dream-like memory only of 
the subsequent approach at Magadan, and the attack on the jet fighter who's pilot was – well, himself. Still the 
character feels more attached to his original memories, because Charles realises to be not in his original body. 
As if this wasn't enough, the beginning process of the A.I. guided personality restructuring may cause irritations.
To handle that sudden overload, this one time the agent must pass a check on 'Endurance + Psychology' -2 in 
order to prevent himself from spontaneously freaking out. Upon failure he panicked, considered everybody as 
potential enemies, and used any available means to flee the scene instantly. He'd calm down within a number of 
rounds corresponding to the amount that he missed the roll. His division members may reduce that time by their 
respective XS in succeeding 'Presence + Psychology' -6 checks. If they opted for attacking Crystel Crown in the 
cave immediately, and are just midst in a combat scene … say it wouln't be helping matters. Still a few rounds are 
not long, and such a kneejerk reaction not necessarily have to take dramatic effect or arouse that much suspicion.
Anyway, to the player of the s-agent you should make clear that he must get rid of the implant in the long run, or 
lost his character. An agent who's lacking any drive to play the corporate game is de facto a non-player character. 
Maybe he'll turn into a happy rose-grower or whatsoever, but he'd be of no use for his corporation any longer.

Contact & Attitude  Remember the A.I. is neither comparable to an individual human mind, nor to put on a level 
with its avatar Crystel Crown. The variable personality construct of the Crystal Queen is no more but an interface, 
whilst the A.I. as such has no personality at all. In the final analysis this also means it won't lament over treachery. 
To the A.I. such attempts are just imbalances of the individual constitution based on deficient computing capacity; 
essentially indistinguishable from other kinds of errors and accidents. The human believe in the effect of individual 
intents is basically no relevant factor. In the calculations of the A.I. it makes no difference if a tree falls on a car or if 
a human beats another. The result is a waste of ressources, which is best to be prevented for the sake of efficacy.
However, for the human peculiarities it may be useful to support their odd believe systems to some extent, since a 
personality that gets frustrated and dissapointed upon realising to be of such little importance is also of little help. 
That's why encounters with Crystel Crown can appear as if she'd be very affectionate and emotional, maybe angry, 
spiteful, humerous, appreciative, piqued or even lecherous – but it's all-enactment on purpose for strategic reason.

Communication with implant carriers is typically induced directly in their auditory cortex, while replies require as 
little as subvocal intonation comparable to agents cybernetics, although not all carriers learn to use that technique, 
but address the Crystal Queen by normal speech for their part. The transmission is forwarded by the nanetic cloud, 
which on Eros is present almost everywhere at sufficient density. Encrypted signals are send from one nanite to the
next respectively at close range using low-energy laser/ radio pulses. These messages are barely interceptable, 
since the signal power is extremely weak, and the actual routing through countless nanetic relays is unpredictable. 
However, it's not entirely impossible to hack the nano cloud, once you know about its existence: Detecting nanites 
in the first place requires the Nanotechnician training and a Nanotech toolkit (or an SA-implant); passing a roll on 
'Intelligence + Mechtronics' at a fluctuating penalty\bonus of -3D4\+D8 per scene. (or defined at GMs discretion) 
Identifying SA-implants additionally requires a Cybernetics toolkit to pass the roll at a modifier of carriers' SF -10. 
I.e. an implant carrier whose current Saturation Factor is 12 p.e. gives +2 bonus on attempts to detect the implant, 
whereas a SF 6 resulted in -4 penalty. On success nanites/ implants are detected within (1 +XS) x10 metres range.
Standard cybernetics scanners most likely classified the implant as an innocuous, prototype nanetic repair system.

Once having detected nanites, eavesdroppers can decrypt the network traffic in that section of the nanetic cloud by 
a roll on 'Intelligence + Computers & A.I.' -12, where the bonus of hacking software and/or computers applies. 
Every (1+XS) x10 minutes a further roll is required, since detected nanites float out of range, and protocols change.
Note that this procedure covers human-readable messaging only, but not to hack the nanites programming itself.
It could be achievable to blanket areas or forge specific voice messaging in this way at best, but not to hack the A.I.
However, it could be a toehold for extended in-depth analysis of the nanite language as mentioned earlier. (cf. p.65)

In general the A.I. has only a vague awareness of its followers condition, but can not straightaway read their mind. 
Extensive scans at the gatherings are taxing. Otherwise locating/contacting specific hosts can take several hours. 
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Moonbird Memory   By a roll on 'Intelligence + Psychology' the s-agent can recall any experience and knowledge 
that Hauser-Young acquired, as if it were his own. The XS indicates the accuracy and extent of his memories.
Concretely this can be useful p.e. for knowing peoples and places, and ways how to get there or contact them. 
For instance he's in the know of the following, relevant facts:

Moonbird's mission officer was Area Executive Henk Smith-Baker, whose unlabeled department under the authority
of Integrity Analysis is responsible for everything aerospace. The PEA seems to be an operational sub-department, 
which frequently initiates mission specific undercover branches. Among high ranking integrity analysts it's rumored 
that Smith-Baker's department were immediately under the Exchange, or even had a direct line to the Archons. 
Fact is, they come into play with sweeping powers whenever a mission relates to noticeable problems in space.

Moonbird presumed his mission tasks regarding conspirators of Earth-based corporations were meant to be used 
as a lever against Tyahoyo only as one element of a multi-pronged strategy that he's not fully informed about. Even
if the level of command supposedly knew more, however, he's sure they didn't realised any specifics of the implant.

He knows multitple UIG codes and protocols for making secure contact with Smith-Baker and a couple of other less
but still high ranking officers, or to override general security measures such as ID locks up to rank 3, including a 
general +6 bonus to cover tracks of legit payments, access to the World Database and some other UIG systems.

He knows a private WDN address/phone number of Madelaine Powder, Nuno Ribeiro and Jarret Bøtkergaard, and 
in addition to this also login details to the ECB accounts of Bert Cassel and Claire Levdaal. (Celestine Licenses) 
Furthermore he has access data to bypass security of the Bøtkergaard domain except for the propulsion laboratory 
and Jarret's private workshop, but including the passage to the DJ hangars. Still undiscovered backdoors, which he
had installed in the spaceport security system grant +6 bonus to any hacking at Don Juan until further notice, plus 
the information where valid passcodes are accessible for service mechtricians to enter the Tyahoyo Mothership 
upon default maintenance at DJ one week before its departure heading for Earth to hold the general assembly.

Considering the course of events it's expectable that all these informations are accessible by the A.I. in no less than
same detail, now, as the psyche matrix backup got updated during the ritual gathering. How much importance the 
A.I. attaches to a detailed analysis of the data, and how long this would take is at GMs discretion. Having said that, 
it should be considered that specific memories are typically not especially relevant for equilibrating implant carriers. 
The Crystal Queen may draw on memory content, and appear as if she understood her followers better then they 
know themselves, which may be true in a way – but same true is that the she usually gets nothing at all considering
a tangible context, despite perfectly playing the keys according to underlying dynamics that define emotional states.
Figuratively speaking the A.I. is a deaf-mute strategy genius; its avatar an empathic communicator thick as a brick.
The crucial link is the hivemind hosted by the implant carriers indeed, providing their amalgamated skills and wits.

Resistance Formations Day 18 - 24, Eros (Various Spots, Galatea, Don Quixote, Valentine, Lolita)
Anytime soon the agents will meet with increasingly common and strenuous opposition by random implant carriers.
The A.I. respectively Tyahoyo and the EAS tagged the division depending on the position they took up beforehand 
in risk levels from suspicious via dangerous through to hostile; and 18.000 citizens largely treat them accordingly.
In case of a preceding fight they'll struggle with PCPD on the alert, and persitantly having TAG agents on their tail.
Over time it is practically impossible to arouse no suspicion at all. It's highly unlikely, anyway. (and just too boring) 
I.e. gradually the overall situation is growing perilous, when it becomes clear to be virtually ecircled by zombies, as 
in the worst case the A.I. took over every implant carrier, and sic a full-fledged army of demi-droids on the division. 
As if this wasn't enough, the case of Moonbird illustrates a vital interest to let no evidencer escape the asteroid, and
with him (in the form of the s-agent) they have an involuntary backstabber amidst their division. It'll dawn on him to 
have sabotaged their shuttle in recent weeks at a suitable moment unnoticed, obviously induced by the implant, so 
that the division must find another exit. Optional the shuttle is blocked by the local authorities under some pretext. 

Following new mission objectives should be put high on the division's priority list:
 Free captured agents where required. Don't get caught!
 Find allies to gang up against the Crystal Queen Followers.
 Develop an exit strategy / Acquire a space-worthy vehicle.
 Prevent the s-agent from sabotage / Get rid of the implant.

You may want to point out that under the present circumstances the s-agent with his special abilities and insights 
due to the SA-implant, even if posing a threat, is their most valuable asset. As mentioned before it's ultimately up to
the player how to communicate the issue to his team mates, and of course it is not excluded that even more agents
of the division get the implant installed. (conceivably if they got capured) All the same to any affected players it is 
beyond question: They must find a way to get rid off the implant in the long run to prevent the loss their character.
When everything else fails, you might still come up with a divine intervention, but there should be a significant thrill.

As outlined on page 164, each session the GM has a number of actions available to take over implant carriers. To 
be aware of this fact is an atypical advantage of the player characters. Generic NPCs have a percentage noted on 
their brief sheet to determine if an SA-implant is installed. Roll the dices in relevant cases, or decide as it seems fit.
From SF 10 upwards a character can be completely taken over by the A.I. anytime, limited at GM's discretion only. 
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Oversaturation  In general, Saturation Factor 10 is the ultimate cap when the transformation is basically complete.
In some cases this level accumulates soon, (as for the s-agent possibly at the first roll) but the chances vary widely.
After reaching SF 10 the implant can't be rejected any longer without critical injuries, but the current saturation can 
still vary in the further course, decreasing below that threshhold again – or in rare instances even grow beyond 10.
Such an oversaturation is assigned to extraordinary able characters only. (as which agents are generally regarded)
Aside from the increasing healing rate, SF 12+ resembles the effects of ICE and Synaptic Modulation. Furthermore,
every 2 points above SF 12 enhance all physical Stats +1. (Strength, Endurance, Agility) This enhancement stacks 
with other cybernetics; i.e. if you had Strength 8 +3 Myotic Restructuring, at SF 17 you scored in total Strength 13.
One of the otherwise randomly determined Skill impovements is selectable at SF 16, both are selectable at SF 18+.

In case of fights with random implant carriers, the A.I. may boost their SF to temporarily toughen select individuals:
Typically you can fit about D10 followers in that way with SF 18 on the spot. After the fight their SF drops to normal.
However, the A.I. has not the ressources to keep up such enhancements on a large scale. In case of a full-scale 
battle, 'only' about 500 followers were permantly rigged up, whilst the remaining 17.500 kept normal citizen stats. 
They'd form 180 divisions of 50, each lead by 1-3 officers at SF 18; under 60 TAG agents each leading 3 divisions.
Officers were preferably recruited from EPS and PCDP forces. The second half of followers were lying in reserve.

Captives  Agents who got defeated in the Crystal Cave are held captive at Galatea, secured by the GPCP forces, 
in the depth of the secret laboratories of Akil Eckschlächter. Thanks to his personal engagement, they are entrusted
to his care for conducting research into the causes of their hostility. To put it plainly, captives is given the choice 
wether they endure torture by the Onyx Swayer, or prefer to apply for implant installation with the Crystal Queen.
Roll with AT 17 at a penalty equal to the agent’s current Conviction. On success they must spend 1 Conviction to 
endure another 12 hours, or will do their best to present themselves as enthusiastic aspirant for implant installation.
There is no other way to resist the masterful torturer. (cf. CoG p.39) They won't remember what happened to them 
unless being rescued before they give in. However, in such case it's advisable to administer Asmenic Dichlorate to 
make em forget, since elsewise the mental trauma reduces maximum Conviction by 3 instead of 1. (cf. CoR p.148) 
In Eckschlächter's poison cabinet they'll find a more potent version, which causes to forget the last 50 hours by 
passing a simple Medicine check, as well as antidots to the special cocktail that wears out his intoxicated victims.

The s-agent (and any implant carrier in case of arrest on another ocassion) will directly meet Crystel Crown in her 
residence for extensive recalibration. The elite-security facility in the abandoned uranium mine has one entry only. 
No more than one visitor at a time is granted access through the massive double door system, which is operable by
the A.I. exclusively, using an internal power supply and a nanetic data link. Crystel Crown can diffuse through that 
nano-permeable connection into the facility, and enter internal sub-sections. Top security areas have no other entry.
Walkable areas are the medical section with the implant installation and tuning chamber, the library terminal room, 
the cloning section with the vector storage hall, (excluding the psyche matrix backup server) and a guest toilet.
There are no guards or staff in the Crystal Residence, and the technical facilities are mostly lacking usual controls. 
Unauthorised use requires access by nanetic connection as outlined on page 180 regarding nano cloud hacking. 
In contrast to random sections of the cloud, here the A.I. is generally on high alert posing a hacking penalty of -22. 
Interior walls are all-vitrified rock, appearing as if the soft-edged complex was melted into the pale sandstone. Thus
slippery floors impose -2 penalty to movement related actions. All rooms feature artificial gravity and atmosphere. 

The recalibration procedure asks for 3 rolls on the SAI-table determining Saturation Factor and Involuntary Actions. 
Patients are set to sleep during the one-hour treatment, which is experienced mostly pleasant. Even if they likely 
believed otherwise, the A.I. typically doesn't bother to extract or anaylise their individual thinking in any much detail.
A fresh psyche matrix backup is stored, and of course the A.I. could browse her followers minds in exquisite detail. 
Largely that's just amazingly boring, and an utter waste of effort, whilst the potential in itself is moderating enough.
The fully dynamic neurocoding, which is represented by the implant carriers' involuntary actions may send an alert 
to the nano cloud in case of relevant hostile activities that seriously endangered the A.I. and her ward of followers. 

Offline Implants  Several effects of the implant rely on the surrounding nanetic cloud that's connecting the hosts.
The farther away implant carriers are from a sufficiently dense nanite population, the weaker is a cloud connection: 
Upon leaving Eros sphere of about 10 km range only ½ SF is taken into account as for related skill enhancements.
In deep space it's ¼ SF, and on Earth ⅓ SF. The Tyahoyo Mothership exceptionally provides usability of the full SF.
As for intercepting messages, no precedent nanite detection is required at long range transmissions through space,
since the nanites radio at high signal power in such cases, using external devices and subspace relays as needed.
Knowing their sepcific protocols, detection of stray nanite clusters on Earth is at +2 bonus within 1 +XS km range.

Uber Swarm  As a last resort the A.I. can fuse the entire mass of its nanite population including all the implants and
free floating cloud clusters into one heavy nano swarm of size 12. That entity weights in at about 50 tons; roughly 
corresponding to a heavy road train or a battle tank, preferably assuming snake-like shape of 1.5x1.5x60 metres. 
The Uber Swarm has about 20.500 HP and 120 Energy Points. (cf. EaB p.112) For taking only 1∕10 of damage dealt, 
its hardiness corresponds to 15 capital warships. The swarm has a Space Travel (5) ability providing a move speed
of D8 x50 km for one round per Free Action + 5 Energy spent. It's still considered a live combatant, taking action 
precedent to Space Battle Phases of a Combat Round with Ref 7, Str/End/Agi?, Perc 12, Int 12, Pres 8, Skills 5~8. 
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Showdown Options Day 25 - 27, Eros (Valentine, Don Juan) Space (MS-Tyahoyo, Other Vessels)
The final days offers opportunities for escalating the course of events into an epic showdown. The precedent acts 
of defense and strategy development should conclusively show up the following events as promising target objects:

 August 25 - 27  FLIPiMAGE Festival (s. advert p.163)
August 18 - 24 preceding stage installations / party preparations at Valentine Old Port

The spectacular fest celebrates its 3rd anniversay this year with amazing live acts attracting visitors by the score. 
Attendance figures in the recent years came up to 8,000 and rising. For security objections on the part of Tyahoyo 
this year's presale got limited to 3,000 persons. Thus clubby tickets get traded on the black market at 800+ credits.
The team around Phat Thumbleton installs four free-floating dancefloors designed by Jupp Malawi, which hover 
above Valentine; facing each other in such a way that they form a cube. Gravity generators allow the guests to walk
the interior floors of that cube, but jump into near-weightlessness around the central stage fixed by a reticulated 
climbing frame – or even out into space from the cube's exterior walls, which are designed as green chillout zones.
As for possible mission objectives i.e. two notable exploits: A week before the festival, hundrets of predominantly 
implant-free workers are buzy at the sophisticated construction site with many shuttles and mobile equipment under
special licenses, largely unmolested by the authorities. During the festival, Valentine Old Port is completely overrun 
with most eccentric VIP party folk from all over the world, and the EAS forces are buzy with shepherding tourists. 
Response times and general efficacy of EPS, PCPD and Air Traffic Control are considerably reduced in this time. 
Besides it's worth to remember that Valentine still is a spot with an exceptional low escape velocity, advantageous 
for irregular departure: Launching spacecraft by a Jump Start manoeuvre here limits the penalty to -2D4.

 August 27  MS-Tyahoyo Departure: DJ heading for Earth, 5 Travel Days (opposition), September 1 Arrival: Earth
August 20 - 26  preceding drydock maintenance / launch preparations at Spaceport Don Juan

The Tyahoyo Mothership harbours at Don Juan in the week before its departure for the next quarterly assembly. 
Since Eros is in opposition to Earth by this time, the trip length reduces to 5 days, where the general traffic volume 
is drastically increased by all the freight forwarders who use this biennial ocassion. Every 30 seconds a shuttle is 
launched to clear out 18 million tons of goods from Eros warehouses to superheavy freighters in parking orbits. 
Up to five of these Mass-20 freighters depart in convoy every day of the loading season, mostly heading for Earth.
They could serve as another exit option, although customs officials and EPS are quite attentively in control here. 
As mentioned before, out-of-the-way access to the drydocked Tyahoyo Mothership is eased for the player division, 
and according to Moonbird's insights the only way to procure hard evidence on Earth-based companies in the loop,
since any underhand arrangements are concluded exclusively at personal meetings with Powder in the mothership.
Moonbird double-checked that no records of illicit contracts exist, or if any, these are saved in the A.I. memory only.
In observing the assembly he spotted several illustrious attendees, but didn't dared to sneak in actual meetings, 
and beforehand ran out of time to bug the ship extensively. Still the mission objective is first and foremost to convict
possible conspirators of major corporations, even if the agents should have entirely different concerns by now.

Full-Scale War
It's easily conceivable that the agent's tactical line of action results in open warfare – wether they engeneer a revolt 
or get swept up in escalating conflicts beyond their intention. The A.I. defends her domain by all available means, 
and once the player division acted plain hostile, a demonstration of power made unmistakably clear that they are 
actual prisoners on Eros – which breaks down their options into surrender, or fight the superiority with local allies. 
Support from Earth is pretty unlikely unless they ultimately failed, (and thus demonstrated that even a division of 
prime agents is not enough to cope with that issue of still dubious relevance) or maybe if they make enough noise.
In some circumstances it's advisable at this point to straight away break any connection to mission control, for that 
the players without ambiguity get the picture to be on their own. Usually it's beyond debate if to cable for cavalry,
albeit the balance of powers turns the enterprise into a crap shot: Virtually opposing a standing army of 9,000 men 
the division can raise 2,000 at the very most. However, remember that implant cariers are not by default under total 
A.I control, and possibly can even reject the implant, where ongoing fights are anything but advantageous for the 
mental balance of followers and the hive mind at large. At isolated interventions the A.I. may outpoint enemies, but 
open warfare is clearly not its specialty. Occassional performance losses will show up soon under continuous load. 
Furthermore, bold takeovers of implant carriers are likely to convince potential allies of considering them a threat.
Getting in touch with Eros' more deviant figures mostly based in Don Quixote should be mandatory for building up 
underworld forces whose troop strength is definable by extended rolls on 'Presence + Street Culture' at various 
penalty depending on the situation, where the collected XS x100 combatants may serve as a proper rule of thumb.
Inciting some riots should also be usable as a bargaining chip to open negotiations hereafter with Eros government.
In further escalating the scenario Tyahoyo has 18 TAG fighters and 6 Corvettes to deploy against ground targets in 
atmospheric flight, although the risk of collateral damage is to be considered carefully. Underworld forces of the 
player division can raise spacecraft worth 0.05 point of Mass per head (1:20) excluding all-military craft. I.e. when  
they build up forces of 500 men p.e. the players can select spacecraft worth 25 points of Mass to deploy in battle.
It goes without saying these to be weaponed vessels. Unarmed spacecraft is not taken into account herein, and the
agents can not simply use a vessel of this fleet on their own, unless dealing with the respective owner in particular. 
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SPOX Workaround
Administering Speckled Ox can be a practicable way to get rid of the Strange Attractor Implant, not only for the 
player characters, but also used as an effective chemical weapon against implant carriers. Once the division has 
discovered its special effect, they could p.e. fill it in gas grenades, or use other methods of involuntray intoxication. 
Of course, anyone whose Saturation Factor exceeds 10 would suffer a major daze and life-threatening injuries, but
this is not necessarily to be considered a problem. Highly intelligent characters are clearly on the inside track here.

Primacy Intervention
Even if being off the beaten track, Eros didn't dropped out of the world, and rumors of armed conflicts will do the 
rounds sooner or later. Tyahoyo's business partners would like to know what's going on there indeed, when local 
power struggles appear to jeopardize the saftety of the spaceport and their stakes. Especially in these days of the 
imminent general assembly, Tyahoyo's everyday operation becomes the focus of attention some more than usual.
The FLIPiMAGE festival brings further news feeders, influencers and well connected interest groups into play. Long 
story short: The Ai-Jin will take up the reins by despatching the Jade Emperor for a fleeting visit as a clear signal.
The ominous appearance of the legendary, orbital strike capable Mass-40 flagship proportions any other forces.
At this point the Ai-Jin is not up to take sides, but primarily wants to reenforce their undisputable space superiority,
and put an end to that whole issue before it creates a stir any longer, without any further inquiries or negotiations.
The Jade Emperor broadcasts an ultimatum to settle the conflict within one hour, in default whereof opened fire.
Even if Ai-Jin agents are among the player division, Admiral Nhat Xiao has strict order to refrain from diplomacy.

Still the flagship's dominance was hardly ever challenged, and the A.I. respectively Tyahoyo's EAS forces think 
differently about taking liberties with their territory, and head-on proceed to attack with all their remaining ships.
(Maximum 1 Scout Cruiser, 2 Gunboat Monitors, 1 Escort Carrier, 18 TAG Interceptors and 6 Corvettes) Defended 
by 60 Tenshi Interceptors hastily launched from the flight decks of the Jade Emperor, its baffled commander may 
break a little sweat upon the unexpected battle, while preparing the spinal charge driver to bombard Eros facilities. 
Maybe the Ai-Jinn got all too used to omninously hover as the strategy of choice, without really getting attacked.

Caught up in the line of fire, the player division is faced with critical decisions: If the Jade Emperor isn't held up, the 
first impact of its spinal charge driver will hit Spaceport Don Juan within one minute. The shockwave supposedly 
will blast the entire asteroid, or at least wreak havoc on a large scale. Since the asteroid actually consists of two 
parts held together by its own gravity only, it's most likely to fall apart at the break line with vast follow-up damages.
The chance of survival for any ground forces is pretty close to zero. Psyche City should still offer best protection.
Managing a Jump Start in time is hardly feasible unless being extraordinary well prepared or lucky. The good news 
is that implant carriers largely pull back to Psyche City most disciplined, and only a few hundret others get panicky.

Enter Mothership
The MS-Tyahoyo will depart on schedule, with Powder and Ribeiro aboard, avoiding the battle field. Depending on
the players approach they may come to an agreement, and with Powder changing sides should advance in hacking
the A.I. to take over command. Ribeiro may surprise by his Void Dancer powers, revealing to have send convoying 
ships of the Jade Emperor on a detour. By whatever means the agents succeed in exercising control, and possibly 
accomplish their mission objective perfectly – in the end they'll find to have no bearing on 2 current main factors: 
The Ai-Jinn admiral who is determined to blast Eros. And the Crystal Queen swearing to take revenge on Earth. 

Flywheel Power Joker
As a last resort, exhausting the flywheel generators at full load, interconnected with Eros' entrire energy grid can 
boost the AtmoAmps to full hard ion shields providing 20,000 HP if extended rolls on 'Intelligence + Mechtronics' 
with ½  Athletics as sympathy skill altogether collected XS 60. Of course it requires to be at Valentine. (cf. p.16)
Either the agents hit on the idea themselves, or an NPC may suggest this emergency solution. Alternatively, if the 
players won't go for, somebody else definitely did unless they explicitly aimed for preventing this from happening. 

As a result, the first shot of the charge driver can be completely absorbed – at the cost of Eros roatation, which is 
rapidly slowing down, and almost comes to a halt, effecting a drastic orbital path deviation. The asteroid drifts off its
original orbit, and turns into an impact threat, heading for Earth. This way an exit strategy is virtually given, for the 
agents could return home without even leaving Eros – only trouble is to carry seven teratons of oversize luggage.

Anyhow, they gained time: The asteroid reached Earth within 4 weeks unless getting stopped or destroyed. 
Unfortunately the obvious means of choice to this end; the spinal charge driver, should be disabled by now: 

The TAG fleet consequently targeted the main weapon of the Jade Emperor. If player characters join the battle,
it will be worth to roll the dices for target shots/ torpedoes at -8 penalty. (cf. Hit Locations p.101) Within 20 rounds 
it should be achievable to damage the spinal charge driver's armament bay already that much to impede a major 
penalty for its first shot, and quite likely disable it completely before being recharged for a second shot. As always, 
it depends ultimately on the GM and your players liking to which extent specific scenes are addressed, and how 
much leeway in decision making allows to develop a more or less open-end storyline. The showdown is eminently 
suitable for splitting the group, where the players who are eager for piloting action join the space battle, whereas 
those who prefer to keep their feet firmly on the ground lead the underworld forces, and possibly rig up the power 
station, struggling with tenacious TAG agents, aimless rioters, and the chaotic overall situation they have instigated,
whilst sneaky socialisers may intrude the Mothership and conduct negotiations with Tyahoho's chief executives.
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Afterburner Day 27 - 31, Eros (Orbit) Space (MS-Tyahoyo, Other Vessels) Earth
Eventually the agents have discharged their duty pretty much, yet still find themselves troubled by A) a duped 
admiral in his crippled flagship of the Ai-Jinn fleet, whose delayed convoying ships arrived soon B) an unsettled 
rogue A.I. on her asteroid spinning out of control towards Earth. Both should be considered incalcuable risks – not 
to say a veritable disaster. If anybody always wanted to pant out 'we're scuppered' – this were the suitable moment.
On the other hand: worse things happen at sea; thus meanwhile you may as well want to chill the champagne.
Actually the division just accomplished a mission impossible – and this was not even their mission objective.
As for the latter you may want to reward the players if they didn't completely forgot about, but even cared for taking 
measures to procure the desired evidence. Even if it may appear of little relevance by now as the wheeling and 
dealing on Eros literally is tumbling out of the game, it is certainly still of primary importance.

However, it is not really part of this adventure anymore, but the cliffhanger. The quarterly assembly of Tyahoyo is 
still scheduled for September 1 in five days, and the mothership is under way, supposedly with the agents aboard.
Maybe they have made a deal with CEO Madelaine Powder, who besides is still a Hien of massive influence, but as
well under general suspicion and threat of depersonalistion for breaking harsh UIG restrictions of debatable ethics.
Certainly they have acquired many other valuable contacts, some of whom may be marooned on Eros in peril of 
their life, and worth to be saved. The iminent impact threat is still pending, where the hitch should be rather how to 
keep admiral Xiao from pulverising the asteroid at his earliest convenience – not least because this will defintiely 
summon the Uber Swarm and wrath of the A.I. regardless how well the agents meanwhile managed to reprogram 
its objectives and attitude. If the Crystal Cave gets destroyed, the remaining nano swarm turns into a nemesis. The 
alternative is to stabilise Eros orbit in a way that it won't cross this of the Earth or another planet soon, which were 
an ambitious technical challenge, but feasible with the aid of a capital fleet of towboats. But most probably this also 
meant to let the Crystal Queen do as she likes in ruling Eros according to her unvaried dubious agenda further on.
Thus it is more of a diplomatic challenge in the final analysis, which not necessarily must be the agent's job. Fact is 
the player division is in a key position to influence which decisions are made at a higher level of command. At this 
point you may want to open a communication channel again for a debriefing, granting time to breath and discuss. 

GMs are advised to give though to a follow-up mission, and coordinate the further course of actions accordingly.
Easily conceivable links are specific conpirators of other corporations, which must be captured, or their backers plot
revenge, and the agents have made some new enemies. Maybe the PEA reveals as some kind of men in black 
agency specialised on space missions, recruiting the division for that secret defense against alien invasions, as a 
starting point for a space fleet campaign. Eros may be preserved as a safe spaceport of the division with the A.I. as
a thankful rogue contact, since its peculiarities with all strangeness actually turned out a containable risk. Just as 
well the agents may assist in blasting the asteroid, rout out a raging nano swarm in another epic space battle, 
return home as heroes, and get bemedaled with rank like: Well done boys – forewarned is forearmed – Up next …  

MS-Tyahoyo NTC-10 Narcissus Attaché Cruiser
The Mothership is a unique Attaché Cruiser designed for Tyahoyo by Narcissus Shipyards. The 360-meter flagship
has 6 Flight Deck Bays to host up to 6 vessels of Mass 4 respectively10 Mass-3, 24 Mass-2 or 96 Mass-1 shuttles,
but otherwise same features like a Scout Cruiser except for 18 Gm/h stellar speed; System A.I. level 10; Internal 
Hardening 6 at sensors and 5 at other components results in AV 15, and 10 Shield Generators in 1,250 HP total.
Classy custom interior with Soft-AG, spaceous luxury cabins, conference offices, and a leisure deck round out the 
well-armed business vessel of a torsioned shape, its windings providing more space at reduced total lenght. Each 
of its three twined tracts has a real length of 450 meters when straightened. Thus compressed shape reduces the 
signature, whilst still providing ample space – and is an imposing eyecatcher. (outside of sensor detection attempts)
The slightly asymmetric hull is reminiscent of intertwined snakes, conveying a dynamic and organic impression. A 
light bending crystal coating appears like frosted darkness when watched from close up, where from a distance the 
surrounding starfields are projected to the respective opposite almost perfectly in perspective and distortion-free 
within a wide range of relevant viewing angles. Even on sight this wideband camouflage inflicts -10 penalty to spot 
the ship visually and -8 by thermal imaging unless approaching closer than 5 km, when the penalty is still at -4 / -2.
Seats 5 +90 passengers with 5 ejector seats for the core crew and 23 escape capsules. The default crew stats are
First Mate: Initiative D10 +12, Chief: Mechtronics AT 20, Coxswain: Piloting AT 22, Gunner: Weapons AT 25
These deck officers are oversaturated TAG pilots i.e. as for combat issues are virtually fitted with agent upgrades.

Fluid Storytelling System / Plot Cards
On the following pages you find all the essential key scenes of the entire storyline condensed on brief Plot Cards.
Each Plot Card gives an overview of the scene, including location, relevant NPCs and crucial aspects to develop
with a page reference to that section in this book, which provides more details. The Plot Cards are meant to be 
printed, and cut out for your convenience to use at the gaming table. That way you can keep track of the storyline 
easily without having to browse the book. Whether you treat the scenes in the given order, or veer off the linear plot
is optional. Even after extensive spin-offs, or if your players are at a loss, skimming the Plot Cards should quickly 
provide you a link to take up, and further the storyline. Once treated a scene, discard it from the stack, and forget.
You'll find this simple tool can provide much assist in keeping a clear head, and unlock your creative resources.
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Location Characters            Page XXX    Location 1 Characters            Page 170 
Where the Scene Relevant NPC that are present,       Magadan Spire Kamikaze Pilot (Moonbird)
takes place obviously or hidden alike                  (s. EaB p.72)
                                                                                                
Setting   Brief description what's going on when                    Setting   Relaxed After-mission Extravagance 
              the player characters enter the scene                                     Simulated Dogfight Activity
                                                                                                

Develop Finds and facts revealable by the players                Develop  Security Call: Incoming Intruder Shuttle
              Key elements of interactive gameplay                                      Agent Fighter Jets: weapons engaged
                                                                                                               Onboard Computer Glitches: -2D4 penalty
                                                                                                               
Push      Events and interfrences to further the plot                Push     Kamikaze Attack (<600 HP)
              pointing out to the next scene                                                Shuttle Crash 
                                                                                                              Plush Taxi Exit

Location 2 Characters            Page 171    Location 3 Characters            Page 172 
Magadan Spire  Maj. V. Franklin      Spire Security    E.I.     Division HQ               Mission Officer
VIP Suite            Henk Smith-Baker Area Executive UIG
                                                                                                
Setting   Beguiling Luxury Treat                                             Setting   Division Typical Meeting
                      
                                                                                                

Develop E.I. groping in the dark, playing on time                  Develop  Intelligence Handouts
              Franklin offers Bargain Option                                                Mission Brief
                                                                                                

Push      Entrance Smith-Baker                                              Push     Space Training Facility Jiuquan
              Callback Division HQ       12 weeks Downtime Mission Prepare

       Depart to Eros

Location 4 Characters            Page 176    Location 5 Characters            Page 177 
Zodiac Station Libra      Miscellaneous      Spaceport DJ            as per Location
                       Aida, Psyche City
                                                                                                
Setting   Deep Space Transit                                                 Setting   Oldschool / Brute Design Spaceport
              Bustling Service Station                                                         Frosty welcome by Custom Officials
                                                                                                             Offbeat Space Township

Develop Freestyle                                                                  Develop Warm Up / Gaining Foothold on Eros:
       Check-In & Briefly Explore Surroundings

                                                                                                      Make Business Contacts & Socialise

Push      Arrival: 433 Eros, Spaceport Don Juan                    Push      Invitation: Bøtgergaard Cocktail Party

Location 6 Characters            Page 178    Location 7 Characters            Page 179 
Bøtgergaard              Jarett Bøtkergaard CEO Narcissus     Valentine Old Port  Frank Hepburn, Giorgo Papadidis 
Domain                      various Guests      TABATABLE               Tabasim al-Māwardī,  Swin Dallis
                                                                                                                                              Tourist Celly Jones
Setting   Informal Bon Ton Event                                           Setting   Much-used Leisure Area
              Stately Mansion         Coffee Bar (s. p.35)
              Butler answers the door                                                                             

     Develop Guided Tour to TAG base / Hint: Holly Bogarts
Develop Contact with Main NPCs                     
              Close a Deal / Sell Shipload      Push      Run into Space Tourists & Costa Caracho
                                                                                                             chased by Moondragons from Daiyu Dump

      
Push      Invitation: Swin Dallis, TABATABLE Valentine                           Save & Give em a ride to Panza Village to visit

       the Artisan Market and Meet Valentina Lóero
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Location 8 Characters            Page   51    Location 9 Characters            Page   65 
Panza Village                Swin Dallis      Aida Planetary Port  Dr. Holly Bogarts
Artisan Market              Valentina Lóero       Outpost Museum
                                                                                                
Setting   Bustling Bazaar Alleyway                                         Setting   Dreary Hallway / Dusty Back Office
              Quaint Jewellery Workshop                             Exhibits in Authentic Outpost Rooms
              Lóero immersed in her work                                                    Dr. Bogarts opening museum doors                

Develop  Psionic Gifts                                                            Develop  Approached on the subject, Bogarts confirms
               (Resonance Weapons / Items)         that Moonbird consulted her plans chest for
                                                                                                        maps of Old Town Circus – which to her own 

        astonsihment is poorly covered by archives
Push      Note: concealed Dallis observating Agents                   

 → Hot Pursuit leads to Aida Planetary Port               Push     Invitation: 13 th floor tour → Mystery Map
 Lose scent near Outpost Museum         Consult Mayor B. Cassel for legal protection

Location 10 Characters            Page   42    Location 11 Characters            Page   61 
Psyche City              Train Guard Rupert Wink      Solar Plant                Staff (Psyche Citizen)
Government Palace       Mayor Bert Cassel                / Old Town Circus - -
                                                                                                
Setting    Serene Public Garden / Imposing Building            Setting    Capital Solar Power Plant (s. p.20)
               Lavishly Furnished Old-fashioned Parlour            Steady Activity of Maintenance Staff
               Cassel cordially receives visitors                                                                             

Develop  Research License: +2 Bonus to social tasks      Develop  Solve Riddle: Panel 358 Row 112 
   such as allay suspicions of security officers         → Secret Passageway to Old Town Circus

                (as registered assistants of Dr. Bogarts)                               Rotating Level Passage: Athletics check -3     
         Resonance Entity Apparitions

Push       Psyche East Station Note: Staff Elevator                
   On failed break-in: PCPD arrest for a day      Push      Discover Crystal Cave Entrance

Location 12 Characters            Page   60    Location 13 Characters            Page 180 
Crystal Cave  - -      Crystal Cave                 Crystel Crown, EPS Guards

                                                Followers
                                                                                                
Setting    Extensive Cave System                                          Setting  Crowded Cave Steaming Up 
                Steamy Main Grotto                         Casual Cultists Arrive
                                                                                                
Develop  Climate Zones       Develop Crystel Crown Visitation
               Natural Reactor Cycles                                          Crystal Queen / Cloud Contact

  Quartz Cave-Autoclav                      Double Agent / Moonbird Memory
               Active-Circuit Monocrystal Stalagtites                                    Strange Attractor Implant (s. p.164)                 

Push        Cultist Gathering                                                     Push      Position Take Up Options

Location 14 Characters            Page 183    Location 15 Characters            Page 184 
Galatea Hazard Zone    Akil Eckschlächter/Onyx Swayer    Valentine   Fred Thumbleton, Jupp Malawi
/ Crown Residence        Crystel Crown               Floating Dancefloors
                                                                                                
Setting     GPCP Secured Radiation Hazard Zone               Setting   FLIPiMAGE Festival (s. advert p.163)
                Underground Pollution Control Facility             / precedent installations (as of 18. 8.)
                poss. Captured Agents in secret laboratories                     Crowded Party Zone / Building Site                   

Develop   Free Captives if required                                Develop  Ally with Event Organisers & Other Crooks
   Reveal Rigged Measuring Probes        Secret Preparations for Showdown

                Discover Secret Laboratories                                               Build up Underworld Forces                             

Push        Discover Crystel Crown Residence                      Push       Festival Opening: August 25  
       Prowling Hoodlums Interference
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Location 16 Characters            Page 184    Location 17 Characters            Page 185 
Spaceport DJ              Madelaine Powder, Nuno Ribeiro    TAG Base            Cpt. Iko Wakit, Agt. Butch Snyder
MS-Tyahoyo                      
                                                                                                
Setting    Tyahoyo Executive Drydocks      Setting     Restricted Area Unlabeled (near Daiyu Dump)
               All-white Elite Security Zone                     Secret Underground Base Entry at -60; 150
               Silent Working Atmosphere                                                     TAG Patrols, Elite Security, Anti-Spacecraft   

Develop  Acquire Maintenance Staff Passcodes                   Develop   Alternative Freestyle Option
               Gain Access by Narcissus Passage          p.e. join defense vs. Jade Eperor or maybe
               Enter / Wire Mothership (as of 20. 8.)                                     win a TAG agent round by implant removal    

Push       Launch Preparations Completed                            Push       Otherwise incursion means instant war
   Departure: August 26         / skirmish with TAG forces & air support
   

Location 18 Characters            Page 185    Location ███ Characters            Page ███ 
Valentine Flywheel Jack Hammond   
Power Station                  
                                                                                                
Setting     Underground Power Station                                   Setting   
                Vast Hall of Enormous Flywheels/Transformer   
                Coils, Cable Ducts, Catwalks, Control Panels                                                                                

Develop  Energy Storage / Generator Concept (s. p.16)       Develop 
   Extended Mechtronics + ½  Athletics checks:

                Collect XS 60 to upgrade AtmoAmps into                                                                               
   full-featured hard-ion Shield Generators
                                                                                   Push  

Push    in 20 Rounds: Spinal Charge Driver Impact 

Location ███ Characters            Page ███    Location ███ Characters            Page ███ 
   
             
                                                                                                
Setting                                     Setting   
                   
                                                                                                

Develop        Develop 
   

                                                                                               
   

Push                                                                                    Push  
   

Location ███ Characters            Page ███    Location ███ Characters            Page ███ 
   
             
                                                                                                
Setting                                     Setting   
                   
                                                                                                

Develop        Develop 
   

                                                                                               
   

Push                                                                                    Push  
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.add your own scene creations

Location ███ Characters            Page ███    Location ███ Characters            Page ███ 
   
             
                                                                                                
Setting                                     Setting   
                   
                                                                                                

Develop        Develop 
   

                                                                                               
   

Push                                                                                    Push  

   

Location ███ Characters            Page ███    Location ███ Characters            Page ███ 
   
             
                                                                                                
Setting                                     Setting   
                   
                                                                                                

Develop        Develop 
   

                                                                                               
   

Push                                                                                    Push  
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Develop        Develop 
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Setting                                     Setting   
                   
                                                                                                

Develop        Develop 
   

                                                                                               
   

Push                                                                                    Push  
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ASTEROID 433 EROS IS AWAITING DAUNTLESS
AGENTS TO REVEAL ITS DARKEST SECRETS:
WHO IS THE UNDERCOVER INVESTIGATOR

CODENAME MOONBIRD ?
WHAT LIES BEHIND THE MACHINATIONS OF

THE SMALL FRIENDS SOCIETY ?
HOW CAN I TUNE A SPACECRAFT ENGINE, AND
WHY THE DICKENS DO YOU STILL SIT ON YOUR
HONKERS DOWN THERE ON EARTH, WHEN YOU

CAN JUMP ON AN ION SPEEDER ? LAUNCH
YOUR STARSHIP AND RACE INTO SPACE ! 

ON EROS TRACK IS A SPECTACULAR SPACE
MISSION AFFORDING THE OPPORTUNITY TO
TEST THE EXTENDED ASTRONAUTICS RULES
PROVIDED IN THIS BOOK, COVERING SPACE

TRAVEL, SPACE BATTLE & SPACESHIP DESIGN
PLUS NEW SPECIALIST TRAININGS, LICENSES,
EQUIPMENT, WEAPONS, VEHICLES, A UNIQUE

SPACECRAFT SHEET & ALMOST 30 STARSHIPS
FULL TO THE BRIM WITH MUCH MORE

SPECIALS SUCH AS 40 PUNCHY NPC'S FROM
NINE FULL-BLOWN LOCATIONS DEPICTED IN

VIVID DETAILS COMPLETE WITH GAMING STATS
AND DOZENS OF COLORED ILLUSTRATIONS

IF YOU WANT MORE SPACEFLIGHT IN YOUR
CORPORATION GAME – FAR OUT CRAFT 

KEEPS YOU COVERED
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	nav_5: 2
	gun_5: 0
	core_5: 2
	serv_5: 26
	Text Box 67_5: 4
	Text Box 68_5: 2
	capt_5: Swin Dallis
	mate_5: 9
	chief_5: 11
	cox_5: 13
	gunner_5: 10
	notes_5: LOA 60 m   value ≈ 6 Million ¢
atmospheric / FreeDrive
Elite System -12 A.I. 6
astrogation database 4 (+6)
Payload 360 t    SubBlanket
+Shadow Bay: 40 t
Seats Crew +18
3 Ejector Seats
2 Escape Capsules
	crit_5: 250
	own_5: Swin Dallis
	vessel_6: Starfighter FXZ-2
	lght_6: 4
	spdO_6: 400 
	spdP_6: 4 
	spdS_6: 18 
	mass_6: 2
	thrust_6: 4
	thrustX_6: 100
	sig_6: -8
	sens_6: 4
	hp_6: 1,000
	hull_6: 2
	av_6: 7
	sensR_6: 40
	detect_6: 20,000
	Text Box 15_6: 
	Text Box 16_6: 
	Text Box 17_6: X
	Text Box 18_6: X
	Text Box 19_6: X
	Text Box 20_6: X
	Text Box 21_6: X
	Text Box 22_6: X
	Text Box 23_6: X
	Text Box 24_6: X
	Text Box 25_6: X
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	hardpo_6: 1
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	hardaux_6: 1
	hardsub_6: 1
	hardshield_6: 1
	hardarm_6: 1
	nav_6: 2
	gun_6: 0
	core_6: 1
	serv_6: 26
	Text Box 67_6: 4
	Text Box 68_6: 2
	capt_6: 
	mate_6: 
	chief_6: 
	cox_6: 
	gunner_6: 
	notes_6: LOA 20 m           6,400,000 ¢
atmospheric / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                       5,900,000 ¢
Elite System   -12 A.I. 6
Payload 10 t
seats Crew + 1
2 Ejector Seats

	crit_6: 250
	own_6: 
	vessel_7: Tenshi Interceptor KBS-TI-3
	lght_7: 4
	spdO_7: 400 
	spdP_7: 2 
	spdS_7: 16 
	mass_7: 3
	thrust_7: 4
	thrustX_7: 100
	sig_7: -9
	sens_7: 4
	hp_7: 1,500
	hull_7: 3
	av_7: 9
	sensR_7: 40
	detect_7: 20,000
	Text Box 15_7: 
	Text Box 16_7: 
	Text Box 17_7: 
	Text Box 18_7: X
	Text Box 19_7: X
	Text Box 20_7: X
	Text Box 21_7: X
	Text Box 22_7: X
	Text Box 23_7: X
	Text Box 24_7: X
	Text Box 25_7: X
	Text Box 26_7: X
	Text Box 27_7: X
	Text Box 28_7: X
	Text Box 29_7: X
	Text Box 30_7: X
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	Text Box 55_7: 375
	hardsen_7: 6
	hardpo_7: 1
	hardprop_7: 1
	hardaux_7: 1
	hardsub_7: 1
	hardshield_7: 1
	hardarm_7: 1
	nav_7: 2
	gun_7: 0
	core_7: 2
	serv_7: 26
	Text Box 67_7: 6
	Text Box 68_7: 2
	capt_7: 
	mate_7: 
	chief_7: 
	cox_7: 
	gunner_7: 
	notes_7: LOA 30 m            11,500,000 ¢
atmospheric / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                        10,375,000 ¢
Elite System  -12 A.I. 6
1 Auto-Targeter   AT 15
Payload 15 t
seats Crew +1  2 Ejector Seats
fuels XEL\ Manoeuvre Reroll x3
	crit_7: 375
	own_7: 
	vessel_8: TAG Fighter EAS-TI-4
	lght_8: 4
	spdO_8: 360 
	spdP_8: 2 
	spdS_8: 17 
	mass_8: 4
	thrust_8: 4
	thrustX_8: 90
	sig_8: -8
	sens_8: 4
	hp_8: 2,000
	hull_8: 4
	av_8: 11
	sensR_8: 40
	detect_8: 20,000
	Text Box 15_8: 
	Text Box 16_8: 
	Text Box 17_8: 
	Text Box 18_8: 
	Text Box 19_8: X
	Text Box 20_8: X
	Text Box 21_8: X
	Text Box 22_8: X
	Text Box 23_8: X
	Text Box 24_8: X
	Text Box 25_8: X
	Text Box 26_8: X
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	Text Box 51_8: X
	Text Box 52_8: X
	Text Box 53_8: X
	Text Box 54_8: X
	Text Box 55_8: 500
	hardsen_8: 6
	hardpo_8: 1
	hardprop_8: 1
	hardaux_8: 1
	hardsub_8: 1
	hardshield_8: 1
	hardarm_8: 1
	nav_8: 2
	gun_8: 1
	core_8: 2
	serv_8: 39
	Text Box 67_8: 8
	Text Box 68_8: 2
	capt_8: IKO WAKIT
	mate_8: 8
	chief_8: 16
	cox_8: 17
	gunner_8: 16
	notes_8: LOA 40 m           9,425,000 ¢
atmospheric / no SubDrive
Elite System  -12 A.I. 6
1 Auto-Targeter   AT 15
Payload 20 t
seats Crew +1
3 Ejector Seats
fuels XEL\ Manoeuvre Reroll x3
	crit_8: 500
	own_8: TYAHOYO ASTEROID GUARD
	vessel_9: Tactical Transport MAS-T5
	lght_9: 2
	spdO_9: 280 
	spdP_9: 3 
	spdS_9: 18 
	mass_9: 5
	thrust_9: 1
	thrustX_9: 70
	sig_9: -5
	sens_9: 4
	hp_9: 2,500
	hull_9: 5
	av_9: 10
	sensR_9: 40
	detect_9: 20,000
	Text Box 15_9: 
	Text Box 16_9: 
	Text Box 17_9: 
	Text Box 18_9: 
	Text Box 19_9: 
	Text Box 20_9: X
	Text Box 21_9: X
	Text Box 22_9: X
	Text Box 23_9: X
	Text Box 24_9: X
	Text Box 25_9: X
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	Text Box 55_9: 625
	hardsen_9: 5
	hardpo_9: 
	hardprop_9: 
	hardaux_9: 
	hardsub_9: 
	hardshield_9: 
	hardarm_9: 
	nav_9: 2
	gun_9: 6
	core_9: 5
	serv_9: 65
	Text Box 67_9: 10
	Text Box 68_9: 3
	capt_9: 
	mate_9: 
	chief_9: 
	cox_9: 
	gunner_9: 
	notes_9: LOA 185 m          9,000,000 ¢
atmospheric / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                       5,875,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 7
Payload 2,500 t
seats Crew +100
5 Ejector Seats
25 Escape Capsules
	crit_9: 625
	own_9: 
	vessel_10: Cargo Clipper CXZ-5-A
	lght_10: 3
	spdO_10: 280 
	spdP_10: 3 
	spdS_10: 18 
	mass_10: 5
	thrust_10: 2
	thrustX_10: 70
	sig_10: -5
	sens_10: 3
	hp_10: 2,500
	hull_10: 5
	av_10: 13
	sensR_10: 30
	detect_10: 15,000
	Text Box 15_10: 
	Text Box 16_10: 
	Text Box 17_10: 
	Text Box 18_10: 
	Text Box 19_10: X
	Text Box 20_10: X
	Text Box 21_10: X
	Text Box 22_10: X
	Text Box 23_10: X
	Text Box 24_10: X
	Text Box 25_10: X
	Text Box 26_10: X
	Text Box 27_10: X
	Text Box 28_10: X
	Text Box 29_10: X
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	Text Box 55_10: 500
	hardsen_10: 5
	hardpo_10: 2
	hardprop_10: 1
	hardaux_10: 1
	hardsub_10: 1
	hardshield_10: 1
	hardarm_10: 1
	nav_10: 2
	gun_10: 0
	core_10: 1
	serv_10: 13
	Text Box 67_10: 5
	Text Box 68_10: 1
	capt_10: 
	mate_10: 
	chief_10: 
	cox_10: 
	gunner_10: 
	notes_10: LOA 225 m         7,600,000 ¢
atmospheric / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                       4,500,000 ¢
Secure System -6 A.I. 7
Payload 3,000 t (extended)
seats Crew +7
2 Escape Capsules
	crit_10: 625
	own_10: 
	vessel_11: Gunboat Monitor BXZ-6-G
	lght_11: 3
	spdO_11: 360 
	spdP_11: 3 
	spdS_11: 17 
	mass_11: 6
	thrust_11: 2
	thrustX_11: 90
	sig_11: -7
	sens_11: 8
	hp_11: 3,000
	hull_11: 3
	av_11: 6
	sensR_11: 80
	detect_11: 40,000
	Text Box 15_11: 
	Text Box 16_11: 
	Text Box 17_11: 
	Text Box 18_11: 
	Text Box 19_11: 
	Text Box 20_11: X
	Text Box 21_11: X
	Text Box 22_11: X
	Text Box 23_11: X
	Text Box 24_11: X
	Text Box 25_11: X
	Text Box 26_11: X
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	hardsen_11: 5
	hardpo_11: 
	hardprop_11: 
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	hardsub_11: 
	hardshield_11: 
	hardarm_11: 
	nav_11: 4
	gun_11: 4
	core_11: 5
	serv_11: 65
	Text Box 67_11: 12
	Text Box 68_11: 1
	capt_11: 
	mate_11: 
	chief_11: 
	cox_11: 
	gunner_11: 
	notes_11: LOA 90 m         14,500,000 ¢
atmospheric / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                      10,000,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 5
Payload 3,600 t
seats Crew +15
5 Ejector Seats
4 Escape Capsules
	crit_11: 428
	own_11: 
	vessel_12: Corvette BXZ-7-CV
	lght_12: 4
	spdO_12: 400 
	spdP_12: 4 
	spdS_12: 18 
	mass_12: 7
	thrust_12: 4
	thrustX_12: 100
	sig_12: -7
	sens_12: 8
	hp_12: 3,500
	hull_12: 3
	av_12: 9
	sensR_12: 80
	detect_12: 40,000
	Text Box 15_12: 
	Text Box 16_12: 
	Text Box 17_12: 
	Text Box 18_12: 
	Text Box 19_12: 
	Text Box 20_12: X
	Text Box 21_12: X
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	Text Box 55_12: 625
	hardsen_12: 6
	hardpo_12: 1
	hardprop_12: 1
	hardaux_12: 1
	hardsub_12: 1
	hardshield_12: 1
	hardarm_12: 1
	nav_12: 4
	gun_12: 4
	core_12: 5
	serv_12: 65
	Text Box 67_12: 14
	Text Box 68_12: 1
	capt_12: 
	mate_12: 
	chief_12: 
	cox_12: 
	gunner_12: 
	notes_12: LOA 120 m        20,000,000 ¢
atmospheric / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                       13,875,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 5
Payload 2,450 t
seats Crew +24
5 Ejector Seats
6 Escape Capsules
	crit_12: 437
	own_12: 
	vessel_13: Spaceliner CAE-LD-7
	lght_13: 1
	spdO_13: 400 
	spdP_13: 4 
	spdS_13: 18 
	mass_13: 7
	thrust_13: 1
	thrustX_13: 100
	sig_13: -2
	sens_13: 1
	hp_13: 3,500
	hull_13: --
	av_13: --
	sensR_13: 10
	detect_13: 5,000
	Text Box 15_13: X
	Text Box 16_13: X
	Text Box 17_13: X
	Text Box 18_13: X
	Text Box 19_13: X
	Text Box 20_13: X
	Text Box 21_13: X
	Text Box 22_13: X
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	Text Box 52_13: X
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	core_13: 1
	serv_13: 13
	Text Box 67_13: --
	Text Box 68_13: --
	capt_13: 
	mate_13: 
	chief_13: 
	cox_13: 
	gunner_13: 
	notes_13: LOA 300 m        13,000,000 ¢
atmospheric / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                       6,875,000 ¢
Secure System -6 A.I. 4
Payload 6,300 t (extended)
seats Crew +220
2 Ejector Seats
55 Escape Capsules
	crit_13: 428
	own_13: 
	vessel_14: Heavy Freighter CXZ-8-SP
	lght_14: 1
	spdO_14: 280 
	spdP_14: 3 
	spdS_14: 18 
	mass_14: 8
	thrust_14: 1
	thrustX_14: 70
	sig_14: -1
	sens_14: 2
	hp_14: 4,000
	hull_14: 4
	av_14: 8
	sensR_14: 20
	detect_14: 10,000
	Text Box 15_14: 
	Text Box 16_14: 
	Text Box 17_14: X
	Text Box 18_14: X
	Text Box 19_14: X
	Text Box 20_14: X
	Text Box 21_14: X
	Text Box 22_14: X
	Text Box 23_14: X
	Text Box 24_14: X
	Text Box 25_14: X
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	Text Box 30_14: X
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	Text Box 46_14: X
	Text Box 47_14: X
	Text Box 48_14: X
	Text Box 49_14: X
	Text Box 50_14: X
	Text Box 51_14: X
	Text Box 52_14: X
	Text Box 53_14: X
	Text Box 54_14: X
	Text Box 55_14: 250
	hardsen_14: 5
	hardpo_14: 
	hardprop_14: 
	hardaux_14: 
	hardsub_14: 
	hardshield_14: 
	hardarm_14: 
	nav_14: 1
	gun_14: --
	core_14: 1
	serv_14: 13
	Text Box 67_14: --
	Text Box 68_14: --
	capt_14: 
	mate_14: 
	chief_14: 
	cox_14: 
	gunner_14: 
	notes_14: LOA 240 m        17,250,000 ¢
no atmosph. / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                      10,850,000 ¢
Secure System -6 A.I. 4
Payload 8,000 t (extended)
seats Crew +15
4 Escape Capsules
	crit_14: 500
	own_14: 
	vessel_15: Towboat CXZ-8-TG
	lght_15: 1
	spdO_15: 200 
	spdP_15: 2 
	spdS_15: 15 
	mass_15: 8
	thrust_15: 1
	thrustX_15: 50
	sig_15: -1
	sens_15: 1
	hp_15: 4,000
	hull_15: 8
	av_15: 16
	sensR_15: 10
	detect_15: 5,000
	Text Box 15_15: X
	Text Box 16_15: X
	Text Box 17_15: X
	Text Box 18_15: X
	Text Box 19_15: X
	Text Box 20_15: X
	Text Box 21_15: X
	Text Box 22_15: X
	Text Box 23_15: X
	Text Box 24_15: X
	Text Box 25_15: X
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	Text Box 27_15: X
	Text Box 28_15: X
	Text Box 29_15: X
	Text Box 30_15: X
	Text Box 31_15: X
	Text Box 32_15: X
	Text Box 33_15: X
	Text Box 34_15: X
	Text Box 35_15: X
	Text Box 36_15: X
	Text Box 37_15: X
	Text Box 38_15: X
	Text Box 39_15: X
	Text Box 40_15: X
	Text Box 41_15: X
	Text Box 42_15: X
	Text Box 43_15: X
	Text Box 44_15: X
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	Text Box 47_15: X
	Text Box 48_15: X
	Text Box 49_15: X
	Text Box 50_15: X
	Text Box 51_15: X
	Text Box 52_15: X
	Text Box 53_15: X
	Text Box 54_15: X
	Text Box 55_15: 
	hardsen_15: 5
	hardpo_15: 
	hardprop_15: 
	hardaux_15: 
	hardsub_15: 
	hardshield_15: 
	hardarm_15: 
	nav_15: 1
	gun_15: 7
	core_15: 5
	serv_15: 65
	Text Box 67_15: 15
	Text Box 68_15: 1
	capt_15: 
	mate_15: 
	chief_15: 
	cox_15: 
	gunner_15: 
	notes_15: LOA 120 m        7,480,000 ¢
no atmospheric / no SubDrive
Secure System -6 A.I. 7
Payload 3,200 t
seats Crew +7
3 Escape Capsules
	crit_15: 1 k
	own_15: 
	vessel_16: Frigate BXZ-8
	lght_16: 3
	spdO_16: 400 
	spdP_16: 4 
	spdS_16: 18 
	mass_16: 8
	thrust_16: 4
	thrustX_16: 100
	sig_16: -6
	sens_16: 8
	hp_16: 4,000
	hull_16: 5
	av_16: 13
	sensR_16: 80
	detect_16: 40,000
	Text Box 15_16: 
	Text Box 16_16: 
	Text Box 17_16: 
	Text Box 18_16: 
	Text Box 19_16: 
	Text Box 20_16: 
	Text Box 21_16: 
	Text Box 22_16: X
	Text Box 23_16: X
	Text Box 24_16: X
	Text Box 25_16: X
	Text Box 26_16: X
	Text Box 27_16: X
	Text Box 28_16: X
	Text Box 29_16: X
	Text Box 30_16: X
	Text Box 31_16: X
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	gunner_16: 
	notes_16: LOA 210 m        25,000,000 ¢
no atmosph. / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                      18,600,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 6
Payload 6,400 t
seats Crew +24
6 Ejector Seats
6 Escape Capsules
	crit_16: 571
	own_16: 
	vessel_17: Flight Deck Cruiser BXZ-10-F
	lght_17: 2
	spdO_17: 380 
	spdP_17: 3 
	spdS_17: 18 
	mass_17: 10
	thrust_17: 3
	thrustX_17: 95
	sig_17: -6
	sens_17: 8
	hp_17: 5,000
	hull_17: 8
	av_17: 19
	sensR_17: 80
	detect_17: 40,000
	Text Box 15_17: 
	Text Box 16_17: 
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	Text Box 18_17: 
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	Text Box 68_17: 8
	capt_17: 
	mate_17: 
	chief_17: 
	cox_17: 
	gunner_17: 
	notes_17: LOA 425 m        30,125,000 ¢
no atmosph. / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                      20,125,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 10
Payload 400 t + M4craft x6
seats Crew +288
6 Ejector Seats
35 Escape Capsules
	crit_17: 833
	own_17: 
	vessel_18: Mine Layer MAS-ML-10
	lght_18: 2
	spdO_18: 380 
	spdP_18: 3 
	spdS_18: 18 
	mass_18: 10
	thrust_18: 3
	thrustX_18: 95
	sig_18: -6
	sens_18: 6
	hp_18: 5,000
	hull_18: 5
	av_18: 13
	sensR_18: 60
	detect_18: 30,000
	Text Box 15_18: 
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	cox_18: 
	gunner_18: 
	notes_18: LOA 300 m       85,000,000 ¢
no atmosph. / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                      75,000,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 5
Payload 10,000 t (x4 = Mines)
seats Crew +80
4 Ejector Seats
20 Escape Capsules
	crit_18: 
	own_18: 
	vessel_19: Scout Cruiser BXZ-10-S
	lght_19: 3
	spdO_19: 400 
	spdP_19: 3 
	spdS_19: 16 
	mass_19: 10
	thrust_19: 4
	thrustX_19: 100
	sig_19: -7
	sens_19: 8
	hp_19: 5,000
	hull_19: 3
	av_19: 6
	sensR_19: 80
	detect_19: 40,000
	Text Box 15_19: 
	Text Box 16_19: 
	Text Box 17_19: 
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	chief_19: 
	cox_19: 
	gunner_19: 
	notes_19: LOA 250 m       30,500,000 ¢
no atmosph. / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                     20,500,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 6
Payload 8,000 t
seats Crew +60
5 Ejector Seats
15 Escape Capsules
	crit_19: 454
	own_19: 
	vessel_20: Destroyer BXZ-12-D
	lght_20: 2
	spdO_20: 400 
	spdP_20: 4 
	spdS_20: 18 
	mass_20: 12
	thrust_20: 4
	thrustX_20: 100
	sig_20: -5
	sens_20: 8
	hp_20: 6,000
	hull_20: 10
	av_20: 23
	sensR_20: 80
	detect_20: 40,000
	Text Box 15_20: 
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	Text Box 68_20: 2
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	mate_20: 
	chief_20: 
	cox_20: 
	gunner_20: 
	notes_20: LOA 350 m       38,860,000 ¢
no atmosph. / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                     24,460,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 6
Payload 14,000 t
seats Crew +95
5 Ejector Seats
24 Escape Capsules
	crit_20: 1 k
	own_20: 
	vessel_21: Light Battle Cruiser BXZ-16
	lght_21: 2
	spdO_21: 400 
	spdP_21: 4 
	spdS_21: 18 
	mass_21: 16
	thrust_21: 4
	thrustX_21: 100
	sig_21: -4
	sens_21: 8
	hp_21: 8,000
	hull_21: 11
	av_21: 25
	sensR_21: 80
	detect_21: 40,000
	Text Box 15_21: 
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	cox_21: 
	gunner_21: 
	notes_21: LOA 450 m       63,725,000 ¢
no atmosph. / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                     38,125,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 6
Payload 25,000 t
seats Crew +132
5 Ejector Seats
33 Escape Capsules
	crit_21: 888
	own_21: 
	vessel_22: Supertanker CXZ-20-T/A
	lght_22: 1
	spdO_22: 280 
	spdP_22: 3 
	spdS_22: 18 
	mass_22: 20
	thrust_22: 1
	thrustX_22: 70
	sig_22: +2
	sens_22: 2
	hp_22: 10,000
	hull_22: 15
	av_22: 30
	sensR_22: 20
	detect_22: 10,000
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	cox_22: 
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	notes_22: LOA 600 m       88,500,000 ¢
no atmosph. / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                     48,500,000 ¢
Secure System -6 A.I. 8
7 Auto-Targeters  AT 15
Payload 40,000 t
seats Crew +12
3 Escape Capsules
	crit_22: 1.1 k
	own_22: 
	vessel_23: Battle Cruiser BXZ-24
	lght_23: 1
	spdO_23: 400 
	spdP_23: 4 
	spdS_23: 18 
	mass_23: 24
	thrust_23: 4
	thrustX_23: 100
	sig_23: -2
	sens_23: 8
	hp_23: 12,000
	hull_23: 20
	av_23: 43
	sensR_23: 80
	detect_23: 40,000
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	hardarm_23: 1
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	serv_23: 221
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	Text Box 68_23: 6
	capt_23: 
	mate_23: 
	chief_23: 
	cox_23: 
	gunner_23: 
	notes_23: LOA 700 m       128,500,000 ¢
no atmosph. / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                       71,000,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 8
Payload 50,000 t
seats Crew +250
34 Ejector Seats
65 Escape Capsules
	crit_23: 1.5 k
	own_23: 
	vessel_24: Dreadnought MAS-DT-28
	lght_24: 1
	spdO_24: 400 
	spdP_24: 4 
	spdS_24: 18 
	mass_24: 28
	thrust_24: 4
	thrustX_24: 100
	sig_24: -1
	sens_24: 8
	hp_24: 14,000
	hull_24: 20
	av_24: 50
	sensR_24: 80
	detect_24: 40,000
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	Text Box 68_24: 6
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	cox_24: 
	gunner_24: 
	notes_24: LOA 800 m       175,000,000 ¢
no atmosph. / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                      96,600,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 8
Payload 70,000 t
seats Crew +280
38 Ejector Seats
75 Escape Capsules
	crit_24: 1.1 k
	own_24: 
	vessel_25: Escort Carrier BXZ-36-C
	lght_25: 1
	spdO_25: 380 
	spdP_25: 3 
	spdS_25: 18 
	mass_25: 36
	thrust_25: 4
	thrustX_25: 95
	sig_25: +1
	sens_25: 8
	hp_25: 18,000
	hull_25: 22
	av_25: 50
	sensR_25: 80
	detect_25: 40,000
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	Text Box 68_25: 8
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	cox_25: 
	gunner_25: 
	notes_25: LOA 1,000 m    275,000,000 ¢
no atmosph. / FarDrive
                / FreeDrive (basic)
                     145,400,000 ¢
Elite System -12 A.I. 10
Payload 42,000t +M7craft x12
seats Crew +2,000
48 Ejector Seats
500 Escape Capsules
	crit_25: 1 k
	own_25: 
	vessel_26: JADE EMPEROR
	lght_26: 1
	spdO_26: 400 
	spdP_26: 4 
	spdS_26: 18 
	mass_26: 40
	thrust_26: 4
	thrustX_26: 100
	sig_26: +2
	sens_26: 10
	hp_26: 20,000
	hull_26: 32
	av_26: 90
	sensR_26: 100
	detect_26: 50,000
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	hardshield_26: 15
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	serv_26: 351
	Text Box 67_26: 80
	Text Box 68_26: 8
	capt_26: Nhat Xiao
	mate_26: 20
	chief_26: 30
	cox_26: 30
	gunner_26: 30
	notes_26: LOA 1,800 m value: 350 MM ¢
no atmospheric / FarDrive
Elite System -12 A.I. 10
Payload 100,000 t
seats Crew +1,850
54 Ejector Seats
455 Escape Capsules
Ai-Jinn Flagship (s. DrA p. 117)
Torpedo Damage +XS x10 HP
	crit_26: 2 k
	own_26: 
	Division Name Entry: Players Division
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